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TRANSLATOR'S

PREFACE.

XT may not be improper to apprize the

public, that although the following Lec-

tures be entitled Lectures on the Hebrew-

Poetry, their utility is by no means confined

to that single object. They embrace all

THE GREAT PRINCIPLES OF GENERAL CRITI-

CISM, as delivered by the ancients, improved

by the keen judgment and polished taste of

their author. In other words, this work

will be found an excellent compendium of

all the best rules of taste, and of all the

principles of composition, illustrated by the

boldest and most exalted specimens of ge-

nius (if no higher title be allowed them)

a 3 which
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which antiquity has transmitted to us ; and

which have hitherto seldom fallen under the

inspection of rational criticism.

Lest, from the title of the work, or from

the circumstance of being originally pub-

lished in a learned language, a prejudice

should arise in the breast of any individual,

that these Lectures are addressed only to the

learned, I think it a duty to anticipate a

misapprehension which might interfere both

with his entertainment and instruction. The

greatest as well as the most useful works

of taste and literature, are those which,

with respect at least to their general scope

and design, lie most level to the common

sense of mankind. Though the learning

and genius displayed in the follovv'ing Lec-

tures must ever excite our warmest admira-

tion; though they abound in curious re-

searches, and in refined and exquisite ob-

servations ; though the splendour of the sen-

timents and the elegance of the style will

necessarily
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necessarily captivate the eye and the ear of

the classical reader : the truth is, that they

ARE MORE CALCULATED FOR PERSONS OF

taste and general READING, THAN FOR

WHAT IS COMMONLY TERMED THE LEARNED

WORLD. Here are few nice philological dis-

quisitions, no abstruse metaphysical specu-

lations ; our author has built solely upon the

basis of common sense, and I know no part

of his work, which will not be intelligible

and useful to almost every understanding.

A still greater mistake it would be, to

suppose any knowledge of the Hebrew ne-

cessary to enable us to read these Lectures

with profit and pleasure. So happily does

the simple genius of the Hebrew language

accord with our own ; and so excellent a

transcript of the original (notwithstanding

a few errors) is our common translation of

the Scriptures ; so completely, so minutely,

I might say, does it represent the style and

character of the Hebrew writings, that no

person who is conversant with it, can be at

a 4 all
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all at a loss in applying all the criticisms of

our author. On this account I will venture

to assert, that if the genius of the translator

approached in any degree the clearness, the

elegance, the elevation of the author, these

Lectures in our own language would exhibit

the subject in a much fairer and more ad-

vantageous hght, than in the original form.

The English idiom, indeed, has so much

greater analogy to the Hebrew, that the

advantages which it possesses over the Lati

must be obvious to any reader who com-

pares the literal translations in each of these

languages.

But the utility of these Lectures as a

system of criticism, is, perhaps, their small-

est merit. They teach us not only taste but

virtue; not only to admire and revere the

Scriptures, but to profit by their precepts.

The author of the present work is not to be

considered merely as a master of the ge-

neral principles of criticism ; he has pene-

trated the very sanctuaries of Hebrew lite-

rature ;
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ratiire; he has investigated with a degree

of precision which few critics have attained,

the very nature and character of their com-

position : by accurately examining, and cau-

tiously comparing every part of the Sacred

writings ; by a force of genius, which could

enter into the very design of the authors

;

and by a comprehensiveness of mind, which

could embrace at a single view a vast series

of corresponding passages, he has discovered

the manner, the spirit, the idiom of the ori-

ginal, and has laid down such axioms as

cannot fail greatly to facilitate our know-

ledge and understanding of the Scriptures.

The work would amply repay the trouble of

perusing it, by the excellent elucidations of

particular passages of Holy Writ which it

affords ; but, when we reflect that these are

connected with such rules and principles as

may be applied with the greatest advantaoe

to other difficult passages, with such rules,

indeed, as will enable us better to compre-

hend
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hend the whole, surely it must appear ines-

timable in the eye of any man, who has at

all at heart his own improvement in religious

knowledge. Perhaps the Sceptic may learn

from the perusal of these Lectures, that the

difficulties of which he complains in the

Scriptures, are difficulties which might in

some measure be removed by a little more

knowledge, and a little more diligence in the

application of it. Perhaps, too, those pro-

found and learned critics, who quote and

censure authors whom they have never read,

and talk fluently about languages, the rudi-

ments of which they have yet to learn, may

find, to their great astonishment, that a

degree of penetration superior to their own

is able to discover at least a few rays of sub-

limity in the writings of the Hebrews.

Whatever be the merits or the defects of

this Translation, on one account at least I

will venture to promise myself the warmest

commendations of my readers, namely, for

having
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having made them acquainted with the

admirable criticisms ot' the learned Mi-

chaeHs. I have much reason to regret,

that the nature of this pubhcation would

not permit the insertion of all his observa-

tions, and at full length. But the truth is,

however suitable they may have been to

the work in its original form, some of his

remarks are too refined to be generally

useful ; and some of them too learned to be

intelUgible to any, but those who are fa-

miliar with the whole circle of Oriental

literature. I have therefore selected such

of them as I thought applicable to my
present purpose; and, as it was my wish

to confine this w^ork within as narrow

limits as my duty to the public would

permit, and to suffer in it nothing but

what I esteemed immediately useful, I have

taken the liberty of abridging some, which

I thought in a literal translation might ap-

pear tedious to the English reader.

Some
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Some observations of my own I have

also presumed to introduce among the

notes. They were such as to me seemed

calculated to render the work a more com-

plete compendium of critical science. As I

do not, however, think myself above cen-

sure, so I trust I shall not be found too

obstinate for correction. Should my indis-

cretion, therefore, have obtruded any thing

which a fair and liberal critic shall deem

impertinent or improper, I shall with much

cheerfulness, in a future edition, submit to

its erasement.

It was not till I had consulted some

of the first literary characters concerning

the propriety of substituting in the place of

our author's inimitable Latin poems any

English versions, that I ventured to appear

as a poetical translator. Even then I did

not fail to inspect every modern author,

who I imagined might furnish me with

compositions worthy of appearing among

the
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the criticisms of Lowth. I have preferred

Mr. Merrick's Psalms to any version which

I should have been able to produce (ex-

cept, indeed, in a single instance, v^^here it

was necessary that the measure should be

elegiac), not only on account of their intrin-

sic merit, but in consequence of the com-

mendation which our author has bestowed

upon them. By the kindness of Mr.

Mason also, this publication is enriched

with one of the most beautiful Lyric pro-

ductions in our language, I mean his para-

phrase of the xivth of Isaiah. When I

could find no translation to answer my

purpose, I was obliged to attempt the ver-

sification of the passages myself. The

public will therefore recollect, that I was a

poet through necessity, not choice ; and

will, I flatter myself, receive this as a

sufficient apology for the indifferent per-

formance of that part of my undertaking.

Presuming that it would be more agree-

able
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able to give the literal translations of the

Hebrew from works of established reputa-

tion, I have taken many of them from our

author's excellent version of Isaiah, from

Mr. Blaney's Jeremiah, from Bishop New-

combe's Minor Prophets, Mr. Heath's Job,

and from Dr. Hodgson's translation of the

Canticles : and this I trust will be accepted

by those Gentlemen as a general acknow-

ledgment. Where these did not furnish

me with a translation, I have endeavoured

myself to produce one as faithful to the

original as my knowledge of the language

would admit.

Convinced, on the whole, of the utility

of this publication, and yet aware of my

own inability to do it justice, I dismiss it

with that mixed emotion of confidence and

humility which such a situation naturally

inspires. Imperfect as it appears before the

world, if it be the means of imparting to

but a few some of that information, which

all
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all who read the original must regret was

not more generally diffused, I am sure I

shall have deserved well of the community:

at the same time, the reader will do me

great injustice, if he supposes that I have

satisfied myself in the execution of my

task. Whatever be its reception, it will

disappoint no expectations formed by me of

profit or of fame ; and if neither ensue from

it, I shall have no just cause of complaint.

It was impossible to read these Lectures

with the attention which even this transla-

tion required, and not derive advantages

from them far superior to the labour they

have cost me ; and, whatever may be their

effect with others, T am confident they have

left me something wiser, and I trust some-

thing better, than they found me.

In the prosecution of this work I have

incurred a debt of gratitude, which if I

cannot discharge, it is but fair to acknow-

ledge. By the advice and encouragement

S of
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of Dr. Kippis, I was in a great measure in-

duced to undertake this translation ; by a

continuance of the same friendly disposition

I was enabled cheerfully to proceed in it.

The public will easily perceive a part of

their obligation and mine to the ingenious

Mr. Henley, of Rendlesham, in the nu-

merous and valuable notes which bear his

signature ; but I am also indebted to him

for many corrections. These are not the

only friends to whom I have been obliged

on this occasion : I will venture to mention

in particular Mr. Wakefield of Nottingham,

a name sufficiently known in the classical

world ; and Mr. Foster of Woolton, near

Liverpool, whose careful and laborious re-

vision of my manuscript is the least of the

many favours he has conferred upon me.

To this companion of my youth I can in-

deed, with the strictest propriety, apply the

language of the Roman poet

:

^' Tecum etenim longos memini consumere soles,

^' Et tecum primas epulis decerpere noctes.

" Unuip
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*' Unum opus, et requiem pariter disponimus

ambo

:

" Atque verecunda laxamus seria mensa.

** Non equidem hoc dubites, amborum foedere

certo

" Consentire dies et ab uno sidere duci.

" Nostra vel sequali suspendit tempora libra

*^ Parca tenax veri : seu nata fidelibus hora

" Dividit in geminos concordia fata duorum :

" Saturnumque gravem nostro Jove frangimus

una.

*^ Nescio, quod certe est, quod me tibi tem-

perat astrum."

Jaaiei Street Terrace, Buckingham Gat«>

March l, 1787.

*#* The Author's Notes are all particularly distia?

guished. Those marked M. are by Professor MichaeHs

;

those marked S. H. are by Mr. Henley ; and those

marked T. by the Translator.

VOL. r.





THE

AUTHOR'S

PREFACE,
PREFIXED TO THE

g)econti Ctsttton.

I SHALL endeavour, in a few words, to eX'

plain the additions and improvements which

have been made to this Edition.

I have revised the whole work ; I have

added some things—I have corrected many

;

and especially in the notes. I have, how-

ever, refrained from all corrections which

did not appear absolutely necessary. If any

reader should object, that many passages re-

main, which might be amended, as being

scarcely established upon the grounds of

certainty and conviction ; I have only to

A a urge
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urge in my own defence, that, on very ob-

scure and difficult subjects, it has always

appeared to me sufficient to propose a pro-

bable explication : nor can I esteem that to

be correction, which only substitutes one

conjecture for another.

In other respects this Edition has receiv-

ed considerable improvements. In the first

place, I am greatly indebted to the friendly

communications of the learned Dr. Kenni-

colt, for the variations of the different co-

pies in several passages of the Old Testa-

ment w^hich I have quoted. I have distin-

guished his notes by inverted commas, and

by the letter K. subjoined. The Manuscripts

are numbered according to the Catalogue

annexed to that learned author's Disserta-

tion on the Hebrew Text '. I have, more-

' In the tliird Edition, the Manuscript Copies are not

cited according to these numbers, which are necessarily

changed in the Bible published by Dr. K. ; but it is only

mentioned in how many Manuscripts the different reading

occurs. Some different readings also are cited at large.

over^
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over, added some observations of the learned

Dr. Hunt, Professor of the Hebrew and

Arabic languages, which he kindly commu-

nicated at my request. These, also, I have

distinguished by inverted commas, and the

letter H. subjoined.

After this Edition was committed to the

press, I was favoured with a sight of the

Gottingen Edition, published under the in-

spection of the learned and ingenious Pro-

fessor of Philosophy in that University,

John David Michaelis, and greatly improved

and illustrated by him. To this were addecj

his notes and additions, in which he has,

with great candour, supplied my defects, and

corrected my errors. These, with the pre-

face entire, and with a few additions to the

notes, communicated to me by the author

(who would have added more, but that he

was prevented by the increasing business of

the University), I have printed in a separate

volume, lest my readers should be deprived

A i of
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of these very learned and excellent illustra-

tions : and I chose to do it in a separate

state, that the purchasers of the first Edi-

tion might partake equally of the benefit.

Whatever some of these notes may contain

repugnant to my own sentiments, I have

thought it better to submit them in this

form to the judgment of the reader, than,

by retracing my former ground, to divert

his attention into a controversy, unpleasant^

and probably fruitless*
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and attrihyfes of the Bc'ify ; also from the displai/ of

the Divitfc Poicer in the form of Interrogation and

Jronij— The HeL.ew poe/s attribuie the human passions

to the Deity without flepnrting from sublimity; and

thatfrequently when the imagery appears less consistent

icith the Divine Mvjesty : the reason of this Page 34^

LECTURE XVII.

OF THE SUBLIME OF PASSION.

Sublimity of sentiment as arisingfrom the vehement affec-

tions of the mind—What is commonly called Enthusiasm

is the natural effect of passion: the true Enthusiasm

arises from the impulse of the Divine Spirit, and is

peculiar to the sacred poets—The principal force of

poetry is displayed in the expression of passion : in ex*

citing the pjassions poetry best achieves its purpose, whe*

ther it be utility or pleasure—Hozi) the passions are ex-

cited to the purpose of utiliiy ; how to that of pleasure

—The difference and connexion between the pathetic and

the subiin/e—That sublimity, zvhich in the sacred poetry

proceeas from the imitation of the passions of admira-

tion, ofjoy, indignation, grief, and terror ; illustrated

by examples 3(55





LECTURES
ON THE

S A C K E B POETIRY
OF THE

HEBREWS.

Lecture i.

the introduction.
bF THE USES AND DESIGN OF POETRY.

The purpose of Poetry is to instruct while it gives plea^

sure; instruction being the end, and pleasure the

means—Illustrated by examples from the different

species of Poetry—The Didactic—TUe Epic—Tra-

gedy—Lyric—the lighter kinds of Poetry^ which are

calculated as well for the amusement of our leisure^

as for the ornament and improvement of literature,

—Sacred Poetry ; whence a transition to the imme-

diate object of these Lectures,

1 HOUGH our present meeting be, on some
accounts, rather earlier than I could have

wished
' ; yet I cheerfully embrace the op-

portunity

' The Prselector of Poetry at Oxford is obliged by the

statute to read his inaugural lecture tlie first Tuesday in

VOL. r. B the
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portunity which it alFords me of assuring

you. Gentlemen, that to this undertaking

(whether considered as a duty imposed,

or as a favour conferred upon me) I bring,

if no other accompUshment, at least industry

and inclination. I could, indeed, more pa-

tiently bear to be accused of wanting genius,

fluency, or elegance, than of wanting dili-

the Term subsequent to his election ; and it appears by the

University Register, that Mr. Lowth was elected to the

Professorship on the 21st of May 1741, in the vacation

between Easter and Act Term. As this vacation is only

tliirteen days, commencing the Thursday before Whit-

sunday, and ending the Wednesday after Trinity Sunday,

the longest interval that could possibly happen between

his election and his first Lecture is somewhat less than

three weeks : it might probably be much shorter. Even

in his youth Bishop Lowth was distinguished by the cau-

tious accuracy of his judgment ; he therefore very pro-

perly introduces a plan, upon which he was to work for

ten years (tlic usual term of the Professorship), with much

modesty and reserve ; and when he speaks of meeting his

constituents rather early (paulo maturius), he must be un-

derstood as regTetting the httle time, which by the statute

was allowed him to prepare his introductory address. This

fact will serve also to explain some passages towards the

conclusion of the Lecture.

For the substance of this note I am indebted to a very

intelligent friend at Oxford, and am happy in this oppor-

tunity of returning my best tuknowledgments. T.

gence
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gence in the exercise of that office to which

your authority has called me, or gratitude

in the acceptance of that favour, which

(whatever it be in itself) is undoubtealy

great, since conferred on me by you. For,

to judge rightly of obligations of this kind,

regard must be had not only to the favour

itself, but to the persons who confer it,

and to the person on whom it is conferred.

When, therefore, I reflect, that the station

to which I am invited, has been adorned by

men of the first rank in genius and learning;

when I regard you, whose favour can add

dignity to the most respectable characters ;

when, in fine, I consider myself, who could

never have expected or hoped from my own
merits for any public testimony of your ap-

probation ; I receive this appointment as an

honour, for which the utmost exertions of

labour and assiduity will be but a very ina-

dequate return. This part of my duty,

however, though feebly and imperfectly, I

would wish you to believe I most willingly

perform : for, to an ingenuous mind nothing

can be more agreeable than the expression,

or even the sense, of gratitude ; and the re-

membrance of the obligation will rather sti-

B 2 mulate
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mulate than depress. Other considerations

have, I must confess, rendered me not a Httle

solicitous : I am appointed to superintend a

particular department of science, which you

have constantly distinguishedbyyour presence

and attention ; and a subject is to be discussed,

which not only you have judged worthy of

your cultivation, and the public countenance

of the University, but which has hitherta re-

ceived in this place all the embellishments of

graxe and elegance, of which it is naturally

susceptible. Should it, therefore, fall into

Bcglect or disrepute hereafter, I fear that I

shall be compelled to acknowledge the fault

to have been mine, and not that of the in-

stitution itself.

Whatever degree of success, indeed, may
attend my endeavours, let it not for a mo-
ment be suspected, that the design is not al-

together deserving ofapprobation. For, can

there be any thing of more real importance

to literature itself, can any thing be more

consistent with the ends for which this Uni-

versity was founded, than that the art, of

whose assistance every other art and profes-

sion has so greatly availed itself, should be as-

signed a place among the rest? that art, so

venerable
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venerable for its antiquity, so delightful in it-

self; that art, which is in a manner congenial

to humanity, and which sets ofFNature by the

most agreeable representation of her beauties

:

which, among the ignorant and the learned,

the idle and the studious, has ever obtained

favour, admiration, and regard. Nothing

surely can be more worthy of a liberal and

accomplished mind, than to perceive what is

perfect, and what is defective, in an art, the

beauties of which frequently lie beneath the

surface; to understand what is graceful, what
is becoming, in what its excellencies consist;

and, in a word, to discover and rehsh those

delicate touches of grace and elegance, that

]ie beyond the reach of vulgar apprehension.

From these subtile researches after beauty and

taste, there is also the fairest reason to appre-

hend that thej.udgm.ent it&elf will receivesome
accessions of strength and acuteness, which

it may successfully employ upon other ob-

jects, and upon other occasions. Such at

least appear to have been the sentiments of

that excellent person % to whose munificence

^ The poetic Lecture was instituted by Henry Birk-

JiEAD, LL.D. formerly Fellow of All Souls.

Author's Note.

B 3 Poetry
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Poetry has been long indebted for her ad-

mission into the circle of those sciences which

are cultivated in this University. For, pos-

sessing a mind not only instructed in the most

useful branches of knowledge, but adorned

with the most elegant arts ; and having im-

bibed the first principles of education in a

seminary, where the most important and sa^

cred subjects, recommended by all the ele-

gance of polite literature, have been hereto-

fore, and still continue to be, studied with

vigour and effect ; he saw and experienced

how much an attention to these elegancies

would contribute to the investigation or il-

lustration of the severer branches of erudi-

tion, and how strict the alliance between

Philosophy and the Muses.

The design, therefore, of the author of

this Institution, as well as the usual practice

on occasions like the present, reminds me.

Gentlemen, of the propriety (though a mat-

ter already familiar to most of you) of pre-

mising a few such observations as appear

least exceptionable concerning the end and

utility of the poetic art.

Poetry is commonly understood to have

two objects in view, namely, advantage and

pleasure.
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pleasure, or rather an union of both. I wish

those who have furnished us with this defi-

nition, had rather proposed utility as its

ultimate object ^ and pleasure as the means

by which that end may be effectually ac-

complished. The philosopher and the poet,

indeed, seem principally to differ in the

means by which they pursue the same end.

Each sustains the character of a preceptor,

which the one is thought best to support, if

he teach with accuracy, with subtlety, and

with perspicuity; the other, with splendour,

harmony, and elegance. The one makes his

3 There are, however, poems which only delight, but

which are not, therefore, to be condemned : some, which,

though they contain no moral precepts, no commendation

of virtue, no sentiment curious or abstruse, yet dress and

adorn common ideas in such splendour of diction and har-

mony of numbers, as to afford exquisite pleasure ; they

bring, as it were, before our eyes, the woods and streams,

and all the elegant and enchanting objects of nature. The
excellence of such poems is founded upon the same prin-

ciple with that of a beautiful picture, which is more valued

for contributing to pleasure only, than many other things

are for their actual utility. What follows I greatly ap-

prove : only I would not wisli it to be denied, that there

are some poems which liave no design but that of giving

pleasure, and that this is even a laudable end ; nor, indeed^,

does our author altogether suppose this impossible. M.

B 4 appeal
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appeal to reason only, independent of the pas-

sions ; the other addresses the reason in such a

manner as even to engage the passions on his

side. The one proceeds to Virtue and Truth

by the nearest and most compendious ways;

the other leads to the same point through

certain deflexions and deviations, by a wind-

ing but pleasanter path. It is the part of the

former so to describe and explain these ob-

jects, that we must necessarily become ac-

quainted with them; it is the part of the lat-

ter so to dress and adorn them, that of our

own accord we must love and embrace them.

I therefore lay it down as a fundamental

maxim, that Poetry is useful, chiefly because

it is agreeable ; and should I, as w^e are apt

to do, attribute too much to my favourite

occupation, I trust Philosophy will forgive

me, when I add, that the writings of the

Poet are more useful than those of the Phi-

losopher, inasmuch as they are more agree-

able. To illustrate this position by well-

known examples : can it be supposed that

the more learned Romans, when they be-

came devoted to the doctrine of Epicqrus,

did not more highly esteem, and more fre-

quently apply to the admirable poem of

Lucretius,
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Lucretius, than to Catius, or Amafanius, or

even the commentaries of Epicurus himself?

Who can beheve that even the most tasteless

could peruse the writings on agriculture,

either of the learned Varro, or (not to men-

tion the elder Cato) of Columella, an author

"by no means deficient in elegance, with the

same pleasure and attention as that most de-

lightful and most perfect work, the Georgics

of Virgil ? a work in which he has equalled

the most respectable writers in the solidity of

his matter% and has greatly excelled the most

elegant in the incredible harmony of his

^ Seneca seems to detract frpm the authority of Vir-

gil's Georgics^ describing him as an author, " who

f ' studied truth less than elegance ; and wished rather to

*.' delight the reader, than to instruct the husbandman."'

Columella, however, seems to be of a very different

opinion, and I cannot help thinking him a much better

judge. He continually cites the Geo?'gks, never with any

degree of blame, and generally with tlie greatest ap-

plause :
" This mode we shall pursue, if we may trust the

" poet, whose authority on such occasions I esteem httle

" less than an oracle." Lib. 4. "I shall frequently make
*' use of the authority of this divine poem." Lib, vii. 3.

In the very matter for which Seneca finds fault with

Virgil, namely, the time of sowing millet, the reader

will see how ignorantly the poet is censured by the phi-

losopher, if he consults Columella, II. 9. Plix. N. H.

xviii. 7. Pallad. III. 6. Author''s Note.

numbers.
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numbers. On the contrary, if Manilius, who
is numbered (and rightly, ifwe may credit his

own testimony) among the writers of the

Augustan age, has treated the engaging sci-

ence of Astronomy in such low and inelegant

verse, as even scarcely to excel Julius Firmi-

cus, a prose writer on the same subject in a

less polished age, I will allow him the merit

of a Philosopher and Astronomer, but never

can account him a Poet. For, what is a Poet,

destitute of harmony, of grace, and of all

that conduces to allurement and delight? or

how should we derive advantage or improve*

ment from an author whom no man of taste

can endure to read ? The reason, therefore,

w^hy Poetry is so studious to embellish her

precepts with a certain inviting sweetness,

and, as it were,

—" tincture them with the honey of the Muses,'*

is plainly, by such seasoning to conciliate

favour to her doctrine, as is the practice

even of physicians, who temper with pleasant

flavours their least agreeable medicines :

" Thus, the sick infant's taste disguis'd to meet,

** They tinge the vessel's brim with juices sweet

;

" The bitter draught his willing lip receives

;

" He drinks deceiv'd, and so deceiv'd he lives;'*

as
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as Lucretius expresses himself in illustration

of his own design, as well as that of Poetry

in general.

But if it be manifest, 'even in authors

who directly profess improvement and advan-

tage, that those will most efficaciously in-

struct, who afford most entertainment ; the

same will be still more apparent in those, who,

dissembling the intention of instruction, ex*

hibit only the blandishments of pleasure ;

and while they treat of the most important

things, of all the principles of moral action,

all the offices of life, yet laying aside the se-

verity of the preceptor, adduce at once all

the decorations of elegance, and all the at-

tractions of amusement : who display, as in a

picture, the actions, the manners, the pur-

suits and passions of men ; and by the force

of imitation and fancy, by the harmony of

numbers, by the taste and variety of ima-

gery, captivate the affections of the reader,

and imperceptibly, or perhaps reluctantly,

impel him to the pursuit of virtue. Such is

the real purpose of heroic poetry ; such is

the noble effect produced by the perusal of

Homer. And who so thoughtless, or so cal-

lous, as not to fed incredible pleasure in that

most
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most agreeable occupation; who is not moved,

astonished, enraptured by the inspiration of

that most sublime genius ? Who so inani-

mate as not to see, not to feel inscribed, or

as it were imprinted upon his heart, his most

excellent maxims concerning human life and

manners ? From Philosophy a few cold pre-

cepts may be deduced ; in History some dull

and spiritless examples of manners m.ay be

found : here we have the energetic voice of

Virtue herself, here we behold her animated

form. Poetry addresses her precepts not to

the reason alone; she calls the passions to her

aid : she not only exhibits examples, but

infixes them in the rnind. She softens the

w^ax w4th her peculiar ardour, and renders

it more plastic to the artist's hand. Thus

does Horace most truly and mostjustly apply

this commendation to the poets

:

** What's fair, and falsf;, and right, these bards

describe,

** Better and plainer than the Stoic tribe :"

plainer or more completely, because they do

not perplex their disciples wdth the dry detail

of parts and definitions, but so perfectlyand so

jiccuratelydelineatebyexamplesofevery kind,

3 the
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the forms of the human passions and habits,

the principles of social and civilized life, that

he, who from the schools of Philosophy should

turn to the representations of Homer, would

feel himself transported from a narrow and

intricate path to an extensive and flourishing

field. Better, because the Poet teaches not

by maxims and precepts, and in the dull,

sententious form ; but by the harmony of

verse, by the beauty of imagery, by the in-

genuity of the fable, by the exactness of

imitation, he allures and interests the mind

of the reader, he fashions it to habits of vir-

tue, and in a manner informs it with the

spirit of integrity itself.

But if from the Heroic we turn to the

Tragic Muse, to which Aristotle ^ indeed

assigns the preference, because of the true

and perfect imitation, we shall yet more

clearly evince the superiority of Poetry over

Philosophy, on the principle of its being

more agreeable. Tragedy is, in truth, no

other than Philosophy introduced upon the

stage, retaining all its natural properties, re-

mitting nothing of its native gravity, but

assisted and embellished by other favouring

{ Poet Cap. ult.

circum^^
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circumstances. What point, for instance, of

moral discipline have the Tragic writers of

Greece left untoiiched or unadorned? What
duty of life, what principle of political eco-

nomy, what motive or precept for the go-

vernment of the passions, what commenda-

tion of virtue is there, which they have not

treated ofwith fulness, variety, and learning?

The moral of ^schylus (not only a poet,

but a Pythagorean) will ever be admired.

Nor were Sophocles and Euripides less illus-

trious for the reputation of wisdom ; the lat-

ter of whom was the disciple of Socrates and

Anaxagoras, and was known among his

friends by the title of the Dramatic Philoso-

pher. In these authors surely, the allure-

ments ^f Poetry afforded some accession to

the empire of Philosophy; nor indeed has

any man arrived at the summit of Poetic

fame, who did not previously lay the founda-

tion of his art in true Philosophy.

Should it be objected, that some have been

eminent in this walk of Poetry, who never

studied in the schools of the Philosophers,

nor enjoyed the advantages of an education

above the common herd of mankind; I an-

swer, that I am not contending about the

vulgar
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vulgar opinion, or concerning the meaning

of a word : the man who, by the force of

genius and observation, has arrived at a per-

fect knowledge of mankind, who has ac-

quainted himself w^ith the natural powers of

the human mind, and the causes by which

the passions are excited and repressed ; who
not only in words can explain, but can de-

hneate to the senses, every emotion of the

soul ; who can excite, can temper and regu-

late the passions ; such a man, though he may

not have acquired erudition by the common
methods, I esteem a true Philosopher. The
passion ofjealousy, its causes, circumstances,

its progress, and effects, I hold to be more

accurately, more copiously, more satisfac-

torily described in one of the dramas of

Shakespeare, than in all the disputations of

the schools of Philosophy.

Now, if Tragedy be of so truly a philoso-

phical nature ; and, if to all the force and

gravity of wisdom it add graces and allure-

ments peculiarly its own, the harmony of

verse, the contrivance of the fable, the ex-

cellence of imitation, the truth of action

;

shall w^e not say that Philosophy must yield

to Poetry in point of utility ; or shall we not

rather
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rather say, that the former is greatly indebt- ,

ed to the latter, of whose assistance and re-

commendation it makes so advantageous a

use, in order to attain its particular purpose^

utility, or improvement?
*' But if the force of imitation a-nd fable

be so great, the force of truth itself must

surely appear much greater: w^e should there-

fore apply to History rather than to Poetry^

for instruction in morals." This, how^ever^

is a mistaken notion. History is confined

within too narrow limits ; History is subject

to laws peculiar to itself, and too severe to

admit of such an application. It relates things

as they really w^ere, it traces events under

the guidance of authority ; it must exhibit

what has happened, not what might or ought

to hare happened. It must not deviate in

quest of reasonable instruction or plausible

conjecture, but confine itself to that path

which the stubbornness offact has prescribed.

History treats of things and persons which

have been in actual existence; the subjects of

Poetry are infinite and universal. The one

investigates causes through the uncertain me-

dium of conjecture ; the other demonstrates

them with clearness and certainty. The one

catches
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catches the casual gUmpses of truth, when-

ever they break forth to the view ; the other

contemplates her unclouded appearance. His-

tory pursues her appointed journey by a di-

rect path ; Poetry ranges uncontrolled over

the wdde expanse of nature. The former

must make her precepts subservient to the

subject ; the latter forms a subject subordi-

nate to her precepts and design. For these

reasons Poetry is defined by Aristotle to be

something of a more serious and philosophi-

cal nature than History^ : nor is our Bacon

(a name not inferior in literature) of a dif-

ferent sentiment. The subject itself, and the

authority of so great a man, require that the

passage should be quoted in his own words.
*' Since the sensible world is in dignity in-

" ferior to the rational soul; Poetry seems
" to endow human nature with that which
*^ lies beyond the power of Historj^ and to

'' gratify the mind with at least the shadow
** of things, where the substance caiinot be

*' had. For, if the matter be properly con-
'* sidered, an argument may be drawn from
'* Poetry, that a superior dignity in things,

Poet. c. 9. Author's Note,

VOL. I, c *^ a more
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' a more perfect order, and a more beautiful

' variety delights the soul of man, than is

* found in nature since the fall. As, there-

' fore, the actions and events w^hich are the

' subject of true History, are not of sufficient

' amplitude to content the mind of man

;

' Poetry is at hand, and invents actions of a

' more heroic nature. Because true His-

* tory reports the success of events not pro-

' portionably to desert, or according to the

' virtue or vice that has been displayed in

^ them; Poetry corrects this, and represents

' events and fortunes according to justice

* and merit : because true History, from the

' obvious similarity of actions, and the sa-

^ tiety which this circiimstance must ocea-

* sion, frequently creates a distaste in the

^ mind ; Poetry cheers and refreshes it, ex-

' hibiting things uncommon, varied, and
' full of vicissitude. As Poetry,, therefore,

' contributes not only to pleasure, but to

' magnanimity and good morals ; it is de-

^ servedly supposed to participate in some
* measure of divine inspiration; since it raises

' the mind, and fills it wuth subhme ideas,

* by proportioning the appearances of things

" to
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*' to the desires of the mind ; and not sub-

*' mitting the mind to things, like Reason

** and History ^"

That elevation of sentiment, that inspira-

tion, that usefulness in forming the manners,

is, however, by no means so peculiar to the

Epic (to which that great man chiefly refers

in this passage), as to exclude the claim of

every other species ofPoetry ; there are others

which also deserve to partake in the com-

mendation : and first the Ode,

" With thoughts that breathe, and words that

burn ;''

which, though in some respects inferior to

what are called the higher species of Poetry,

yields to none in force, ardour, and some-

times even in dignity and solemnity. Every

species of Poetry has in fact its peculiar

mode of acting on the human feelings ; the

general effect is perhaps the same. The Epic

accomplishes its design with more leisure,

with more consideration and care, and there-

fore probably with greater certainty. It more

gradually insinuates itself, it penetrates, it

moves, it delights ; now rising to a high de-

' tie Augm. Sctenu L. 11. 13,

c 2 gree
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gree of sublimity, now subsiding to its ac-

customed smoothness; and, conducting the

reader through a varied and dehghtful scene,

it appUes a gentle constraint to the mind,

making its impression by the forcible nature

of this application, but more especially by its

continuance. The Ode, on the contrary, strikes

with an instantaneous effect, amazes, and as

it were storms the affections. The one may

be compared to a flame, which, fanned by the

winds, gradually spreads itself on all sides,

and at last involves every object in the con-

flagration ; the other to a flash of lightning,

which instantaneously bursts forth,

" With instant ruin threats great Nature's frame,

" And shoots thro' ev'ry part the vivid flame."

The amazing power of Lyric Poetry in

directing the passions, in forming the man-

ners, in maintaining civil life, and particu-

larly in exciting and cherishing that generous

elevation of sentiment, on which the very

existence of public virtue seems to depend,,

will be suiSciently apparent by only contem-

plating those monuments of Genius which

Greece has bequeathed to posterity. If we
examine tl\e poems of Pindar (which though

b7
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by no means accounted the most excellent of

their kind, by some strange fiitality are al-

most the only specimens that remain), how
exquisite must have been the pleasure, how
vivid the sensation to the Greek, whose ordi-

nary amusement it was to sing, or hear them

sung ! For, this kind of entertainment was

not confined to persons of taste and learning,

but had grown into general use. When he

heard his Gods, his heroes, his ancestors re-

ceived into the number of the Gods, cele-

brated in a manner so glorious, so divine,

would not his bosom glow with the desire of

fame, with the most fervid emulation of vir-

tue, with a patriotism, immoderate perhaps,

but honourable and useful in the highest de-

gree ? Is it wonderful, that he should be so

elevated with this greatness of mind, (shall I

call it ?) or rather insolence and pride, as to

esteem every other people mean, barbarous,

and contemptible, in comparison with him-

self and his own countrymen ? It is almost

unnecessary to remind this assembly, that in

the sacred Games (which afforded so much

support to the warlike virtue of Greece ^) no

* Consult the Dissertation of the learned Gilbert

West on the Olympic Games, Sect. xvii.

c 3 incon-
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inconsiderable share of dignity and esteem

resulted from the verses of the poets ; nor

did the Olympic crown exhibit a more ample

reward to the candidate for victory, than the

encomium of Pindar or Stesichorus. I wish,

indeed, that time had not invidiously deprived

us of the works of the latter, whose majesty

andexcellence commanded universal applause,

whomDionysius^ preferred before every other

Lyric poet, because he made choice of the sub-

limest and most splendid subjects, and in the

amplification of them preserved most com-

pletely the manners and the dignity ofhis cha-

racters. To Alcaeus, however, the same author

attributes the most excellent manner of treat-

ing political subjects '°. As a man, indeed,how
great ! as a citizen, how strenuous ! what a

spirited defender of the laws and constitution

of his country! what a vigorous opposer of

tyrants ! who consecrated equally his sword

and his lyre on the altar of Freedom ! whose

prophetic Muse, ranging through every re-

gion, acted as the sacred guardian, not for

the present moment only, but for future ages;

not of his own city alone, but of the whole

9 Dion. Halicar. T. II. p. 123. Edit. Hudson,
'° Ibid.

common^
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commonwealth of Greece. Poetry such as

this, so vehement, so animated, is certainly

to be esteemed highly efficacious as well in

exciting the human mind to virtue, as in

purifying it from every mean and vicious

propensity ; but still roore especially does it

conduce to cherish and support that vigour

Qf soul, that generous te.mper and spirit,

which is both the offspring and guardian of

Liberty. Gould an apprehension arise, that

another Pisistratus w^ould meditate the en-

slaving of that city, where at every banquet,

nay, in the streets and in thp meanest assem-

blies of the common people, that convivial

ode was daily sung, which bears the name of

Callistratus? an author known to us only by

this composition, which, however, sufficient-

ly demonstrates him to have been an admi-

rable poet and an excellent citizen "
:

Verdant

" Athek.^us, Lib. XV. This Skolion (or convivial

song) some have attributed to Alca^us: but not con-

formably with strict chronology ; for Alcaeus flourished

about eighty years before the death of Hipparchus.

But Hesychius has preserved the name of the author

from oblivion, directly^ assigning the poem to Callt-

sTEATus. This poem was so celebrated at Athens, that

it was sung at almost every banquet, as we learn from

AiiisTorHAXEs, Ax«p. 977,

c 4 « Grim-
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Verdant myrtle's branchy pride

Shall my thirsty blade entwine:

Such, Harmodius, deck'd thy side

;

Such, AiiisTOGiTON, thine.

Noblest

" Grim-visag'd War shall never be my guest,

*^ Nor at my table sing Harmodius'' praise

:

" Such lawless riot mars our template joys/'

*^ He shall never sing Harmodius with me :" that is, he

shall never be my guest. Upon this passage the Scho-

liast :
" In their convivial meetings they sung a certain

" ballad of Harmodius, which begins ^txlccli 'Afixohi. a. x."

Also in the same comedy, 1092, diese songs are enumer-

rated among the other apparatus of the entertainment

:

" The sprightly dance : Harmodius ! thy delight."*'

There is an allusion to the same, Ava-t?. 6S3.

" My sword 1 11 bear hid in a myrtle branch

;

" And like Aristogiton walk in arms.'"*

It is evident from this ballad, that the conspirators, when

they assaulted Hipparchus, concealed their daggers in those

myrtle garlands, which, if I mistake not, were carried by

all who assisted at the sacred rites of the Panatlienaic sa-

crifice : and this is indeed confirmed by the Schohast

upon Aristophanes, in the passage before referred to:

" For these men, Harmodius and Aristogiton, hastily

*' drawing their swords out of the myrtle boughs, fell

'' furiously upon the tyrant." Hence, perhaps, arose the

custom, that whoever sung any convivial song in com-

pany, always held a branch of myrtle in his hand. See

Plutarch 1, Symp. Quest. 1. Authors Note.

Our
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Noblest youths! in islaiuls blest,

Not like recreant idlers dead

;

You with fleet Pklides rest,

And with godlike Dio.mkd.

Myrtle shall our brows entwine,

While the ]Muse your fame shall tell

;

'T was at Pallas' sacred shrine,

At your feet the Tyrant fell.

Then in Athens all was peace,

Equal laws and liberty :

Nurse of Arts and eye of Greece,

Peo])le valiant, firm and free*"^!

If,

Our Collins in particular has attributed this poem to

ALCiEUs, in the following beautiful lines

:

*• What new Alcaeus, fancy blest,

*' Shall sing the sword, in myrtles drest,

" At Wisdom's shrine awhile its flame concealing,

" (What place so fit to seal a deed renown'd ?)

" Till she her brightest lightnings round revealing,

" It leaped in glory forth, and dealt her prompted

wound." Ode to Liberty.

" The above imitation, all but the third stanza, is

taken from a paraphrase of this poem, said to be the pro-

duction of Sir W. Jones. The followin^x is a more

literal translation by Mr. Cumberland :

" He is not dead, our best bclovM

" Harmodius is not lost,

" But with Troy'*s conquerors removed

'* To some more happy coast

" Bind
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If, after the memorable Ides of March, any-

one of the Tyrannicides had dehveredto the

populace such a poen) as this, had introduced

it to the Suburra, to the assembUes of the

Forum, or had put it into the mouths of the

common people, the dominion of the Caesars

and its adherents would have been totally

extinguished; and I am firmly persuaded, that

one stanza of this simple ballad of Harmo-

dius would have been more effectual than all

the Philippics of Cicero.

There are some other species of Poetry,

w^hich with us generally appear in an easy

and familiar style, but formerlyassumed some-

times a graver and more important character.

Such is the Elegy; I do not speak of the light

and amorous Elegy of the moderns, but that

ancient, serious, sacred, and didactic Elegy,

^* Bind then the myrtle's mystic hough,

" And wave your swords around ; j

*' For so. they struck the tyrant low,

<' ^nd so their swords were bound.

*^ Perpetual objects of our love

" The patriot pair shall be,

*' Who in Minerva's sacred grove

" Struck, and set Athens free.^"*

Observer, N^ 4^. T.

the
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the preceptress of morals, the lawgiver of

nations, the oracle of virtue. Not to enter

into a detail of authors, of whose works we
are not in possession, and of w hose merits we
consequently can form no adequate judgment,

it will be sufficient to instance Solon, the most

venerable character of antiquity, the wisest

of legislators, and w^ithal a poet of no mean

reputation. When any thing difficult or

perplexing occurred in ihe administration of

public affairs, we are informed that he had

recourse to Poetry '^. Were the laws to be

maintained or enforced upon any particular

emergency ; w^as the indolence or licentious-

ness of the citizens to be reproved; were their

minds to be stimulated to the love of liberty,

he immediately attacked them with some po-

etical production, bold, animated, and severe,

in the highest tone of censorial gravity, and
yet in no respect deficient in elegance :

'* Before the awful peal the lightnino- flies,

*' And gathciing clouds impending- storms

presage

;

'* By souls aspiring civil freedom dies;

f^ The people's madness whets the tyrant's raoe."

^ See Plutarch & Diog. Laert. Life of Sohn.

It
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It is a well-known fact, that Athens was

altogether indebted for the recovery of Sala-

niis to the verses of Solon ; even contrary to

their own inclination and intention. After

they had, from repeated overthrows, fallen

into the deepest despair, insomuch that it was

made a capital offence, even to propose the

renewal of the war, or the reclaiming of the

island, such was the influence of that single

poem, which begins

—

'' Let us march to Sa^

*' lamis," that, as if pronounced by a pro^

phet, instinct with divine enthusiasm, the

people, propelled by a kind of celestial in-

spiration, flew immediately to arms, became

clamorous for war, and sought the field of

battle with such incredible ardour, that by

the violence of their onset, after a great

slaughter of the enemy, they achieved a

most decisive victory.

We have also some remains of the cele-^

brated Tyrtccus, who

** manly souls to martial deeds

** By verse excited."

The whole scope and subject of his compo-

sitions is the celebration of valour and pa-

triotism, and the immortal glory of those

who
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who bravely fell in battle :—compositions,

which could impart some degree of courage

even to the timid and unmanly ; by which,

indeed, he elevated the minds of the Lacede-

monians, which had been long debilitated and

depressed, to the certain hope of victory. The

fact is well known, and had it not been corro-

borated by the testimony of so many authors,

it would doubtless have been thought by some

incredible ; though I confess it appears to me
no less supported by the reason of things than

by the authority of the historian. It is im-

possible that men should act otherwise than

with the most heroic ardour, the most un-

daunted resolution, who sung to the martial

pipe, when arranged in military order, march-

ing to the onset, or perhaps actually engaged,

such strains as these :

Our country's voice invites the ])rave

The glorious toils of war to try

;

Curs'd be the coward or the slave,

Who shuns the fight, who fears to die !

Obedient to the high command,

Full fraught with patriotic fire,

Descends a small but trusty band,

And scarce restrains th' impatient ire.

Lo!
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Lo ! the hostile crowds advance !

Firmly we their might oppose,

Hehii to hehn, and lance to lance,

In awful pomp we meet our foes.

Unaw'd by fear, untaught to yield.

We boldly tread th' ensanguined plain ,'

And sGorn to quit the martial field,

Though drench'd in blood, though heaped

with slain.

For though stern Death assail the brave,-

His virtues endless life shall claim y

His fame shall mock th' invidious grave^

To times unborn a sacred name

!

Not entirely to omit the lighter kinds of

Poetry, many will think that we allow themf

full enough, when we suppose their utility

to consist in the entertainment which they

afford. Nor is this, Gentlemen, altogether

to be despised, if it be considered that this

entertainment, this levity itself, affords re-

laxation to the mind when wearied with the

laborious investigation of truth ; that it un-

bends the understanding, after intense appU-

cation ; restores it when debilitated ; and re-

freshes it, even by an interchange and variety

of study. In this we are countenanced by

the example and authority of the greatest

men
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men of Greece, by that of Solon, Plato, and

Aristotle ; among the Romans, by that of

Scipio and Laelius, Julius and Augustus

Ci^sar, Varro and Brutus, who filled up the

intervals of their more important engage-

ments, their severer studies, with the agree-

ableness and hilarity of this poetical talent.

Nature indeed seems in this most wisely to

have consulted for us, who while she impels

us to the knowledge of truth, which is fre-

quently remote, and only to be prosecuted

with indefatigable industry, has provided also

these pleasing recreations, as a refuge to the

mind, in which it might occasionally shelter

itself, and find an agreeable relief from lan-

guor and anxiety.

But there is yet a further advantage to be

derived from these studies, which ought not

to be neglected ; for, beside possessing in re-

serve a certain solace ofyour labours, from the

same repository you will also be supplied with

many of the brightest ornaments of literature.

The first object is, indeed, to perceive and

comprehend^ clearly the reasons, principles,

and relations of things ; the next is, to be able

to explain yourconceptions not only with per-

spicuity, but with a degree of elegance. For,

3 in
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in this respect we are all of us in some mea-

sure fastidious: we are seldom contented with

a jejune and naked exposition even of the

most serious subjects; some of the seasonings

of art, some ornaments of style, some splen-

dour of diction, are of necessity to be adopted;

even some rep:ard is due to the harmony of

numbers, and to the gratification of the ear.

In all these respects, though I grant that the

language of Poetry differs very widely from

that of all other kinds of composition, yet he

who has bestowed some time and attention

on the perusal and imitation of the Poets,

will, I am persuaded, find his understanding

exercised and improved as it were in this Pa-

lestra, the vigour and activity of his imagi-

nation increased, and even his manner of

expression to have insensibly acquired a tinge

from this elegant intercourse. Thus we ob-

serve in persons who have been taught to

dance, a certain indescribable grace and man-

ner ; though they do not form their common
gesture and gait by any certain rules, yet

there results from that exercise a degree of

elegance, which accompanies those who have

been proficients in it, even when they have

relinquished the practice. Nor is it in the

least
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least improbable, that both Caesar and Tully '*

(the one the most elegant, the other the most

eloquent of the Romans) might have derived

considerable assistance from the cultivation

of this branch of polite literature, since it is

well knovrn, that both of them were addicted

to the reading of Poetry, and even exercised

in the composition of it 'K This too is so

apparent

^"^ " It will not be inconsistent with these studies to

*' amuse yourself with Poetry:—Tully, indeed, appears to

*' me to have acquired that luminous and splendid diction

*' which he possessed, by occasionally resorting to such

*' occupations."

—

Quinct. Lib. X. 5. Authors Note.

'5 It may be doubted whether Cicero was indebted

for his excellence as an orator to the cultivation of Poetry.

He would have been accounted but a moderate orator, if

his orations had only equalled his poetry, had he spoken

as he sung

:

" Fortune foretun''d the dying notes of Rome :

*' Till I, thy Consul sole, consoPd thy doom."

1 do not expect from Cicero the pohsh and perfection

of Virgil, but one might at least have hoped to meet in

his verse some of that fire and fancy whicli appears in his

oratory. The case, however, is far otherwise, for he ap-

pears not deficient in art, but in nature ; in that energy

and enthusiasm which is called the poeticfaror.

Upon very mature consideration, indeed, I will ven-»

ture to profess, that, however Poetry may contribute to

VOL. I. D form
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apparent in the writings of Plato, that he is

thought not only to have erred in his judg-

form an accomplished Orator, I hardly ever expect to find

the same person excellent in both arts. The language of

Poetry has something in it so different and contrary to that

of Oratory, that we seldom find those who have apphed

much to the one rise above mediocrity in the other. The

chief excellence of an Orator consists in perspicuity, and

in such a degree of perspicuity as is necessary to render

the composition intelligible even to the common people

;

but, though obscurity be not a necessary adjunct of a good

poem, it must be considerably superior to the laaiguage

and comprehension of the vulgar to rank above mediocrity.

The Orator must not deviate from tlie common and beaten

track of language ; the Poet must aim at a happy boldness

of diction, and wander into new paths. The Orator, in

order to be generally understood, is necessarily more co-

pious and prolix, not only than the Poet, but than all other

writers : the chief commendation of the Poet is brevity.

A poem is always enervated by circumlocutions, unless

new lights of sentiment and language are thrown in. For

these and other reasons, I am of opinion, that, if a well-

cultivated genius for Poetry should apply earnestly to Ora-

tory, he might indeed prove such an Orator as would

please a fearned audience, and not be unpleasing to the

populace ; but such a man will never prove a very popular

Orator, on whom the people shall gaze with admii'ation

and rapture, and who shall acquire a perfect ascendancy

over all their passions : and he who is by nature an Orator,

may possibly be a Poet for the multitude, or by art and

study, and the imitation of the best models, may make a

decent proficiency, but he never can be a great and di-

vine Poet. M.
ment.
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ment, but to have acted an ungrateful part,

when he excluded from his imaginary com-

monwealth that art, to which he was so

much indebted for the splendour and elegance

of his genius, from whose fountains he had

derived that soft, copious, and harmonious

style, for which he is so justly admired.

But to return to the nobler and more im-

portant productions of the Muses. Thus

far Poetry must be allowed to stand emi-

nent among the other liberal arts ; inasmuch

as it refreshes the mind when it is fatigued,

sooths it when it is agitated, relieves and

invigorates it when it is depressed ; as it

elevates the thoughts to the admiration of

what is beautiful, what is becoming, what

is great and noble : nor is it enough to say,

that it delivers the precepts of virtue in the

most agreeable manner ; it insinuates or in-

stils into the soul the very principles of

morality itself. Moreover, since the desire

of glory, innate in man, appears to be the

most powerful incentive to great and heroic

actions, it is the peculiar function of Poetry

to improve this bias of our nature, and thus

to cherish and enliven the embers of virtue :

and since one of the principal employments

D 2 of
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of Poetry consists in the celebration of great

and virtuous actions, in transmitting to pos-

terity the examples of the bravest and most

excellent men, and in consecrating their

names to immortality ; this praise is certainly

its due, that while it forms the mind to ha-

bits of rectitude by its precepts, directs it by

examples, excites and animates it by its pe-

culiar force, it has also the distinguished ho-

nour of distributing to virtue the most ample

and desirable rewards of its labours.

But, after all, we shall think more humbly

of Poetry than it deserves, unless we direct

our attention to that quarter where its im-

portance is most eminently conspicuous;

unless v/e contemplate it as employed on sa-

cred subjects, and in subservience to Religion.

This indeed appears to have been the original

office and destination of Poetry ; and this it

still so happily performs, that in all other

cases it seems out of character, as if intended

for this purpose alone. In other instances

Poetry appears to want the assistance of art,

but in this to shine forth with all its natural

splendour, or rather to be animated by that

inspiration, which, on other occasions, is

spoken of without being felt. These obser-

vations
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vations are remarkably exemplified in the

Hebrew Poetry, than which the human mind

can conceive nothing more elevated, more

beautiful, or more elegant ; in which the

almost ineffable sublimity of the subject is

fully equalled by the energy of the language

and the dignity of the style. And it is wor-

thy observation, that as some of these writ-

ings exceed in antiquity the fabulous ages of

Greece, in sublimity they are superior to the

most finished productions of that polished

people. Thus, if the actual origin of Poetry

be inquired after, it'must of necessity be re-

ferred to Religion ; and since it appears to

be an art derived from nature alone, peculiar

to no age or nation, and only at an advanced

period of society conformed to rule and me-

thod, it must be wholly attributed to the

more violent affections of the heart, the na-

ture of w^hich is to express themselves in

an animated and lofty tone, with a vehemence

of expression far remote from vulgar use. It

is also no less observable, that these affections

break and interrupt the enunciation by their

impetuosity; they burst forth in sentences

pointed, earnest, rapid, and tremulous ; and

,in some degree the style as well as the mo-

p 3 dulatioa
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dulation is adapted to the emotions and ha-

bits of the mind. This is particularly the

case in admiration and delight ; and what

passions are so likely to be excited by rehgious

contemplations as these ? What ideas could

so powerfully affect a new-created mind (un-

depraved by habit or opinion) as the good-

ness, the wisdom, and the greatness of the

Almighty ? Is it not probable, that the first

effort of rude and unpolished verse would

display itself in the praise of the Creator, and

flow almost involuntarily from the enrap-

tured mind ? Thus far, at least, is certain,

that Poetry has been nurtured in those sacred

places, where she seems to have been first call-

ed into existence; and that her original occu-

pation was in the temple and at the altan

However ages and nations may have differed

in their religious sentiments and opinions, in

this at least we find them all agreed, that the

mysteries of their devotion were celebrated

in verse '^. Of this origin Poetry even yet

exhibits

^'^ The most ancient poetry, as well as music, accord-

ing to Plato, was " that which was addressed to the Deity,

'' under the appellation of Hymns/' De Leg, Lib. III.

Suetonius has illustrated this subject in a very elegant

manner, though he is a httle unfortunate in his etymo-

logy^
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exhibits no obscure indications, since she

ever embraces a divine and sacred subject

with a kind of filial tenderness Tind aflection.

To the sacred haunts of Religion she delights

to resort as to her native soil; there she most

willingly inhabits, and there she flourishes

in all her pristine beauty and vigour. But

to have slightly glanced at the subject, ap-

pears sufficient for the present; we shall soon

logy, a circumstance not uncommon with the old Gram-

marians. "When first," says he, "mankind emerged

<« from a state of barbarism into the habits of civilized

" hfe, and began to be acquainted in some measure with

" their o^vn nature and that of the Gods, they contented

" themselves with a moderate style of hving, and a lan-

" guage just proportioned to their wants ; whatever was

*' grand or magnificent in either, they dedicated to their

<' Deities. As, therefore, they built temples more ele-

" gant by far than their own habitations, and made the

" shrines and images of their Divinities much larger than

*« the human form ; so they thought it necessary to cele-

-<« brate them in a style of greater majesty than common;

" in language more splendid, hai-monious, and agreeable.

** This species of composition, because it assumed a cer-

" tain distinct form, was called a Poem, from the word

" -nroiolvij, and those who cultivated it were called Poets'^

From a fragment of a work not extant, concerning Poetry,

quoted by Isiodorus. Orig. Lib. VIII. c. 7.

Atithor's Note.

D 4 perhaps
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perhaps find an opportunity of entering upon

a more ample discussion.

I trust, indeed, that you will pardon me.

Gentlemen, if I do not as yet venture to ex-

plain my future plan of instruction, and the

form and method which I think of pursuing.

That man must have too little respect for

yourjudgment, and by far too high an opinion

of his own, who would presume to produce

before you matter not sufficiently digested, not

sufficiently polished and perfected by study

and by the maturcst consideration. I have,

therefore, determine^ within myself, that no-

thing shall hastily or prematurely proceed

from me in this assembly, nothing which is

not laboured to the extent of my abilities

;

and that for what is wanting in genius, in

erudition, in fluency, and in every respect in

which I feel myself deficient, I shall endea-

vour to compensate, as much as possible, by

care and assiduity. If in these points I shall

be enabled to perform my duty, I trust, Gen-

tlemen, that other deficiencies you will be

kind enough to excuse ; and that the person

whom you have honoured with your favour

and attention, with your candour and induU

gence, you will continue to support,

3



LECTURE IL

THE DESIGN AND ARRANGEMENT OF THESE

LECTURES.

The dignity of the suljecf, and its suitableness to the

design of the institution—That Poetrywhich proceeds

from divine inspiration is not beyond the province of
criticism—Criticism will enable us to account for the

(yrigin of the art, as well as to form ajust estimation

of its dignity; that the opinion of the divine o?'igin of
Poetry was common in Greece—This worJc purely cri^

iiccd : and consequently theological disquisitions will be

avoided—The general distribidion of the subject into

three partsy the nature of the verse, the style, and the

arrangement,

Socrates, as we read in Plato \ having

been frequently admonished in a dream to

apply to music ; and esteeming himself

bound to fulfil a duty which appeared to

have been imposed upon him by divine au-

thority, began with composing a hymn
to Apollo, and afterwards undertook to

translate some of the fables of ^sop into

verse. This he did, I apprehend, under the

persuasion, that the first-fruits of his poetry

(which he esteemed the principal branch of

' In Phcjed. sub init.

the
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the science of music *) ought to be conse-

crated to the immortal Gods; and that it

was not lawful for him, who was but little

versed in those studies, to descend to lighter

subjects, which perhaps might in the main

be more agreeable to his genius, before he

had discharged the obligations of religion.

It is my intention, Gentlemen, to follow the

example of this great philosopher; and since

the University has honoured me with this

office of explaining to you the nature and

principles of Poetry, I mean to enter upon

it from that quarter whence he thought

himself obliged to commence the study and

practice of the art. I have determined,

therefore, in the first place, to treat of Sa-

cred Poetry, that species, I mean, which was

cultivated by the ancient Hebrews, and which

is peculiarly appropriated to subjects the most

solemn and sublime ; that, should my endea-

vours prove unequal to so great a subject, I

may, as it were, with favourable auspices,

descend to matters of inferior importance.

* " What then is education ?—As far as respects the

** body, it consists in the gymnastic exercises ; as fai- as

" respects the mind, it consists in harmony." Plato de

Re^. Lib. II. Autlior's Note.

I under-
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I undertake this office, however, with the

most perfect conviction, that not only from

a regard to duty it ought to be executed with

diligence ; but from the respectabiUty of that

body, at whose command it is undertaken,

it ought to be executed with honour and re-

putation : nor is it merely to be considered

what the intent of the institution and the

improvement of the students may require,

but what will be consistent with the dignity

of this University. For, since the University,

when it gave its sanction to this species of

discipline by a special decree, recommended

the study of Poetry, particularly because it

might conduce to the improvement of the

more important sciences, as well sacred as

profane ^, nothing could certainly appear

more useful in itself, or more agreeable to

the purpose of this institution, and the design

of its learned patrons, than to treat of that

species of Poetry whichxonstitutes so con-

siderable a part of sacred literature, and ex-

cels all other Poetry, not less in the subli-

mity of the style than in the dignity of the

subject.

3 See the Statute relating to the Poetic Lecture.

It
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It would not be easy, indeed, to assign a

reason, why the writings of Homer, of

Pindar, and of Horace, should engross our

attention and monopolize our praise, while

those of Moses, of David and Jsaiah pass

totally unregarded. Shall we suppose that

the subject is not adapted to a seminary in

which sacred literature has ever maintained

a precedence ? Shall we say, that it is fo-

reign to this assembly of promising youth, of

whom the greater part have consecrated the

best portion of their time and labour to the

same department of learning? Or must we
conclude, that the writings of those men
who have accomplished only as much as

human genius and ability could accomplish,

should be reduced to method and theory

;

but that those w^hich boast a much higher

origin, and are justly attributed to the inspi-

ration of the Holy Spirit, may be considered

as indeed illustrious by their native force and

beauty, but not as conformable to the prin-

ciples of science, nor to be circumscribed bj

any rules of art ? It is indeed most true, that

sacred Poetry, if we contemplate its origin

alone, is tar superior to both 7iatU7V ^nd art;

but if we would rightly estimate itg excellen-^

cies^
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cies, that is, if we wish to understand its

power in exciting the human affections, we
must have recourse to both : for we must

consider what those affections are, and by

what means they are to be excited. More-

over, as in all other branches of science, so

in Poetry, art or theory consists in a certain

knowledge derived from the careful observa-

tion of nature, and confirmed by practice

and experience ; for, men of learning having

remarked in things what was graceful, what

was fit, what was conducive to the attain-

ment of certain ends, they digested such

discoveries as had been casually made, and

reduced them to an established order or me-

thod : whence it is evident, that art deduces

its origin from the works of genius, not that

genius has been formed or directed by art

;

and that it is properly applied in illustrating

the works of even those writers, who were

either ignorant of its rules, or inattentive to

them. Since, then, it is the purpose of sacred

Poetry to form the human mind to the con-

stant habit of true virtue and piety, and to

excite the more ardent affections of the soul,

in order to direct them to their proper end ;

whoever has a clear insight into the instru-

ments.

I
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ments, the machinery as it were, by which

this end is effected, will certainly contribute

not a little to the improvement of the critical

art. Now, although it be scarcely possible to

penetrate to the fountains of this celestial

Nile, yet it may surely be allowed us to pur*

sue the meanders of the stream, to mark

the flux and reflux of its waters, and even to

conduct a few rivulets into the adjacent plains.

The sacred Poetry is undoubtedly entitled

to the first rank in this school, since from it

we are to learn both the origin of the art,

and how to estimate its excellence. The
commencement of other arts, however rude

and imperfect, and though employed only on

light and trivial matters, is an inquiry gene-

rally productive of satisfaction and delight.

Here we may contemplate Poetry in its very

beginning ; not so much the offspring of

human genius, as an emanation from hea-

ven ; not gradually increasing by small ac-

cessions, but from its birth possessing a cer-

tain maturity both of beauty and strength

;

"^ not administering to trifling passions, and

offering

^ Our author either affects the orator too much in this

passage, or too carelessly foilows those Jews and Christians

who
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ofFering its delicious incense at the shrine of

vanity, but the Priestess of divine truth, the

Internunciate between earth and heaven. For

this was the first and pecuhar office of Poe-

try, on the one hand to commend to the Al-

mighty the prayers and thanksgivings of his

who attribute all the Hebrew writings to the finger of God

himself. He seems to forget, that, before the rites of

Moses, the Moabites celebrated the victories of their King

in a very elegant poem, which IVXoses himself has preserved,

and that there were other historical poems, even more

ancient than the prophetic blessing of Jacob. To these

our author seems not sufficiently to have attended in

this place, though he has made some very just remarks

on this subject in a succeeding Lecture. I am of opi-

nion, indeed, that the Hebrew Poetry originated in the

choirs of dancers (not always, however, of a religious

kind), when the gestures of the dancer accorded with the

music. To this I think the frequent parallelisms of the

verses may be referred, of which no man has treated more

satisfactorily than our author, Lect. 19. If indeed Moses

was not the institutor of a practice totally new to the

Hebrews, I mean tlie accommodation of Poetry to music

and dancing, it follows that Poetry existed long before

his time, rustic and uncultivated at first, no doubt, but

afterwards more perfect and refined. Nor is it probable,

that the first essays in Poetry were made in the time of

Moses, which may be called the golden age of the Hebrew

language, and in which we meet with Poetry too perfect

to have been produced in the infancy of the art. M.

creatures.
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creatures, and to celebrate his praises ;—-and

on the other, to display to mankind the mys-

teries of the divine will, and the predictions

of future events : the best and noblest of all

employments. It is to this observation, in-

deed, that I would particularly point your

attention ; for it is plain from the general

tenour of the sacred volume, that the indi-

cations of future events have been, almost

without exception, revealed in numbers and

in verse ; and that the same Spirit was accus-

tomed to impart, by its own energy, at once

the presentiment of things, and to clothe it

In all the magnificence, in all the elegance of

Poetry, that the sublimity of the style might

consist with sentiments so infinitely surpass-

ing all human conception. When consi-

dered, therefore, in this point of view, what

is there of all which the most devoted

admirers of Poetry have ever written or fa-

bricated in its commendation, that does not

fall greatly short of the truth itself? what

of all the insinuations which its bitterest

adversaries have objected against it, which is

not refuted by simply contemplating the na-

ture and design o( the Hebrew Poetry ? Let

those w ho affect to despise the Muses cease to

attempt,
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attempt, for the vices of a few, who may
abuse the best of things, to bring into disre-

pute a most laudable talent. Let them cease

to speak of that art as light or trifling in it-

self, to accuse it as profane or impious; that

art, which has been qonceded to man by the

favour of his Creator, and for the most sacred

purposes ; that art, consecrated by the autho-

rity of God himself, and by his example in

his most august ministrations.

Whether the Greeks originally derived their

poetry from the fountains of nature, or re-

ceived it through a different channel from a

remoter source, appears a question of little

importance, and not easy to be determined^

Thus far, however, is evident, that an opi-

nion was prevalent in Greece concerning the

nature and origin of Poetry, which appears

most groundless and absurd, if we contem-

plate only the poetry of Greece, though truly

and justly applicable to that of the Hebrews.

They considered Poetry as something sacred

and celestial, not produced by human art or

genius, but altogether a divine gift. Among
them, therefore, poets were accounted sacred,

the ambassadors of Heaven, men favoured

with an in) mediate intercourse and familiarity

VOL. ic E witU
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with the Gods. The mysteries and ceremo-

nies of their religion, and the worship of their

deities, were all performed in verse ; and the

most ancient of their compositions, their ora-

cles, always consisted of numbers. This cir-

cumstance, I must add, rendered them not only

more sublime, but more deserving of credit in

the eyes of the common people; for they con-

ceived it equally the effect of divine inspira-

tion to foresee events, and to express them in

extemporaneous verse. Thus, they seem to

have retained some traces of an opinion im-

pressed upon the minds of men in the very

earliest ages concerning the true and ancient

poetry, even after they had lost the reality

itself, and when religion and poetry had by

the hcentiousness of fiction reciprocally cor-

rupted each other.

Since, therefore, in the sacred writings the

only specimens of the primeval and genuine

poetry are to be found, and since these are

not less venerable for their antiquity than for

their divine original, I conceived it my duty

in the first place to investigate the nature of

these writings, as far as might be consistent

w^ith the design of this institution : in other

words, it is not my intention to expound to

the
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the student of theology the oracles of divine

truth ; but to recommend to the notice of

the youth who is addicted to the politer

sciences, and studious of the elegancies of

composition, some of the first and choicest

specimens of poetic taste, llie dilliculty of

the undertaking ought probably to have dis-

couraged me from the attempt; yet with you.

Gentlemen, I trust my temerity will tind

this excuse, namely, that I have undertaken

a subject the most noble in itself, and the

best adapted to the circumstances ofmy office.

I trust that you will allow me at least the

merit of distinguishing what was most wor-

thy of this place and this assembly; though

perhaps I have too rashly engaged, without

a due consideration of my own abilities.

In this disquisition it is my intc:ntion to

pursue that track which the nature of the

subject seems to require. Three points are

to be considered in every poem : First, the

argument or matter, and the manner of treat-

ing it ; what disposition, what order, and

what general form is adapted to each species

of composition : Secondly, the elocution and

style; in w^hich are comprehended livelyand

E 2 elevated
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elevated sentiments, splendour and perspi-

cuity of arrangement, beauty and variety of

imagery, and strength and elegance of dic-

tion : Lastly, the harmony of the verse or

numbers is to be considered, not only as in-

tended to captivate the ear, but as adapted to

the subject, and expressive of it, and as cal-

culated to excite corresponding emotions in

the soul. We shall now consider what is to

be performed in each of these departments,

and how far we may w ith safety, and with

any prospect of advantage, engage in a cri-

tical examination of the Hebrew Poetry.

With respect to the nature of the versifi-

cation (if I may be allowed to reverse my
own arrangement, and to speak of that first,

which constituted the last division of my
subject), I fear that little can be produced to

your satisfaction or my own ; since it iis ma-

nifest, not only from the unsuccessful endea-

vours of the most learned men, but from

the nature of the thing itself, that scarcelyany

real knowledge of the Hebrew versification

is now to be attained : and the only merit

to which any modern writer can lay claim,

is that of distinguishing certain facts (if any

there
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there be) from uncertain conjecture, and de-

monstrating how imperfect cur information

must of necessity be upon this topic. Were
the inquiry, however, concerning the He-

brew metre to be wholly overlooked ; yet,

since some vestiges of verse are discernible, a

few observations of a general nature will pro-

bably occur, which we shall in the first place

slightly advert to, and afterwards, as occa-

sion serves, particularize and explain.

That part of these Lectures, on the other

hand, which treats of the style of the Hebrew

Poetry, will afford yery ample scope for dis-

quisition ; since it possesses not only all the

principal excellencies which are common to

Poetry, but possesses many also which are

proper and peculiar to itself.

In the remaining part, which, though first

in order and dignity, will be the last to be

treated of, we must with diligence (as con-

sidering the difficulty of the subject), and at

the same time with cautipn,engage; lest, while

we wander too much at large in the ample

field of Poetry, we should imprudently break

in upon the sacred boundaries of Theology.

It will be our business on this occasion to

E 3 distribute
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distribute the Hebrew poems, according to

their different species, into different classes

;

to consider in each what is most worthy of

attention ; and perhaps to compare them

with those of Greece and Rome, if there be

any extant of the same kind.



THE

FIRST PART.

OF THE HEBREW METRE.

LECTURE III.

THE HEBREW POETRY IS METRICAL.

The necessity ofinquiring into the nature of the Hehrexo

Z}erse—The Hebrew poetryproved to be metrical from

the alphabetical poems, andfrom the equality and cor^

respondence of the sentiments ; also from the poetical

diction—Some of the most obvious properties of the

tferse—The rhythm and mode ofscanning totally lost'

proved from facts—The poetical conformation of the

sentences—The Greek a7id Latin poetry materially dif-

ferent from the Hebrew, from the very nature of the

languages—Hence a peculiar property in the prose

versions of the Hebrew poetry, and the attempts to eX'

hibit this poetry in the verse of other languages.

On the very first attempt to elucidate

the nature of the sacred poetry, a ques-

tion presents itself uncommonly difficult

and obscure, concerning the nature of the

Hebrew verse. This question I would in-

deed gladly liave avoided, could I haveaban-

K 4 doned
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doned it consistently with my design. But

since it appears essential to every species of

poetry, that it be confined to numbers, and

consist of Sotne kind of verse (for, indeed^

wanting this, it would not only want its most

agreeable attributes, but would scarcely de*

serve the name of poetry), in treating of the

Poetry of the Hebrews, it appears absolutely

necessary to demonstrate, that those parts at

least of the Hebrew writings which we term

poetic, are in a metrical form, and to inquire

whether any thing be certainly known con-

cerning the hature and principles of this

versification, or not* This part of my subject

therefore I undertake, not as hoping to illus-

trate it by any new observations, but merely

with a viiew of inquiring whether it will ad-

mit of any illiistratibn at all. Even this I

shall attempt with brevity and caution, as

embarked upon an ocean dishonoured by the

shipwreck of many eminent persons, and

therefore presuming only to coast along the

shore.

In the first place (notwithstanding that a

contrary opinion has been supported by sonie

of the learned), I think it will be sufficiently

apparent;, if we but advert to them a little

more
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more attentively, that certain of the ITebrew

writings are not only animated with the true

poetic spirit, but in some degree confined to

numbers : for, there appear in almost every

part of them surh. marks and vestiges of verse,

as could scarcely be expected to remain in

any language, after the sound and pronun-

ciation (as is the case with the Hebrew at

present) were, through extreme antiquity,

become almost totally obsolete.

There existed a certain kind of poetry

among the Hebrews, principally intended,

it should seem, for the assistance of the me-

mory : in which, when there was little con-

nexion between the sentiments, a sort of or-

der or method was preserved, by the initial

letters of each line or stanza following the

order of the alphabet. Of this there are

several examples extant among the sacred

poems '
; and in these examples the verses are

so exactly marked and defined, that it is im-

possible to mistake them for prose; and par-

ticularly if we attentively consider the verses,

and compare them with one another, since

' PsAL. XXV. xxxiv. xxxvii. cxi. cxii. cxix. cxlv. Prov.

Ixxi. from the 10th verse to the end. Tlie wliole of the

LaxnerUations of Jeremiali except the last chapter.

AufJwr's Note.

they
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they are in general so regularly accommodat-

ed, that word answers to word, and ahiiost syl-

lable to syllable. This being the case; though

an appeal can scarcely be made to the ear on

this occasion, the eye itself will distinguish

the poetic division and arrangement, and also

that some labour and accuracy has been em-

ployed in adapting the words to the measure.

The Hebrew poetry has hkewise another

property altogether peculiar to metrical com-

position. Writers who are confined within,

the trammels of verse, are generally indulged

with the license of using words in a sense and

manner remote from their common accepta-

tion, and in some degree contrary to the

analogy of the language; so that sometimes

they shorten them by taking from the num-

ber of the syllables, and sometimes ven-

ture to add a syllable for the sake of adapt-

ing them to their immediate purpose. This

practice is not only effectual to the facili-

tating of the versification, but also to the

prevention of satiety by varying the sounds,

and by imparting to the style a certain pecu-

liar colouring, which elevates it above the

language of the vulgar. Poetry therefore

always makes use of some such artifice, as

accordi
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accords best with the genius ofeach language.

This is exemplified particularly in two re-

spects: first, in the use of glosses or foreign

language ; and secondly, in that of certain

irregular or less received forms of common
words ^ The extreme liberty which the

Greeks allowed themselves in these respects

is remarkable ; and the^r language, beyond

every other, because of the variety and co-

piousness of the different dialects, which pre-

vailed in the several states of Greece, was pe-

culiarly favourable to it. Next to them none

perhaps have admitted these liberties more

freely than the Hebrews, who not only by

the use of glosses, but by that of anomalous

language, and chiefly of certain particles ^ pe-

culiar
* See Aristot. Poet. c. SS.

3 The poetical particles, which the Grammarians in

general call Paragogic (or redundant), are as follow.

1 added to nouns : Numb. xxiv. 3. Psal. 1. 10. Ixxix,

S. cxiv. 8. civ. 11, 20. Isai. hi. 9. (it occurs here

twice). Zeph. ii. 14.

" "jn Numb. xxiv. 3. as also in»n, Psal. 1. 10, &c.

*^ seems to be a pleonasmus peculiar to the Syriac. Fof
*' thus it is common for that people to express themselves

** n>m mn. The Son of his David, Matt. i. 1. i^^-^D'^

*' nois. The countenance of his Lord, Isai. i. 20. u>rD^.

** Psal. cxiv. 8. It was formerly read j'ydV, as appears

" from the Septuagint, Xi/xy«5 J^alwv." H.
Adde4
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cullar to metrical composition, and added

frequently at the end of words, have so varied

their

Added to nouns, adverbs, prepositions, is common in

the poets: also to the participles, Benoni, sing. masc. &
fern. Gen. xhx. 11. Psal. ci. 5. Peov. xxviii. 16,

Jer. xxii. 23. xlix. 16. li. 13. Ezek. xxvii. 3. This,

however, the Masorites have sometimes rashly expunged.

Concerning the , when added to verbs in the second

pers, fern. sing. pret. I have sometimes my doubts Avhether

it be an error or not. Certainly the Masorites are of opi-

nion that it should always be expunged. See Jer. xiii. 21.

xxii. 23. xxxi. 21. and Ezek. xvi. where it occurs eleven

times. Now, it is not in the least probable that in one

chapter the same error should so frequently take place.

" But in these eleven places many MSS. confirm the Ma-
" soretic Keri *, for the » is wanting.'' K. It may also

be a Syriac gloss, which is the opinion of Cappel ; Grit

Sac, Lib. iii. c. xiii. 8. Though there is a passage, where

it occurs in the same person masc. n"iD« o, " because

** thou hast said," Psal. Ixxxix. 3. So indeed almost all

the old interpreters, except the Chaldean paraphrast, have

taken it ; and rightly, indeed, if regard is to be paid to

the context or the parallehsm of the sentences. But this

I rather esteem an error, though the Masorites have not

noted it as such.

*' Verbs in which the is added to the second pers. fern.

*' sing. pret. follow the Syriac and Arabic form.'"' H.

io for CD, or can, occurs frequently in the Hebrew po-

etry. See Psal. ii. 3, 4, 5, where it appears five times

:

A Masoretic term for a various reading.

sometimes
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their style, as to form to themselves a distinct

poetical dialect. Thus far, therefore, I think

we

iometimes in the singular for i ; see Isat. xliv. 15. liii. 8»

Job, XX. S3, xxii. 2. xxvii. 23. Psal. xi. 7. It is very

often merely paragogic, or redundant, idd simply seem*

to be altogether poetical; it occurs in Nehem. ix. 11. and

is taken from the Song of Moses, Exod. xv. 5.—It is,

however, not the same ^vith prasfixes or suffixes.

" IsAi. liii. 8. id!?. The Septuagint in this place i»

" jix^n li? ^avalov {he was led unto death): in this it follows

*' the Arabic version, which reads niD^." H.

Of these particles, which I call poetical, there occur

very few examples in the prose parts of Scripture, indeed

I do not know that there are any more than the following:

1, Gen. i. 24. but instead of vn« iri'n, the Samaritan

copy has y"i«n rrn, as it is also expressed in the Hebrew

in the following verse. , Gen. xxxi. 39- twice : but it is

also wanting in the Samaritan copy : although it may posy

sibly be meant for a pronominal affix. Also in Ruth, iii.

8, 4. three times ; iv. 5. and in 2 Kings, iv. 23. ^' But in

" all these places, many MSS. confirm the Masoretic Keri

;

" for is wanting." K. Lastly, id, Exod. xxiii. 31. but

instead of mntt^nj, the Septuagint and the Vulgate read

CD»n»iJ, and the context favours this reading.

Hitherto, perhaps, might be referred the n and
\
para-

gogic, and the relative tt^, which occur more frequently in

the poets than elsewhere.

These are most, if not all of them, examples of ano^

maUes, which serve tp distinguish particularly tJie Poetic

Dialectp To demonstrate more fully, how freely they are
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we may with safety affirm, that the Hebrew
poetry is metrical. One or two of the pecu-

liarities

Inade use of by the sacred Poets, I shall annex a speci-

men, which Abarbanel exhibits as collected from one

short poem, namely, the Song of Moses. " You may
*' obsenT," says he, " in this poem, Avords sometimes

*' contracted for the sake of the measure, and sometimes

*' lengthened and extended by additional letters and syl-

*' lables, according as the simple terms may be redundant

*' or deficient. The letters which in this canticle are

^' superadded, are as follow : the vau and jod twice in

^' the word idvdds for in reality odd would have been

*' quite sufficient : the jod is also added in >-n«j : the vau

*' in iD^Dt^* ; the vau in ioti^»Tin : the vau also in ijodd ; in

^' iDy^nn ; in iDtn« : the thau in nriD'K." (In truth, this

form of nouns appears to be altogether Poetical ; many

examples of which may be found in Glass. Phil. Sac.

p. 269 ; all of them, however, from the Poetic and Pro-

phetic books.) " The vau in i)o«»nr) ; in laricn. The
*' deficient are jod in n' mDii ; so in ici^^Dn for cnn «^Dn :

*' The vau in n^nj for in^nj ; so also the word nn^ is de-

•' ficient in the verse jyjD »ni:>» Vd i^idj ; for the Prince of

*' the Prophets cannot be suspected of erring in gram-

*' matical or orthographical accuracy ; but the necessity

*' of the verse and a proper regard to harmony so re-

** quired it." Aearb. in Mantissa Dissert, ad Libr.

CosRi. a BuxTORFio, edit. Basil. 1G60, p. 412. To

these examples one might add from the same canticle lo

twice in idd, j Epithentic in inJDn-i^>, Paragogic in puT.

Concerning the Glosses or foreign words, which occiuc

in
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liarities also of their versification it may be

proper to remark, which, as they are very ob-

servable

in the Hebrew Poetry; in the present state of tlie Hebrew

language, it is difficult to pronounce on the ruins, as it

were, of neighbouiing and contemporary dialects: since

possibly those words which are commonly taken for ChaJ-

daic (for instance) might have been common to both

languages ; on the contrary, some of those which more

tarely occur, and the etymology of which we are ignorant

about, may have been borrowed from the neighbouring

dialects. Since, however, there are some words which

more frequently occur in the poetical remains, and which

are not elsewhere to be found but in the Chaldee, we may

reasonably conjecture concerning these, that they have been

introduced into the Hebrew, or at least, after becoming

obsolete in common language, might be again made use of:

«uch are the following. Bar (a son), Koshet (truth), Sega

(he increased), *S7i^6^f^ (he praised), Zakajph (he lifted up),

Gnuck (in the Hebrew TzicU). he pressed, &c. Observe

Moses, however, in the exordium of his last benediction,

Deut. xxxiii. has he not also frequently admitted of Chal-

daisms? What is nn^? which again occurs, ver. 21. What

is nnn? in both form and sense Chaldaic. What t\'^'^ a word

scarcely received into common use among the Hebrews till

after the Babylonish captivity ; especially since the Hebrew

abounded in sjrnonymous terms, expressive of the Law of

God. (But perhaps this last word in this place is rightly

suspected to be an error. See Kennicott, Dissert. I. of

the Hebrew Tecct, p. 427, and Houbigant in loc.)

Isaiah, however, elegantly adopts the Chaldaic form, speak-

ing
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•ervable in those poems in which the verses

are defined by the initial letters, may'at least be

reasonably conjectured of the rest. The first

of these is, that the versus are very unequal

in length ; the shortest consisting of six or

seven syllables; the longest extending to about

twice that number : the same poem is, how-

ever^ generally continued throughout in verses

ing of Babylon, in the word nnmo, which in the Hebrew

would be naniD, chap, xiv. 4. Nor less appositely on the.

same subject does the Psalmist introduce the word ij»*?^inj

PsAL. cxxxvii. 3. which is the Chaldaic for ij»^bitr, as

the Chaldean paraphrast himself allows, who renders it by

the synonymous term wjnn, as elsewhere he renders the

word hhw; (see Ezek. xxvi. 12. xxix. 19. xxxviii. 12,13.)

nor indeed do the other interpreters produce any thing ta

the purpose. Some instances of grammatical anomalies in

the Glosses have been detected; such are the followingj

Syriac or Chaldaic : >3 for l, Psal. cxvi. thrice ; ciii. five

times; also in Je^, xi, 15. »n"i for v, Psal. cxvi. 12. p

as a termination plur, nom. masc. for, Job, iv. 2. xxiv.

S2. xxxi. 10, and frequently elsewhere; also Prov. xxxi,

3, Lam. iv. 3. Ezek. xxvi. 18. Mic. iii. 12.

" nnt^, the Samaritan has in», in the Arabic form*

** aan, nnmo, are Chaldaic as ^ell as Arabic. ")j»^^^n,

* but this word seems to have followed the etymology of

" the Arabic verb VVn, he bound, he led captive ; whence

* the Septuagint aituyccyovlv: u'/xa? 3 and the Chaldaic «Jn2^

^* he carried axcay captive!" H, Juthofs Note,

not
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not very unequal to each other. I must also

observe, that the close of the verse generally

falls where the members of the sentences are

divided^.

As to the real quantity, the rythm, or mo-

dulation, these, from the present state of the

language, seem to be altogether unknown, and

even to admit of no investigation by human
art or industry. It is indeed evident, that the

true Hebrew pronunciation is totally lost.

The rules concernino; it, which were devised

by the modern Jews many ages after the lan-

guage of their ancestors had fallen into dis-

use, have been long since suspected by the

learned to be destitute of authority and truth:

for if, in reality, the Hebrew language is to be

conformed to the positions of these men, we
must be under the necessity of confessing, not

only what we at present experience, that

the Hebrew poetry possesses no remains of

sweetness or harmony, but that it never

was possessed of any. The truth is, it was

neither possible for them to recall the true

* This mode of versification is not altogether foreign to

our own lano-uag-e, as is evident from some of our ear-

liest writers, pai'ticularly Piers Plowman. S. H.

VOL. I. F pronun-
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pronunciation of a language long since ob-

solete, and to institute afresh the rules of

orthoepy ; nor can any person in the present

age so much as hope to effect any thing to

the purpose by the aid of conjecture, in a

matter so remote from our senses, and so in-

volved in obscurity. In this respect, indeed,

the delicacy of all languages is most remark-

able. After they cease to be spoken, they are

still significant of some sound ; but that in

the mouth of a stranger becomes most disso-

nant and barbarous : the vital grace is w^ant-

ing, the native sweetness is gone, the colour

of primeval beauty is faded and decayed. The
Greek and Latin doubtless have now lost

much of their pristine and native sw^eetness ;

and as they are spoken, the pronunciation is

different in different nations, but every where

barbarous, and such as Attic or Roman ears

would not have been able to endure. In

these, however, the rythm, or quantity, re-

mains : each retains its peculiar numbers,

and the versification is distinct : but the state

of the Hebrew is far more unfavourable,

which, destitute of vov/el sounds, has re-

mained altogether silent (if I may use the

expression), incapable of utterance upwards of

two
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two thousand years. Thus, not so much as

the number of syllables, of which each word
consisted, could with any certainty be defined,

much less the length or quantity of the syl-

lables : and since the regulation of the metre

of any language must depend upon two par-

ticulars, I mean the number and the length

of the syllables, the knowledge of which is

utterly unattainable in the Hebrew, he who
attempts to restore the true and genuine

Hebrew versification, erects an edifice with-

out a foundation. To some of those, indeed,

who have laboured in this matter, thus much
of merit is to be allowed ; that they rendered

the Hebrew poetry, which formerly sounded

uncommonly harsh and barbarous, in some

degree softer and more polished ; they in-

deed furnished it with a sort of versification,

and metrical arrangement, when bisffled in

their attempts to discover the real. That we
are justified in attributing to them any thing

more than this, is neither apparent from the

nature of the thing, nor from the arguments

with which they attempt to defend their con-

jectures ^. Their endeay^ours, in truth, would

5 See the Brief Confutation of Bishop Hare's Hebrew

Metros,

F 2 rather
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rather tend to supersede all inquiry on a sub-

ject which the most learned and ingenious

have investigated in vain ; and induce us to

relinquish as lost, v^hat we see cannot be

retrieved.

But although nothing certain can be de-

fined concerning the metre of the pailicular

verses, there is yet another artifice of poetry

to be remarked of them when in a collective

state, w^hen several of them are taken to-

gether. In the Hebrew poetry, as I before

remarked, there may be observed a certain

conformation of the sentences, the nature of

which is, that a complete sense is alm.ost

equally infused into every component part,

and that every member constitutes an entire

verse. So that as thepoems divide themselves

in a manner spontaneously into periods,

for the most part equal ; so the periods them-

selves are divided into verses, most commonly

couplets, though frequentlyof greater length.

This is chiefly observable in those passages

which frequently occur in the Hebrew poe-

try, in which they treat one subject in many

different ways, and dwell upon the same

sentiment; when they express the same thing

in different words, or different things in a

3 similar
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similar form of words ; when equals refer to

equals, and opposites to opposites : and since

this artifice of composition seldom fails to

produce even in prose an agreeable and mea-
sured cadence, w^e can scarcely doubt that it

must have imparted to their poetry, were we
masters of the versification, an exquisite de-

gree of beauty and grace. In this circum-
stance, therefore, v/hich is common to most
of the Hebrew poems, we find, if not a rule

and principle, at least a characteristic of the

sacred poetry : insomuch that in that lan-

guage the word Mizmor ' (or Psalm), accord-

ing

^ Zamar, he cut off, he primed, namely, the super-

fluous and luxuriant branches of trees. Hence Zemorah,
a branch, or twig; MarmaraJi, a pruning-hook. Also
he sung, or chanted ; he cut his voice by tlie notes in sing-

ing, or divided it. Shur signifies singing with the voice

{vocal niucic): Nazom, to play upon an instrument.

Zainar implies either vocal or instrumental melody. Thus
Bineginoth mismor shir (see Psal. Ixvii. 1.) I think

means a metrical so7ig, accompcuiied zcith music. Thus I

suppose mismor to denote measure, or numbers, what the

Greeks called puS//ov (Rythmon). It may also be more
immediately referred to the former and original sense of the
root, as signifying, a poem cut into short sentences, and
pruned from every luxuriancy of expression, which is a
distinguishing characteristic of the Hebrew poetry. Prose

composition is called Sheluchah, loose or free, diffused wdth

F 3 no
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ing to its etymology, is expressive of a com-

position cut or divided, in a peculiar manner,

into short and equal sentences.

The nature of the Greek and Latin poetry

is, in this respect, directly opposite ; and that

in conformity to the genius of the different

languages. For the Greek, beyond every

other language (and the Latin next to it),

is copious, flowing, and harmonious, pos-

sessed ofa great variety of measures, of which

the impression is so definite, the efiects so

striking, that if one should recite some lame

and imperfect portion of a verse, or even

enunciate hastily several verses in a breath,

the numbers would nevertheless be clearly

discernible : so that in these every variety

essential to poetry and verse may be provided

for almost at pleasure, without the smallest

injury to the different metres. But in the

Hebrew language the whole economy is dif-

ferent. Its form is simple above every other

;

no respect to rule ; like a wild tree, luxuriant on every side

in its leaves and branches : Metrical language is Zimrah^

cut and pruned on every side into sentences, like branches,

distributed into a certain form and order ; as vines, which

the vine-dresser corrects with his pruning-knife, and ad^^

justs into form. Author's Note,

the
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the radical words are uniform, and resemble

each other almost exactly ; nor are the in-

flexions numerous, or materially different

:

whence we may readily understand, that its

metres are neither complex nor capable of

much variety ; but rather simple, grave, tem-

perate ; less adapted to fluency than dignity

and force: so that possibly they found it ne-

cessary to distinguish the extent of the verse

by the conclusion of the sentence, lest the

lines, by running into each other, should be-

come altogether implicated and confused.

Two observations occur in this place

worthy of attention, and arise naturally

from what has been said. The first is, that

a poem translated literally from the Hebrew

into the prose of any other language, whilst

the same forms of the sentences remain, will

still retain, even as far as relates to versifica-

tion, much of its native dignity, and a faint

appearance of versification. This is evident

in our common version of the Scriptures,

where frequently

** The order chaiig'd, and verse from verse dis-

join'd,

** Yet still the poet's scatterVl limbs we find
:"

F 4 But
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But the case is very different in literal transr

lations from the Greek or Latin ^ The

other remark, which I wished to recommend

to your notice, is, that a Hebrew poem, if

translated into Greek or Latin verse, and

having the conformation of the sentences

accommodated to the idiom of a foreign

language, will appear "confused and muti-

lated ; will scarcely retain a trace of its ge-

nuine elegance and peculiar beauty. For,

in exhibiting the works of great poets iii

another language, much depends upon pre-

serving not only the internal meaning, the

force and beauty as far as regards the sense,

but even the external lineaments, the proper

colour and hcibit, the movement, and;, as it

7 " Nevertheless" (that is, though the sacred poetry b6

not possessed of metrical syllables, and divided into feet,

which is the opinion of this learned man) "we cannot

*' doubt that it has another species of metrical arrange-

" ment, vAAch. depends upon the subject.—Is it not evi-

'' dent, that if you translate some of them into another

" language, they still retain this metrical form, if not

" perfect, at least in a great degree ? which cannot pos-

" sibly take place in those poems, the metre of which con-

" sists in the number and quantity of syllables.*" R.

AzAEiAs in Mantiss. Dissert, a^ Lihr, Cosri, p. 420.

Author's Note,

were,
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were, the gait of the original. Those, there-

fore, who have endeavoured to express the

beauties of the sacred poets in Greek or

Latin verse, have unavoidably failed in the

attempt to depict them according to their

native genius and character; and have exhi-

bited something, whether inferior or not,

certainly very unlike them, both in kind and

form; whether, on the other hand, they have

been able to approach, in some degree, their

energy, their majesty and spirit, it is not our

present object to consider.



THE

SECOND PART.

OF THE PARABOLIC OR POETICAL STYLE OF

THE HEBREWS.

LECTURE IV.

THE ORIGIlSr, USE, AND CHARACTERISTICS OF

THE PARABOLIC, AND ALSO OF THE SEN-

TENTIOUS STYLE.

TTie poetic style of the Hebrews hears the general title of

Parabolic—/if5 constituent principles are tJie senten^

iious, tlieJignirative, and the suhlime^^The source of

the Parabolic style, and its oi'iginal use : among other

nations ; among the Hebrews^^Certain examples of it

preservedfrom thefirst ages in the writings ofMoses

»

—1. The sententious kind ; its nature and effects.

The subject which next presents itself to

our investigation, is the Style of the He-

brew poetry. The meaning of this word I

do not wish to be restricted to the diction

only of the sacred poets, but rather to in-

clude their sentiment, their mode of think-

ing ; whence, as from its genuine source,

the peculiar character of their composition

maj
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may be deduced. It will be proper, how-

ever, before we proceed, to remark, that

as it is the nature of all poetry, so it is par-

tic idarly of the Hebrew, to be totally dif-

ferent from common language; and not only

in the choice of words, but in the construc-

tion, to affect a peculiar and more exquisite

mode of expression. The truth of this re-

mark will appear from w^hat usually happens

to a learner of Flebrew. He, for instance,

who is a proficient in the historical books,

when he comes to the poetical parts, will

find himself almost a perfect stranger. The

phraseology, however, peculiar to the poets,

the bold ellipses, the sudden transitions of the

tenses, genders, and persons, and other simi-

lar circumstances, I shall leave to the Gram-

marian : or rather I shall leave (since I

do not find that the Grammarians ac-

knowledge any distinction between poetical

and common language) to be collected from

practice and attentive reading. It would be

a no less indolent and trifling occupation to

post through all those forms of tropes and

figures, which the teachers of rhetoric have

pompously (not to say uselessly) heaped to-

gether; since there is no necessity of applying

to
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to the sacred poetry for examples of these,

every composition, however trite and barren,

abounding in themi Of these, therefore,

we shall be sparing, and use them not as

freely as we might, but as much only as shall

appear absolutely necessary. For at present

we are not so much to inquire what are the

general principles of poetical composition, as

what are the peculiar marks and characters

of the Hebrew poetry. Let us consider,

therefore, whether the literature of the He-

brews will not suggest some general term,

which will give us an opportunity of discuss-

ing the subject, so as to bring it under one

comprehensive view ; and which, being di-

vided according to its constituent parts, will

prescribe a proper order and limit to our dis-

quisition.

A poem is called In Hebrew Mizmor, that

is, as was before remarked, a short composi-

tion cut and divided into distinct pr.rts \ It

is thus called in reference to the verse and

numbers. Again, a poem is called, in re-

J " Agreeable to this is the meaning (.tC the Arabic

** verb Zamar, collected, or tied up, therefore rendered

^' smaller, and contained within less space : it also meang!

?« to sing, h^r H.

ference

I
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ference to the diction and sentiments, Ma*
$hal'' ; which I take to be the word properly

expressive

* Numb. xxi. S7. xxiii. and xxiv. irequently. Mic. il.

4. IsAi. xlv. 4. PsAL. xlix. 5. Ixxviii. 2. Job, xxvii,

1. xxix. 1.

Mcsha\ he likened^ he compared^ he spoke in parables;

he uttered proverbs, sentences grave and pointed, acoin^

position ornamented with figures and comparisons : also

he ruled, he icas eminent, he possessed dominion and au-

thority ; delegated, perhaps, and vicai'ious in its original

and restricted sense, whence at last it was taken more

laxly, as referring to any land of dominion : The elder ser-

vant of Abraham, who presided over his family, was cer-

tainly called Hamashel he-bal, aslier Jo, Gen. xxiv. 2

He was, in fact, a steward in the place of his master, and

representing him by a delegated authority ; whence there

is e\idently s^, relation between the two interpretations of

this root, consisting in this circumstance, that both the pa-

rabolical image, and the steward or deputy, are represent-

ative. Maslial is therefore a composition elevated and

grave, weighty arid powerful, highly ornamented with

comparisons, figures, and imagery ; such is the style of the

Psalms, the Prophets, and the Book of Job : it is a dic-

tion, which under one image or exemplar includes many,

and may easily be transferred to every one of the same

kind : which is m general the nature of proverbs : it is, in

fine, any sentence or axiom excellently or gravely uttered,

concise, and confined to a certain form or manner: as is

evident from 1 Sam. xxiv. 14. and from many examples

in the Proverbs of Solomon.

"In
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expressive of the poetical style. Many trans-

lators render it by the word Parable, which

in some respects is not improper, though it

scarcely comprehends the full compass of the

Hebrew expression; for, if we investigate its

full and proper force, we shall find that it in-

cludes three forms or modes of speech, the

sententious, the figurative, and the sublime.

To these, as parts or divisions of the general

subject, may be referred whatever occurs con-

cerning the parabolic or poetical style of the

Hebrews : but the reason of this arrange-

ment will perhaps be better understood, if

" In Arabic Matlial (for ty (sh) and n (th) are inter-

" changeable letters) means to make a likeness, to express

'' or imitate a resemblance, to dictate a parable orpro*

*' verb, to give an instanced H.

With Maslialy chidaJi is frequently joined, and means,

a saying pointed, exquisite, obscure ; such as requires

either to the conception or understanding of it consider-

able ingenuity. It is derived from Chud, to propose a

problem, or enigma, or some exquisite and curious say-

ing; which agrees with Cliedad, to sharpen, or to be sharp,

" In the Ai-abic, it signifies, to be bent ; and Chid, he

" turned out of his way : whence Schultens (Comment.

*^ in JoR xvi. 20.) deduces the Hebrew word Chidah : as

*' it were an intricate species of coynposition^ a riddle

P

H. Aufhor''s Note,

we
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we premise a short inquiry into the origin

and early use of this style of composition.

The origin and first use of poetical lan-

guage are undoubtedly to be traced into the

vehement affections of the mind. For, what

is meant by that singular frenzy of poets,

which the Greeks, ascribing to divine inspi-

ration, distinguished by the appellation of

enthusiasm, but a style and expression directly

prompted by nature itself, and exhibiting the

true and express image of a mind violently

agitated ? when, as it were, the secret ave-

nues, the interior recesses of the soul are

thrown open ; when the inmost conceptions

are displayed, rushing together in one turbid

jstream, without order or connexion. Hence

sudden exclamations, frequent interrogations,

apostrophes even to inanimate objects : for,

to those who are violently agitated them-

selves, the universal nature of things seems

under a necessity of being affected with simi-

lar emotions. Every impulse of the mind,

however, has not only a peculiar style and

expression, but a certain tone of voice, and a

certain gesture of the body adapted to it

:

some, indeed, not satisfied with that expres-

sion which language affords, have added to

it
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it dancing and song ; and as we know there

existed in the first ages a very strict con-

nexion between these arts and that of poetry,

we may possibly be indebted to them for the

accurately admeasured verses and feet, to the

end that the modulation of the language

might accord with the music of the voice

and the motion of the body.

Poetry, in this its rude origin and com-

mencement, being derived from nature, was

in time improved by art, and applied to the

purposes of utility and delight. For, as it

owed its birth to the affections of the mind;,

and had availed itself of the assistance of har-

mony, it was found, on account of the exact

and vivid delineation of the objects which it

described, to be excellently adapted to the ex-

citing of every internal emotion, and making

a more forcible impression upon the mind

than abstract reasoning could possibly etFcct;

it was found capable of interesting and af-

fecting the senses and passions, of captivat-

ing the car, of directing the perception to

the minutest circumstances, and of assibting

the memory in the retention of them What-

ever, therefore, deserved to be generallyknown

and accurately remembered, was (by those

men.
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men, who on this very account were deno-

piinated wise^) adorned with a jocund and

captivating

3 The Bards, or Poets, are enumerated by the Son op

SiRACH, among the wise and illustrious men of former

times

:

^' Wise and eloquent in their instructions,

" Such as found out musical tunes,

" And recited written verses."

EccLus. xliv. 4.

Observe also, whether those four, whose wisdom is sq

much celebrated, 1 JIikgs, iv, 31. Beni Machol, be not

Sons of the Choir ; that is, musicians o^ poets : for they

were (not Sons of Mahol, as our translators render it,

taking an appellative for a proper name, but) sons of

Zerachy as appears from 1 Chron. ii. 6. " Whence
^' the eldest of them, JEthan, was also called Ha^Ezi-acM,

*' 1 Kings, iv. 31. where the Targum expressly has it

" Bar Zerach, son of Zerach!''' H. Among the

Greeks also the poets were anciently called wise men, or

sophists

:

" Rosy Venus, Queen of all

!

f So the Wise bright Venus call.-'

Anacreon.

That is, the Poets.—So also Pindar:

^" Sung by the Wise,

*' And honoured bv the will of Jove."

1st. V. 36.

^pon which passage the Scholiast: " The Poets are com-

*' monly c^led Wise Men, and Sophists." f« The Poets

VOL. I. G " preceded
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captivating style, illuminated with the varied

and splendid colouring of language, and

moulded into sentences comprehensive, point-

ed, and harmonious. It became the peculiar

province of Poetry to depict the great, the

beautiful, the becoming, the virtuous ; to

embellish and recommend the precepts of

religion and virtue, to transmit to posterity

excellent and sublime actions and sayings ;

to celebrate the works of the Deity, his be-

neficence, his wisdom; to record the memo-
rials of the past, and the predictions of the

future. In each of these departments Poetry

was of singular utility, since, before any cha-

racters expressive of sounds were invented,

at least before they were commonly received,

and applied to general use, it seems to have

afforded the only means of preserving the

rude science of the early times ; and, in this

respect, to have rendered the want of letters

more tolerable : it seems also to have acted

the part of a public herald, by whose voice

each memorable transaction of antiquity was

" preceded these (the Philosophers) by some ages ; and
*' before the name of Philosopher was known were called

" Wise Men." Lactantius, Lib, V. 5. Author's Note,

proclaimed
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proclaimed and transmitted through different

ages and nations.

Such appears by the testimony of authors

to have been the undoubted origin of Poetry

among heathen nations. It is evident that

Greece for several successive ages was pos-

sessed of no records but the poetic : for the

first who published a prose oration was Phe-

recydes, a man of the isle of Syrus, and con-

temporary with King Cyrus, who lived some

ages posterior to that of Homer and Hesiod :

somewhat after that time Cadmus the Mile-

sian "^ began to compose history. The laws

themselves were metrical, and adapted to cer-

tain musical notes : such were the laws of

Charondas, which w^ere sung at the banquets

* Strabo Geog. Lib. I. Plin. Nat Hist. Lib. VII.

56. & V. 29. This matter is well explained by Isidorus,

however rashly some learned men may have taken it.

^' It is weU kno^vn," says he, " that among the Greeks,

f as well as among the Latins, metrical composition was

^' much more ancient than prose. Every species of know-

*' ledge was at first contained in poetry : it was long be-

*' fore prose composition flourished. The first man
*' among the Greeks, who composed in prose, was Phere-

*' cydes Syrius ; among the Romans, Appius Caecus first

*' published a work in prose against Pyrrhus.'' IsiDOR.

HisPAi.. Orig, Lib, L 27. Author'^ Note,

G 2 of
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of the Athenians ^
: such were those which

were deUvered by the Cretans ^ to the inge-

nuous youth to be learned by rote, with ac-

companiments of musical melody, in order

that, by the enchantment of harmony, the

sentiments might be more forcibly impressed

upon their memories. Hence certain poems

were denominated vo/xo/ (nomoi), which im-

plied convivial or banquetting songs, as is

remarked by Aristotle ^ ; who adds, that

the same custom of chanting the laws to

music, existed even in his own time

among the Agathyrsi ^ If we may cre-

dit

^ " The laws of Charondas were sung at banquets

** among the Athenians, as Hermippus relates." Athen.

Lib. XIV. 3. See Bentley's Dissertation on PhalariSf

p. 373. AutJio?''s Note.

? -^LiAN. Var. Hist L. II. 39.

7 " Why are laws called canticles ? but that before

*' alphabetical writing was invented, the laws used to be

*' sung, that they might be preserved in remembrance ?

" as is the custom still among the Agathyrsi.**' Froh,

S. 19. Q. 28. Author's Note.

^ Possibly laws, which are in the sententious style, were

originally precepts of equity and morals, and in course of

time acquired authority in the courts of justice. There

is much of this proverbial style in the ancient German

laws r
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dit Strabo 9, the Tiirdetani, a people of

Spain, had laws in verse. But the Ger-

mans '% as Tacitus positively asserts, had no

records

laws : and I am assured by good authority, in those of

Sweden also. Moses himself is so sententious and com-

pact, and pays so much attention to brevity in many of his

laws, that he seems to have adopted into his code some

well-kno^vn proverbs, containing the general principles of

equity; of this I think there is an instance in Exod.

xxiii. 5. in which there is a point and antithesis, more re-

sembling the familiarity of a proverb than the dignity of a

statute. To the example of the Lusitanians, we may

add one more recent of the Swedes, who in the yeetv 1748

published laws in verse. M.

9 Geog. Lib. III.

'° After the extraordinary revolutions of Germany, and

the dispersion of that people into different colonies, it is

not surprising that no monuments of the poetical records

of our ancestors should remain. Scandinavia and Iceland

have been more fortunate in this respect ; there the re-

cords of their most ancient transactions are traditionally

preserved to this day. These instances of a practice so

agreeable to that of the Hebrews existing among a people

so remote, serve to prove the gi-eat similarity in the

human mind throughout all the countnes of the globe,

and show that the most natural and eai'ly nK)de of pre-

serving facts, has been by verses committed to memory,

rather than by written documents. Wliat Pocock relates

of the Arabs, applies, perhaps, more directly to the present

subject. " It seems," he says, " to be entirely owing to

6 3 *' tlieir
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records or annals but the traditional poems,

in which they celebrated the heroic exploits

of their ancestors "• In the same manner^

and

^'^ their poetry, that so copious a language is preserved in

^^ a perfect state. Among other commendations of their

^' poetry, they enumerate this, that both the purity of the

^^ Arabic language, and the propriety and elegance of their

•^^ pronunciation, have owed their preserv^ation entirely

*^ to it. Ebn Phares observes, that the Arabic poems

^^ serve in the place of commentaries, or annals, in which

^^ ai'e recorded the series of their genealogies, and all the

*^ facts of history deserving of remembrance, and from

^^ which a knowledge of the language is to be collected.''^

M.

However the antiquity of Ossian'*s poems, as exhibited

to the publicj may be doubted, it is certain that there

exist in the Highlands of Scotland many remains of the

ancient historical ballads, which, though in all probability

of a much later date than the age of Ossian is pretended

to be, contain many marks of wild genius, and I am in-

formed from good authority furnished Mr. Macpherson

with the bulk of his materials, T.

^^ To these testimonies concerning the early use of

poetry, I will add a remarkable passage of Plutarcli, which

states summarily many facts relating to this circumstance.

'* Tlie use of reason seems to resemble the exchange of

" money : that which is good and lawful is generally

" current and well known, and passes sometimes at a

'* higher, and sometimes at a lower value. Thus, there

" was a time when the stamp and coin of all reasoning or

'' composition
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and on the same account, the Persians, the

Arabs, and many of the most ancient of the

Eastern nations, preserved in verse their his-

tory and politics, as w^ell as the principles

of religion and morals : thus, all science

human and divine was deposited in the trea-

" composition was verse and song. Even history, philo-

" sophy, every action and passion, which required grave

*' or serious discussion, was written in poetry and adapted

" to music. For what at present few will attend to, was

*' then by all men thought an object of importance : hy

" ploughmen and by hird-catcliers, according to Pindar.

'' For, such was the inclination for poetry at that period,

" that they adapted tlieir very precepts and instructions to

'' vocal and instrumental music, and exhorted, reproved,

" and persuaded by fables or allegories. The praises also

'' of their gods, their prayers, and thanksgivings after

*' victory, were all composed in verse ; some through the

'* love of harmony, and some through custom. It is not

^' therefore that Apollo envies the science of divination

*' this ornament, nor did he design to banish from the

'' Tripos his beloved Muse ; he rather wished to intro-

*' ducc her as one who loved harmony and excited to it

;

'* as one wlio was ready to assist the fancy and concep-

*' tion, and to help to produce what was noble and

** subhme, as most becoming and most to be admired."

Plut. Inqidry, wliy the Pytliki now ceases to deliver her

oracles in verse. Author''s Note.

See this subject treated at large, Essays historical and

moral, by G. Gregory, Essay I. On the Progress of

Manners, p. 31, S7, 39, 40, 43. T.

G 4 sury
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sury of the Muses, and thither it was ne-

cessary on every occasion to resort '*. The
only mode of instruction, indeed, adapted to

human nature in an uncivihzed state, when
the knowledge of letters was very little, if

at all diffused, must be that which is calcu-

lated to captivate the ear and the passions,

which assists the memory, which is not to

be delivered into the hand, but infused into

the mind and heart '^.

That the case was the same among the

Hebrews ; that Poetry was both anciently

and generally known and practised by them,

appears highly probable, as well from the

analogy of things, as from some vestiges of

poetic language extant in the writings of

Moses. The first instance occurs in one of

the most remote periods of the Mosaic his-

tory, I mean the address of Lamech to his

" See Chardin''s Travels, Vol. II. c. xiv. PococK,

Spec. Hist. Aj'ob. p. 158.

'3 We may add, that poetry is much less liable to be

corrupted than prose. So faithful a preserver of truth is

metre, that what is liable to be changed, augmented, or

violated, almost daily in prose, may continue for ages in

verse, without variation, without even a change in the

obsolete phraseology. M.
wives.
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wives, \i"luch is indeed but ill understood in

general, because the occasion of it is very

obscure! V intimated: nevertheless, if we con-

sidertheapt construction of the words, the

exact distribution of the period into three

distichs, and the two parallel, and, as it w ere,

corresponding sentiments in each distich ; I

apprehend it will easily be acknowledged an

indubitable specimen of the poetry of the

first ages

:

*' Hadah and Sillah, hear my voice;

*' Ye wives of Lamecb, hearken to my speech
;

'* For I have slain a man, because of my
^* wounding;

^' A young man, because of ^iny hurt»

^^ If Cain shall be avenged ^"^ seven times,

^** Certainly LamecJi seventy and seven '^."

Another

'* " If the murder of Cain shall be avenged.''^—That

is, " If vengeance sevenfold shall faU upon the head of

** him that murders Cain, then vengeance seventy times

*' seven shall fall on him that murders Lamech.'" Agree-

ably to what is pronounced by God in the 15th verse of

the same chapter, '' Whosoever slayeth Cain, vengeance

*' shall be taken on him sevenfold.^' T.

'5 Gen. iv. 23, 24. The Jews have indulged great li-

berty of fiction and conjecture concerning this passage,

which has answered no other purpose than to render it

more
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Another example, which I shall point out

to you, appears no less to bear the genuine

marks

more perplexed to others also, who were unable to digest

their whimsical and absurd explications. To me there is

veiy little obscurity in the original ; for, though we are ne-

eessaiily ignorant of the name of the person who was mur-

dered, I think it is sufficiently plain that some person was

ftiurdered by Lamech. I say person ; for, what the Jews

have feigned concerning the death of two persons, the one

a youth, and the other a man, proceeds entirely from their

ignorance of the nature of the Hebrew poetry, and parti-

cularly of the parallelism or repetition of certain members

of the sentences, which our Author has explained in a

very masterly manner in the 19th Lecture. Nor is there

any more reason to distinguish between the youth and the

man, than to suppose Hadah and Sillah other than the

ivives of Lamech, who are mentioned in the next line :

^' Hadah and Sillah, hear my voice

;

'' Ye wives of Lamech, attend, &c."

The truth is, Lamech had committed a murder : he re-

pents of the fact, but hopes, after the example of Cain,

to escape with impunity, and with that hope he cheers his

wives, who are anxious for his fate. It is not to be sup-

posed that he addressed them in verse ; the su])stance of

what he said has been reduced to numbers for the sake of

preserving it easily in the memory. This poem therefore

constitutes a part of liistory known to the Israelites : and

Moses intimates to what Lamech it relates, namely, not

to the son of Seth, the father of Noah, but to this Lamech

#f the seed of Cain : what he adds is to this effect :
'' This

" Lamech,
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marks of poetry than the former, and that

is the execration of Noah upon Ham ; with

the

^^ Lamech, who was of the seed of Cain, is the same who
*^ complahied to his wives in those well-known traditional

*' verses, &c.'''

That Moses has preserved many relics of this kind, is

evident from the fragments of verse which are scattered

throughout his writings, and which are very dislinguish-

'able from his usual language. Such is that, which he

relates Gen. iii. 24. of the Cherubs placed at the east of

the garden of Eden : under A^ liich appellation 1 under-

stand to be meant, not angels, but the Eqiii tonantes of

the Greek and Latin poets : the reasons for which opinion

I have more fully explained in the Commentaries of the

Royal Society at Gottingen, T. I. p. 175, The passage

is without doubt poetical :
" He placed before the garden

'' Cherubim (tliundcring horses) and a flaming sword, to

*' keep the way of the tree of life C in plain terms, the

dread of the frequent tempests and daily thunders deterred

men from that track in which paradise was situated, lest

they should eat of the tree of life. M.

The former part of the 23d verse is thus translated bj

HOUBIGAXT :

" I, being wounded, have slain a man,
*' Being assaulted, a young man."

This translation is ingenious, and I tliink riglit. But
even it seems to want some further explanation as well as

confirmation ; which, since he has omitted, I will at-

tempt. Tlie speech of Lamech is an apology for an ho.

micide committed in his own defence, upon some man who

violenti/
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the magnificent predictions of prosperity to

his two brothers, to Shem in particular, and

the

violently assaulted him, and It appears struck and wound-

ed him. An homicide of this nature he opposes to the

voluntary and inexcusable fratricide of Cain. The

phrases which produce the obscurity

—

Le-petzangi, and

Le'Chaburathi, " because of my wound,"" that is, a wound

•which was given me, and " because of my blows (or

" stripes)/"* that is, stripes inflicted upon me, may, I think,

•be explained as follows. The affixes to nouns (as Ki^i-

CHius observes on Isai. xxi, 2.) are taken actively as

^'ell as passively ; thus Chamasi, " my violence, or in-

*^ jury,^' means a violence committed against me ; Gen.

xvi. 31, Jer. h. 35. Champs JSeni Jchoudah, '' the vio-

" lence of the sons of Judah;"'"' Joel, iv. 19. Chamas

Ei'etz, *' the violence of the land," means that which they

have suffered: " My servant shalljustify many Be-deang"

" thi, in his knowledge," that is, in their Icnowledge qfhim\

IsAi. liii. 11. Reangecha, " thy tlioughts," mean thoughts

concerning thee; Psal. cxxxix. 17. The preposition ^ (le)

frequently means because: " The ships that went to Ophir,

'' Le-zahab, because (or for the sake) of gold:"'"' 1 Kings,

xxii. 48. Le-abiv ve-Ie-emou, &c. " because of his father,

'^ or because of his mother, or because of his brother, or

*' because of his sister, he shall not pollute himself" Numb.

vi. 7. See more in Noldius ad h N^ 28. Authors Note.

There is nothing in the context to induce a suspicion

that Lamech had committed a murder. By taking to

himself two wives he first violated the divine institution of

marriage. Such an offence was hkely to draw upon him

the resentment of his kindred, expose him to a particular

quarrel
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the ardent brec^things of hjs soul for their

future happiness : these are expressed in three

equal divisions of verses, concluding with an

quarrel (perhaps with his brother), and fill his \vives with

fear, lest he should be provoked to follow the example pf

Cain. To remove therefore their apprehensions, he thus

expostulates with them, contrasting the offeixce* of poly-

gamy and murder

:

Hadah and Sillah, hear my voice :

Ye wives of Lamech, attend to my speech

:

Have I slain a man in my contest ?

Yea, one born among my kindred ?

Jf Cain shall be avenged seven times.

Assuredly shaU Lamech seventy times seven.

»D in various instances is used interrogatively; 1 Sah.

xxiv. 20. 2 Kings, xviii. 34. Isai. xxix. 16. Prov.

XXX. 4, &c. »i^yD^, 171 my division or strife, from rtD,

scidit : but if the derivative be referred to the secondary

sense, vulneravit—it may in that case be rendered, Jrorti

my wound, or the ivound that I have irifllcted. nV» signifies

a S072, or perso7i horn, and 1 very frequently occurs in the

sense of yea. mnn is, in various passages, equivalent to

union, alliance, affinity. (In Mal. ii. 14. the same term is

applied to the marriage union.)—One born among" my
kindred may be considered as synonymous with my bro*

iher. S. H.

I did not, however, think myself at liberty to depart in

the text from that of our Author, though I think this

explication exceedingly ingenious. The reader may for

further information on this subject consplt Dawsoi^'s

Translation of Ctendsjs, c, iv. T,

indignant
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indignant repetition of one of the preceding

lines

:

" Cursed be Canaan

!

** A servant of servants to his brothers let him

"be!
** Blessed be Jehovah the God of Shem!
** And let Canaan be their servant!

" May God extend Japheth,

*' And may he dwell in the tents of Shem

!

" And let Canaan be their servant '^"

The inspired benedictions of the patriarchs

Isaac and Jacob are altogether of the same

kind '^
: and the great importance of these

prophecies, not only to the destiny of the

people of Israel, but to that of the whole

human race, renders it highly probable that

they were extant in this form before the time

of INIoses; and that they were afterwards

committed to writing by the inspired histo-

rian, exactly as he had received them froni

his ancestors, without presuming to bestow

on these sacred oracles any adventitious or-

paments or poetical colouring.

The matter will appear yet clearer, if we
advert to some other verses, a little different

'« Gen. ix. S5—27.

5' Gen. xxvii. 27—29, 39, 40.

in
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in kind, to which the same historian appeals

(as well known and popular) in testimony of

the truth of his narration. Thus, when he

relates the first incursion of the Israelites into

the country of the Amorites, in order to

mark more precisely the boundaries of that

state, and to explain more satisfactorily the

nature of the victories not long before achiev-

ed over the Moabites, he cites two frag-

ments of poems ; the one from the book of

the Wars of Jehovah '^, the other from the

Sayings (Mashalim) ofthose who spoke in pa-

rables '9 ; that is, as appears from the nature

of

^^ Numb. xxi. 14, 15.

- *9 Ibid. 27—30, Compare Jer. xlviii. 45, 46. A;y<y-

(AvPi^Tcci (ainigmatistai) Sept. " Who these Emgmatistt
*' are (says Augustin) is not very plain, since there is nQ

" such appellation in our language (Latin) ; nor indeed

^' is the word elsewhere found m the Holy Scriptures

•' (that is, in the Septuagint) ; but since they seem to

" have been employed in singing a poem, in which was

•' celebrated a war that had been cariied on between the

*^ Amorites and the Moabites, in which Secyr King of

*' the Amorites was victorious, it is not improbable that

*' these Enigmatists may have been those whom we now
'' call Poets ; inasmuch as it is customary ^vith poets to

*f mingle enigmas and fables in their verses, by which

^^ they obscurely indicate realities : for an enigma is np

" otlaer
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of things, from some panegyrical or tri-^

umphal poem of the Amorites. To which

we may add, what immediately follow, the

prophecies of Balaam the Mesopotamian,

pronounced also in the parabolic style, as

appears from the extreme neatness of the

composition, the metrical and parallel sen-

tences, the sublimity of the Ictnguage and

sentiment, and the uncommon elegance of

*-^ other than a figurative mode of expression, upon the

** explanation of which depends our understanding tlie

*' author.'' Qussst. xlv. in Num. Author's Note.

This matter will appear clearer and more easy of con-

ception, if the distinction be rightly observed between the

two different significations of the word Mashal: the one

more compreliensive, and including all kind of poetry, on

account of the figurative language ; the other pecuHar to

a certain kind of poetry, which is opposed to the canticle

or song. Our Author, in the following page, seems to

apprehend rightly of the word in this double sense ; but I

thus far differ from him, that I think it is not expressive

of two particular species of poetry, but in the one sense

it means the whole genus, and in the other the particular

species, which I just now pointed out. The LXXr have

rendered this word very ill aivi^/xaliraj; Mashal, or simi*

lUude, may indeed sometimes denote an enigma; and if

Augustin has mistaken the meaning of the Septuagint, it

is excusable, since, whatever might be liis ability in other

respects, a profound knowledge of Hebrew was certainly

not among h'.s oxcellencies. M»

the
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the verse. Hence it is easy to collect, that

this kind of poetiy, which appears perfectly

analogous to all the rest of the Hebrew poe-

try that still remains, was neither originally

the production of Moses, nor peculiar to the

Jewish nation, but that it may be accounted

among the first-fruits of human ingenuity,

and was cultivated by the Hebrews and other

Eastern nations from the first ages, as the

recorder of events, the preceptor of morals,

the historian of the p^st ^nd prophet of the

future ^\

Concerning the utility of poetry, there-

fore, the Hebrews have maintained the same

opinion throughout all ages. This being

always accounted the highest commendation

pf science and erudition ;
'' To understand

^' a proverb and the interpretation ; the

^^ words of the wise and their dark say-

*' ings "^^ ;" under which titles two species of

poetry seem to be particularly indicated, dif-

^° To the above examples from the books of Moses add

the following : Gen. xxi. 6, 7. xxiv. 60. xxv. 23. xxviii.

16, 17. Observe also whether the answer of God, Numb.

xii. 6—8. be not of the same kind. Author's Note.

«' See Prov. i. 6. Wisd. viii. 8. EccLUS. i. S5. vi. 35.

Xviii. 29. xxxbw. 1, 2, 3,

VOL. I, H ferent
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ferent indeed in many respects, yet agreeing

in some. The one I call didactic, which

expresses some moral precept in elegant and

pointed verses, often illustrated by a compa-

rison either direct or implied ; similar to the

yvijo^ui (gnomai) and adages of the wise men

:

the other was truly poetical, adorned with

all the more splendid colouring of language,

magnificently sublime in the sentiments, ani-

mated by the most pathetic expression, and

diversified and embellished by figurative dic-

tion and poetical imagery ; such are almost

all the remaining productions of the Pro-

phets. Brevity or conciseness was a cha-

racteristic of each of these forms of compo-

sition, and a degree of obscurity was not

unfrequently attendant upon this studied bre-

vity. Each consisted of metrical sentences

;

on which account chiefly the poetic and

proverbial language seem to have obtained

the same appellation : and in these two kinds

of composition all knowledge human and

divine was thought to be comprised.

The sententious style, therefore, I define

to be the primary characteristic of the He-

brew poetry, as being the most conspicuous

and comprehensive of all. For although

that
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that style seems naturally adapted only to

the didactic, yet it is found to pervade the

whole of the poetry of the Hebrews. There

are indeed many passages in the sacred writ"

ings highly figurative, and infinitely sublime

;

but all of them manifestly assume a senten-

tious form. There are some too, and those

not inelegant, which possess little more of

the characteristics of poetry than the versifi-

cation, and that terseness or adaptation of

the sentences, which constitutes so important

a part even of the harmony of verse* This

is manifest in most of the didactic psalms,

as well as in some others, the matter, order,

diction, and thoughts of which are clearly

historical ; but the conformation of the sen«

tences wholly poetical. There is indeed so

strict an analogy between the structure of the

sentences and the versification, that when the

former chances tp be confused pr obscured,

it is scarcely possible to form a conjecture

concerning the division of the lines or verses,

which is almost the only part of the Hebrew
vei?sification that remains. It was therefore

necessary, before I could explain the mecha-

nism of the Hebrew verse, to remark many

n 2 particulars
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particulars which properly belong to the

present topic.

The reason of this (not to detain you with

what is obvious in almost every page of the

sacred poetry) is as follows. The Hebrew

poets frequently express a sentiment with the

utmost brevity and simplicity, illustrated by

no circumstances, adorned with no epithets

(which in truth they seldom use) ; they after-

wards call in the aid of ornament ; they re-

peat, they vary, they amplify the same sen-

timent ; and adding one or more sentences

which run parallel to each other, they ex-

press the same or a similar, and often a con-

trary sentiment in nearly the same form of

words. Of these three modes of ornament

at least they make the most frequent use,

namely, the amplification of the same ideas,

the accumulation of others, and the opposi-

tion or antithesis of such as are contrary to

each other ; they dispose the corresponding

sentences in regular distichs adapted to each

other, and of an equal length, in which, for

the most part, things answer to things, and

words to words, as the Son of Sirach says of

the works of God, hvo and two, one against

the
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the other ^'^. These forms again are diversi-

fied by notes of admiration, comparison, ne-

gation, and more particularly interrogation,

whence a singular degree of force and eleva-

tion is frequently added to the composition.

Each language possesses a peculiar genius

and character, on v^hich depend the princi-

ples of the versification, and in a great mea-

sure the style or colour of the poetic diction.

In Hebrev7 the frequent or rather perpetual

splendour of the sentences, and the accurate

recurrence of the clauses, seem absolutely

necessary to distinguish the verse : so that

what in any other language would appear a

superfluous and tiresome repetition, in this

cannot be omitted without injury to the

poetry. This excellence, therefore, the sen-

tentious style possesses in theHebrew poetry,

that it necessarily prevents a prosaic mode of

expression, and always reduces a composition

to a kind of metrical form. For, as Cicero

remarks, *' in certain forms of expression

" there exists such a degree of conciseness,

'* that a sort of metrical arrangement fol-

*' lows of course. For, when words or sen-

?** EccLUs. xxxiii. 15.

Ha *' tences
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^* tences directly correspond, or when con-
*' traries are opposed exactly to each other,

" or even when words of a similar sound
" run parallel, the composition will in ge*

" neral have a metrical cadence ""s." It pos-

sesses, however, great force in other respects,

and produces several great and remarkable

beauties of composition. For, as the sacred

poems derive from this source a great part

of their elegance, harmony, and splendour,

so they are not unfrequently indebted to it

for their sublimity and strength. Frequent

and laconic sentences render the composition

remarkably concise, harmonious, and ani-

mated ; the brevity itself imparts to it addi-

tional strength, and being contracted within

a narrower space, it has a more energetic

and pointed effect*

Examples sufficient to evince the ti'uth of

these remarks will occur hereafter in the

passages which w^ll be quoted in illustration

of other parts of our subject : and, in all pro-

bability, on a future occasion the nature of

my undertaking will require a more ample

discussion of this subject *\

.»3 Orator ^ See Lect. XIX;



LECTURE V.

OF THE FIGURATIVE STYLE;, AND ITS

DIVISIONS.

^. The Figurative Style ; to he treated rather according

to the genius of the Hebrew poetry than according to

the forms and arrangements of Rhetoricians—The

definition and constituentparts of the Figurative StyUy

Metaphor, Allegory, Comparison, Personification

*-^The reason of this mode of treating the subject:

difficulties in reading the Hebrew poetry, which result

from the Figurative Style ; how to be avoided. 1. Cf
the Metaphor, including a general disquisition con-

cerning poetic imagery : the nature of which is ex*

plained; andfour principal sources pointed out: No*

turey Commo7i Life, Religion^ History,

In my last Lecture I offered it as my opi-

nion, that the Hebrew word expressive of

the poetic style had not one simple and dis-

tinct meaning, but might commodiously

enough be supposed to admit of three con-

stituent parts or divisions : in other words,

that it might imply i\iQ sententious, iht figu-

rative, and the sublime. On the sententious

style, its nature, origin, and effect in the

Hebrew poetry, I offered such brief remarks

as occurred to me at the time : and now that

H 4 I am
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I atn about to treat of the figurative style, I

observe before me an infinity of matter and

an ample field; in which, lest we should too

freely expatiate, or irregularly wander, the

scope and order of our journey, the outlets

of the road, the circuitous paths, and the

most direct avenues, are in the first place to

be (Carefully investigated. In order to the

full comprehension also of those matters

which will be treated of in this part, for

they are in some degree remote from Common
use, it may not be improper previously to

explain as clearly as possible, and therefore

with some degree of copiousness, my imme-

diate design ; on what principles, in what

order and method, and to what end I mean
to treat of the figures which are chiefly em-

ployed in the Hebrew poetry.

The word Mashal, in its most common
acceptation> denotes resemblance, and is

therefore directly expressive of the figurative

style, as far as the nature of figures consists

in the substitution of words, or rather of

ideas, for those which they resemble ; which

is the case even with most of the figures that

have been remarked by the Rhetoricians. This

definition, therefore, of the figurative style,

drawn
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drawn both from the writings of the He-

brews, and the sense of the word itself, I

mean to follow^ in explaining the nature of

their poetry : and this i do the more will-

ingly, because it will enable me to confine

our investigation within narrower limits. I

shall also venture to omit the almost innu-

merable forms of the Greek Rhetoricians,

who possessed the faculty of inventing names

in the highest perfection; I shall neglect even

their primary distinction between tropes and

figures ', and their subdivisions of the figures

themselves, denominating some figures of

expression, and some figures of sentiment.

In disregarding these distinctions, I might in

my own justification allege the authority of

C Artorius Proculus, who gave the name of

figure to a trope, as Quintilian informs us;

and, indeed, the example of Quintilian him-

self*. I omit them, however, upon a dif-

* This distinction is very judiciously laid aside, since

feach of these words is but a partial mode of expressing

the same thmg. A trope signifies no more than tlie turn*

ing a word from its appropriate meaning ; and a figure^

ZXi appearance incidentally assumed, without the least im*

plication of its being borrowed. S. H,

* See Quint. Lib. IX. 1.

ferent
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ferent ground ; for I do not pretend to say

that in their proper place* they are destitute

either of reaUty or use : but our present con-

cern is not to explain the sentiments of the

Greek but of the Hebrew writers. By figura-

tive language, I would be understood to mean

that in which one or more images or words

are substitutisd in the room of others, or even

introduced by way of illustration upon the

principle of resemblance. That resemblance,

if it be only intimated, and confined to a few

words, is called a Metaphor ; if the figure be

continued, it is called an Allegory ; if it be

diret^tly expressed by comparing the ideas to-

gether, and by the insertion of any words

expressive of likeness, it is called Simile or

{Comparison ^ On the same principle of re-

semblance

3 CompctrisoJi appears to be the first and most natural

of all rhetorical figures. When at a loss to explain our

meaning, we naturally apply to the associating principle

to furnish an illustration : and this seems ahnost an invo-

luntary act of the mind. A Metaphor is a compai'ison,

without the words indicating resemblance. When a sa-

vao-e experienced a sensation, for which he had as yet no

name, he apphed that of the idea which most resembled

it, in order to explain himself Thus the words express-

ing the faculties of the mind are taken from sensible

images, as fanci/ from phantasma ; idea in the original

language
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semblance the Prosopopoeia, or Personifica*

tion, is also founded, when a character and

person

language means an image or picture ; and a waij has al-

%Vays been used to express the mode of attaining our end

or desire.

There is, however, another reason for tlie use of meta-

phorical language : when the mind is agitated, the asso-

ciations are more strongly felt, and the connected ideas

will more readily present themselves than at another time.

On this account a man in a passion will frequently reject

the words which simply express his thoughts, and, for the

«ake of giving them more force, will make use of images

stronger, more hvely, and more congenial to the tone of

his mind.

The principal advantage which the Metaphor possesses

over the Simile or Comparison, seems to consist in the

former transporting the mind and carrying it nearer to

the reality than the latter ; as when we say—" Achilles

•* rushed like a lion," we have only the idea of a man
^oing on furiously to battle ; but when we say instead of

Achilles—" The lion rushed on," the idea is more ani-

mated. There is also more of brevity in a style that

abounds in Metaphors, than in a style which consists more

of Comparisons, and tiierefore it proves a better vehicle

-for the subhme.

The rule which good writers seem to have adopted re-

specting the use of Similes or Metaphors is this. Where
the resemblance 'ts, very strong and obvious, it may be

'expressed by a simple Metaphor, and it ^vill in general be

Expressed more forcibly ; but wheic the resemblance is

not so obvious, it requires to be more expanded, and then

a Com-
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person is assigned even to things inanimate

Or fictitious (which is a bolder species of me-
taphor), or when a probable but fictitious

speech is attributed to a real personage.

I mean, therefore, to treat of these figures

in the order just now proposed ; not as sup-

posing them the only figures made use of by

the Hebrew Poets ^ ; but in the first place,

because

a Comparison or Simile will neither appear formal nor

pompous.

There is another observation concerning the use of

tliese figures, which is more common, though I do not

think the reason of it is generally understood. Compa-

risons are unnatural in exti^mes ofpassion, though Meta-

phors are not. The truth is, the mind when strongly

agitated readily catches at sHght associations, and Meta-

phors therefore are instantaneously formed ; but it is im-.

possible that the mind should dwell upon them with the

formality and exactness of a person making a Compa-

rison. T.

* To the figures specified by our Author, Rhetoricians

have added innumerable others of less importance. The

principal of these, and the most connected with poetry,

are Metonymij, Periphrasis, Apostrophe, and Hyperbole,

In order to explain the nature and origin of these and

the other tropes or figures, I must remind the reader that

the associating principle is the true source of all figurative

language. I must also remind him, that all ideas are

associated or introduced into the mind by one of these

three
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because they chiejfly come within the defini-

tion of the parabohc style ; because too they

most

three relations : cxmfigtnty in time and pJaee, cause and

effect^ or resemblance. On the latter of these relations dc-»

pend Comparisons^ Metaphors, Allegories, &c. ; and on the

other relations depend the Metonymy, the Periphrasis^

the Prosopopoeia, and probably the Apostrophe.

The word Metonymy evidently means a change qfname^

an adoption of some other mark to signify an idea, than

that which was originally assigned it, This figure, there-*

fore, is most frequently derived from t]ie relation of cause

and effect, and sometimes from that of contiguity : thus

we substitute the cause for the effect, when we say—*^ We
** have read Pope," for " the works of Pope ;*** and the

effect for the cause, when we say—^^ The day arose,'* for

** the sun arose :" for further illustration I refer to Dr,

PriestleyV Institutes of Oratory and Criticism, p. 238,

The Periphrasis is little else than a species of Metonjiny,

as " the lover of Daphne," for Apollo. For the con-»

nexion between the Metonymy and the Prosopopoeia, see

\ note on the 13th Lecture. The Apostrophe is a more

animated Prosopopoeia,when the thing personified is spoken

'to in the second person, or a distant person or thing is ad-

dressed as present. A most beautiful and pathetic instance

is that of Eve, Paradise Lost, B. II. v. 269.

The Hyperhole is nothing more than an excess of figu-^

^ative language, the effect of passion. All the passions

are inclined to magnify the objects. Injuries seem greater

than they really are to those who have received them

;

and dangers to those who are in fear. The lover natu*

Tally makes a Divinity of his mistress ; valour and con-

tempt
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most frequently occur in the sacred poetry,

and constitute some of its greatest beauties

:

insomuch that their true force aud energy is

in no other compositions so apparent. 1 must

tempt are equally inclined to degrade and diminish. This

figure, therefore, in particular, requires passion to give it

force or propriety ; and if this be not the case, it renders

a style very bombastic and frigid. Lucan is too fond of

this figure. See the first six hues of Rowers Lucan^

where " The Suii—

«

^' J •sickenVl to behold Emathia's plain,

f* And would have sought the backward East again.'l

And in B. VI. v. 329.

*' The missive arms fix'd all ai'ound he wears, ^
" And e'en his safety in his wounds he bears, V-

" Fenc'd with a fatal wood—a deadly grove of spears.*" J

Nothing, indeed, can be more bombastic^ than the whole

description of this warrior's death. The Poet calls upon

the Pompeians to lay si^ge to him as they would to a

town ; to bring battering engines, flames, racks, &c. to

^ubdue him. He is first compared to an elephant, and

again to a hunted boar—at length—

r

" ?-when none were left him to repel,

** Fainting for want of foes the victor fell.'^

Some of the extravagance of the above may, however, b^

the fault of the Translator, but how far I could not de*

termine, as I have not the original by me ; nor jis it of

any consequence to the English reader. T.

add.
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add, that it will not be sufficient to illustrate

them barely by producing a few examples, as

if matters uncommon and abstruse were the

object of our inquiry, and not such as spon-

taneously occur on almost every occasion. It

will be necessary to proceed still further if

possible; it will be necessary to inquire whe-5

ther there was any mode of using them pe-

culiar to the Hebrews ; the particular and

interior elegancies of them are to be inyesti-

gated : and to this object of our pursuit v/e

shall not, I apprehend, find any easier access,

than by that track which the nature of th^

subject itself obviously indicates to us,

Jt is the peculiar design of the figurative

style, taten in the sense in which I have

explained it, to exhibit objects in a clearer

or more striking, in a sublimer or more for-

cible manner. Since, therefore, whatever is

employed with a view to the illustration and

elevation of another subject, ought itself to

be as familiar and obvious, at the same time

as grand and magnificent as possible, it be-

comes necessary to adduce images from those

objects, with which both the writers and the

persons they address are well acquainted, and

which have be^n constantly esteemed of the

highest
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highest dignity and importance. On the

other hand, if the reader be accustomed ta

habits of life totally different from those of

the author, and he conversant only with dif-

ferent objects; in that case many descriptions

and sentiments, which were clearly iiiustrateij

and magnificently expressed by the one, wiH

appear to the other mean and obscure, harsh

and unnatural ; and this will be the case

more or less, in proportion as they differ or

are more remote from each other in time,

situation, customs sacred or profane, in fine,

in all the forms of public and private life.

On this account difficulties must occur in the

perusal of almost every work of literature^

and particularly in poetry, where everything

is depicted and illustrated with the greatest

variety and abundance of imagery ; they must

be still more numerous in such of the poets

0S are foreign and ancient ; in the Orientals

above all foreigners, they being the farthest

I'emoved from our customs and manners;

and of all the Orientals, more especially in

the Hebrews, theirs being confessedly the

roost ancient compositions extant. To all

who apply themselves to the study of their

poetry, for the reasons which I have enur

merated.
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merated, difficulties and inconveniencies must

necessarily occur. Not only the antiquity of

these writings forms a principal obstruction

in many respects ; but the manner of living,

of speaking, of thinking, which prevailed in

those times, will be found altogether different

from our customs and habits. There is, there-

fore, great danger, lest, viewing them from an

improper situation, and rashly estimating all

things by our own standard, we form an

erroneous judgment,

Of this kmd of mistake we are to be al-

ways aware, and these inconveniencies are to

be counteracted by all possible diligence : nor

is it enough to be acquainted with the lan-

guage of thispeople, their manners, discipline,

rites, and ceremonies ; we must even investi-

gate their inmost sentiments, the manner

and connexion of their thoughts ; in one

word, we must see all things with their eyes,

estimate all things by their opinions : we
must endeavour as much as possible to read

Hebrew as the Hebrews would have read it

We must act as the Astronomers with regard

to that branch of their science which is called

comparative, who, in order to form a more

perfect idea of the general system, and its

VOL. h I different
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different parts, conceive themselves as passing

through, and surveying the whole universe,

migrating from one planet to another, and

becoming for a short time inhabitants ofeach.

Thus they clearly contemplate, and accu-

rately estimate what each possesses peculiar to

itself with respect to situation, celerity, sa-

tellites, and its relation to the rest; thus they

distinguish what and how different an ap-

pearance of the universe is exhibited accord-

ing to the different situations from which it

is contemplated. In like manner, he who
would perceive and feel the peculiar and in-

terior elegancies of the Hebrew poetry, must

imagine himself exactly situated as the per-

sons for whom it was written, or even as the

writers themselves ; he must not attend to

the ideas which, on a cursory reading, certain

words would obtrude upon his mind; he is

to feel them as a Hebrew, hearing or deliver-

ing the same words, at the same time, and

in the same country. As far as he is able to

pursue this plan, so far he will comprehend

their force and excellence. This, indeed, in

many cases it will not be easy to do ; in some

it will be impossible; in all, however, it

ought to be regarded, and in those passages

particularly
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particularly in which the figurative style is

found to prevail.

In the Metaphor, for instance (and what I

remark concerning it may be applied to all

the rest of the figures, since they are all

naturally allied to each other), two circum-

stances are to be especially regarded, on

which its whole force and elegance will de-

pend : first, that resemblance which is the

groundwork of the figurative and parabolic

style, and which will perhaps be sufficiently

apparent, even from a common and indistinct

knowledge of the objects ; and secondly, the

beauty or dignity of the idea which is substi-

tuted for another; and this is a circumstance

of unusual nicety. An opinion of grace and

dignity results frequently, not so much from

the objects themselves, in which these quali-

ties are supposed to exist, as from the dispo-

sition of the spectator ; or from some slight

and obscure relation or connexion which they

have with some other things. Thus it some-

times happens, that the external form and

lineaments may be sufficiently apparent,

though the original and intrinsic beauty and

elegance be totally erased by time,

1

2

For
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For these reasons, it will perhaps not be

an useless undertaking, when we treat of the

Metaphors of the sacred poets, to enter more

fully into the nature of their poetical ima-

gery in general, of which the Metaphor con-

stitutes so principal a part. By this mode of

proceeding we shall be enabled not only to

discern the general beauty and elegance of

this figure in the Hebrew poetry, but the

peculiar elegance, which it frequently pos-

sesses, if we only consider how forcible it

must have appeared to those for whom it

was originally intended; and what a con-

nexion and agreement these figurative ex-

pressions must have had with their circum-

stances, feelings, and opinions. Thus many
expressions and allusions, which even now
appear beautiful, must, w^hen considered in

this manner, shine with redoubled lustre

;

and many, which now strike the superficial

reader as coarse, mean, or deformed, must

appear graceful, elegant, and sublime.

The whole course of nature, this immense

universe of things, offers itself to human
contemplation, and affords an infinite va-

riety, a confused assemblage, a wilderness, as

it were, of images, which being collected as

the
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the materials of poetry, are selected and

produced as occasion dictates. The mind of

man is that mirror of Plato ^, which as he

turns about at pleasure, and directs to a

different point of view, he creates another

sun, other stars, planets, animals, and even

another self. In this shadow or image of

himself, which man beholds when the mirror

is turned inward towards himself, he is ena-

bled in some degree to contemplate the souls

of other men : for, from what he feels and

perceives in himself, he forms conjectures

concerning others ; and apprehends and de-

scribes the manners, affections, conceptions

of others from his own. Of this assemblage

of images, which the human mind collects

from all nature, and even from itself, that

is, from its own emotions and operations,

the least clear and evident are those which

are explored by reason and argument ; the

more evident and distinct are those which are

formed from the impressions made by ex-

ternal objects on the senses ; and of these,

the clearest and most vivid are those which

are perceived by the eye. Hence poetry

^ De Rep. Lib. X. sub init,

I 3 abounds
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abounds most in those images which are

furnished by the senses, and chiefly those of

the sight ; in order to depict the obscure by

the more manifest, the subtile by the more

substantial ; and, as far as simplicity is its

object, it pursues those ideas which are most

familiar and most evident ; of w^hich there is

such an abundance, that they serve as well

the purpose of ornament and variety, as that

of illustration.

Those images or pictures of external ob-

jects, which like lights adorn and distinguish

the poetic diction, are indeed infinite in num-

ber. In an immensity of matter, however,

that we may be enabled to pursue some kind

of order, and not wander in uncertainty and

doubt, we may venture to fix upon four

sources of these ideas, whither all that occur

may be commodiously referred. Thus, poeti-

cal imagery may be derived first, from natu-

ral objects ; secondly, from the manners, arts,

and circumstances of common life ; thirdly,

from things sacred ; and lastly, from the

more remarkable facts recorded in sacred

history. From each of these topics a few

cases will be selected, and illustrated by ex-

amples, which though chiefly of the Meta-

phorical
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phorical kind, will yet be in a great measure

applicable to the other figures which have

been specified ; these we shall afterwards take

an opportunity to explain, when not only

the figures themselves will be noticed, but

also the different forms and rules for their

introduction and embellishment

»

14



LECTURE VL

OF POETIC IMAGERY FROM THE OBJECTS OF

]s:ature.

Thefrequent use of the Metaphor renders a style mag-

mjicent, hut often obscure: the Hebrew poets have ac-

compUshed the sublime without losing perspicuiti/'—'

Three causes assigned for this singular fact :' firsts

the imagerij which they int?'oduce is in general derived

fromfamiliar objects : again^ in the tise and accom--

modation of it they pursue a certain custom and

analogy : lastly, they make the most free use of that

which is most familiar, and the nature arid extent of
which is most generally Jcnown^-^TTiese observations

confirmed by examples (1.) from ?iatural objects: such

as are common to mankind in general ; such as are

morefamiliar to the Hebreivs than to others ; and such-

as are peculiar to them.

*' The great excellence of the poetic dia-

'' lect/' as Aristotle most judiciously re-

marks, ^' consists in perspicuity without
'' meanness. Familiar terms and words in

*' common use form a clear and perspicuous,

*^ but frequently a low style ; unusual or

" foreign expressions give it an air of gran-

** deur.
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'' deur, but frequently render it obscure '."

Of those which he calls foreign, the principal

force lies in the Metaphor; but *' as the

" temperate and reasonable use of this figure

" enlivens a composition, so the frequent

^^ introduction of Metaphors obscures it, and
*^ if they very commonly occur, it will be

'Mittle better than an enigma'." If the

Hebrew poets be examined by the rules and

precepts of this great philosopher and critic,

it will readily be allowed, that they have

assiduously attended to the sublimity of their

compositions by the abundance and splendour

of their figures ; though it may be doubted

whether they might not have been more

temperate in the use of them. For in those

poems at least, in which something of un-

common grandeur and sublimity is aimed at,

there predominates a perpetual, I had almost

^ Poet. c. SS. Modern writers are hardly aware of

the ill consequence of what is called far-fetclied imagery,

or that which is taken from objects not generally known*

This was the great error of Cowley, and the metaphysical

poets of the last century ; an error for which no beauties

can compensate, which always gives a harshness, often a

prosaic appearance to poetry, and never fails to be at*

tended with some degree of obscurity. T.

* lb. & Quint, viii, 6.

said
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said a continued use of the INIetaphor, some-

times daringly introduced, sometimes rush-

ing in with imminent hazard of propriety.

A Metaphor thus licentiously intruded, is

frequently continued to an immoderate ex-

tent. The Orientals are attached to this

style of composition ; and many flights which

our ears, too fastidious perhaps in these re-

spects, will scarcely bear, must be allowedi

to the general freedom and boldness of these

writers. But if we examine the sacred poems,

and consider at the same time that a great

degree of obscurity must result frorq the total

oblivion in which many sources qf their

imagery must be involved ; of which many
examples are to be found in the Sqng of

Solomon, as well as in other parts of the

.sacred writings ; we shall, I think, fiqd cause

to wonder that in writings of so great antir

quity, and in such an unlimited use of figu-

rative expression, there should yet appear so

much purity and perspicuity, both in senti-

ment and language. In order to explore the

real cause of this remarkable fact, and to ex-

plain rnore accurately the genius of the pa-

rabolic style, I shall preniise a few observa-

tions concerning the use of the Metaphor in

the
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the Hebrew poetry ; which I trust will be

sufficiently clear to those who peruse it with

attention, and which I think in general are

founded in truth.

In the first place, the Hebrew poets fre-

quently make use of imagery borrowed froni

common lite, and from objects well known
and familiar. On this the perspicuity of

figurative language v^ill be found in a great

measure to depend : for, a principal use of

Metaphors is to illustrate the subject by ^
tacit comparison; but if, instead of familiar

ideas, we introduce such as are new, and not

perfectly understood; if we endeavour to de-

monstrate what is plain by what is occult,

instead of making a subject clearer, we render

it more perplexed and difficult. To obviate

this inconvenience, we must take care, not

only to avoid the violent and too frequent

use of Metaphors, but also not to introduce

such as are obscure and but slightly related.

From these causes, and especially from the

latter, arises the difficulty of the Latin sa-

tirist Persius ; and but for the uncommon
accuracy of the sacred poets in this respect,

we should now be scarcely able to compre*

hend a single word of their productions.
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In the next place, the Hebrews not only

deduce their Metaphors from familiar, or

well-known objects, but preserve one con-

stant track and manner in the use and ac-

commodation of them to their subject. The
parabolic may indeed be accounted a peculiar

style, in which things moral, political, and

divine, are marked and represented by com-

parisons implied or expressed, and adopted

from sensible objects. As in common and

plain language, therefore, certain words serve

for signs of certain ideas; so for the most

part, in the parabolic style, certain natural

images serve to illustrate certain ideas more

abstruse and refined. This assertion, indeed,

is not to be imderstood absolutely without

exception ; but thus far at least we may af-

firm, that the sacred poets, in illustrating the

same subject, make a much more constant

use of the same imagery than other poets are

accustomed to : and this practice has a sur^

prising eiFect in preserving perspicuity.

I must observe in the last place, that the

Hebrews employ more freely and more da-

ringly that imagery in particular, which is

borrowed from the most obvious and familiar

objects, and the figurative effect of which is

established
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established and defined by general and con-

stant use. This, as it renders a composi-

tion clear and luminous, even where there

is the greatest danger of obscurity ; so it

shelters effectually the sacrcd poets from the

imputation of exuberance, harshness, or

bombast ^.

In order to confirm and illustrate by ex-

amples what has been briefly set forth in the

preceding remarks, I shall proceed to con-

sider a few instances of Metaphors derived

from natural objects 4, and such as are most

in

3 It is very observable in our own as well as other

languages, how much Metaphors lose of the figurative

sense by repetition ; and it is curious to remark how Me-

taphors are in this manner derived from one another.

From the resemblance of a narrow bed of metal runninir

in the earth, to the situation of a vein in the human body,

it has taken that name; and hence I apprehend are derived

the expressions, a vein ofpoet?-?/, a vein ofhumour, &c. T.

'^The frequent recurrence for metaphorical expressions to

natural objects, and particularly to plants and to trees, is so

characteristic of the Hebrew poetry, that it might be almoj?t

called the botanical poetry. This circumstance, however,

is not at all extraordinary, if we consider tliat the greater

part of that people were occupied with tilling the earth,

^nd keeping their flocks; and further, that the cultiva-

lion of poeti'y, instead of being confined to the learned,

was
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in use : this I shall do in such a manner,

that whatever observations occur upon one

or

was so generally diffused, that every valley re-echoed the

songs of the shepherds. Hence, in the very few remains

of the Hebrew writings which are come down to us, I

mean the Scriptures, there are upwards of 250 botanical

terms, which none use so frequently as the poets: and

this circumstance I think gives an air of pastoral elegance

to their poetry, which any modern writer will emulate

in vain.

It is, however, e:?ttraordinary, that the* stars should be

so seldom mentioned in the Hebrew poetry, for the names

of not more than three or four occur in the whole Bible.

It has been said, that the patriarchal shepherds applied

very much to the study of astronomy ; but if so, whence

is it, that we meet with such frequent allusions to bota-

nical subjects, and so few to the heavenly luminaries.^

A comet is, however, I think spoken of in Numb. xxiv. 17.

and in allusion to David, but it is by Balaam, who, re-

siding on the borders of the Euphrates, it is reasonable to

suppose was not altogether unacquainted with the Baby-

lonish sciences. M.

There appears but little foundation for this last remark

of the learned Professor. For, in reality, so httle are the

heavenly bodies subjects of poetic allusion, that we find

them but seldom introduced into any poetry feither ancient

or modem. Our Annotator seems to forget that poetry

is no more than painting in language, and has not respect

to names but appearances. The appearance of every star

is nearly the same, and consequently they can furnish no

great variety of imagery, and that can only relate to their

general
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or two of them, may be applied to many-

other instances.

The images of light and darhiess are com-

monly made use of in all languages to imply

or denote prosperity and adversity, agreeably

to the common sense and perception which

all men have of the objects themselves. But

the Hebrews employ those Metaphors more

frequently, and with less variation, than other

people; indeed they seldom refrain from them

whenever the subject requires, or will even

admit of their introduction. These expres-

sions, therefore, may be accounted among
those forms of speech, which in the para-

bolic style are established and defined; -since

^neral qualities, tlieir splendour, &c. ; whereas the nature

^nd visible qualities of plants are infinitely diversified, and

therefore admit of a much greater variety of allusion.

Indeed a poem, the principal imagery of which consisted

of the names of stars, would be a very strange and a very

dull production. We cannot, therefore, argue from the

silence of the Hebrew poetry, that Moses or the writers

of the ScriptLU-es were ignorant of astronomy ; neither i.s

it fair to suppose that a nation of shepherds, in the serene

country of the East, were unacquainted with the Jiost of

heaven^ which, in truth, from these causes, were the ob-

jects of adoration, and even of wor.ship, in those parts,

as appears from the Preface to Mr. WoodV Account of the

Huins ofBalbec. T.

they
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they exhibit the most noted and familiar

images, and the apphcation of them on this

occasion is justified by an acknowledged ana-

logy, and approved by constant and unva-

rying custom. In the use of images, so con-

spicuous and so famiUar among the Hebrews,

a degree of boldness is excusable. The Latins

introduce them more sparingly, and there-

fore are more cautious in the application of

them

:

Restore, great Chief, thy country's light

!

Dispel the dreary shades of night

!

Thy aspect, like the spring, shall cheer,

And brighter suns shall gild the year^.

The most respectable of the Roman Muses

have scarcely any thing more elegant, I will

add, at the same time, that they have scarcely

any thing bolder on any similar occasion.

But the Hebrews, upon a subject more sub-

hme indeed in itself, and illustrating it by an

idea which was more habitual to them, more

daringly exalt their strains, and give a loose

rein to the spirit of poetry. They display,

for instance, not the image of the Spring,

of Aurora, of the dreary Night, but the Sun

5 Hon. Carm. iv. 5,

and
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and Stars as rising with increased splendour

in a new creation, or again involved in chaos

and primeval darkness. Does the sacred

bard promise to his people a renewal of the

divine favour, and a recommencement of

universal prosperity ? in what magnificent

colours does he depict it ! such indeed as no

translation can illustrate, but such as none

can obscure :

" The light of the moon shall be as the light of
*' the sun^

" And the light of the sun shall be sevenfoldV
But even this is not sufficient

:

" No longer shalt thou have the sun for thy light

" by day

;

** Nor by night shall the brightness of the moon
** enlighten thee

:

*
" For

^ Hence Milton perhaps adopted his—" another morning

** Ris'n on midnoon," &c.

Par, Lost, V. 308. S. H.

' IsAi. XXX. 26. These and tlie following descriptions

of the increased splendour of the sun and the stars, are not

taken from natural objects, but from fable. The remai'k-

able felicity of the people is compared with that golden

age, of which the prophets had acc[uii-2d a knowledge

VOL. I. K fro«i
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" For Jehovah shall be to thee an everlasting^

" light,

*' And thy God shall be thy glory.

*^ Thy sun shall no more decline

;

" Neither shall thy moon wane

;

'^ For Jehovah shall be thine everlasting light;

" And the days of thy mourning shall cease ^.'*

In another place he has admirably diversi-

fied the same sentiment

:

" And the moon shall be confounded, and the

" sun shall be ashamed

;

'^ For Jehovah God of Hosts shall reign

" On mount Sion, and in Jerusalem

;

" And before his ancients shall he be glorified ^'*

On the other hand, denouncing ruin against

the proud King of Egypt

:

*^ And when I shall put thee outj I will cover

" the heavens,

" And the stars thereof will I make dark;

" I will involve the sun in a cloud,

'* Nor shall the moon give out her light.

from the Egy])tians. Isaiah has expatiated very mucfi

upon this image, of which more in the notes to the 9th

Lecture. M.

8 ISAI. IX. 19, S0»

> IsAi. xxiv. 23.

All
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" All the bright lights of heaven will I make
" dark ovxr thee,

" And I will set darkness upon thy land, saith

" the Lord Jehovah '°."

These expressions are bold and daring : but

the imagery is well known, the use of it is

common, the signification definite ; they are

therefore perspicuous, clear, and truly mag-

nificent.

There are, moreover, other images from

natural objects, which although in some

measure common to other nations as well as

the Hebrews, are nevertheless, from the situ-

ation and nature of the country, much better

known and more familiar to them. There

is no metaphor more frequent in the sacred

poems, than that by which sudden and great

calamities are expressed under the figure of a

deluge of waters. This metaphor seems to

have been remarkably familiar to the He-

brews, as if directly taken from the nature

and state of the country. The river Jordan

was immediately before their eyes ", which

annually overflowed its banks; for the snows

'° EzEK. xxxii. 7, 8.

»» Josh. iii. 15. 1 Cheon. xii. 15. Ecclus. xxiv. 26.

jc 2 of
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of Lebanon and the neighbouring mountains

being melted in the beginning of the summer,

the waters of the river were often suddenly-

augmented by the torrents which burst forth

from them. The whole country of Pa-

lestine'* indeed was watered by very few

perennial currents ; but being chiefly moun-

tainous, was exposed to frequent floods,

rushing violently along the valleys and nar-

row passages, after great tempests of rain,

which periodically took place at certain

seasons : and on this account Moses '^ him-

self commends to the Israelites the country

•which they were about to invade, as being

totally different from every thing they had

experienced in Egypt, or in the desert of

Arabia. This image, therefore, though

known to all poets, and adopted by most,

may be accounted peculiarly familiar, local

in a manner to the Hebrews, and of conse-

quence we cannot wonder at its frequent

introduction into their compositions. The

Prophet seems to have depicted the face of

nature exactly as it appeared to him, and to

have adapted it to the figurative description

" See Sandys'* Travels, B. III.

'3 Deut. viii. 7. xi. 10, 11.

of
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of his own situation, when from the banks

of Jordan, and the mountains at the head of

that river, he pours forth the tempestuous

violence of his sorrow with a force of lan-

guage and an energy of expression, which

has been seldom equalled

:

'* Deep ealleth unto deep, in the voice of thy

" cataracts

;

^' All thy waves and thy billows have gone over

'' me ^'^

It may not be improper to remark in this

place, that though this metaphor is so usual

in all the other sacred writers, whenever an

occasion presents itself of introducing it, the

author of Job, in the whole of that poem,

which from the nature of the subject pre-

sented excellent opportunities of employing

it, has not more than twice '^, and then but

slightly, made the least allusion to it. Nature,

indeed, presented a different aspect to the

author, whoever he was, of that most noble

poem, if, as many learned men conjecture,

it was composed in some part of Arabia, for

which, I confess, there is great appearance

'^ PsAL. xcii. 8.

*5 See Job, xxii. 11. xxvii. SO.

K 3 of
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of argument, from that famous simile '^, in

which he compares his friends with the

perfidious brook; a comparison manifestly

taken from the rocky parts of Arabia, and

adorned by many images proper to that

region.

Finally, there is a species of imagery de-

rived also from natural objects altogether

peculiar to the Hebrews. Among the moun-
tains of Palestine, the most remarkable, and

consequently the most celebrated in the sa-

cred poetry, are Mount Lebanon and Mount
Carmel : the one, remarkable as well for

its height as for its age, magnitude, and the

abundance of the cedars which adorned its

summit, exhibiting a striking and substantial

appearance of strength and majesty : the

other, rich and fruitful, abounding with

vines, olives, and delicious fruits, in a most

flourishing state, both by nature and cultiva-

tion, and displaying a delightful appearance

of fertility, beauty, and grace. The diiFerent

form and aspect of these two mountains is

most accurately defined by Solomon, when

he compares the manly dignity with Leba-

non ^7, and the beauty and delicacy of the

f<* Job, vi. 15^20. '? Cakt. v. 15. vii. 5.

female
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female with Carmel. Each of them suggests

a difTerent general image, which the Hebrew

poets adopt for different purposes, expressing

that by a metaphor, which more timid writ-

ers would delineate by a direct comparison.

Thus Lebanon is used, by a very bold figure,

for the whole people of the Jews, or for the

state of the Church '^
; for Jerusalem '9; for

the temple of Jerusalem *^
; for the king of

Assyria*' even, and for his army; for what-

ever, in a word, is remarkable, august, and

sublime *=»: and in the same manner what-

everpossesses much fertility, wealth,or beauty,

is called Carmel *^ Thus too, by the fat

rams, heifers, and bulls of Basan ''^ by the

wild beast of the reeds ^^ or lion of Jordan,

are

*® IsAi. xxxlii. 9. XXXV, 2.

^5 IsAi. xxxvii. 24, Jer. xxii. 6, 2*3.

^° Zech. xi. 1.

*^ IsAi. X. 34.

" IsAi. xi. 13. See Ezek. xxxi.

*3 See as above, and Isai. x. 18. Mic. vii. 14. Jer,

Iv. 9.6.

^ PsAL. xxii. 13. Ezek. xxxix. 18. Amos, iv. 1.

»5 PsAL. Ixviii. 31. Chaiah Kanelh "The wild beast of

" the reeds,'' is.a periphrasis for, " the hon;'"' and that by

no means obscure, if we bestow upon it a little attention.

K 4 The
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are denoted the insolent and cruel tryants of

the Gentiles. In this and other imagery of

the

The lions make their dens very commonly among the reeds.

'' Innumerable lions wander about among the reeds and

" copses on the borders of the rivers in Mesopotamia."

Am. Mar. Lib. xviii. c. 7. This is so familiar to the

Arabs, that they have a particular name for the den or

Jiaunt of a lion, when it is formed among the reeds,

BocHART. Hierog. Par. I. Lib. iii. c. 2. The river

Jordan was particidarly infested with lions, which con-

cealed themselves among the thick reeds upon the banks.

JoiiAN. Phocas, Descrip. Loc. Sand. c. 23. See also

Maundrel''s Travels, Jerome upon these words of Ze»

CHARiAH, xi. 3. " The voice of the roaring of young

^' lions, for the pride of Jordan is spoiled.'' " With the

'' river Jordan (says he), which is the largest in Judea,

" and near which there are many hons, the Prophet asso-

*' ciates the roaring of those animals, on account of the

'' heat of the climate, the vicinity to the desert, the ex-

" tent of that vast wilderness, the reeds and the deep

" sedge which grow about it."' Hence, in Jer. iv. 7.

tlie lion is said to go forth Me-sohechou (from his tliicket)

;

and xlix. 19. " to ascend from the overflowing of Jordan.*^

—In this place, therefore (Psal. Ixviii. 31.), the wild beast

of the reeds, the herd of the strong, and the calves, are

the lions, the bulls, and the beasts wantoning about, or, in

plain terms, the fierce and insolent tyrants : of whom, by

a continuation of the metaphor, the Prophet adds, " each

" of them eagerly*" (for there is that force in the distri-

butive in the singular number, and in the conjugation

liitlipael) " striking with their feet, and disturbing the

'' silver

f
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the same kind, though the sacred writers

presume to attempt what would not be al-

lowed

" silver^ or perhaps desirable, rivers C"* that is, destroying

and laying waste the pleasant places of Judea. This ver

j

image is adopted by Ezekiel, c. xxxii. 2. and again c.

xxxiv. 18, 19. in which places the verb raphas thrice

occurs in that sense; see also Dan. vii. 19. But whether

initz be spoken of the motion of the river, as in the Latin

currere (Virg. Georg. 1, 132.), so as to signify the river,

is not altogether so plain.

" This word (retzi) seems in the Arabic to convey

** the idea of water. For there is a verb ruz, to afford

*' plenty of drink ; or to contain stag-nant water, as a

*'Jish'pond, or valley: and the noun rutz, a quantity of
" icater lying iji the bottom of a lake, or cistern.'''* H.

A gentleman of great learning and genius has fur-

nished me with another explication of this passage,

which perhaps will attract the attention of the learned

reader.

This learned man intei*prets the whole verse in this

manner :
—" Consume the wild beast of the reed ; the

^* multitude of those who are strong in the calves of the

*' nations ; who excite themselves with fragments of

" silver : disperse the people who delight in war." The

wild beast of the reed is the Hippopotamus, which lives

among the reeds of the Nile : under this metaphor the

people of Egypt is properly delineated, which of itself

opens the way to the explication of the whole verse. For

the Egyptians are indeed alluded to through the whole of

the passage: they were remarkable for the worship of

calves, and that of Isis and Apis in the form of an ox ;

and
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lowed in the Greek and Latin poets, yet they

cannot be accused of any deficiency in per-

spicuity or elegance, especially if it be re*

and for their religious dances before these idols to the

music of timbrels. The Chaldee runs thus : " The as-

*' sembly of the strong, who put their trust in the calf*

*' idols of the nations/'—" Strong in the calves of the

*' nations,""' is a phrase analogous to that, Eph. vi. 10,

f^ Be strong hi the Lord,*" and is an Hebraism. The

manner of dancing in the worship of the Egyptian idols,

is confirmed from Exod. xxxii. 6, 19. also both it and

the use of the timbrel, Herod, Lib. ii. The word tr^sn

is totally different from DSi, which is also found in Prov.

vi. 3. where the Vulgate renders it hasten thee, or bet-

ter, cjccite thee, since it is in Hithpael. In the Chaldee it

means to trample ; in the Syriac to dance ; in the Arabic

to spurn-, whence in this place, '^ excite or stimulate

*' themselves to dancing.'"—" With fragments of silver"

^o hterally) ; that is, with the small pieces or laminae

of metal round the timbrel, which produce the jingling

noise when the instrument is beaten. The timbrel was

formerly a warlike instrument :
" The Queen calls forth

^' the band with warlike timbrels,'' Virg. Whence Pro^

jERTius also opposes the Egyptian timbrel to the Roman

trumpet in the battle of Actium (Lib. iii. ix. 43.). If

we consider it in this light, it will serve much to clear up

what follows ;
'^ disperse the people who delight in war."

Thus we have not only a clear description of the EgypT

tLons, but one that agrees admirably with the context

:

* Princes coniQ Qut p^ Eg}'pt," &c. Jiithor's Note,

membered-
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membered that the objects which furnished

them with this imagery w^ere all familiar,

or, if I may be allowed the expression, indi-

genous to the Hebrews.

In a w^ord, we may generally remark upon

this head, that all poetry, and particularly

that of the Hebrews, deduces its principal

ornaments or imagery from natural objects:

and since these images are formed in the

mind of each writer, and expressed conform-

ably to what occurs to his senses, it cannot

otherwise happen, but that, through diversity

of situation, some will be more familiar, some

almost peculiar to certain nations ; and even

those which seem most general, will always

have some latent connexion with their im*

mediate origin, and with their native soil.

It is the first duty of a critic, therefore, to

remark, as far as is possible, the situation

and habits of the author, the natural history

of his country, and the scene of the poem.

Unless we continually attend to these points,

we shall scarcely be able to judge with any

degree of certainty concerning the elegance

or propriety of the sentiments : the plainest

will sometimes escape our observation ; the

peculiar
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peculiar and interior excellencies will remain

totally concealed *^.

^^ We must not omit noticing in tins place, those

images which are derived from rivers and fountains, and

the earth recreated with rain ; which are indeed used by

our poets, but more frequently by the Orientals. For

the scai'city of water, and the extreme heat of the sunv

mer, together with the wonderful fertility of the soil, when

watered, render this a more elegant and jocund compa-

rison in the East than with us. In spring and summer,

if the East-wind continues to IjIow a few days, the fields

are in general so parched, that scarcely a blade of any

thing green remains ; many rivers and streams are ch*ied

up, tiie others are rendered briny, and all nature seems

at the point of dissolution. After a plentiful shower,

however, tlie fields revive beyond all expectation, the

rivers resume their course, and the springs pour forth

more delicious water. Mahomet makes use of this idea

frequently, as figurative of the resurrection ; and in this

he sliows himself no less of a philosopher than a poet.

Dr. Ilussel has described this regeneration of nature in

most lively colom-s in his Natural History of Aleppo^ a

book which every man ought to read, who wishes not

only literally to understand the Oriental writers, but to

feel them. Indeed, for want of this, many similes appear

to us bold and unusual, which among the Orientals have

a proper and distinct signification. Caab, an Arabic

poet, who was contemporary with Mahomet, in one of

his poems compares the teeth of a young lady when she

smiled to wine mixed with water, in which remained

bubbles of yesterday's rain. In Isaiah there 'are many

allusions of this nature, the favourable or adverse state ot

the^
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the nations being frequently expressed by this image,

which many commentators have attempted to explain. -

with more exactness than a poetical idea will bear. They

have taken what the poet meant figuratively, sometimes iii

a hteral sense ; and at other times they have ex}:>lained

every thing in a mystical manner, and have pretended to

define what is meant by the water, who are those that are

thirsty^ &c. &c. intermingling many very pious reflections,

but utterly foreign to the subject, and such as never once

entered the mind of the Poet. For it certainly was not*'

the intention of tlie Prophet to write enigmas, but to il-

lustrate and adorn the beautiful figure which he introduces.

Thus, c. XXXV. 6, 7. speaking of the happy state of Pa-

lestincs at tlie time that Idumea was laid waste and sul^-

dued

:

•* The desert, and the waste, shall be glad

;

*' And the wilderness shall rejoice and flourish

:

*' For in the wilderness shall burst forth waters^

*' And torrents in the desert

:

** And the glowing sand shall become a pool,

*' And tlie thirsty soil bubbling springs :

*' And in the haunt of dragons shall spring forth

<* The grass, v/ith the reed, and the bulrush/'

It is however to be remarked, that tlie level ground suffei*s

most from the intolerable heat, and that the deserts are

almost destitute of water. H(? amplifies the same image

in a different manner in c. xxxv. 17. celebrating the return

of the Israelites from the Babylonian exile

:

*' The poor and the needy seek for water, and there is none;

*' Their tongue is parched with thirst

:

^' I Jehovah will answer them;

** The God of Israel, I will not forsake them.

*^ I ^^411
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*' I will open in the high places rivers

;

^' And in the midst of valleys, fountains

:

" I will make the desert a standing pool

;

** And the diy ground streams of waters.

*' In the wilderness I will give the cedar

;

** The acacia, the myrtle, and the tree producing oil

;

^' I will plant the fir-tree in the desert,

" The pine and the box together.''

This is admirable painting, and displays a most happy

boldness of invention ; the trees of different kinds trans-

planted from their native soils to gi^ow together in the

desert ; the fir-tree and the pine, which are indigenous to

Lebanon, to which snow and rain, and an immense quan-

tity of moisture seem almost essential; the olive, which is

the native of Jerusalem ; the Egyptian thorn, indigenous

to Arabia ; both of them requiring a dry soil ; and the

jnyrtle, which flourishes most on the sea-shore. The

same image occurs c. xxxiii. 18—20. but placed m a

different light. The poet feigns in this place, that the

wild beasts of the desert, and the dragons themselves,

which had been afflicted with thirst, pour forth their noc-

turnal cries in thankfulness to God for sending rain upon

the desert. See also c. xxxiv. 3, 4. Sometimes in the

district of Jerusalem, which by nature is a very dry soil,

and in which there are few streams, an immense flood is

seen to bui'st forth, and with irresistible violence fall into

the Dead Sea, so that its water, which is more salt than

that of any other sea, is rendered sweet. Gihon seems

to have afforded the basis of the above description, a rivulet

which proceeds from Sion, when, perhaps, some uncom-

mon flood had prodigiously increased it. If I am not

mistaken, David was the first who made use of this bold

figui'e, but with such a degree of modesty as becomes the

autho
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author who first introduced it, Psal. xlvi. ^—6. I sus-

pect something of the kind indeed to have happened abovit

the time of his composing that Psalm, for it is usual in

eai'thquakes for some streams to be entirely drained, while

others overflow. But his imitators, in their ardour for

novelty, have gone far beyond him. Thus Joel inter-

mingles with this figure the picture of the golden age, a
iii. 18.

*' The mountains shall ch'op down new wine,

*' And the hills shall flow with milk,

*' And all the rivers of Judah shall flow with water,

*^ And a fountain shall flow from the house of Jehovaly-

*' And sJiall water the valley of Shittiia.''' M.



LECTURE VII.

OF POETIC IMAGERY FROM COMMON LIFE.

Examples of poetical imagery from common life-^The

habits of life^ extremely simple among the Hebrews^

whose jji'incipal employments were agj-iculture and

pasturage-^The dignity of these employments; and

the splendour of the imagery which is borrowed from
them: Threshing, and the threshing instruments'-^

The sublimity of the imagery which is taken from
familiar objects resultsfrom^ its propriety. The poetic

hell of the Hebrews explained ; the imagery of which

is borrowed from their subterraneous sepulchres and

funeral rites^

In my last Lecture I explained three causes,

which have enabled the Hebrew poets to

preserve in their figurative style the most

perfect union between perspicuity and sub-

limity. I remarked in the first place, that

they chiefly employed images taken from fa-

miliar objects, such I mean as were generally

known and understood; secondly, that in the

use or application of them, they observed a

regular track, method, or analogy; and last-

ly, that they used most freely that kind of

imagery which was most familiar, and the

application of which was most generally un-

derstood.
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derstood. The truth of these observations

will, I think, find further and more decisive

confirmation, if those metaphors be consi-

dered, which are taken from arts, man-

ners, and common life. These, you will

easily recollect, I before pointed out as

another source of poetical imagery : and for

this part of the subject a few general observ-

ations will suffice, with an example or two

out of the great number which present them-

selves in the sacred writings. The whole

course and method of common or domestic

life among the Hebrews of the more ancient

times, was simple and uniform in the greatest

degree. There existed not that variety of

studies and pursuits, of arts, conditions,

and employments, which may be observed

among other nations, who boast of superior

civilization ; and rightly indeed, if luxury,

levity, and pride, be the criterions of it. All

enjoyed the same equal liberty ; all of them,

as being the offspring of the sahic ancient

stock, boasted an equality of lineage and

rank ; there were no empty titles, no ensigns

of false glory ; scarcely any distinction or

precedence but that which resulted from su-

perior virtue or conduct, from the dignity

of age and experience, or from services ren-

TOL. I, L dercd
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dered to their country. Separated from the

rest of mankind by their religion and laws,

and not at all addicted to commerce, they

were contented with those arts which were

necessary to a simple and uncultivated (or

rather uncorrupted) state of life. Thus their

principal employments were agriculture and

the care of cattle ; they were a nation of

husbandmen and shepherds. The lands had

been originally parcelled out to the different

families ; the portions of which (by the laws

of the country) could not be alienated by

gale ', and therefore descended to their poste-

rity without diminution. The fruits of the

earth, the produce of his land and labour,

constituted the wealth of each individual.

Not even the greatest among them esteemed

it mean and disgraceful to be employed in

the lowest offices of rural labour. In the

Scripture history, therefore, we read of emi-

nent persons called to the highest and most

sacred offices, heroes, kings, and prophets,

from the plough and from the stalls \

^ Lev. XXV. 13—16. and 23, S4. Compare 1 Kings,

xxi. 3.

* See JuD. iii. 31. vi. 11. 1 Sam. ix. 3. xi. 5. S Sam.

vii. 8. PsAL. Ixxviii. 7^, 73. 1 Kings, xix. 19, SO. Amos,

1 1. vii, 14, 15.

Such
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Such being the state of things, we cannot

reasonably be surprised to find the Hebrew

writers deducing most of their metaphors

from those arts particularly, in which they

were educated from their earliest years. We
are not to wonder that those objects which

were most familiar to their senses afforded

the principal ornaments of their poetry

;

especially since they furnished so various and

so elegant an assortment of materials, that

not only the beautiful, but the grand and

magnificent, might be collected from them.

If any person of more nicety than judgment

should esteem some of these rustic imaofes

grovelling or vulgar, it may be of some use

to him to be informed, that such an effect

can only result from the ignorance of the

critic, who, through the medium of his scanty

information and peculiar prejudices, pre-

sumes to estimate matters of the m.ost remote

antiquity ^ ; it cannot reasonably be attri-

3 One would almost think that this keen remark was

prophetically levelled at a late critic of a very extraordi-

nary cast. It was a httle unfortunate for that learned

gentleman, that these Lectures were not translated pre-

vious to the publication of his book : if they had, he cer-

tainly would never have laid himself open to the applica-

tion of so pointed ^ sarcasm. T.

L 2 buted
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buted as an error to the sacred poets, who
not only give to those ideas all their natural

force and dignity, but frequently, by the vi-

vacity and boldness of the figure, exhibit

them with additional vigour, ornament, and.

beauty.

It would be a tedious task to instance par-

ticularly with what embellishments of dic-

tion, derived from one low and trivial object

(as it may appear to some), the barn or the

threshing-floor, the sacred writers have con-

trived to add a lustre to the most sublime,

and a force to the most important subjects :

Thus '^ Jehovah threshes out the heathen

'^ as corn, tramples them under his feet,

'^ and disperses them. He delivers the

'^ nations to Israel to be beaten in pieces by
" an indented flail ^ or to be crushed by
" their brazen hoofs. He scatters his ene-

" mies like chaff upon the mountains^,

*' and disperses them with the whirlwind of
6 5»

*^ his indignation

* Hab. ill. 1% Joel, iii. 14, Jer. li» 3S. Isai.

xk;. 10.

* Mic. iv. 13.

* PsAL. Ixxxiii. 14, IG. Isai. xvli. 13.

'' Behold
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*' Behold I have made thee a threshing wain ;

" A new 'corn-drag armed with pointed teeth :

'' Thou shalt thresh the mountains, and beat

" them small,

" And reduce the hills to chaff.

'' Thou shalt winnow them, and the wind shaH
" bear them away

;

" And the tempest shall scatter them abroad ^"

Of these quotations it is to be remarked,

first, that the nature of this metaphor, and

the mode of applying it> are constantly and

cautiously regarded by the different authors

of the sacred poems ; and on this account,

notwithstanding the boldness of it, both

chastity and perspicuity are preserved : since

they apply it solely to exaggerate the slaughter

and dispersion of the wicked. The force and

aptness of the image itself in illustrating the

subject, will also afford a very proper and

ready apology for some degree of freedom in

the application of it, particularly if we ad-

vert to the nature and method of this rustic

operation in Palestine. It was performed in

a high situation exposed to the wind, by

bruising the ear, either by driving in upon

7 IsAi. xli. 15, 16,

L 3 the
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the sheaves a herd of cattle, or else by an

instrument constructed of large planks, and

sharpened underneath with stones or iron

;

and sometimes by a machine in the form of

a cart, with iron wheels or axles indented,

w^hich Varro calls Poenicum^, as being

brought to Italy by the Carthaginians from

Phoenicia, which was adjacent to Palestine.

From this it is plain (not to mention that the

descriptions agree in every particular) that

the same custom was common both to the

Hebrews and the Romans ; and yet I do not

recollect that the latter have borrowed any

of their poetical imagery from this occupa-

tion. It is proper, however, to remark,

that this image was obvious and familiar to

the Hebrews in a high degree, as we learn

from what is said of the threshing-floor of

Ornan^ the Jebusite, which was situate in

an open place (as were all the rest) in Jeru-

salem itself, and in the highest part of the

city, in the very place, indeed, where the

temple of Solomon was afterwards erected.

Homer, who was uncommonly fond of

every picture of rural life, esteemed that un-

der our consideration so beautiful and signi-

« De Re Rust. 1. 5% ^ S Chron. iii. 1.

iicant,
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ficant, that, in a few instances '^ he draws

his comparisons from the threshing-floor (for

even he was fearful of the boldness of this

image in the form of a metaphor). Two
of these comparisons he introduces to illus-

trate hght subjects, contrary to the practice

of the Hebrews ; but the third is employed

upon a subject truly magnificent, and this,

as it approaches in some degree the sublimity

of the Hebrew, it may not be improper to

recite :

" As with autumnal harvests coverVl o'er,

^* And thick bestrewn, Hes Ceres' sacred floor,

*' When round and round, with never-wearied

pain,

" The trampling steers beat out th' unnumber'd

grain

:

" So the fierce coursers, as the chariot rolls,

*' Tread down whole ranks, and crush out heroes'

souls '\"

This comparison, however, though deserved-

ly accounted one of the grandest and most

beautiful which antiquity has transmitted to

us, still falls greatly short of the Hebrew

boldness and sublimity. A Hebrew writer

f See Iliad v. & xiii. 588, » Pope'^ Iliad xx. 577.

L 4 would
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would have compared the hero himself with

the instrument, and not his horses with the

oxen that are harnessed to it, which is ra-

ther too apposite, and too exactly similar '*.

But custom had not given equal license to

the Greek poetry ; this image had not been

equally familiar, had not occupied the same

place as with the Hebrews ; nor had ac-

quired the same force and authority by long

prescription.

I ought not in this place to omit that su-

premely magnificent delineation of the divine

vengeance, expressed by imagery taken from

the Wine-press ; an image which very fre-

quently occurs in the sacred poets, but which

no other poetry has presumed to introduce.

But where shall we find expressions of equal

dignity with the original in any modern lan-

guage ? By what art of the pencil can we
exhibit even a shadow or an outline of that

description in which Isaiah depicts the Mes-

siah as coming to vengeance '^ ?

" Who

** This will be more fully explained in Lect. XII.

^3 See IsAi. Ixiii. 1—3. Our author, in his excellent

commentary on Isaiah, has a very long note, proving

against some learned interpreters (I suppose Jewish), that

Judas
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*' Who is this that cometh from Edcm ?

*' With garments deeply dyed from Botsra?

*' This that is magnificent in his apparel;

" Marching on in the greatness of his strength?

*' I who puhlish righteousness '"^^ and am mighty
'^ to save.

*' Wherefore is thine apparel red ?

*^ And thy garments, as one that treadeth the

*' wine-vat?

Judas Maccabeus could not be tlie subject of this pro-

phecy. He asserts very properly, that the glorious, but

fruitless effort of tlie Maccabees, was not an event ade-

quate to so lofty a prediction : and he adds another very

material circumstance, which he presumes entirely ex-

cludes Judas Maccabeus, and even the Idumeans properly

so called ; for the Idumea of the prophefs time was quite

a different country from that which Judas conquered.

To the question, " To whom does it then apply?" he an-

swers, to no event that he knows of in history, unless

perhaps the destruction of Jerusalem and the Jewish polity,

which in the Gospel is called the coming of Christ, and

the days of vengeance. He adds, however, that there

are prophecies, which intimate a great slaughter of the

enemies of God and his people, which remain to be ful-

filled : these in Ezekiel and in the Revelation are called

Gog and Magog, and possibly this prophecy may refer to

the same or the like event. T.

^^ In one manuscript this word stands, " the An-
*^ nouncer of Righteousness." See Bishop Lowth's Notes

on Isaiah.

'' I have
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*^ I have trodden the vat alone ;

" And of the peoples there was not a man with

" me.
*' And I trod them in mine anger

;

'^ And I trampled on them in mine indignation;

" And their life-blood was sprinkled upon my
*' garments

;

^^ And I have stained all my apparel."

But the instances are innumerable which

might be quoted of metaphors taken from the

manners and customs of the Hebrews. One

general remark, however, may be made upon

this subject, namely, that from one simple,

regular, and natural mode of life having

prevailed among the Hebrews, it has arisen,

that in their poetry these metaphors have less

of obscurity, of meanness or depression, than

could be expected, when we consider the

antiquity of their writings, the distance of

the scene, and the uncornmon boldness and

vivacity of their rhetoric. Indeed, to have

fnade use of the boldest imagery with the

most perfect perspicuity, and the most com-

mon and familiar with the greatest dignity,

is a commendation almost peculiar to the sa-

tred poets. I shall not hesitate to produce

an example of this kind, in which the mean-

ness
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ness of the image is fully equalled by the

plainness and inelegance of the expression
;

and yet such is its consistency, such the pro-

priety of its application, that I do not scruple

to pronounce it sublime. The Almighty

threatens the ultimate destruction of Jeru-

salem in these terms :

*^ And I will wipe Jerusalem,

'* As a man w ipeth a dish :

** He wipeth it, and turneth it upside down ^^."

But many of these images must fidsely ap-

pear mean and obscure to us, who differ so

materially from the PJebrews in our man-

ners and customs : but in such cases it is our

duty neither too rashly to blame, nor too

suddenly to despair. The mind should rather

exert itself to discover, if possible, the con-

nexion between the literal and the figurative

meanings, which, in abstruse subjects, fre-

quently depending upon some very delicate

and nice relation, eludes our penetration. An
obsolete custom, for instance, or some for-

gotten circumstance, opportunely adverted

to, will sometimes restore its true perspicuity

'^ 2 Kings, xxi. 13. This is the answer of some pro-

phet, as related by the historian.

and
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and credit to a very intricate passage. Whe
ther the instance I have at present in view

may prove of any utility or not in this re-

spect, I will not presume to say; it may possi-

bly, however, serve to illustrate still further the

nature of the Hebrew imagery, and the ac-

<5:uracy of their poets in the application of it.

Either through choice or necessity, the in-

fernal regions and the state of the dead has

been a very common topic with the poets of

every nation ; and this difficult subject, which

the most vigorous understanding is unable to

fathom by any exertion of reason, and of

which conjecture itself can scarcely form any

adequate idea, they have ornamented with

all the splendour of description, as one of

the most important themes which could

engage the human imagination. Thus the

prompt and fertile genius of the Greeks,

naturally adapted to the fabulous '^, has

eagerly

^^ I fear our Author, who is not a little indebted to

the Greeks, is rather unjustly severe upon them in this

passage. The Infernal Regions of the Greeks, which

probably they borrowed from the Egyptians, I have little

doubt flowed from the very same source, and the seat of

the soul was supposed to be under the earth, because the

body was deposited there. Neither can it be denied that

th«

4
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eagerly embraced the opportunity to indulge

in all the wantonness of fiction, and has

peopled

the Hebrew poets also feigned a sort of society or civil

community of the departed souls, ^vhich without a doubt

was utterly fabulous : though Ave have none of their au-

thors remaining, who describe tlie fiction in terms equally

precise with the Heathen writers, and presume

"
. Pandere res alta terra & caligine mei'sas.'*

They have, moreover, their Elysium^ their Styx, &c. of

which I shall remark in the notes on Lecture IX. Nor

is such a degree of fable inconsistent mth poetry even of

the most sacred kind ; for, though it be not exactly and

literally true, it is yet very far from falsehood. Nay, I

find the Hebrew poets more licentious in 6ome respects as.

^o tliis matter, than even the Latin or tlie Greek : for

they not only suppose the human souls to descend to the

infernal regions, but those of ti'ees, and even of khigdoms,

IsA. xiv. 9—20. EzEK. xxxi. 14, 16, 17, 18. xxxii.

(where not only they who were slain in battle are sup-

posed to descend to the infernal regions, but the whole

army of the vanquished, and the very kingdom itself).

This very bold figure is so usual in tlie Hebrew writings,

^hat it has been introduced into their prose composition

:

jand Christ, when he forctels the eternal duration of his

(Church, says, " the Gates of Hell," or the Kmgdom or

fower of Hell, " sliall not prevail against it,"" M.

I must caution the reader, in this place, against the

enthusiasm of our Annotator for the ancient learning, and

pai'ticularly for that of Egypt. In this favourite pursuit,

gf finding out all the Grecian mythology in the Scrip*

tures.
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peopled the infernal regions with such a

profusion of monsters, as could not fail to

promote the ridicule even of the ignorant

and the vulgar '^ The conduct of the He-

brews has been very different ; their fancy-

was restrained upon this subject by the tenets

of their religion ; and (notwithstanding the

firm persuasion of the existence not only of

the soul but of the body after death) we are

to remember they were equally ignorant with

the rest of mankind of the actual state and

tures, he is certainly not less visionary than those com-

mentators, whose indiscreet zeal he has on other occasions^

so ably exposed. That the Hebrew poets have made use

of poetical ornaments, or fictions, on many occasions, I

am willing to admit: and that these should bear some

remote resemblance to the poetical ornaments of other

nations, is natural enough to suppose ; but it is only such

a general resemblance as will frequently occur in writers

who treat of the same subjects. For instance, it is a very

natural fiction to place the residence of the soul after death

beneath the earth, and the association wjiich led to this

notion was certainly, as our Author observes, the body's

being deposited there : but there is not the least occasion

to recur to the Egyptian rites for this simple and easy

iiction. The other instances which our Annotator at-

txjmpts to produce are very fanciful, as I shall demonstrate

in the proper place. T.

'7 See Cicero Quccst Tusculan. 1. 5, 6.

situation
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situation of the dead. In this case they have

acted as in every other : what was plain and

commonly imderstood concerning the dead,

that is, what happened to the body, suggested

the general imagery to which the Hebrews

always resort in describing the state and con-

dition of departed souls, and in forming

what may be termed, if the expression be

allowable, their poetical Hell. It is called

Sheol by the Hebrews themselves, by the

Greeks Hades, and by the Latins Infer-

KUM, or Sepulchrum. Into the funeral

rites or ceremonies of the Hebrews may be

traced all the imagery which their poets in-

troduce to illustrate this subject; and it must

be confessed that these afforded ample scope

for poetical embellishment. The sepulchres

of the Hebrews, at least those of respectable

persons, and those which hereditarily be-

longed to the principal families, were ex-

tensive caves, or vaults '^ excavated from

the native rock by art and manual labour.

The roofs of them in general were arched

;

'S See Gen. xxiii. 2 Kings, xiii, 21. Isai. xxii. 16,

^ Chron. xvi. 14. Josh. x. ST. Lam. iii. 53. John,

xi. 38. and the Evangelists concerning the Sepulchre of

Christ.

and
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and some were so spacious as to be supported

by colonnades. All round the sides were cells

for the reception of the Sarcophagi ; these

were properly ornamented with sculpture,

and each was placed in its proper cell. The

cave or sepulchre admitted no light, being

closed bj a great stone, which was rolled to

the mouth of the narrow passage or entrance.

Many of these receptacles are still extant in

Judea : two in particular are more magni-

ficent than all the rest % and are supposed

to

*9 See a description of these Sepulchres, Serlio JrcJii-

tettura, I., iii. Villapandus Apparat, Urh. iii. 16.

Maundrel's Travels, p. 76.

Josephus makes frequent mention of the Sepulchre of

Uavid. He calls the Sepulchre itself mcfov or ^vr^/^a ; and

the chambers, into many of whicli the Sepulchre was di-

vided, ot/tSi ryj sv Tw jwvrt/xal/ ; the cells S-zOJcas". Alltlq. \l\. \5.

XV. 7. Bell. 1. ^. Tlie Sepulchres of the Egyptian mo-

narclis are described by Strabo, Lib. xvii. "About forty

*' cells are cut in the caves."" Of the remains of which

see a description, Pocock's Description of the East, B. ii.

c. 3. There are still remaining at Naples certain sepul-

chral vaults called Catacombs, which have not been ex-

ceeded in grandeur by any similar work of man. They

appear to me, indeed, to be a monument of the most re-

mote antiquity, which, though originally appropiiated to

some other use, about the Christian vera were made use of

as burial-places. They are evidently of the same kind

with
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to be the sepulchres of the kings. One of

these is in Jerusalem, and contains twenty-

four

with otlier subteiTaneous works of that country, many of

which have been destroyed by earthquakes, but many re-

main at this day at Cumae, Misenum, Baiae, the Lake of

Averno, and Mount Posilypo. I have no doubt but that

these works were antecedent to the time of Homer, who
describes them as inhabited by the Cimmerians, a people

wlio hve in pei-petual darkness, Odjjss, ix. sub init. as

Ephorus in Strabo, Lib. 5. says of tliem, " that they

*' Hve in certain subterraneous dweUings, which they call

" Argillas, and associate with one another by narrow
*' fosses or passages ;" and the remaining monuments de-

monstrate diis account not to be altogetlier fabulous.

These caves are called ArgUIas, from the nature of the

soil in which I believe they are usually dug : " Jrgil, or

" that kind of earth which is used for cleansing, or white

" clay," Hesych. ; whence a hill between Puteoli and

Naples was called Leucogoeiis, Plin. Nat, Hist. viii. IL

although those mentioned above are all hewn out of the

solid grit, in order to resist the injuries of time. Kence

Argiletum, the name of a street in Rome, taken from some

Argil oi this kind, such as formed the cave of Cacus, Avhich

was not far from that street ; though Virgil does not fa«

vour this opinion; see however Vakro De L'uig. Lat.

Lib. iv. It is evident that Homer first, and Virgil after

him, derived their notions of the infernal regions from

these Cimmerian caves of Campania; and when Virgil is

describing the cave of Cacus, when forced open by Her-

cules, the image of the hifernal state immediately occurs :

vol, I, .M *^ The
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four cells ; the other, containing twice that

number, is in a place without the city.

If, therefore, we examine all those pas-

sages in which the sacred writers have

poetically described the infernal regions, we

may, if I mistake not, clearly perceive them

intent upon this gloomy picture, which their

mode of sepulture presented to their view.

That which struck their senses they delineat-

ed in their descriptions : we there find no

exact account, no explicit mention of immor-

tal spirits ; not, according to the notion of

some learned persons ^% because they disbe-

lieved in the existence of the soul after death,

but because they had no clear idea or percep-

tion by which they might explain where or in

'' The court of Cacus stands reveaFd to sight,

" The cavern glares with new-admitted hght.

" So pent, the vapours with a rumhling sound

" Heave from below, and rend tlie hollow ground

:

" A sounding flaw succeeds : and from on high,

" The Gods with hate beheld the nether sky :

" The ghosts repine at violated right

;

*' And curse th' invading sun ; and sicken at the sight."

Dryden'5 Virg. Mn. viii. 321.

Juthor'^s Note,

*° See Le Clerc Comment. Haglograplia : consult the

Index for the word Imrnortalitas.

what
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what manner it existed ; and they were not

possessed of that subtilty of language, which

enables men to speak with plausibility on

subjects abstruse, and remote from the ap-

prehension of the senses, and to cover their

ignorance with learned disputation. The
condition, the form, the habitation of de-

parted spirits were therefore concealed from

the Hebrews equally with the rest of man-

kind. Nor did revelation afford them the

smallest assistance on this subject ; not, per-

haps, because the divine Providence was dis-

posed to withhold this information from

them, but because the present condition of

the human mind renders it incapable of re-»

ceiving it. For, when the understanding

contemplates things distinct from body and

matter, from the want of just ideas, it is

compelled to have recourse to such as are

false and fictitious, and to delineate the in-

corporeal world by things corporeal and ter-

restrial. Thus, observing that after death the

body returned to the earth, and that it was

deposited in a sepulchre, after the manner

which has just been described, a sort of po-

pular notion prevailed among the Flebrews,

51s well as among other nations, that the life

n 2 which.
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which succeeded the present was to be passed

beneath the earth : and to this notion even

the sacred prophets were obhged to allude

occasionally;, if they washed to be understood

by the people an this subject.

Hence the meaning is evident, when the

deceased are said to '* descend into the pit*%

*^ to the nether parts of the earth, to the

*^ gates and chambers of death, to the stony

*' places, to the sides, to the gates of the

*' caverns ;" when it i^ said, that '' the grave

*' has swallowed them up, and closed its

''mouth upon them ";" that '' they lie

" down in the deep^^ ; immersed in a desert

** place, in the gulf, in thick darkness, in

*' the land of darkness and the shadow of

*' death, wild, hideous, where all is disorder

*^ rnii^, also nn, or ")»s, Job, xxxlii. 18. Psal. xxviii.

i. & passim, n'nnn r"i«> or nvnnn p«, Ezek. xxxi. 14.

Xxxii. 18. & Psal. passim. ^"i«t2^ nvm, Isai. xxxviii. 10.

nv^ niD, Job, xxxviii. 17» Psal. ix. 14. "imn ^nn, Prov.

vii. 27. nu »J:i«> Isai. xiv. 19^ "»in »n3T, Isai. xiv. 15,

Ezek. xxxii. 23. ^m^^ hd. Job, xvii. 16.

as i?<,i^u^ »3^ Psal. cxli. 7. "J^^ *fi, Psal. Ixix. 16. See

also Isai. v. 14.

^3 n'^ivo, Psal. Ixix. 16. Ixxxviii. 7. nmn. Job, iii.

14. Ezek. xxvi. 20.

'' and
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*^ and darkness : and darkness, as It were,

^' instead of light difFuseth its beams ^^."

The poets of other nations, amidst all

their fictions, have yet retained a congenial

picture of the habitations of the dead : thus

the tragic poet has admirably described the

deep course of Acheron :

Through dreary caves cut in the rugged rock,

Where reigns the darkness of perpetual hell ^^

But how grand and magnificent a scene is

depicted by the Hebrew poets from the same

materials, in which their deceased heroes and

kings are seen to advance from the earth !

Figure to yourselves a vast, dreary, dark, se-

pulchral cavern"^, where the kings of the

nations lie, each upon his bed of dust ^^ the

arms of each beside him, his sword under

his head ^'^, and the graves of their numerous

** I remember, though I camiot refer to the passage,

some Arabian writer considers the nocturnal darkness as

an emanation from an opaque body, just as the hght of

day proceeds from the sun. S. H.

=^5 Cic. Tiisc, Qucest 1.

*^ IsAi. xiv. 9, 18. EzEK. xxxii. 19, ^1, &c.

*7 nDu^D IsAi. Ivii. 2. EzEK. xxxii. S5. oJV*?, the cell

which receives the sarcophagus.

*8 EzEK. xxxii. 27. See 1 Macc. xiii. 29.

M 3 hosts
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hosts roundabout them '^: Behold! the king

of Babylon is introduced, they all rise and go

forth to meet him ; and receive him as he

approaches !
'' Art thou also come down

*' unto us ? Art thou become like unto us ?

^' Art thou cut down and withered in thy

*^ strength, O thou destroyer of the na-

*' tions !"—But I reluctantly refrain.—It is

not for me, nor indeed for human ability,

to explain these subjects with a becoming

dignity. You will see this transcendent

imagery, yourselves, better and more com-

pletely displayed in that triumphal song

which w^as composed by Isaiah ^^ (the first

of all poets for sublimity and elegance) pre-

vious to the death of the king of Babylon.

Ezekiel 3' also has nobly illustrated the same

scene, wdth similar machinery, in the last

prophecy concerning the fall of Pharaoh

;

that remarkable example of the terrific, which

is indeed deservedly accounted the peculiar

excellence of this Prophet,

*5 EzEK. xxxii. 2S, SS, S4.

3*=^ IsAi» xiv. 4—^7. 3' EzEK. xxxii. 18—S^.



LECTURE VIII.

OF POETIC IMAGERY FROM SACRED TOPICS.

Imageryy which is horrowedj'rom the rites and ceremonies

of relig-io7i, peculiarly liable to obscurity and mistake

-^Instances of expressions which appear uncommonly

harsh; and of others^ the principal elegance of which

would be lost, unless we adverted to the nature of the

sacred rites—The exordium of the hundred andfourth

Psalm explained.

The present disquisition concerning the

poetical imagery of the Hebrews was under-

taken, Gentlemen, principally with a view

of guarding you against an error which

is apt to mislead those who peruse without

sufficient attention and information writings

of so old a date ; namely, that of accounting

vulgar, mean, or obscure, passages which

were probably regarded among the most

perspicuous and sublime by the people to

whom they were addressed. Now, if with

respect even to that imagery which is bor-

rowed from objects of nature and of com-

mon life (of which we have just been treat-

ing), such a caution was proper, it will surely

be still more necessary with respect to that

M 4 which
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which is borrowed from the sacred mysteries

of religion. For, though much of that imagery

which was taken by the Hebrew writers from

the general face of nature, or from the cus-

toms of common life, was peculiar to their

own country, yet much, it must be confessed,

was equally familiar to the rest of the world;

but that which was suggested by the rites

and ceremonies of religion, w^as altogether

peculiar to themselves, and was but little

known beyond the limits of Judea. Since,

therefore, this topic in particular seems to

involve many such difficulties and inconve-

niences, it appears to me deserving of a se-

rious investigation ; and such investigation,

I flatter myself, will tend to restore in some

degree the real majesty of the Hebrew poetry,

which seems to have shone forth in former

times with no ordinary splendour.

The religion of the Hebrews embraced a

very extensive circle of divine and human

economy. It not only included all that re-

garded the worship of God; it extended even

to the regulation of the commonwealth, the

ratification of the laws, the forms and admi-

nistration of justice, and nearly all the rela-

tions of civil and domestic life. With them

almost

4
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almost every point ofconduct was connected,

either directly or indirectly, vvivh their reli-

gion. Things which were held least in esteem

hy other nations, bore among them the sanc-

tion of divine authority, and had a very close

alliance with both the more serious concerns

of life and the sacred ceremonies. On these

accounts it happens, in the first place, that

abundance of metaphors occur in the Hebrew

poetry deduced from sacred subjects; and fur-

ther, that there is a necessity for the most

diligent observation, lest that very connexion

with the affairs of religion should escape us.

For, should we be mistaken in so material a

point ; should we erroneously account as

common or profane what is in its nature di-

vine ; or should we rank among the mean
and the vulgar, sentiments and images which

are sacred and sublime ; it is incredible how
much the strength of the language, and the

force and majesty of the ideas, will be de-

stroyed. Nothing in nature, indeed, can be

so conducive to the sublime, as those con-

ceptions which are suggested by the contem-

plation of the greatest of all beings ; and

when the august form of Religion presents

itself to the mental eye,

A fer.
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A fervent pleasure, and an awe divine,

Seizes the soul, and lifts it to its God.

It follows therefore of course, that the dignity

of the Hebrew poetry must in some measure

be diminished in our eyes, since not only the

connexion of the imagery with sacred things

must frequently escape our observation, but

even when it is most apparent, it can scarcely

strike us with that force and vivacity with

which it must have penetrated the minds of

the Hebrews. The whole system of the

Hebrew rites is one great and complicated

allegory, to the study and observance of

which all possible diligence and attentionwere

incessantly dedicated by those who were em-

ployed in the sacred offices. On this occu-

pation and study, therefore, all good . and

considerate men were intent ; it constituted

all their business, all their amusement; it was

their treasure and their hope ; on this every

care and every thought was employed ; and

the utmost sanctity and reverence distin-

guished every part of their conduct w^hich

had any relation to it. Much dignity and

sublimity must also have resulted from the

recollection, which these allusions produced,

of the splendour and magnificence of the sa-

cred
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cred rites themselves ; the force of which,

upon the minds of those who had frequent

opportunities of observing them must have

been incredible. Such a solemn grandeur

attended these rites, especially after the build-

ing of Solomon's temple, that, although we
are possessed of very accurate descriptions,

our imaginations are still utterly unable to

embody them. Many allusions, therefore,

of this kind, which the Hebrew poets found

particularly energetic, and highly popular

among their countrymen, may possibly ap*

pear to us mean and contemptible; since

many things which were held by them in the

highest veneration, are by us but little re-

garded, or perhaps but little understood.

I shall subjoin a few examples of what I

have just been remarking ; or rather I shall

point out a few topics, which will of them-

selves suggest a variety of examples.

Much of the Jewish law is employed in

discriminating between things clean and un-

clean ; in removing and making atonement

for things polluted or prescribed : and under

these ceremonies, as under a veil or covering,

a meaning the most important and sacred is

iponcealed, as would be apparent from the

nature
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nature of them, even if we had not, besides,

other clear and explicit authority for this

opinion. Among the rest are certain diseases

and infirmities of the body, and some customs

evidently in themselves indifferent: these, on

a cursory view, seem light and trivial ; but

when the reasons of them are properly ex-

plored, they are found to be of considerable

importance. We are not to wonder, there-

fore, if the sacred poets sometimes have re-

course to these topics for imagery, even on

the most momentous occasions, when they

display the general depravity inherent in the

human mind', or exprobrate the corrupt

manners of their own people % or when they

deplore the abject state of the virgin, the

daughter of Sion, polluted and exposed 3.

If we consider these metaphors without any

reference to the religion of their authors,

they will doubtless appear in some degree

disgusting and inelegant ; if we refer them to

their genuine source, to the peculiar rites of

the Hebrews, they will be found wanting

neither in force nor in dignity. Of the same

nature, or at least analogous to them, are

' IsAi. Ixlv. 6. ^ IsAi. i. 5, 6, 16. EzEK. xxxvi. IT.

3 Lam. i. 8, 9, 17. and ii. 2.

those
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those ardent expressions of grief and misery,

which are poured forth by the royal pro-

phet (who, indeed, in many of those divine

compositions, personates a character far more

exalted than his own); especially when he

complains, that he is wasted and consumed

with the loathsomeness of disease, and bowed
down and depressed with a burden of sia

too heavy for human nature to sustain '^. On
reading these passages^ some, who were but

little acquainted with the genius of the He-
brew poetry, have pretended to inquire into

the nature of the disease with which the poet

was affected ; not less absurdly, in my opi-

nion, than if they had perplexed themselves

to discover in what river he was plunged,

when he complains that ^^ the deep waters
*^ had gone over his soul.**

But as there are many passages in the

Hebrew poets, which may seem to require

a similar defence, so there are in all proba-

bility many, which, although they now ap-

pear to abound in beauties and elegancies,

would yet be thought much more sublime,

were they illustrated from those sacred rites

to which they allude ; and as excellent pic-

* See P^ALM xxxviii.

tures.
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tures, viewed in their proper light. To this

purpose many instances might be produced

from one topic, namely, from the precious

and magnificent ornaments of the priest's

attire. Such was the gracefulness, such the

magnificence of the sacerdotal vestments,

especially those of the high-priest; so adapted

were they, as Moses says ^ to the expression

of glory and of beauty, that to those who
were impressed with an equal opinion of the

sanctity of the wearer, nothing could possibly

appear more venerable and sublime. To

these, therefore, we find frequent allusions

in the Hebrew poets, when they have occa-

sion to describe extraordinary beauty or

comeliness, or to delineate the perfect form

of supreme Majesty. The elegant Isaiah^

has a most beautiful idea of this kind, when

he describes, in his own peculiar manner (that

is, most magnificently), the exultation and

glory of the Church, after its triumphal

restoration. Pursuing the allusion, he de-

corates her with the vestments of salvation,

and clothes her in the robe of righteousness.

He afterwards compares the Church to a,

^ ExoD. xxviii. 2. See EcCLUS. 1. 5—13.

• IsAi. Ixi, 10.

bride-
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bridegroom dressed for the marriage, to

which comparison incredible dignity is added

by the word Ihohen, a metaphor plainly taken

from the apparel of the priests, the force of

which, therefore, no modern language can

express. No imagery, indeed, which the He-

brew writers could employ, was equally

adapted with this to the display (as far as the

human powers can conceive or depict the sub-

ject) of the infinite majesty of God. ^^ Je-
^' hovah" is therefore introduced by the

Psalmist, as " clothed with glory and with
"^ strength ^" he is *^ girded with power ^;"

which are the very terms appropriated to

the describing of the dress and ornaments of

the priests.

Thus far may appear plain and indispu-

table ; but, if I mistake not, there are other

passages, the beauty of which lies still more

remote from common observation, In that

most perfect ode, which celebrates the im^

mensity of the omnipresent Deity, and the

wisdom of the divine Artificer in forming

the human body, the author uses ^ metaphor

derived from the most 3ubtle art of the

Phrygian workman

;

7 PsAL. xciii. Ic « PsAL. Ixv. %
" Whea
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** When I was formed in the secret place,

" JVhe?i I was wrouglit with a needle in the
'' depths of the earth ^."

Whoever observes this (in truth he v^ill not

be able to observe it in the common transla-

tions), and at the same time reflects upon

the v^^onderful mechanism of the human
body, the various implications of the veins,

arteries, fibres, and membranes ; the ^' un-
*^ describable texture" of the whole fabric

;

may, indeed, feel the beauty and gracefulness,

of this well-adapted metaphor, but will miss

much of its force and sublimity, unless he be

apprized that the art of designing in needle-

work was wholly dedicated to the use of the

sanctuary, and, by a direct precept of the

divine law, chiefly employed in furnishing a,

part of the^ sacerdotal habit '^ and the veils

for the entrance of the tabernacle. Thus,

the poet compares the wisdom of the divine

Artificer with the most estimable of human

arts, that art which was dignified by being

consecrated altogether to the use of religion ;

and the workmanship of which was so ex-

5 PsAL. cxxxix. 15. *° ExoD. xxviii. 39- xxvi.

S6, xxvii. 16. Compare Ezek. xvi. 10, 13, 18.

quisite.
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quisite, that even the sacred writings seem to

attribute it to a supernatural guidance ".

I will instance also another topic, which,

if I am not deceived, will suggest several re-

markable examples to this purpose. There

is one of the Hebrew poems, which has been

long since distinguished by universal appro-

bation ; the subject is the wisdom and design

of the Creator in the formation of the uni-

verse : you will easily perceive that I have in

view the hundred and fourth Psalm. The

exordium is most sublime, and consists of a

delineation of the divine Majesty and power,

as exemplified in the admirable constitution

of nature. On this subject, since it is abso-

lutely necessary to employ figurativ^e lan-

guage, the poet has introduced such meta-

phors as were accounted by the Hebrew^s the

most magnificent and most worthy ; for all

of them are, in my opinion, borrowed from

the Tabernacle : but I find it will be neces-

sary to quote the passage itself, and I shall

endeavour to explain it as briefly as possible.

The poet first expresses his sense of the

greatness and power of the Deity in plain and

familiar language ; and then breaks out in

metaphor

:

" See ExoD. xxxv. 30—35.

VOL. I. N *' Thou
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" Thou art invested with majesty and glory :''

Where observe the word lahash (to invest) is

the word always used to express the cere-

mony of putting on the sacerdotal ornaments.

" Covering thyself with light as with a garment
:"

The Light in the Holy of Holies, the mani-

fest symbol of the divine Presence, is figured

under this idea '^
; and this singular example

is

^« See ExoD. xl. 34—38. Lev. xvi. 2. Numb. ix. 15,

16. 1 Kings, viii. 10, 11. 2 Chron. vii. 1, % A
similar allusion, Isai. iv. 5. Ix. 2, 19. Zech. ii. 5.

Rev. xxi. 23. Author's Note.

I do not know upon what authority our Author has

received this fact. The Rabbles, who talk much about

the Shechina, could not possibly be witnesses of that

slo'ht, which they themselves confess had disappeared for

many ages before their time, and had never been seen in

the second temple. Who, indeed, that Is acquainted witli

the rules which sound reason dictates, and which aU who

study history must regard, will give credit. In a matter of

so o-reat antiquity, to witnesses, whose facuhy in fabri-

cating falsehood has been so frequently exposed, and espe-

daily as they tliemselves confess that they don ot report

the fact upon the authority of any books or records, but

merely upon the tradition of their ancestors ? and no man

can be ignorant how much such a notion Is likely to in-

crease in the different hands through which It passes. In

reality, I do not suppose our Author took up the matter

upon their representation, but that he founded his opinion

upon
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is made use of figuratively to express the

universal and ineffiible glory of God.

" Stretching out the heavens as a curtain
:"

Jeringnah is the word made use of, and is

the very name of those curtains with which

the Tabernacle was covered at the top and

round about '^ The Seventy seem to have

had this in view, when they render it ooo-si

ts^p (as a skin) '*^

: whence the Vulgate sicut

upon the passage in Levit. xvi. 2. which, however, the

learned Thaleman has asserted, is not to be understood of

a miraculous Shechina, but of a cloud of smoke, which

surrounded the throne consecrated to the Deity, lest the

vacant seat should be exposed to the multitude. From
the 13th verse of the same chapter the same author argues,

that the cloud upon the mercy-seat was factitious, or arose

from the incense which was offered there ; though I can-

not say that I am so entirely of his opinion as to believe,

that n^t even upon the solemn day of inauguration, a

cloud of a miraculous nature rested on the Cherubims.

Unless, therefore, we interpret this passage of the Psalmist,

as intiiiiatiag that God is the fountain of all light, I would

refer it to that part of the history of creation, which relates

the 6rst gi'eat display of Ahnighty power, M.

^3 I Jo not see why we should suppose the comparison

to relate to the tabernacle of Moses more than to any other

superb fabric of that kind. M.

'"^ Compare Exod. xxvi. 7, &c. with the Septuagint.

is^ 2 pellem
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pellem (which is a literal translation of the

Septuagint) ; and another of the old transla-

tors h^jj^a, (a hide or skin).

"Laying the beams of his chambers in the

" waters
:"

In these words the poet admirably expresses

the nature of the air, which, from various

and floating elements, is formed into one

regular and uniform mass, by a metaphor

drawn from the singular construction of the

Tabernacle : for it consisted of many differ-

ent parts, which might be easily separated,

but which were united by a curious and art-

ful junction and adaptation to each other ^K

He proceeds

:

" Making the clouds his chariot;

*' Walking upon the wings of the wind :"

*s It is very evident, that if this observation of ou?

Author 'prove any thing, it proves that any raftered

building may be compared to the air. For my o\\ti part,

I am certain that in this passage there is no allusion at all

to the Tabernacle, in which there was no cceiiaculum, of

upper chamber, but rather to the houses in Palestine, at

the top of which there was a ccenaculum, or chamber,

apart from the rest, for the sake of retirement, which has

been very accurately described by Shaw. M.

He
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He had before exhibited the divine Majesty

under the appearance which it assumed in

the Holy of Holies, that of a bright and

dazzling light : he now describes it accord-

ing to that which it assumed, when God ac^

companied the ark in the pillar of a cloud,

which was carried along through the atmo-

sphere. That vehicle of the divine Presence

is, indeed, distinguished in the sacred history

by the particular appellation of a chariot '^«

" Making the winds his messenger?,

" And his ministers a flaming fire :"

The elements are described as prompt and

ready in executing the commands of Jeho-

vah, as angels, messengers, or ministers

serving at the Tabernacle, the Hebrew word

being exactly expressive of the latter sense.

" Who founded the earth upon its bases :"

The following phrase also, is directly taken

from the same

;

" That it should not be displaced for more than

" ages
:"

/^ 1 Cheo>?. xxviii. 18. Se^ also Ecclus. xlix. 8,

I? 3 That
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That is, '^ for a certain period known only

*' to the infinite wisdom of God." As the

situation of both was in this respect nearly

the same, so, on the other hand, the perma-

nence of the sanctuary is in other places com-

pared, and in almost the same words, with

the stability of the earth '^

Perhaps, in pursuing this investigation

wdth so much subtilty and minuteness, I have

scarcely acted consistently with the customs

of this place, or the nature of my design

:

but it appeared absolutely necessary so to do,

in order to make myself perfectly understood;

and to demonstrate, that it is scarcely, or not

at all, possible for any translation fully to

represent the genuine sense of the sacred

poets, and that delicate connexion which for

the most part exists between their poetical

imagery, and the peculiar circumstances of

their nation'^. This connexion frequently

depends

'^ PsAL. Ixxvlii. 69.

'^ It may be asserted of translations in general, and I

am sure I have experienced the truth of the observation in

this very attempt, that many of the minuter beauties of

style are necessarily lost ; a translator is scarcely allowed to

intrude upon his author any figures or images of his

own, and many which appear in the original must be

omitted
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depends upon the use of certain terms, upon

a certain association between words and

things, which a translation generally per-

plexes, and very frequently destroys. This,

therefore, is not to be preserved in the most

literal and accurate version, much less in any

poetical translation, or rather imitation

:

though there are extant some not unsuccess-

ful attempts of this kind. To relish com-

pletely all the excellencies of the Hebrew li-

terature, the fountains themselves must be

approached, the peculiar flavour of which

cannot be conveyed by aqueducts, or indeed

by any exertion of modern art.

omitted of course. Metaphors, synecdoches, and metp-

nymies, are frequently untractable; the corresponding

words would probably, in a figui*ative sense, appear harsh

or obscure. The observation, however, applies with less

justice to our common version of the Bible than to any

translation whatever. It was made in a very early stage

of our hteraturet, and when the language was by no means

formed : in such a state of the language, the figurative

diction of the Hebrews might be literally rendered without

violence to the national taste ; and the frequent recur*

rence of the same images and expressions serves to fami-

liarize them to us. Time and habit have now given it

force and authority ; and I believe there never was an

instance of any translation, so very literal and exact, being

read with such universal satisfaction and pleasure. T.

N 4



LECTURE IX.

OF POETIC IMAGERY FROM THE SACRED

HISTORY.

The imageryfrom the sacred history is the most luminous

and evident of all—The peculiar nature of this kind

ofmetaphor explained^ as used hy the Hebrew poets~-~

The order of the topics which commonlyfurnish them:

the Chaos and Creation ; the Deluge ; the Destruction

of Sodom ; the emigration of the Israelites from
Egypt; the descent of God upon Mount Sinai—This

species of metaphor excellently adapted to the sacred

poetry, and particularly to the prophetic ; not easy to,

form any comparison betzveen the sacred and profane

poetry in this respect.

Four distinct classes of imagery having

been specified as capable of being intro-

duced in a metaphorical form into the poe-

try of the Hebrews, the last of these, or

that which is suggested by the more remark-

able transactions recorded in the sacred his-

tory, now remains to be examined. Here,

however, since the nature of the subject dif-

fers in some degree from the former objects

of our investigation, so the manner of treat-

ing it must be also different. The principal

design
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design of our late disquisition was, by consi-

dering the circumstances, customs, opinions,

and sentiments of the Hebrews, to fiicilitate

our approach to the interior beauties of

their poetry ; and, by duly examining the na-

ture of the circumstances, to estimate more

properly the force and power of each ; to

dispel as much as possible the mists of an-

tiquity ; to restore their native perspicuity to

such passages as appear obscure, their native

agreeableness to such as now inspire us with

sentiments of disgust, their proper allurement

and elegance to those which seem harsh and

vulgar, and their original dignity to those

which the changeableness of custom has ren-

dered contemptible or mean. In this divi-

sion of our subject, on the contrary, but little

will occur either difficult or obscure; nothing

which will seem to require explication or de-

fence : all will be at once perspicuous, splen-

did, and sublime. Sacred history illuminates

this class of imagery with its proper light,

and renders it scarcely less conspicuous to us

than to the Hebrews themselves. There is,

indeed, this difference, that to the Hebrews

the objects of these allusions were all na-

tional

>:^.::r^^

.
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tional and domestic ; and the power of them

in moving or delighting the mind was of

course proportionably greater ; nay, fre-

quently, the very place, the scene of action,

certain traces and express tokens of so many

miracles lying before their eyes, must have

increased the effect. To us, on the other

hand, however we may hold these facts in

veneration, however great and striking they

may be in themselves, the distance of time

and place must of necessity render them less

interesting.

The manner in which these metaphors are

formed is well deserving of observation, and

is in fact as follows. In describing or em-

belUshing illustrious actions, or future events

of a miraculous nature, the Hebrew poets

are accustomed to introduce allusions to the

actions of former times, such as possess a

conspicuous place in their history ; and thus

they illuminate with colours, foreign indeed,

but similar, the future by the past, the recent

by the antique, facts less known by others

more generally understood : and as this pro-

perty seems peculiar to the poetry of the He-

brews, at least is but seldom to be met with

in
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in that of other nations, I have determined

to illustrate this part of my subject with a

greater variety of examples than usual. I

mean', therefore, to instance in a regular

order certain topics or common-places of

Scripture, which seem to have furiushed,

if not all, at least the principal part of these

allusions : it will be necessary at the same

time to remark their figurative power and

effect, and the regular and uniform method

pursued in the appHcation of them, which

has been already stated as characteristical of

the poetical imagery of the Hebrews.

The first of these topics, or common-places,

is the Chaos and the Creation, which com-

pose the first pages of the sacred history.

These are constantly alluded to, as expressive

of any remarkable change, whether prosper-

ous or adverse, in the public affairs ; of the

overthrow or restoration of kingdoms and

nations ; and are consequently very common
in the prophetic poetry, particularly when
any unusual degree of boldness is attempted.

If the subject be the destruction of the

Jewish empire by the Chaldeans, or a strong

denunciation of ruin against the enemies of

Israel,
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Israel, it is depicted in exactly the same co-

lours as if universal nature were about to

relapse into the primeval chaos. Thus Je-

remiah, in that sublime, and indeed more

than poetical vision, in w^hich is represented

the impending desolation of Judea :

" I beheld the earth, and lo ! disorder and con-

*^ fusion;

'^ The heavens also, and there was no light.

" I beheld the mountains, and lo! they trembled;

" And all the hills shook.

" I beheld, and lo ! there was not a man ;

" And all the fowls of the heavens were fled.

" I beheld, and lo ! the fruitful field (was be-

^-' come) the desert

;

'^ And all its cities were thrown down,
*^ Before the presence of Jehovah,

" Before the fierce heat of his anger ^"

And on a similar subject Isaiah expresses

himself with wonderful force and sublimity

:

' Jer. iv. S3—-26. This image, and that which follows

from Joel, the learned Michaelis will not allow to relate

to the Mosaic chaos, but supposes them to be no more

than a description of some horrible and desolating tempest.

Of this the reader must judge for himself. T.

*^And
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'* And he shall stretch over her the line of de-

" vastation,

" And the plummet of emptinessV

Each of them not only had in his mind the

Mosaic chaos, but actually uses the words

of the divine historian. The same subjects

are amplified and embellished by the pro*

phets v^ith several adjuncts

:

*^ The smi and the moon are darkened,

*' And the stars withdraw their shining.

** Jehovah also will thnnder from Sion,

" And from Jerusalem will he utter his voice

;

** And the heavens and tlie earth shall shake K'^

*" And ail the host of heaven shall waste aw^ay

:

"^^ And the heavens shall be roHed up like a scroll;

*' And all their host shall wither;

^^ As the withered leaf falieth from the vine,

*' And as the blighted % from the fig-tree'*."

On the contrary, when he foretela the resto-

ration of the Israelites -

'^ For i am Jehovah thy God

;

" He who stilleth at once the sea,

* IsAi. xxxiv. 11, ^ Joel, iii. 15, M.
-* IsAi. xxxiv, 4,

'' Thougk
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*^ Though the waves thereof roar

;

" Jehovah God of Hosts is his name.

*' I have put my words in thy mouth;
*' And with the shadow of my hand have I co-

'' vered thee

:

" To stretch out the heavens, and to lay the

'* foundations of the earth
;

" And to say unto Sion^ Thou art my people^."

" Thus

^ IsAi. li. 15, 16. Ragang, " tranquillizing, (or) in-

^' stantaneously stilling f' it is commonly rendered clear'-

ing, dividing, not only in this, but in the parallel places,

Jer. xxxi. 35. Job, xxvi. 12. I am, however, of opi-

nion, that the meaning of the word has been totally mis-

taken. It denotes strictly something instantaneous ; a

cessation of motion, or a sudden quieting ; as when a bird

suddenly lights upon a tree. See Isai. xxxiv. 14. The

Septuagint very properly renders it, in the above-

quoted passage in Job, ^oCliTvocvai, Consult the Concokd-

AXCE.

*' If any doubt can remain concerning this translation

" of the word Ragaug, it will meet sufficient confirma-

*' tion from the Arabic, in which the same verb implies,

'' to reduce a tiling to its former, or a better, state.

*' Whence are derived the following words, Regang, a

•* lake (as it were a flood of water stopped and confined)

;

^' Ragiang, to stop or confine a flood of water ; Ragan-

" gan, stagnant or confined waters.'' H.

Concerning the phrase " to stretch out the heavens,"*

consult ViTRiNG. in Loc. Author''s Note,

'' Ver.
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** Thus therefore shall Jeiiov^ah console Sion

;

'^ He shall console her desolations

:

'^ And he shall make her wilderness like Eden;
" And her desert like the garden of Jehovah:
" Joy and gladness shall be found in her

;

'^ Thanksgiving, and the voice of melody 6 '»

In the former of these two last-quoted ex-

amples the universal deluge is exactly deline-

ated, and on similar subjects the same ima-

gery generally occurs. Thus, as the devas-

tation of the Holy Land is frequently repre-

sented by the restoration of ancient Chaos,

so the same event is sometimes expressed in

metaphors suggested by the universal deluge:

*' Behold, Jehovah emptieth the land and maketh
" it waste;

" Ver. 16. To stretch out the heavens'] In the present

*^ text it is rtDJ^^ to plant the heavens : the phrase is cer-

*' tainly very obscure ; and in all probability is a mistake

^' for r\^1Dlh. This latter is the word used in ver. 13, just

*' before^ in the very same sentence; and this phrase

** occurs frequently in Isaiah, chap. xl. 22. xlii. 5.

" xliv, 24. xlv. 12. The former in no other place. It

" is also very remarkable, that in the Sstmaritan text,

'^ Numb. xxiv. 6. these tv/o words are twice changed by
*^ mistake, one for the other, in the same verse.'"

Bishop Lowth'^ Isaiah, Notes, p. 231.

« ISAL li. 3.
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" He even turnetb it upside down, and scattereth

'' abroad the inhabitants.

'* For the flood-gates from on high are opened;

" And the foundations of the earth tremble.

" The land is grievously shaken

;

*' The land is utterly shattered to pieces

;

" The land is violently moved out of her place;

*' The land reeleth to and fro like a drunkard

;

" And moveth this way and that; like a lodg^
'' for a night ^"

These are great ideas ; indeed the human
mind cannot easily conceive any thing greater

or more sublime. There is nothing, how^-

ever, of this kind more forcible and elevated

than that imagery wdiich is taken from the

destruction of Sodom, that being the next in

order of these topics, and generally applied

to express the punishments to be inflicted by

the Almighty on the wicked ;

"He

7 IsAi. xxlv. 1, 18, 19, so. " BoIeMJi, ^^ij-uo-u ccv%v

** (desolatetli it), Sept. ; and in the same sense the Jewish

" Commentators : amongst whom R. D. Kimchi, having

*' recourse to the Arabic, saySj the word Balokah signi-

" fies in that language, a place in iMch no plant is

** found to vegetate.'''' H.
'' Theword J/^Zw«fl7i properly signifies an abode changed

" nightlyfrom place to place ; and is therefore expressive

" of the vibrating and unstable situation of the earth.

" The

/
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*' He shall rain live coals upon tlic ungodly,
*' Fire and sulphur, and a burning storm ^

: this

" shall be the contents of their cup ^."

"For

*' The Sept. is ovujp<^v\x>itov' the Targ. and Syr. iih]ii*f

*' a couchJar one night; a travelling bed. See Buxtorf,

" Le.T Chald. col. 1670. Koichi also explains the word
'' in the same manner." H. Autho7"''s Note.

^ This is an admirable image, and is taken from the

school of nature. The wind Zilgaphoth, which blows

from the East, is very pestilential, and therefore almost

proverbial among the Orientals. In the months of July

and August, when it happens to continue for the space of

ten minutes, it kills whatever is exposed to it. Many
Avonderful stories are related of its effects by the Arabians,

.
and their poets feign that the wicked, in their place of

eternal torment, are to breathe this pestiferous wind as

their vital air. M.

9 PsAL. xi. 6. Pachim, " live coals," avG^a^car, as

it is rendered by the old Translator, Chrys. in Loc.

Globes of fire, or meteors, such as Pliny calls Bolidaa,

Nat. Hist. ii. 9.Q. or simply the lightning seems to be un-

derstood. Compare Psal. xviii. 13, 14. Josephus on

the Destruction of'Sodom^ " God assailed the city with his

" thunderbolts;" Antiq. i. 11. Philo on the same:

" Lio-htnino; fell down from heaven." De Vit. Mos. i. 12.

This is certainly more agreeable to the context than

snares, 'i he root is Puach^ which, though it sometimes

means to ensnare^ yet more frequently means to breathe

forth, or em\t^ fire, for instance. Ezek. xxi. 31. ''In the

*''jire of my wrath I Ktll blow upon thee.'''' The Ammo-
nites are spoken of, as thrown into the funiace of the

VOL. I. o divine
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" For it is the clay of vengeance to Jehovah
;

** The year of recompense to the defender of

" the cause of Sion.

**' And her torrents shall be turned into pitch,

" And her dust into sulphur;

*^ And her whole land shall become burning
" pitch :

" By night or by day it shall not be extinguished;

'^ For ever shall her smoke ascend

:

divine wrath : compare ch. xxii. 21. where almost the

same words occur, except that the corresponding (and in

this case synonymous) verb Napach is made use of, whence

Mapnacli^ a bellows : Jek. vi. 29. In the same sense the

verb Puach is introduced, Pkov. xxix. 8. " Scorners will

*' inflame a city."" So also the Sept. Symmachus, the

Syriac; and rightly, as appears from the antidietic

member of the sentence :
" but wise men zvill turn away

*' wrath." From this explication of the root Puacli, the

word Pacli^ a coal hloicn up^ is rightly derived : and

Piach (ExoD. ix. 8.), emberSy in which the fire may yet

be excited by blowing.

" The true sense of the word Pacliim in diis place,

" ' burning coals," will easily be confirmed from the use

" of the verb Puacli in the Arabic ' to boll a pot :'

** whence Pucliat (vehement heat^ or burning). It can-

" not, however, be denied, that the Orientals sometimes

'* call the Lightning, snares., or chains. Tlie Arabic

" word n'pDVo (plur. "pd^Vl^), accordiiig to Golius, not

*' only signifies a chain, but also the tracl^: of a iliundei'-

" bolt tJiroiigJi the clouds:, so called, I apprehend, from tlie

'^ continual coruscations which seem to be connected with

" each other like a chain." H. Author's Note.

" From
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'* From generation to generation she shall lie

" desert

;

*' To everlasting ages no one shall pass through
'' her '°r

The emigration of the Israelites from

Egypt, as it affords materials for many mag-

nificent descriptions, is commonly applied in

a metaphorical manner to many events,which

bear no unapt resemblance to it. Does God

promise to his people hberty, assistance, se-

curity, and favour? The Exodus occurs spon-

taneously to the mind of the poet : the di-

viding of the sea, the destruction of the

enemy, the desert which was safely travers-

ed, and the torrents bursting forth from the

rocks, are so many splendid objects that force

themselves on his imagination :

*' Thus saith Jehovah;
" Who made a way in the sea,

" And a path in the mighty waters;
*' Who brought forth the rider and the horse,

" the army and the warrior

:

" Together they lay down, they rose no more

;

'' They were extinguished, they were quenched
'' like tow :

^"^ IsAi. xxxiv. 8, 9, 10.

o 2 " Remember
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*' Remember not the former things

;

" And the things of ancient times regard not

:

" Behold, I make a new thing

;

** Even now shall it spring forth ; will ye not

'' regard it ?

** Yea, I will make in the wilderness a way

;

** In the desert, streams of water "."

There is also another prophecy of the same

divine poet, which in one sense (though I

think not the principal) is to be understood

as relating to the liberation of the Israelites

from the Babylonish captivity. In the exor-

dium the same imagery is introduced, but

in a very noble personification, than which

nothing can be more sublime

:

*^ Awake, awake, clothe thyself with strength,

" O arm of Jehovah !

" Awake, as in the days of old, the ancient ge-

" nerations.

" Art thou not the same that smote Rahab, that

*' wounded the dragon?

^' Art thou not the same that dried up the sea,

*' the waters of the great deep?

" That made the depths of the sea a path for the

" redeemed to pass through '*?"

'^ IsAi. xliii. 16—19. See also xlyiii. SI.

*^ IsAi. li. 9, 10.

Of
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Of the same kind is the last of these topics

which I shall instance, the descent of Je-

hovah at the delivery of the Law. When
the Almighty is described as coming to exe-

cute judgment, to deliver the pious, and to

destroy his enemies, or in any manner exert-

ing his divine power upon earth, the descrip-

tion is embellished from that tremendous

scene which was exhibited upon Mount Si-

nai '^
: there is no imagery more frequently

recurred to than this, and there is none more

sublime : I will only trouble you with two

examples

:

'* For, behold, Jehovah will go forth from his

** place ;

" And he will come down, and will tread on the

*^ high places of the earth.

" And the mountains shall be molten under him

;

'^ And the valleys shall cleave asunder

;

*' As wax before the fire,

'* As waters poured down a steep place '^"

'* The eartli shook and was alarmed,

" And the foundations of the hills rocked with

" terror,

^' For the wrath of Jjehovah was hot against

" them.

^3 See ExoD. xix. 16, 18. Deut, iv. 11, IZ
'^ Mic. i. 3, 4,

o 3 " Before
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" Before bis face a smoke ascended,

" And a flame consumed before bis presence,

" Burning fires were kindled by it.

^^ He bowed tbe beavens and came down,

" And clouds of darkness were beneatb bis feet.

" He rode upon tbe pinions of tbe Cberubim,

" And flew on tbe wings of tbe wind.

" He concealed bimself in a veil of darkness

;

" A pavilion encompassed bim
^' Of black water, and tbick clouds of astber'^.

" From tbe brigbtness before bim tbick clouds

*^ passed along,

" Hailstones and burning fires.

" Jehovah tbundered in tbe beavens
;

" And tbe most bigb God sent fortb bis voice
;

" He sbot out bis arrows and dispersed tbe ene-

" mies,

" And be multiplied bis tbunder and confound-

" ed tbem ^^."

These examples, though literally trar^s-

lated, and destitute of the harmony of verse,

will I think sufficiently demonstrate the force,

'^ Ver. 13 and 14. They seem to be corrected by the

parallel passage, 2 Sam. xxii. 13, 14. See Kennicott,

Dissert, i. Of the Hebrew Text, p. 464. " The words

" Wi^ 'h^:>^ ma, which are now repeated in ver. 14. are

*' wanting in four manuscripts.^' K. Author's Note.

'« PsAL. xviii. 7—14.

the

i,
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the grandeur and sublimity of these images,

which, when appHed to other events, sug-

gest ideas still greater, than when described

as plain facts by the pen of the historian, in

however magnificent terms : for, to the great-

ness and sublimity of the images which are

alluded to, is added the pleasure and admi-

ration which results from the comparison

between them and the objects which they

are brought to illustrate.

It is, hov/ever, worthy of observation, that,

since many of these images possess such a de-

gree of re-emblance as renders them equally

fit for the illustration of the same objects, it

frequently happens that several of them are

collected together, in order to magnify and

embellish some particular event: of this there

is an example in that very thanksgiving ode

of David, which we have just now quoted *^

For, after describing the wrath and majesty

of God, in imagery taken from the descent

upon Mount Sinai, as already explained,

in the very next verse the division of the

Red Sea and the river Jordan is alluded to :

'^ See also Isai. xxxiv. and what is remarked on that

passage, Lect. XX,
o 4 " Then
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" Then appeared the channels of the waters

;

" The foundations of the world were discovered;

*^ At thy reproofs, O Jehovah I

** At the breathing of the spirit of thine anger*V

It is evident, however, as well from the

examples which have been adduced, as from

the nature of the thing itself, that this species

of metaphor is peculiarly adapted to the pro-

phetic poetry. For some degree of obscurity

is the necessary attendant upon prophecy ;

not that, indeed, w^hich confuses the diction,

and darkens the style ; but that which re-

sults from the necessity of repressing a part

of the future, and from the impropriety of

making a complete revelation of every cir-

cumstance connected with the prediction.

The event itself, therefore, is often clearly

indicated, but the manner and the circum-

stances are generally involved in obscurity.

To this purpose imagery, such as we have

'^ PsAL. xviii. 16. Allusions to the destruction of

Nimrod, the first institutor of idolatry, and his adherents,

are, in the Prophets at least, as frequent, if not more so,

than to any other of the topics here noticed.—Examples

of this kind I have pointed out in a Dissertation on Fallen

Angels, published by Johnson :-—and in another edition

shall instance many more. S. H.

specified
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specified, is excellently adapted, for it enables

the prophet more forcibly to impress upon

the minds of his auditors those parts of his

subject which admit of amplification, the

force, the splendour, the magnitude of every

incident ; and at the same time more com-

pletely to conceal, what are proper to be

concealed, the order, the mode, and the mi-

nuter circumstances attending the event. It

is also no less apparent, that in this respect

the sacred poetry bears little or no analogy

to that of other nations; since neither history

nor fable afforded to the profane writers a

sufficiently important store of this kind of

imagery ; nor did their subjects in general

require that use or application of it.

This species of metaphor is indeed so

adapted, as I before observed, to the nature

of prophecy, that even profane poetry, when
of the prophetic kind, is not altogether de-

stitute of it : and we find that Virgil him-

self, in delivering his prophecies, has more

than once adopted this method :

*' Simois nor Xanthus shall be wanting there;

" A new Achilles shall in arms appear

:

" And he too goddess-born.

" Another
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^' Another Tiphys shall new seas explore,

** Another Argo land the chiefs upon th' Iberian

shore,

^* Another Helen other wars create,

" And great Achilles urge the Trojan fate '^:"

Though some will perhaps be inclined to

interpret this passage literally from the com-

pletion of the Great Year, and the doctrine

of the general restitution of all things ^^

There is, indeed, this difference between the

sacred and profane w^riters, that among the

latter we find frequent examples of meta-

phors taken from some remarkable person

and event, applied to some other event or

character ""'; but we never find from such

facts

^9 Dryden'j? Virgil, Mvl. vl. 135. Eclog. iv. 41.

*° See Origen contra Celsum, Lib. iv. p. S08. Edit.

Spencer.

^^ Allusions to ancient histoiyj both fabulous and au-

thentic, are common with the poets and orators of all na-

tions. There is a very fine one of this kind in the second

Phihppic of Cicero. When he replies to Antony's accu-

sation of being concerned in CaBsar's death, he exclaims,

tliat he glories in the accusation :
—" I esteem it,'' says he,

" as great an honour to be accounted a partner in such an

'' action, as if, with the princes of the Greeks, I had

*' been inclosed in the Trojan horse." But I do not re-

collect a more beautiful instance than one of a contempo-

rary poet

:

" Hurailitj
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facts a general or common image derived,

which, as an established mode of expression,

is regularly applied to the illustration of si-

milar objects, even to the designation of a

universal or unlimited idea.

I have classed all these examples under one

general head of Metaphor, though many of

them might more properly be referred to that

of Allegory: but this circumstance is of no

importance to the object which I was desirous

of elucidating. Many, indeed, of those v/hi'ch

I have produced on this last occasion, might

more properly be referred to that sublimer

kind of allegory, which in its principal view

looks forward to a meaning much more

important than that which is obvious and

literal ; and under the ostensible subject, as

under a rind or shell, conceals one interior

and more sacred. Of this, however, we shall

" Humility herself, divinely mild,

*' Sublime Religion's meek and modest cliild,

<' Like the dumb son of Croesus, in die strife,

*' When force assaiPd his father's sacred life,

** Breaks silence, and, with filial duty warm,

^' Bids thee revere her parent's hallow'd form V
HayleyV Essay 07i Hlstorij^ addressed to

Mr. Gibbon, Essay iii. v. 379. T.

presently

4
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presently have occasion to speak more expli-

citly ; for, when we come to treat of the Al-

legory of the Hebrews, it will be necessary

to touch upon that species (however difficult

and obscure the subject) in which the sub-

limity of many of the sacred poems will be

found chiefly to consist '•'•,

2^ Professor Michaelis makes a very considerable addi-

tion to this Lecture, concerning those images or figures

wliich are taken from poetic fable. He asserts that such

fable is essential to all poetry ; that whoever has a taste

for poetry cannot possibly take it in a literal sense, and

that the sole purpose of it is ornament and pleasure.

He observes that there are many particulars, in which

a wonderful agreement may be discovered between the

fables of the Greeks and Romans, and those of the He-

brews. He is of opinion that this agreement clearly in-

dicates a common source, which he supposes to be Egypt.

From Egypt, Homer and the other Greek poets borrowed

the principal of their fables, as M^e may learn from Hero-

dotus and Heliodorus : nor is it at all improbable, that the

Hebrews should do the same, who were for two succes-

sive ages the subjects and scholars of the Egyptians. The

most ancient Hebrew poem, Job, abounds in Egyptian

and fabulous imagery : as may be seen in the Professor^s

Dissertation on that subject before the Academy of

Sciences.

He beains with instancing a common fabulous notion

of the sun retiring to rest in the sea, and there spending

the night in the indulgence of the passions. This, he

says, is so familiar an idea to the Hebrews, that it occurs

even
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even in prose. The setting sun is called «Tn (to enter or

come in), and the moon ^Vi^n (to be received as a guest).

In the ixth Psalm, however, the fiction is expressed in still

bolder terms

:

" For he hath set a tabernacle for the sun,

*' Who Cometh forth as a bridegroom from his chamber,

^^ And rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race.""

Nor is the description of the Atlantic very far distant

from this idea, Psal. cxxxix. 9.

*' If I take the wings of the Morning,

*' And dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea

;

^^ Even there thy hand shall lead me,

" And thy right hand shall hold me/'

The resemblance between this image and the fable of

Aurora, who was supposed to retire to rest to the border;?

of the ocean, and there enter the chamber of Tithonus,

can scai'cely fail to strike every classical reader. There

is this difference, however, between the Greek and He-

brew fictions. With the latter the " Sun runs his race,"*'

and Aurora is depicted with wings ; with tlie former, who

perhaps might imitate the Persian manner in the descrip-

tion, the Sun has a chariot and horses, which do not

occur in the Hebrew poets, though they are mentioned

as appendages to the idol of the Sun (2 Kings, xxiii,

11.).

The Professor next observes, that the Greek and Latin

poets assigned to their Jupiter a chariot and horses of

thunder, probably from the resemblance- between the

noise of a chariot and that of thunder. The Hebrews,

,

he remarks, have a similar fable ; and the Cherubim are

expressly thje horse« of Jehoyaji's dimoi. He refers to

a di**
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a dissertation on this subject published by himself in the

GoTTiNGEN Memoirs, T. i. p. 157—189- He reminds

his readers of the common but truly poetical expression,

" Jehovah of Hosts,""* and how frequently he is de-

«cribcd as " sitting upon the Cherubim," Psal. xcix. 1.

" Jehovah reignelh, let the people tremble ;

*' He sitteth on the Cherubim, let the earth be moved."^

In plain language he thunders, so that the earth shakes,

or, as Horace would have expressed it

:

*' Jehovah per c(£lum tonantes

" Egit equos, volucremque currum :

'^ Quo bruta tellus, & vaga ilumina,

*' Quo Styx, & invisi horrida Teenari

" Sedes, Atlanteusque finis

" Concutitur.'"'

" Jehovah, Lord of all above,

*' Late through the floating fields of air,

*' The face of heaven serene and fair,

" His thundering steeds and winged chaiiot drove

:

«' When at the bursting of his flames,

'' The ponderous earth, and vagrant streams,

" Infernal Styx, the dire abode

" Of hateful Taenarus profound,

" And Atlas to his utmost bound,

" Trembled beneath the terrors of the God."

FKx\NCis',y Hor. B. i. v. 34.

The expression is still bolder in Psal. Ixviii. 17. and the

same idea is introduced with superior elegance in the Ixvth,

wliere God is described as visiting the earth, and dispens-

ing fatness and plenty. He refers also to Psal. xviii. 10.

civ.
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civ. 3, 4. and to Habak. iii. 8. Ke sliows that this has

not only been a common fiction with the Greeks and Ro-

mans, but even with the Swedes, and other Northern

nations. He remarks the admirable use which Milton

has made of it, as well as of other poetical fictions applied

to sacred subjects.

Another fable, which our Commentator points out as

common to the Hebrews with the Greeks and Romans,

and evidently derived from the same source, is the fiction

of a Golden age. To this purpose he cites the three

prophecies of Isaiah, in which the kingdom of the Mes-

siah is described, in almost the same colours as Virgil de-

picts the happy state of Rome under Augustus.

He proceeds in the third place to point out the resem-

blance between the poetic descriptions of a future state,

which are furnished by the Hebrew poets, and those of

the Greeks. He is of an opinion contrary to that of

many learned men, who have attributed them to the Celts,

that the Greeks were altogether indebted to Egypt for

their descriptions. He quotes Josephus, who, speaking

of the Essenes, a people who as to country, philosophy,

opinions, discipline, were more Egyptian than Jewish,

adds, " that in this respect they resemble the Greeks,

" namely, in asserting thr.t tlie good shall enjoy another

" life, in a pleasant situation beyond the ocean, free from

" storms, tempests, and all excesses of cold or heat, and
^' which is constantly refreshed by a delightful breeze

'^ springing from the ocean.^'—" The Greeks, in the same

^' manner,'' he observes, " have assigned to their heroes

" and demigods, the happiness of Elysium." The opinion

of the Bramins is similar, who, tlie Professor asserts, have

borrowed all their manners and philosophy from tlte

Egyptians as well as the Gauh", the Greeks^ Uq. &c,

H^
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He thinks, tliis hypothesis is clearly demonstrated by the

analogy bet'.veen these opinions and the rites or ceremo-

nies of sepulture among the Egyptians. Buto^ the Egyp-

tian goddess who presided over the dead, had a temple

built upon some floating islands in the Butic lake. To this

the Greeks are, by their own confession, indebted for their

fable of Charon, &c. ; for, on the day appointed for burial,

the name of the deceased being announced, certain judges

were convened at the lake, where a boat was ready ; the

pilot of which, in the Egyptian language, was called

Charon. Before the deceased was put on-board, full li-

berty was given to all present of accusing him. But if no

accuser was present, or if his accusation was proved

-groundless, the body was put into the boat, and carried

across the lake to the sepulchral fields (Dion. Sic. L. i.

•c. 92.). The sepulchres of their kings also were situated

on islands formed by art, by admitting the water of the

Nile, as Herodotus testifies (L. ii. c. 124,).

Moses, therefore, being educated among them, and

initiated in their hieroglyphic learning, to which the Gre-

cian mythology is under so many obligations, seems to

allude to the fable of Elysium (or the blessed isles) when

in that beautiful poem which constitutes the xcth Psalm,

at the 10th verse, he thus expresses himself

:

" The strength of our years is labovu* and sorrow,

"It passeth over quickly, and wejl^^

*' The words we jiy^ if I am not mistaken," adds the

professor, " might be rendered, we set sail^ since there

'' is something alike in the actions of sailing and flying,

*' and the one is frequently made use of poetically for the

** other."

There is anotlier passage of Moses, which, contrary to

the

I
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the opinion of all the commentators, M. Michaelis ob-

serves, seems to have been understood by St. Paul alone,

in the sense he speaks of, namely, the words " beyond

" the sea," as alluding to tlie sepulchre, or Elysian

fields. Moses is addressing the Israelites, not as a poet

indeed, but as an orator, concerning " the circumcision

" of the heart," of which the common rite was only an

emblem or a type. The law^ says he, which I command
thee this clay is not hiddenfrom tJiee, &c. It is Qiot in

heaven, that tliou shouldest say. Who shall go upfor u^

to heaven, and bring it down to us? Neither is it be-

yond THE SEA, that thou shouldest say, Who will go
over the seafor us? kc. (Deut. xxx. 11, IS, 13.) St.

Paul, after quoting these words, adds, Who shall descend

into tJie deep ? that is, to bring up Christ againfrom the

dead. The Professor acknowledges that these words

created him no small difficulty, before he could perceive

their agreement with the original : until one of his audi-

tors remarked, that " Moses might probably allude to the

" custom of the Egyptians, who buried their dead on the

^' other side of a lake," &c. This sentiment, he says,

struck him so forcibly, that he immediately adopted it,

and, in consequence of it, offers the following paraphrase

of the passage already quoted. '' The precept" (says

Moses) " which I now inculcate" (namely, that of lov-

ing and worshipping the one true Godj which is the real

circumcision of the heart), " is unlike some of my precepts,

*• which have a mystical meaning, not easily understood.

" There is no need that some person of uncommon learn-

*• ing should come down from heaven to instruct you in it:

*' no need that some person should cross the lake to the

<* Isles of the Blessed, to learn from the dead what this ob-

^ scure precept conceals. All is easy and ojbvious," &c.

VOL. I, V ^^^
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Our Annotator next refers to a passage in Job, ch, ixv

25 and 26.

" My days are swifter than a courier,

*' They flee away, they see no pleasure

:

'' They are passed away with the swift ships,

^' As an eagle rushing on his prey."

This he allows might have been said, without any allu-

sion to the Isles of the Blessed, or Elysiurn, thougli the

picture is more striking if taken in that view ; but he

thinks the allusion is clear beyond a doubt if we regard

the answer of Zophar, ch. xi. 16, 17, 18.

" Thou shalt forget thy misery,

" Or remember it as waters passed away

;

*' And after tlie noon-tide thy age shall be happier,

*' Thou shalt fly (or sail), it shall be morning.

*^ Thou shalt be secure because there is hope

;

*^ Thou shalt dig (thy sepulchre), and calmly lie down.''*

If any one should doubt of these examples, he think?

there is one still clearer in ch. xxiv. 18—21.

^* He is hght upon the waters

:

*' His portion in the earth is cursed.

^' He shall not behold tlie way of the vineyards,''' &c.

^^ That is," as he e^i^ains it, " The wicked shall be car-

'* lied dovvn tli^ rapid stream of Acheron, and shall have

«' their portion in a land which is accursed. It shall

" not be permitted them to enter into the gardens of ths

« blessed.''

The learned Professor is of opinion, that even the in«

fernal rivers were not unknown to the Hebrews, and

that they are mentioned in tlie xxiiid Psal:vi under tho-

nam(?
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name of the rivers of Belial He thinks it not fair to

interpret BeHal in this place Satan, into . whose power

David was not apprehensive of falhng, though he com-

plains that the snares of death fell upon him, ver. 4, 5, 6.

It is rather, he asserts, derived from the negative particle

heli (non) andjagnal (alius fmt), that is, not high, or

estimable ; whence men of Belial are the vilest of men

;

and the rivers of Belial, the rivers of hell. The follow-

ing lines in this sense are truly poetical :

" Distracted with evils, I called upon God

;

" I am saved from my enemies.

** The snares of death were spread over my soul

;

*' The floods of hell made me afraid

;

*' The waters of Tartarus encompassed me," &c.

M.

There is something so ingenious in the above observa-

tions, that I could not help exhibiting a slight sketch of

them to the reader ; but, as I before inthnated, many of

them are too fanciful to challenge any serious attention.

It is impossible, for instance, to find the smallest allusion

in the passage from Psx\l. cxxxix. 9. to any fable similar

to that of Aurora and Tithonus.—I am, on the contrary,

incHned to believe, that nothing more is meant by the

w'mgs of the morning, than an allusion to the swift and

fleeting nature of time, and particularly the pleasant and

jocund hours of morning ;"and the poet only means to say,

" Had I the swiftness of time, and could transport myself

*' in a few hours to the boundaries of the ocean, even

" there,'' &c. If one vrere even inclined to admit his

hYj[X)thesis concerning the Cheriibim, I see no occasion to

suppose them to have any kind of relation to the chariot

or horses of the heathen Jupiter. The only poetical

p ^ idea
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under wliicli the great Governor of th6 universe can be

depictedj is tha;t of a powerful monarch : and under this

idea it is as natural for the Hebrew poets to assign him a

chariot and other insignia of royalty^ as for the Greeks

;

and this they may do without having the slightest con-

nexion with each other, or without any necessity of stu-

dying in the Egyptian school. The supposition that the

prophecies of Isaiah, relating to the time of the Messiah's

appearing, ai'e borrowed from the fables concerning thq

Golden age, is still more improbable. The Prophet,

in those passages, is describing a state of temporal hap-

piness ; such is the intention of those poets who have cele-

brated tlie Golden age ; and is it any thing extraordinai'y

tliat some similar ideas occur upon a subject perfectly simi-

lar, and one of so general a nature ? The arguments of

our Annotator to prove that the Greeks were indebted to

Egypt for their notions of a future state, demonstrate

much learning and ingenuity^ and ai-e, I confess, satis-

fiictory and convincing to me : but when he endeavours

to find the same notions in the Hebrew poets, the reader

will, I think, agree with me, that he is altogether vision-

ary, and strains violently a few general expressions, to

adapt them to his particular purpose. I must add, that

his Latin translations of those passages of Scripture,

which I tliought myself in some measure obliged to fol-

low in delivei'ing his sentiments, are by no means so faithful

to the original as our common version, and yet on these

depends the principal force of bis argument. T.

The iv'mgs of the moi^Jilng^ I believe, stripped of their

hnagery, are the beams of the rising sun. Wings ai'e

attributed to the moon by Manilius :

** Ultima ad Ilcsperios infectis volveris ftjis C
and.
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and, if my memory fail me not, in the liymn ascribed to

Homer, £»b :i:iXwm'»

Instead also of referring to those imaginary Ls-Ics of the

Blessed^ which the Professor thinks are alluded to by

Moses, it seems far more probable that he had a retrospect

to the place wliere the ^^'icked after death were supposed

to be confined ; and which, from the destruction of the

old world by the deluge, the covering of the Asphaltic vale

with the Dead Sea, &c. was believed to be situated under

the xcatej'S. To this idea there are allusions in the sacred

writings without number. See the second command in

the Decalogue, Job, xxvi. 5, 6. and many passages m the

Psalms and the Prophets—the story in the Gospel of

the daemons entering the herd of swine, and urging them

into the seay which in the Septuagint version of Job, xli.

is styled rov taptapon t^j A^v^^ra, the Tartarus of tJ^e

dfljhss, S. H.

P 3



LECTURE X.

OF ALLEGORY.

Threeforms qfAllegory: 1. Continued Metaphor i which

As scarcely worth distinguishing from the simple Me-

taphor—Thefreedom of the Hebrexi^s in coifounding

the forms of the Metaphor^ Allegory, and Compari-

son: a moi'c pejfectform also of Allegory instanced--^

% The Parable; and its pri7icip>al characteristics:

that it ought to heformedf-om an apt and well-known

image, the signification ofwhich is obvious and definite;

alsofrom one which is elegant afid beautful ; that its

parts and adjuncts be perspicuous, and conduce to the

main object ; that it be consistent, and must not con",

found the literal and figurative meaning—The Pa-

rables of the Prophets, and particularly of Ezehie^

examined according to this standard.

Another branch of the Mashal, or figura-

tive stjle, is Allegory, that is, a figure

which, under the literal sense of the words,

conceals a foreign or distant meaning \

Three

' The Allegorical seems to be one of the first modes of

composition adopted by nations emerging from barbarism.

Indeed it is only calculated to interest those who have made

little progress in intellectual pursuits. It is a mere play

of the fancy, and such as requires not enough of exertion

to occupy those who have been accustomed to the exercises

3 of
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Three forms of Allegory may be observed

in the sacred poetry. The first is that which

is commonly treated of by Rhetoricians,

a continuation of metaphor. *^ When
*^ several kindred metaphors succeed one
'' another, they alter/' says Cicero, " the
'' form of a composition ; for which reason
'' a succession of this kind is called by the

''Greeks an Allegory; and properly, in

'' respect to the etymology of the word ; but
'' Aristotle, instead of considering it as a
^' new species of figure, has more judiciously

'' comprised such modes of expression under
*' the general appellation of Metaphors \"

I therefore scarcely esteem it worth while to

dwell upon this species of allegory ; since

hitherto I have made no distinction between

it and the simple metaphor : for many of the

examples, which I produced as metaphors,

are probably of this class : the principle of

of Reason. This remark, however, must not be extend-

ed to the exclusion of allegorical expressions or passage!

from poetry ; but is meant only to be applied to com-

positions purely allegorical, such as Spenser's Fairy

Queen, which, notwithstanding some incomparably poeti-

cal passages, finds few readers in the present age. T.

3 Orator,

p 4 each
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each is the same, nor indeed would it be an

easy matter to restrict each to its prope^r

limits, or to define where the one ends or the

other begins.

It will not, however, be foreign to our

purpose to remark the peculiar manner in

which the Hebrew poets use the congenial

figures. Metaphor, Allegory, and Compa-

rison, and particularly in the prophetic

poetry. When they undertake to express

any sentiment in ornamented language, they

not only illustrate it with an abundance and

variety of imagery, but they seldom temper

or regulate thi? imagery by any fixed prin-

ciple or standard. Unsatisfied with a simple

metaphor, they frequently run it into an

allegory, or mingle with it a direct compa-

rison. The allegory sometimes precedes and

sometimes follows the simile; to this is added

a frequent change of imagery, and even of

persons and tenses ; through the whole dis-

playing a degree of boldness and freedom,

unconfined by rule or method, altogether

peculiar to the Hebrew poetry.

" Judah is a lion's whelp ^ ;'*

3 Gen. xUx. 9.

This
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This metaphor is immediately drawn out

into an allegory, with a change of person :

*' From the prey, my son, thou art gone up
;"

(to the dens in the mountains understood.)

In the succeeding sentences the person is

again changed, the image is gradually ad-

vanced, and the metaphor is joined with ^

comparison, which is repeated :

" He stoopeth down, he couclieth, as a lion

;

'* And as a lioness ; who shall rouse liim ?'*

Of a similar nature is that remarkable pro-

phecy, in which the exuberant increase of

the Gospel on its first dissemination is most

explicitly foretold. In this passage, however,

the mixture of the metaphor and compari-

son, as well as the ellipsis of the word to be

repeated, creates a degree of obscurity :

'* Beyond the womb of the morning is the dew
** of thy offspring to thee ^ :'*

That is, '' preferable to the dew which pro-

*^ ceeds from the womb of the morning

;

i'* more copious, more abundant ^" In the

interpret-

* PsAL. ex. 3.

5 Some of the more modern translators seem at length

agreed, that this is the proper sense of the passage ; none

of
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interpretation of this passage, what mon-
strous blunders has an ignorance of the He-
brew idiom produced !

There

of 111em, however, as far as I have been able to judge,

has hitherto actually explained it at length. I shall, there-

fore, take advantage of this opportunity to give my sen-

timents upon it, lest doubts should aftei'wards arise con-

cerning the meaning of a very important, and (as I think)

a very clear passage of Holy Writ. The principal difficulty

proceeds from the word me^racliamj and from the ambi-

guity of the particle » and the elhpsis of the word tal:

which, I tliink, will be readily cleared up, if we attend to

the following examples, the nature and meaning of which

is evidently similai'. Psal. iv. 8,

" Thou hast excited joy in my heart,

'* Beijond the tune in which their com and wine increased :*

That is, " beyond (or superior to) tlie joy of that time.*'*

ISAI. X, 10.

" Although their shrines are before Jerusalem and Sa-

^' maria
:"

That is, " excel the shrmes of Jerusalem and Samaria.*

Job, XXXV. 2. " My justice hejbre God :" that is, " My
" justice is greater than the justice of God :" (compare

xxxii. 2. and xl. 8.) In the same manner m^-racham,

*' before the womby"* is the same as mental racJiam^ '' be^

*'^Jbre the dew of the zmmb."*^ Nor are there wanting

in the Greeks examples of similar elhpses : Mt)5' OXv/xTrtaj

9(,y'xytx> (psfl'^oy c.yWojtAEV " Neither can we celebrate a

" contest rixore noble t7ia?i is that of Olympia :^ [*nh m
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There is, indeed, a certain form, which

"this kind of allegory sometimes assumes,

more perfect and regular, which thereforo

onf^-ht not to be overlooked, and that is,

when it occupies the w^iole compass and ar-

gument of the composition. An excellent

example of this may be seen in that well-

known allegory of Solomon ^ in which old

age

ScJtol Edit. Oxon.

^* As if the city of the Lacedemonians were smaller than

*' that of the Phrygians.""

EuRiP. Androm. v. 193.

The metaphor taken from the dew is expressive of fe-

cundity, plenty, muUitude: (compare 2 Sam. xvii. 11, \%

Mic. V. 7.) " A numerous offspring shall be born unto

" thee, and a numerous offspring it shall produce." Ja-

ladecha, " thy youth," or " the youth that are produced

^' from thee ;" the abstract for the concrete, as Shehah,

" whiteness," or being grey-headed, for a grey-headed

man. Lev. xix. 32. Shebi, " captivity," for a captive,

IsAi. xlix. 24. ; and so the Chaldee Interpreter takes the

following, ^mVin |vni-)^ fiins " Thy offspring shall sit

" (or remain) in confidence." Authors Note.

* EccLEs. xii. 2—6. Concerning this passage, con-

svdt the learned Commentary of that excellent physician

of
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age is so admirably depicted. The inconveni-

encics of increasing years, the debility of

mind and body, the torpor of the senses, are

expressed, most learnedly and elegantly in-

deed, but with some degree of obscurity, by

different images derived from nature and

common life : for by this enigmatical com-

position, Solomon, after the manner of the

Oriental sages, meant to put to trial the

acuteness of his readers. It has on this ac-

count afforded much exercise to the hige-

nuity of the learned, many of whom have

differently, it is true, but with much learn-

ing and sagacity, explained the passage.

There is also in Isaiah an allegory, which,

with no less elegance of imagery, is more

simple and regular, more just and complete

in the form and colouring : I shall, there-

fore, quote the w hole passage \ The Prophet

is explaining the design and manner of the

divine judgments : he is inculcating the prin-

ciple, that God adopts different modes of

of the last century Dr. John Smith. See also what has

been lately advanced on the same subject by the first phy-

sician of this age, Dr. R. Mead, in his Medica Sac7'a.

Author's Note^

7 IsAi. xxviii. 23—S9.

acting
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acting in the chastisement of the wicked, but

that the most perfect wisdom is conspicuous

in all; that '* he will/' as he had urged be-

fore, ^' exact judgment by the line, and
*^ righteousness by the plummet ^;" that he

ponders w^ith the most minute attention the

distinctions of times, characters^ and circum-

stances; all the motives to lenity or severity.

All this i« expressed in a continued allegory,

the imagery of which is taken from agri-

culture and threshing : the use and suitable-

ness of which imagery, as in a manner con-

secrated to this subject, I have formerly ex-

plained, so that there is no need of further

detail at present.

*^ Listen ye, and hear my voice;

" Attend and hearken unto my words.

" Doth tlie husbandman plow every day that he.

" may sow,

" Opening, and breaking the clods of his field?

** When he hath made even the face thereof,

" Doth he not then scatter the dill, and cast

** abroad the cummin
;

** And sow the wheat in due measure;
*^ And the barley, and the rye, hath its appoint-

" cd limit?

^ IsAi. xxviii. 17.

'' For
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*^ For his God rightly instructeth him; he fur-

*' nislieth him with knowledge.

" The dill is not heaten out with the corn-drag;

*' Nor is the wheel of tlie wain made to turn

'* upon the cummin :

*' But the dill is heaten out witli the staff;

" And the cummin with the flail : hut the

^' hread-corn^ with the threshing-wain.

'' But

^ pnv CDnV] I have annexed these to the preceding^

disregarding the Masoretic distinction ; in this I follow

tlie LXX (though they have greatly mistaken the sense)

and Syimmachus : I suspect also tliat the i before cnV has

been obliterated ; which Syjimachus expressed by the

particle h, the Vulgate by auiem. The translation

will sufficiently explain my reasons. Lechem, however,

seems to be taken for com, Psal. civ. 14. and Eccles,

xi. 1. " Cast thy bread,"" that is,
'•'- sow thy seed, or corn,

'• upon the face of the waters :" in plain terms, sow

without any hope of a harvest: do good to them on ^vliom

yovi even think your benefaction thrown away. A precept

enforcing great and disinterested liberality, wiili a pro-

mise annexed to it ; " for after many days thou slialt fnid

" it again :" at length, if not in the present v.orJd, at

least in a future thou shalt have a reward. The learned

Dr. George Jubb, the gentleman alluded to in p. 1 3S,

suggested this explanation, whicli he has elegantly ilkis-

trated from Theognis and Phocylides, who intimate that

to do acts of kindness to the ungrateful and imworthy, is

the same as sowing the sea

:

Vain are the favours done to vicious men,

Not vainer 't is to sow the foaming deep

;

The
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*^ But not for ever will he coiitiiiue tlius to

'' thresh it;

*' Nor to vex it with the wheel of his wain
;

" Nor to bruise it with the hoofs of his cattle.

" This also proceedeth from Jeiiovaii God of

*' hosts :

" He showcth himself wonderful in counsel,

^^ great iu operation ^°."

Another

I'lie deep no pleasant harvest shall afford,

Nor will the wicked ever make return.

Theog. rvw//. V. 105.

To befriend the wicked is lilce sowing in the sea,

Phocyl. v. 141.

These, indeed, invert the precept of Solomon ; nor is it

extraordinary that they should :

The one, frail human power alone produced

;

The other, God.
Author''s Note.

'° " Four methods of threshing are here mentioned,

** by different instruments ; the flail, the drag, the wain,

*' and the treading of the cattle. The staff or flail wasi

'' used for the grain that was too tender to be treated in

" the other methods. The drag consisted of a sort of

*' frame of strong planks, made rough at the bottom with

*' hard stone or ii-on : it was drawn by horses or Oxen

*' over the corn-sheaves spread on the floor, the drivers

" sitting upon it. The wain was much like the former,

" but had wheels with iron teeth, or edges, like a saw

;

•^ and it should seem that the axle was armed with iron

" teeth
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Another kind of allegory is that which,

in the proper and restricted sense, may he

called Parable, and consists of a continued

narration of a fictitious event, applied by way

of simile to the illustration of some important

truth. The Greeks call these allegories ccim

(or apologi/esj, the Latins fabulce (or fables):

and the writings of the Phrygian sage, or

those composed in imitation of him, have

acquired the greatest celebrity, iSTor has

our Saviour himself disdained to adopt the

same method of instruction, of whose pa-

rables it is doubtful, wdiether they excel most

in wisdom and utility, or in sweetness, ele-

gance, and perspicuity. I must observe, that

the appellation of Parable having been ap-

plied to his discourses of this kind, the term

is now restricted from its former extensive

signification to a more confined sense. This

species of composition occurs Very frequently

" teeth or serrated wheels throughout. The drag not

^' only forced out the grain, but cut the straw in pieces

*' for fodder for the cattle ; for in tlie Eastern countries

** they have no hay. The last metliod is well known

*' from the law of Moses, which ' forbids the ox to be

" muzzled, when he treadeth out the corn.'
''

BUhojj LqwthV ImiaJi^ p. 15^,

ia
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in the prophetic poetry, and particularly iii

that of Ezekiel. But to enable us to judge

with more certainty upon the subject, it will

be necessary to explain in a few words some

of the primary qualities of the poetic pa-

rables, that, by considering the general na-

ture of them, we may decide more accurately

on the merits of particular examples.

It is the first excellence of a parable to turn

upon an image well known and applicable to

the subject, the meaning of which is clear

and definite ; for this circumstance will give

it perspicuity, which is essential to every

species of allegory. If, therefore, by this

rule we examine the parables of the sa-

cred Prophets, w^e shall, I am persuaded,

find them not in the least deficient. They

are in general founded upon such imagery

as is frequently used, and similarly applied

by way of metaphor and comparison in the

Hebrew poetry. Most accurate examples of

this are to be found in the parable of the

deceitful vineyard '% of the useless vine ",

which is given to the fire ; for, under this

imagery the ungrateful people of God are

" IsAi, V. 1—7. '* EzEK. XV. and xlx. 10—14,

VOL. I, Q more
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more than once described. I may instance

also that of the lion s whelps falling into the

pit '^ in which is appositely displayed the

captivity of the Jewish princes ; or that of

the fair, lofty, and flourishing cedar of Le-

banon '^ which raised its head to the clouds,

cut down at length and neglected ; exhibiting,

as in a picture, the prosperity and the fall of

the king of Assyria. I wdll add one more

example (there is, indeed, scarcely any which

might not with propriety be introduced here),

I mean that, in which the love of God to-

wards his people, and their piety and fidelity

to him, are expressed by an allusion to the

solemn covenant of marriage. Ezekiel has

pursued this image with uncommon freedom

'3 EzEK. xix. 1—9.

^* EzEK. xxxi. I take this passage according to the

common explanation, disregarding that of Meibomius,

which I find is blamed by many of the learned : and in-

deed it has some difficulties, which are not easy to clear

away. Nor can I indeed relish that Assyrmiiy who has

intruded himself I know not how. In the 10th, for nnaa

I think it were better to read niJi with the Syiuac and

Vulgate, which reading is adopted by the learned Hou-

BiGANT. Observe also, tliat the LXX have very rightly

rendered Ben Grahathlm by e*? ^^io-o)) twv vf^iKmy «' through

^' ijie midst of tho clouds.'' Juthor''s Note,

in
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in two parables "^
; in truth, almost all the

sacred poets have touched upon it. There

was, therefore, no part of the imagery

of the Hebrew poetry more established

than this ; nor ought it to appear extra-

ordinary, that Solomon, in that most ele-

gant poem, the Canticles, should distin-

guish and depict the most sacred of all sub-

jects with similar outlines, and in similar

colours.

It is not, however, sufficient, that the image

be apt and famihar ; it must also be elegant

and beautiful in itself: since it is the pur-

pose of a poetic parable, not only to explain

more perfectly some proposition, but fre-

quently to give it more animation and splen-

dour. The imagery from natural objects is

superior to all other in this respect ; for

almost every picture from nature, if accu-

rately drawn, has its peculiar beauty. As
the parables of the sacred poets, therefore,

consist chiefly of this kind of imagery, the

elegance of the materials generally serves to

recommend them. If there be any of a dif-

ferent kind, such as may be accounted less

l^ EzEK. xvi. and xxiii,

Q 2 delicate
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delicate and refined, it ought to be consi-

dered, whether they are not to be accounted

among those, the dignity and grace of which

are lost to us, though they were perhaps

w^anting in neither to people of the same age

and country. If any reader, for instance,

should be offended with the boiling pot of

Ezekiel '^, and the scum flowing over into

the fire; let him remember, that the pro-

phet, who was also a priest, took the allusion

from his own sacred rites : nor is there a

possibility, that an image could be accounted

mean or disgusting, which was connected

with the holy ministration of the Temple.

It is also essential to the elegance of a pa-

rable, that the imagery should not only be

apt and beautiful, but that all its parts

and appendages should be perspicuous and

pertinent. It is, however, by no means

necessary, that in every parable the allusion

should be complete in every part ; such a

degree of resemblance would frequently ap-

pear too minute and exact : but when the

nature of the subject will bear, much more

when it will even require a fuller explana-

tion ; and when the simihtude runs directly,

'^ EzEK. xxiv. 3, &c.

naturally^
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naturally, and regularly, through every cir-

cumstance, then it cannot be doubted that

it is productive of the greatest beauty. Of

all these excellencies, there cannot be more

perfect examples than the parables which

have been just specified. I will also venture

to recommend the well-known parable of

Nathan ^\ although written in prose, as well

as that of Jotliam '^ which appears to be

the most ancient extant, and approaches

somewhat nearer the poetical form '^

To these remarks I will add another, which

may be considered as the criterion of a pa-

^7 ^ Sam. xli. 1—4. ^^ j^d. ix. 7—15.

^s> Poetry seems to me to be often strangely confounded

with oratory, from which it is, however, very different.

These instances appear to me only the rudiments of po-

pular oratory, the ancient and unrefined mode of speak'

ing, as Livy calls it : and if the reader will be at the

pains to examine Liv. L. ii. c. 32. I dare believe he will

be of the same opinion. Poetry, as our Author himself

has stated, is one of the first arts, and was in a much more

perfect state, than we should suppose from the passages in

question, long before the days of Jotham : oratory is of

more recent origin, and was, we may well suppose, at

that period, in its infancy ; as Cicero remarks that it was

one of the latest of the arts of Greece. Brut. c. 7.

M.
See Essays Historical and Moral, p. 41.

Q 3 table.
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rable, namely, that it be consistent through^

out, and that the literal be neyer confounded

with the figurative sense^ In this respect it

materially differs from the former species of

allegory ;, which, deviating but gradually from

the simple metaphor, does not always im-

mediately exclude literal expressions, or w ords

without a figure ''^ But both the fact itself,

and this distinction, will more evidently ap-

pear from an example of each kind.

The

*° I think there is great judgment and taste in this

remark, of which the parable of the Good Samaritan will

afford a happy exemplification in the mention of the marl's

journeying from Jerusalem to Jericho, a circumstance

that gives substance and reahty to the parable.

It may be observed, moreover, that in allegorical writ-

ing the literal sePxSe may be sometimes suffered to obtrude

itself upon the figurative with very good effect, just as the

gold that betrays itself in glimpses from the plumage of

the peacock, the scales of the dolphin, or (to illustrate my
idea from Spenser) the texture of the loom, augments

thereby the splendour of their colours.

-p-—^' round about the walls y clothed were

" With goodly arras of great maiesty,

^' Woven with gold and silk so close and nere

" That the rich metall lurked privily,

" As faining to be hidd from envious eye

;

^' Yet here, and there, and every where unawares

^' It shewed itselfe, and shone unwiUingly

;
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The Psalmist (whoever he was), describing

the people of Israel as a vine ^\ has conti-

nued the metaphor, and happily drawn it

out through a variety of additional circum-

stances. Among the many beauties of this

allegory, not the least graceful is that mo-
desty, with which he enters upon and con-

cludes his subject, making an easy and gra-

dual transition from plain to figurative lan-

guage, and no less delicately receding back

to the plain and unornamented narrative.

" Thou hast brought a vine out of Egypt;
" Thou hast cast out the nations and planted it,

" Thou preparedst room before it"

After this follow some figurative expressions,

less cautiously introduced : in which when
he has indulged for some time, how elegantly

does he revert to his proper subject

!

" Like a discolour'd snake, whose hidden snares

" Through the green grass his long bright bumislit back

declares."

Faer?/ Queene, B. 3. c. xi. s. 28.

A fine poetical allegory of this kind may be seen in the

:first strophe of Gray's Ode on Poesy. S. H.

^' PsAL. kxx. 9—18.

Q 4 " Return,
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'' Return, O God of Hosts

!

^' Look down from heaven, and behold,

" And visit this vine :

** And the branch which thy riglit hand hath
*^ jDlanted

;

** And the offspring'''' which thou madest strong

'' for thyself.

" It is burned in the fire, it is cut away;
" By the rebuke of thy countenance they perish.

" Let thy hand be upon the man of thy right
'" hand ^3.

^' Upon the son of man, whom thou madest
'* strong for thyself."

You may easily perceive, Gentlemen, how,

in this first kind of allegory, the literal may
be mingled with the figurative sense; and

even how graceful this practice appears, since

light is more agreeably thrown upon the

subject in an oblique manner, without too

** " If I am not mistaken, all the old translators, the

^^ Chaldee excepted, seem to have read in this place Be7i

" Adam^ * the Son of Man,' as inver. 18» Dr. Kenni-

*' coTT affirms also that he found this same reading in one

'' manuscript." H. Author's Note.

*3 That is, the man who is joined to thee by a solemn

covenant. The Orientals all swear by lifting up the right

Jtand. Hence also, among the Arabs, jamin is to swear.

bare
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bare and direct an explication. But it is

different, when the same image puts on the

form of the other sort of allegory, or parable,

as in Isaiah ^\ Here is no room for literal,

or even ambiguous expressions; every word

is figurative ; the whole mass of colouring is

taken from the same pallet. Thus what, in

the former quotation, is expressed in undis-

guised language, namely, '' the casting out

^' of the nations, the preparation of the

'' place, and its destruction from the rebuke
^^ of the Lord,*' is by Isaiah expressed wholly

in a figurative manner :

—

'' The Lord ga-
**' thered out the stones from his vineyard,

*' and cleared it : but when it deceived him,

*^ he threw down its hedge, and made it

'' waste, and commanded the clouds that

^* they should rain no rain upon it." Ex-

pressions, which in the one case possess a

peculiar grace, would be absurd and incon-

gruous in the other. For the continued

metaphor and the parable have a very dif-

ferent aim. The sole intention of the for-

mer is to embellish a subject, to represent it

more magnificently, or at the most to illus-

trate it ; that, by describing it in more ele-

?4 Chap. V. 1—7.
vated
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vated language, it may strike the mind more

forcibly : but the intent of the latter is to

withdraw the truth for a moment from our

sight, in order to conceal whatever it may
contain ungraceful or disgusting, and to en-

able it secretly to insinuate itself, and obtain

an ascendancy as it were by stealth. There

is, however, a species of parable, the intent

of which is only to illustrate the subject

:

such is that remarkable one of Ezekiel ""^^

which I just now commended, of the cedar

of Lebanon : than which, if we consider the

imagery itself, none was ever more apt or

more l^eautiful ; if the description and co«

louring, none was ever more elegant or

splendid ; in which, however, the poet has

occasionally allowed himself to blend the

figurative with the literal description *^

:

whether he has done this because the pecu-

liar nature of this kind of parable required

it, or whether his own fervid imagination

alone, which disdained the stricter rules of

composition, was his guide, I can scarcely

presume to determine.

»5 Chap. %xd. !? See v. 11, 14—IT.



LECTURE XL

OF THE MYSTICAL ALLEGORY.

^T/V definition of the Mystical Allegory—Founded upon

the allegorical or typical nature qftJie Jewish religioii

'-—The distinction between this and the two former

species of allegory ; in the nature of the materials : it

heing alloxcahle in the Jbrmer to maJte use ofimagery

from different objects ; in this, only such as is derived

from things sacred, or their opposites ; in theformer^

the exterior image has nofoundation in truth ; in tJie

latter, both images are equally true—The difference i/n

theform or manner of treating them—The most beau^

tiful form is when the ccn'respondmg images run pa-

rallel through the whole poem, and mutually illustrate

each other—Examples of this in the iid and Ixxiid

Psalms—The parabolic style admirably adapted to

this species of cdlegory ; the nature of which renders

it the language most properfor prophecy—Extremely

dark in itself, but it is gradually cleared up by the

series of eventsforetold, and moi-e complete xevelation;

time also, which in the general obscures, contributes to

itsfull explanation.

The third species of Allegory, which also

prevails much in the prophetic poetry, is

when a double meaning is couched under

the same words; or when the same pre-

diction, according as it is differently inter-

preted, relates to different events, distant in

3 time.
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time, and distinct in their nature. These

different relations are termed the Literal

and the Mystical senses; and these constitute

one of the most difficult and important

topics of Theology. The subject is, how-

ever, connected also with the sacred poetry,

and is therefore deserving of a place in these

Lectures.

In the sacred rites of the Hebrews, things,

places, times, offices, and such-like, sustain

as it were a double character, the one proper

or literal, the other allegorical ; and in their

writings these subjects are sometimes treated

of in such a manner, as to relate either to the

one sense or the other singly, or to both united.

For instance, a composition may treat of

David, of Solomon, of Jerusalem, so as to be

understood to relate simply either to the city

itself and its monarchs, or else to those ob-

jects, which, in the sacred allegory of the

Jewish religion, are denoted by that city and

by those monarchs : or the mind of the au-

thor may embrace both objects at once, so

that the very words which express the one in

the plain, proper, historical,"and commonly-

received sense, may typify the other in the

sacred, interior, and prophetic sense.

From
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From these principles of the Jewish reli-

gion, this kind of allegory, which I am in-

clined to call Mystical, seems more especially

to derive its origin ; and from these we must

endeavour at an explanation of it. But its

nature and peculiar properties will probably

be more easily demonstrable, if we previously

define in what respects it is different from

the two former species of allegory.

The first remarkable difference is, that in

allegories of the kind ahcady noticed, the

writer is at liberty to make use of whatever

imagery is most agreeable to his fancy or in-

clination: there is nothing in universal na*

ture, nothing w^hich the mind perceives,

either by sense or reflexion, which may not

be adapted in the form of a continued me-

taphor, or even of a parable, to the illustra-

tion of some other subject. This latter kind

of allegory, on the contrary, can only be

supplied with proper materials from the sa-

cred rites of the Hebrews themselves ; nor

can it be introduced, except in relation to

such things as are directly connected with

the Jewish religion, or their immediate op-

posites. For, to Israel, Sion, Jerusalem, in

the allegorical as well as the literal sense,

are
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are opposed Assyria, Babylon, Egypt, Idu-

mea; and the same opposition exists in other

subjects of a similar nature. The two former

kinds of allegory are of the same general na-

ture with the other figures, and partake of

the common privileges of poetry; this lat-^

ter, or mystical allegory, has its foundation

in the nature of the Jewish economy, and is

adapted solely to the poetry of the Hebrews \

Hence that truly Divine Spirit, which has

not disdained to employ poetry as the inter-

preter of its sacred will, has also in a manner

appropriated to its own use this kind of alle-

gory, as peculiarly adapted to the publica-

tion of future events^ and to the typifying of

' I admire the perspicacity of cur Author in discover-

ing this circumstance, and his candour in so freely disclose

ing his opinion. I am, however, much inchned to suspect

those quaUties -w'^hich are supposed to be altogether pecu-

liar to the sacred poetry of the Hebrews : and there is, I

confess, need of uncommon force of argument to con-

vince me, that the sacred writings are to be interpreted

by rules in every respect different from those by which

other writings and other languages are interpreted ; but,

in truth, this hypothesis of a double sense being apphcable

to the same words, is so far from resting on any solid

ground of argument, that I find it is altogether founded

on tlie practice of commentators, and their vague and

tralatitious opinions. M.
the
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the most sacred mysteries : so that should it,

on any occasion, be applied to a profane

and common subject ; being diverted from

its proper end, and forced, as it were, from

its natural bias, it would inevitably want all

its power and elegance.

There is likewise this further distinction^

that, in those other forms of allegory, the

exterior or ostensible imagery is fiction only;

the truth lies altogether in the interior or

remote sense, v/hich is veiled, as it were, un-

der this thin and pellucid covering. But in

the allegory of which we are now treating,

each idea is equally agreeable to truth. The
exterior or ostensible image is not a shadowy

colouring of the interior sense, but is in it-

self a reality ; and although it sustain ano-

ther character, it does not wholly lay aside

its own. For instance, in the metaphor or

parable, the Lion, the Eagle, the Cedar,

considered with respect tp their identical ex-

istence, are altogether destitute of reality;

but what we read of David, Solomon, or

Jerusalem, in this sublimer kind of allegory,

may be either accepted in a literal sense, or

may be mystically interpreted according to

the religion of the Hebrews, and in each

view.
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Yiew^ whether considered conjunctly or apart,

will be found equally agreeable to truth.

Thus far this kind of allegory differs from

the former in the materials, or in the nature

of the imagery w^hich it employs ; but there

is some difference also in the form or man-

ner of introducing this imagery. I had oc-

casion before to remark the liberty which

is allowed in the continued metaphor^ of

mingling the literal with the figurative mean-

ing, that is, the obvious with the remote

idea; which is a liberty altogether incon-

sistent with the nature of a parable. But

to establish any certain rules with regard to

this point in the conduct of the mystical al-

legory, would be a difficult and hazardous

undertaking. For the Holy Spirit has evi-

dently chosen different modes of revealing

his sacred counsels, according to the cir-

cumstances of persons and times, inciting

and directing at pleasure the minds of his-

prophets '^

: at one time displaying with an

unbounded liberality the clear indications of

^ And yet tliose metaphors and parables, the laws and

principles of which our Author has so correctly defined,

proceed from the same Holy Spirit, and our Author does

not deny his being confined by those laws, M.

future
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future events ; at another imparting some

obscure intimations with a sparing hand.

Thus there is a vast variety in the use and

conduct of the mystical allegory ; in the

modes in which the corresponding images

are arranged, and in which they are obscured

or eclipsed by one another. Sometimes the

obvious or literal sense is so prominent and

conspicuous, both in the w^ords and senti-

ments, that the remote or figurative sense is

scarcely permitted to glimmer through it 3.

On the other hand, and that more frequently,

the figurative sense is found to beam forth

with so much perspicuity and lustre, that the

htcral sense is quite cast into a shade, or be-

3 When this happens to be the case^ how are we to

know, that the other subject or sentiment, which our

Author describes as ahnost totally eclipsed or extinguished

by the superior light, is intended by the writer ? If, as

I am fully persuaded, a clear and exact picture of the

Messiah be exhibited in Psal. ex. what occasion is there

to apply it also to David, who never performed the priestly

function, nor ever sat at the right hand of God, that is,

in the Holy of Holies, at the right of the Ark of the Co-

venant ? On the contrary, if in Psal. xviii. the descrip-

tion of David's \^ctories be so predominant, as that it can

scarcely be made to speak any other sentiment, what oc-

casion is there to apply it at all to the Messiah ? IVI.

VOL. !• R comes
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comes indiscernible. Sometimes the prin-

cipal or figurative idea is exhibited to the

attentive eye with a constant and equal hght;

and sometimes it unexpectedly glares upon

us, and breaks forth with sudden and asto-

nishing coruscations, like a flash of Hght-

ning bursting from the clouds. But the

mode or form of this figure, which possesses

the most beauty and elegance (and that ele-

gance is the principal object of this disquisi-

tion), is, when the two images, equally con-

spicuous, run, as it were, parallel through

the whole poem, mutually illustrating and

correspondent to each other. Though the

subject be obscure, I do not fear being able

to produce one or tvv^o undoubted instances-

of this peculiar excellence, which, if I am
not mistaken, will sufficiently explain w^hat

I have advanced concern! no; the nature of

the mystical allegorj-.

The subject of the second Psalm is the

establishment of David upon the throne,,

agreeably to the Almighty decree, notwith-

standing the fruitless opposition of his

enemies. The character which David sus-

tains in this poem is twofold, literal and

allegorical. If on the first reading of the

Psalm
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Psalm we consider the character of David

in the literal sense, the composition appears

sufficiently perspicuous, and abundantly il-

lustrated by facts from the sacred history.

Through the whole, indeed, there is an un-

usual fervour of language, a brilliancy of

metaphor ; and sometimes the diction is un-

commonly elevated, as if to intimate, that

something of a more sublime and important

nature lay concealed within ; and as if the

poet had some intention of admitting us to

the secret recesses of his subject. If, in

consequence of this indication, we turn our

minds to contemplate the internal sense,

and apply the same passages to the allegorical

David, a nobler series of events is presented

to us, and a meaning not only more sub-

lime, but even more perspicuous, rises to

the view. Should any thing at first appear

bolder and more elevated than the obvious

sense would bear, it will now at once appear

clear, expressive, and admirably adapted to

the dignity of the principal subject. If,

after having considered attentively the sub-

jects apart, we examine them at length in a

imited view, the beauty and sublimity of

n 2 this
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this most elegant poem will be improved^.

We may then perceive the vast disparity of

the two images, and yet the continual har-

mony and agreement that subsists between

them, the amazing resemblance^ as between

near relations, in every feature and linea-

ment, and the accurate analogy which is

preserved, so that either may pass for the

original, whence the other was copied. New
light is reflected upon the diction, and a de-

gree of dignity and importance is added to

the sentiments, whilst they gradually rise

from humble to more elevated objects, from

human to divine, till at length the great sub-

ject of the poem is placed in the most con-

spicuous light, and the composition attains

the highest point of sublimity.

"^ If, as we leai-n from the authority of the Apostle Paul,

tliis Psalm relates chiefly to Christ, his resurrection and

kingdom ; why should we at all apply it to David ? I do

not deny that the victories of David, as well as of other

kings of Jerusalem, to whom no person has thought of

applying the poem in question, might be celebrated in

language equally bold and powerful : but let us remember,

that we have no right to say a work has relation to every

person of whom ^something similar might be said, but to

that person alone, who is the actual subject of it. If

Christ, therefore, be the subject of this poem, let us set

aside David altogether. M.
What
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What has been remarked concerning this

Psalm, may be applied with propriety to the

seventy-second, which exactly resembles it

both in matter and form. It might not im-

properly be entitled the Inauguration of So-

lomon. The nature of the allegory is the

same with the former; the style is something

different, on account of the disparity of the

subject. In the one the pomp and splen-

dour of victory is displayed ; in the other,

the placid image of peace and felicity. The

style of the latter is, therefore, more calm

and temperate, more ornamented, more figu-

rative ; not abounding in the same boldness

of personification as the former, but rather

touched with the gay and cheerful colouring

of nature, in its most flourishing and de-

lightful state. From this example some

light will be thrown upon the nature of the

parabolic style ; in particular, it will appear

admirably adapted to this kind of allegory,

on account of its abounding so much in this

species of imagery. For, as the imagery of

nature is equally calculated to express the

ideas of divine and spiritual, or of human

things, a certain analogy being preserved in

each ; so it easily admits that degree of am-

R 3 biguity
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biguity which appears essential to this

figure. By these means the composition is

at the same time diversified and perspicuous,

apphcable to both senses, and obscure in

neither ; and, completely comprehending

botli parts of the allegory, may clearly and

distinctly be referred to either.

Still, however, a degree of obscurity must

occasionally attend this style of composition;

and this obscurity not only results from the

nature of the figure, but is even not without

its peculiar utility. For, the mystical alle-

gory is on this very account so agreeable to

the nature of prophecy, that it is the form

which the latter generally, and I might add,

lawfully, assumes, as most fitted for the pre^

diction of future events. It describes events

in a manner exactly conformable to the in-

tention of prophecy ; that is, in a dark, dis-

guised, and intricate manner; sketching out

in a general way their form and outline; and

seldom descending to minuteness of descrip-

tion and exactness of detail. If on some

occasions it expressly signifies any notable

circumstance, it seems to be for two princi-

pal reasons^: first, that, as generally hap-

5 TsAL. xxii. 17, 18, 19. and IxLx, S2.

pens.

3
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pens, by suddenly withdrawing from our

view the hteral meaning, the attention may-

be excited to the investigation of the figura-

tive sense ; and secondly, that certain express

marks, or distinguishing features, may occa-

sionally show themselves, which, after the

accomphshment of the prediction, may be

sufficient to remove every doubt, and to assert

and confirm, in all points, the truth and di-

vinity of the prophecy ^\

The prophetic, indeed, differs in one re-

spect from every other species of the sacred

poetry : when first divulged, it is impene-

trably obscure^; and time, which darkens

every

* If there be any one prophecy in the Bible comprising

a double sense, surely it is that in Isaiah, ch. vii. 15, &c.;

but notwithstanding the pretended clue to its two-fold im-

port, which some have flattered themselves with discover-

ing in the separate addresses of the Prophet to the King,

iind to the House of David ; how little room there is for

so fane* ^ '1 an hvpothesis, those may see who will refer to

Mr. Postletiiwaite's elegant discourse on the subject.

[Qamhrklgc, 1781.] S. H.

7 What our Author has advanced concerning the lan-

guage of prophecy, is not quite so satisfactoiy as I could

have wished ; for though the accomplishniL'nt of an event

predicted l>c the only certain key to the precise application

pf every term which the prediction contained, yet if there

R 4 be
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every other composition, elucidates it. That

obscurity, therefore, in which at first this

part of the sacred writings was involved, is

now in a great measure removed ; there are

now many things which the course of events

(the most certain interpreter of prophecy)

has completely laid open ; from many the

Holy Spirit has itself condescended to remove

the veil with which they were at first con-

cealed ; many sacred institutions there are,

the reason and intent of which are more

clearly understood, since the design of the

Jewish dispensation has been more perfectly

be not something in the words of tlie prophecy, which

at the time of its dehverj may serve to mark its general

import, how shall those to whom it is addi*essed, apply

the prediction to its proper object and purpose ? Our

Author traces in the prophetic language an assumption of

imagery from the Chaos, Creation, Deluge, &c. : surely

then, if the application of hgures from these topics were

apposite and obviouSy they must have conveyed the general

purport of the prediction which contained then-^nuid in-

stead of being designed to obscure its real meaning, were

doubtless employed for the contrary purpose. To me the

reason of the thing is so dear, and our Saviour's practice

6f referring to former events with this very intent so cer-

tain (see Matt. xxiv. 15, 37, &c.), that I cannot but

consider it as the most prominent characteristic of the pro^

phetic language. S. H,

revealed

«
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revealed. Thus it happens, that. Instructed

and supported by these aids, of which the

ancient Hebrews were destitute, and which

in truth appear not to have been conceded

to the prophets themselves, v/c come better

accomplished for the knowledge and compre-

hension of that part of the sacred poetry

w^hich is the most singular in its nature, and

by far the most difficult of explanation.



LECTURE XII.

OF THE COMPARISON.

Compansojis arc hitrGdaccdJhr three purposes ; illustra^

tion, amplification, and variety—For the first on

image is requisite, apt, icelUlcnoxim, and perspicuous ;

it is of'l'itiJc consequence whether it he sublime or heaU'

tifuj, or 'neither : hence comparisons^from objects which

are in themselves mean and Immhlc may he sometime.^

useful-—'For the purpose of amplification an image is

requisite zchich is sublime, or beautiful, even thovgh it

should be less apt and perspicuous : and on this plea a

degi'ee ofobscurity, or a remoteness in the resemblance^

may sometimes be caucused—When variety is the ob-

ject, splendid, beautiful, and elegant imagery must be

soughtfor ; and which has an apt agreement with the

object of the comparison in the circumstances or ad^

juncts, though the objects themselves may be different

in kind—The most perfect comparison is that in^

which all these excellencies are united—The peculiar

form of comparisons in the Hebrew poetry ; it results

from the nature cf the sententious style—They are

short, frequent, simple, depending often on a single

attribute—Different images displayed in the parallel

sentences ; many comparisons are arranged in this

mariner to illusti'ate the same subject ; or different at-^

tributes cf the same comparison are often distributed

in the different divisions or parallelisms.

In the following Lecture I shall endeavour

to treat of the Comparison, which I have

classed the third in order of the poetical

figures^
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figures, with a view of illustrating in some
degree both ijs general properties, and its

peculiar application and force in the poetise

compositions of the Hebrews.

Comparisons serve three distinct purposes,

namely, illustration, amplification, and pica*

sure or variety '.

la

' If I am not mistaken, among those writers wlio enter

into the minuteness of criticism, a distinction is observed

in the use of the words Compai^ison^ Simile, and Allusion.

Comparison seems to be not only the general term, which

includes the whole class, but is more immediately appro»

priated to a certain species ; I mean the most perfect of

them, where the resemblance is minutely traced through

all the agreeing parts of the objects assimilated.—" Cen-

^* sure,"" says Dr. Ogden, in one of his excellent sermons,

'^ is so seldom in season, that it may not unaptly be coni-

*' pared to that bitter plant, which comes to maturity but

** in the age of a man, and is said to blossom but once

" in a hundred years."

Simile seems to be a term chiefly appropriated to poetry,

and often implies a slighter and more fanciful resemblance

than the former word.

A species of Comparison not extending to a Simile Is

called an Allusion ; it chiefly consists in comparing one fact

with another. The most fanciful and poetical is, when

two facts, bearing a remote resemblance in a few circum-

stances, are compared, a beautiful example of which may

be found in one of Dr. Ogden'*s sermons.—" If it be the

" obscure, the minute, the ceremonial parts of religion

«foj?
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In the first place, comparisons are intro-

duced to illustrate a subject, and to place it

in a clearer and more conspicuous point of

view. This is most successfully effected,when

the object which furnishes the simile is fa-

miliar and perspicuous, and when it exactly

agrees with that to which it is compared.

In this species of comparison elevation or

beauty, subhmity or splendour, are of little

eonsequence; slrict propriety, and a direct

resemblance, calculated exactly for the expla-

nation of the subject, is a sufficient com-

mendation. Thus Homer very accurately

depicts the numbers of the Grecian army,

their ardour and eagerness for battle, by a

comparison taken from flies collected about

a milk-pail ^ ; and Virgil compares the dili*

gence

" for which v/e are contending, though the triumph be

*' empty, the dispute is dangerous ; Hke the men of Ai
" we pursue, perhaps, some httle pfU'ty tlxat flies before

^^ us, and are anxious that not a straggler should escape ;

*' but when we look behind us, we behold our city m
« flames." T.

^ —,—" thick as insects play,

" The wandering nation of a summer''s day,

" That, drawn by milky steams at evening hours,

** 111 gathered swarms surround the rural bowers;

" From
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gcnce of the Tjrians in building their city,

and the variety of their occupations, with the

labours of the bees ^ ; without in the least

degrading the dignity of the Epic Muse.

I might produce many examples to the

purpose from the sacred poetry, but shall

content myself with two or three, than which,

" From pail to pail, with busy murmur, ruu

*' The gilded legions, ghttering in the sun.""

PorE'i- Horn. II. ii. 55^.

Mr. Pope has considerably elevated this passage by the.

splendour of his imagery and diction, " the wandering

" nation" and the " gilded legions f each of these ex-

pressions raises the image vei-y considerably (though I do

not altogether approve of this heaping figure upon figure,

or rather in this instance reverting in the way of metaphor

to the first object of the comparison, for " gilded legions^'

are here actually compared with " gilded legions'**).—

The rural scenery also, and the pleasant time of evening,

give elegance to an idea very coarse and disgusting in

itself. T.

3 ^n. i. 432. See the use to which Milton has ap-

plied the same diminutive insect, Paradise Lost, B. i. 768.

and the address with which the simile is introduced by the

expressions, thicJc-szcarm'd, &c. in the lines immediately

preceding. No writer was ever so great a master of am-

plification as jVIilton. For proofs of this assertion, in

addition to the comparison just referred to, see B. i. v.

196—285, &c. B. ii. v. 285. 485, and other passages

without number. S. H.

both
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both as to matter and expression, nothing

can be meaner or more vulgar; nothing;,

however, can be conceived more forcible or

expressive. Isaiah introduces the king of

Assyria insolently boasting of his victories :

" And my liand hath found, as a nest, the riches

'^ of the peoples :

"And as one gathereth eggs deserted,

*' So have I made a general gathering of the

" earth :

^^ And there was no one that moved the wing;
*' That opened the beak, or that chirped ^"

And Nahum on a similar subject

:

*• All thy strong-holds shall be like fig-trees with

" tlie first ripe figs :

** If they be shaken, they fall into the mouth

"of the eater 5."

There is also another comparison of Isaiah

taken from domestic life, very obvious and

very common ; but v^hich, for the graceful-

ness of the imagery, the elegance of the ar-

rangement, and the forcible expression of the

tenderest aiS^ections, has never been exceeded:

'^ ISAI. X. 14, 5 Nah. ill. 1%
" But
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'-' But Sion saitli : Jj-.uovau hath forsaken nic;

''^ And my Lord hath ibrsrotten me.
'^ Can a woman forget her sucking infant ;

*' That she should have no tenderness for the son

'* of her womh ?

'^ Even these may forget

;

'' But I will not forget thee'." There

^ IsAi. xllx. 14, 15. This sentiment is most beautifully

paraphrased by an elegant poetess of our own times ; the

excellency of whose poetiy is her least commendation. I

cannot resist the tempUitionof transcribing a few lines, wliick

appear to me at once forcible, interesting, and sublime •

Heaven speaks ! O Nature, listen and rejoice !

O spread from pole to pole this gracious voice \

" Say every breast of human frame, that proves

" The boundless force with which a parent loves

;

" Say, can a mother from her yearning heait

" Bid the soft image of her child depart ?

*' She ! whom strong instinct arms with strength to bear

" All forms of ill, to shield that dearest care ;

" She ! who with anguish stung, with madness wild,

" Will rush on death to save her threatened child j

^ All selfish feelings banish'd from her breast,

*' Her life one aim to make another^s blest :—

-

" Will she for all ambition can attain,

"" The charms of pleasure, or the lures of gain,

" Betray strong Nature's leelings ? will she prove

" Cold to the claims of duty and of love ?

<f But should the mother, from her yearning heart

<' Bid the soft image of her child depart

;

<' Should she unpitying hear his melting sigh,

<< And view uumov'd the tear that fills his eye ;

« Yet
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There is another species of comparison,

the principal intent of which is, the amphfi-

cation

' Yet never will the God, whose word gave birtli

' To yon iUumin'd orbs, and this fair earth ;

' Who through the boundless depths of trackless space

' Bade new-wak'd beauty spread each perfect grace i

' Yet, when he formed the vast stupendous whole,

^ Shed his best bounties on the human soul

;

' Which reason's light illumes, which friendship warmj^,

' Which pity softens, and which virtue charms,

' Which feels the pure affections' generous glow,

' Shares others joy, and bleeds for others woe

—

' O ! never will the general Father prove

• Of man forgetful, man the child of love 1"

When all those planets in their ample spheres

Have wingYl their course, and roll'd their destined years

;

When the vast sun shall veil his golden light

Deep in the gloom of everlasting night

;

When w^ild, destructive flames shall wrap the skies.

When Chaos triumphs, and when Nature dies

;

God shall hini:3clf his favour''d creature guide

Where living waters pour their bhssful tide,

Where tlie enlarged, exulting, wondering mind

Shall soar, from weakness and from guilt refin'd ;

Where perfect knowledge, bright with cloudless rays.

Shall gild Eternity's unmeasur d days ;

Where Friendship, unembitterVl by distrust,

Shall in immortal bands unite the just

;

Pevotion raisVl to rapture breathe her strain,

And Love in his eternal triumph reign I

Miss Williams'^ Poems, Vol. I. p. 107. T.

Analogical
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cation of the subject ; and this is evidently

of a different nature from the former

:

Analogical positions serv^e for the most part as illustra-

tions, rather than proofs ; but no demonstration of reason

alone, can so closely take hold on the heart, as the images

contained in this expostulation.—For a mother to forget

her SUCKING infant^ and feel no tenderness for the

son of her womb, is to be inore unnatural than even

a BRUTE ; but impossible as it may seem that one such

mother should exist, yet, were the established order of na-

ture to be so far subverted, as that every mother should

become thus monstrous, still the Universal Parent will

never forget his offspring.

Pliny has mentioned a picture by Aristides of " a town

** taken by storm, in which was seen an infant creeping

*' to the breast of its mother, who, though expiring from

*' her wounds, yet expresses an apprehension and iear

*' lest, the course of her milk being stopped, tl.e child

" should guck her blood."—This picture, it is probable,

gave occasion to the following epigram of u^milianu^

which Mr. Webb (see his Beauties of Painting, p. 161)

has thus finely translated

:

*EX)ts, TaXay, icrapa /Ltrjipoj oy ovk si* fJi-ct^oi a/jt£X|uf,

EXxucrov ur«.l*ov ya/xa Jtccla^OtjiAEyrij.

H^n ya* |»<?'E£<r<ri Xirroirvoog' ccWoc, ra [xnlfo^

4>i?*lpa x«* tiv ai"^»i 'srai^oxo^Eiy E/xa9oy.

Antltolog. Lib. 3.

Suck, little wretch, while yet thy mother lives,

Suck the last drop her fainting bosom gives.

She dies ; her tenderness outlasts her breath,

And her fond soul is provident in death.

S. PL

VOL. I. s for^
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for, in the first place it is necessary, that the

image which is introduced for the purpose of

amplifying or ennobling a subject be sublime,

beautiful, magnificent, or splendid, and there^

fore not trite or common ; nor is it by any

means necessary that the resemblance be exact

in every circumstance. Thus Virgil has the

address to impart even to the labours of his

bees a wonderful air of sublimity, by a com-

parison with the exertions of the Cyclops in

fabricating the thunderbolts of Jupiter^:

thus he admirably depicts the grace, the dig^

nity and strength of his ^neas, by compar-^

ing him with Apollo on the top of Cynthus

renewing the sacred chorus ^ ; or with the

mountains Athos, Eryx, and Appenine ^,

Thus also Homer '°, in which he is imitated

by V^irgil ", compares two heroes rushing to

battle with Mars and his offspring Terror

advancing from Thrace to the Phlegj ans and

Ephyrians. But if it should be objected, that

7 GcGTff. iv. 170. 8 ^n. iv. 143.

^ u^n. xii. 701. Whoever desires to see this accurately

and scientifically explained, may consult an excellent work

lately published by the learned Mr. Spence, entitled Po-

lymetis^ p. 37 and 248. Authors Note.

'" II. xiii, 298. " JEji^ xii. 331.

as
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as comparisons of the former kind are want-

ing in dignity, so these (in which famihar

objects are compared with objects but little

known, or w^ith objects which have httle

agreement or resemblance to them) are more

likely to obscure than to illustrate ; let it be

remembered, that each species of comparison

has in view a diiicrent end. The aim of the

poet in the one case is perspicuity, to enable

the mind clearly to perceive the subject, and

to comprehend the whole of it at one view;

in the other the object is sublimity, or to

impress the reader with the idea that the

magnitude of the subject is scarcely to be

conceived ''. When considered in this light,

it

^^ A simile may, however, be taken from an object

really inferior, and yet may serve to elevate the subject

;

but then tlie object of the figure must possess some of those

quaUties, which, if they do not heighten our respect, will

enlarge or vivify the idea. Thus a field of corn on fire is

really a more trifling object than a city in flames ; yet

Virgil, jE?i, ii. v. 406, introduces it so artfully, that

it not only serves to illustrate, but to raise our idea of the

sack of Troy :

" Thus when a flood of fire by wind is borne,

^* Cj'v^ckling it rolls, and mows the standing corn,'' &c.

Dryden.

8 a Of
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it will, I dare presume, be allowed, that none

of these forms of comparison, when rightly

applied, is deficient, either in propriety or

elegance.

The Hebrews have nothing that corre-

sponds with those fables, to which the Greek

and Roman poets have recourse, when am^

plification is required : nor can we be sur-

prised that imagery so consecrated, so digni-

fied by religion and antiquity, and yet of so

obvious and established acceptation as to be

intelligible to the meanest understanding,

should supply abundant and suitable mate-

rials for this purpose, The sacred poets,

therefore, resort in this case chiefly to the

Of this kind also is that comparison of Milton, in which

he Hkens the spears of the angels surrounding Satan to a

field of corn

:

-!--—" as thick as when a field

" Of Ceres ripe for harvest, waving bends

" Her bearded grove of ears, which way the wind

" Sways them,"" &c. Par. Lost, B. iv. 983.

The reason why great subjects may thus be elevated by a

comparison with smaller, appears to be, because the lat-

ter, being more familiar to our minds, and therefore easier

of comprehension, make a more distinct and forcible im-

pression, and lead the mind gradually to the contempla^

tion afld proper conception of the greater objects. T,

imagery
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imagery of nature ; and this they make use

of, indeed, with so much elegance and free-

dom, that we have no cause to regret the

want of those fictions to which other na-

tions have recourse. To express or deUneate

prosperity and opulence, a comparison is

assumed from the cedar or the palm '^
; if the

form of majesty or external beauty is to be

depicted, Lebanon or Carmel is presented to

our view '*. Sometimes they are furnished

with imagery from their religious rites, at

once beautiful, dignified, and sacred. In

both these modes, the Psalmist most ele-

gantly extols the pleasures and advantages of

fraternal concord

:

Sweet as the od'rous balsam pour'd

On Aaron's sacred head

;

Which o'er his beard, and down his breast,

A breathing fragrance shed :

As morning dew on Sion's mount

Beams forth a silver ray ;

Or studs with gems the verdant pomp
That Hermon's tops display '5.

Let

'3 PsAL. xcii. 13. Numb. xxiv. 6. Hos. xiv. 6, 7, 8.

Amos, ii. 9. '* See Lect. VI.

** PsAL. cxxxiii. S, 3. Our Author on this occasion

has quoted from Buchanan's translation. In the above

s 3 attempt
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Let us, however, attend for a moment to

Isaiah, whom no writer has surpassed in pro-

priety, when his aim is to illustrate ; or in

sublimity, when he means to amplify his

subject

:

^' Wo to the nuiltitiKJe of the numerous peoples,

^' Who make a sound like the sound of the seas

:

'^ And to the roaring of the nations,

** W^ho make a roaring like the roaring of mighty
" waters.

*^ Like the roaring of mighty waters do the na-

*' tions roar ;

^' But lie shall rebuke them, and they shall flee

^* tar away

;

*' And they shall be driven like the chaff of the

'' hills before the wind,

** And like the gossamer before the whirlwind "^."

The third species of Comparison seems to

hold a middle rank between the two preced-

attempt I have copied Buchanan as nearly as our language

would admit. T.

^^ IsAi. xvii. 12, 13» " These five words p«i2^3 d>o«V

''
|T«u;' anUD C3'd, are wanting in seven manuscripts:

" with this difference, in two of them, v. \9.. for CDn'23

*' we read dui. So also the Syriac version, which

*' agrees with them. These five words are not necessary

*' to the sense ; and seem to be repeated only by the cai'e-

" lessness of the transcriber.'" K. Author^ Note.

ing :
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ing : and the sole intent of it is, by a mixture

ofnew and varied imagery with the principal

matter, to prevent satiety or disgust, and to

promote the entertainment of the reader. It

neither descends to the humihty of the one,

nor emulates the sublimity of the other. It

pursues rather the agreeable, the ornamental,

the elegant, and ranges through all the va-

riety, all the exuberance of nature. In so

extensive a field it would be an infinite task

to collect all that might be observed of each

particular. I shall remark one circumstance

only, which though it sometimes take place

in the two former species of comparison, may
be said, notwithstanding, to be chiefly appro-

priated to this last.

There are two operations of the mind,

evidently contrary to each other. The one

consists in combining ideas, the other in se-

parating and distinguishing them. For, in

contemplating the innumerable forms of

things, one of the first reflections which oc-

curs is, that there are some w^hich have an

immediate agreement, and some vrhich are

directly contrary to each other. The mind,

therefore, contemplates those objects which

have a resemblance in their universal nature

s 4 in
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in such a manner, as naturally to Inquire whe-

ther in any respect they so disagree, as to fur-

nish any mark ot discrimination; on the con-

trary, it investigates those which are generally

different in such a manner, as to remark

whether, in their circumstances or adjuncts,

they may not possess something in common,

which may serve as a bond of connexion or

association to class or unite them. The final

cause of the former of these operations seems

to be, to caution and guard us against error,

in confounding one with another : of the lat-

ter, to form a kind of repository of know-

ledge, which may be resorted to, as occasion

serves, either for utility or pleasure. These

constitute the two faculties which are dis-

tinguished by the names of judgment and

imagination '^ As accuracy of judgment

is demonstrated by discovering in things

which have in general a very strong resem-

blance, some partial disagreement ; so the

genius or fancy is entitled to the highest

commendation, when in those objects which

upon the whole have the least agreement,

'^ See HoBBEs of Human Nature^ c. x. sect. 4. and

Locke of Human Understandifig', B. xi. c. 11. sect. 2.

3 some
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some striking similaritv is traced out '^ In

those comparisons, therefore, the chief pur-

pose of which is ornament or pleasure, thus

far may pass for an established principle, that

they are most likely to accomplish this end

when the image is not only elegant and agree-

-able, but is also taken from an object, which

in the general is materially different from

the subject of comparison, and only aptly

and pertinently agrees with it in one or two

of its attributes.

But I shall probably explain myself better

by an example. There is in Virgil a com-

parison, borrowed from Homer, of a boiling

caldron '^. Supposing in each poet the ver-

sification and description equally elegant

;

still, as the relation between the things com-

pared is ditFerent, so the grace and beauty of

'^ " Elegance of expression consists in metaphors, nei-

** tlier too remote, which are difficult to be understood

;

" nor too simple and superficial, which do not affect the

•* passions/' Arist. RJiet. iii. iO. " For, as was before

*' observed, metaphors must be taken from objects that

" ai-e famihar, yet not too plain and common : as in phi-

*' losophy it is a mark of sagacity to discern similitude

** even in very dissimilar tilings." lb. c. ii.

Author's Note.

'9 ^n. vii. 462. //. xxi. 362.

the
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the comparison is different in the two poets.

In Homer the waters of the river Xanthus

boiling in their channel by the fire which

Vulcan has thrown into the river, are com-

pared with the boiling of a heated caldron ;

but Virgil compares with the same object the

mind of Turnus agitated by the torch of the

fury Alecto. The one brings together ideas

manifestly alike, or rather indeed the same,

and only differing in circumstances ; the

other, on the contrary, assimilates objects,

which are evidently very different in their

nature, but aptly agreeing in some of their

adjuncts or circumstances. Thus the com-

parison of the Latin poet is new, diversified,

and agreeable; but that of the Greek, al-

though not destitute of force in illustrating

the subject, is undoubtedly wanting in all the

graces of variety, ornament, and splendour.

For the same reason there is, perhaps, no

comparison of any poet extant more inge-

nious, more elegant or perfect in its kind,

than the following of the same excellent poet

;

** The hero floating in a flood of care,

*' Beholds the tempest which his foes prepare

:

*' To different objects turns his anxious mind ;

*' ThinkSj and rejects the counsels he design'd ;

*' Explores
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" Explores himself in vain, in every part,

" And orives no rest to his distracted heart.

" So when the sun by day, or moon by niglit,

'* Strike on the polish'd brass their trembling

light,

^' The glittering species variously divide,

^' And cast their dubious beams from side to side;

^* Now on the walls, now on the pavement play,

" And to the ceiling flash the glaring day *°."

He appears to be indebted for this passage to

ApoUonius Rhodius :

" In sad review dire scenes of horror rise,

^' Quick beats her heart, from thought to thought

she flies :

'• As from the stream-stor'd vase with dubious

ray

" The sun-beams dancing from the surface play ;

*' Now here, now there, the trembling radiance

falls,

" Alternate flashing round th' illumined walls :

" Thus fluttering bounds tlic trembling virgin's

blood,

*• And from her eyes descends a pearly flood »'."

In this description, Virgil, as usual, has much
improved upon his original ; and particularly

*^ Dryd. Virg. JEn. viii. ^8,

^* Fawke«\s Argonautks, B. ill. 816.

in
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in that circumstance which is the most

essential of all, that on which the fitness of

the comparison depends, and which forms

the hinge, as it were, upon which it turns,

he has greatly surpassed the ancient author.

It appears therefore, that in comparisons,

the chief design of which is ornament or va-

riety, the principal excellence results from

the introduction of an image different in

kind, but correspondent in some particular

circumstances. There are, however, two ca-

pital imperfections to which this figure is

sometimes liable: one, when objects too dis-

similar, and dissimilar chiefly in the adjuncts

or circumstances, are forced into compa-

rison ; the other, and not less common or

important, though perhaps less adverted to,

when the relation or resemblance is in ge-

neral too exact and minute. The compa-

rison in the one case is monstrous and whim-

sical **
; in the other it is grovelling and in-

animate.

Examples

^* The principal fault which I have observed in the

comparisons of the Orientals is, that the resemblance is

often too fanciful and remote. They are, however, not

singulai- in tliis respect : the following occurs in one of

our
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Examples innumerable in illustration of

the present subject might be found in the sa-

cred poetry': I shall, however, produce not

more than two from Isaiah. The first froin

the historical narration of the confederacy

between the Syrians and the Israelites against

the kingdom of Judah, '' which when it was
'' told unto the king," says the prophet,

^^ his heart was moved, and the hearts of

*' his people, as the trees of the w^ood arc

our most elegant poems, and' in my opinion it is in this

respect very reprehensible. Describing the Village Clergy-

man, and his care of his flock, the poet proceeds

:

^* His ready smile a parent's warmth expressed,

*' Their welfare pleased him, and their cares distress^ ;

" To them his heart, his love, his griefs were given,

*' But all his serious thouglits had rest in heaven.

" As some tall cliff that lifts its awful form,

" Swells from the vale, and midway leaves the storm,

'^ Though round its breast the rolling clouds are spread,

** Eternal sunshine settles on his headP

Deserted Village. T-

There is another defect in this passage, which perhaps

is the real cause of that here pointed out, arising from the

use of the term as, by which the resemblance between

the mountain and the man is announced : not to mention

fhe want of the antithetical so^ which should necessarily

have introduced a further application of the simile.

S. H.

** moved
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'* moved with the wind^^** The other is a

poetical comparison, which is fuller and more

diiiuse than the custom of the Hebrews ge-

nerally admits ; the subject of correspondent

application, however, is perfectly exact. The

divine grace *^ and its elFects, are compared

with

^3 IsAi. vii. 2.

^ This passage of the prophet loses much of its poetical

beauty if it be not rightly understood. He is net speak-

ing of that grace which the school-divines treat of, and

which has been celebrated since the time of Augustine in

so many controversies, nor of the virtue and efficacy of

the Gospel in correcting the morals of mankind, but of

the certain accomplishment of the prophetic word. It

was veiy customary among the Hebrews to compare the

word of God, and particulai-ly the word of prophecy, to

a shower of rain, Deut, splxu. 2. Ezek. xxi. 2. Mic,

ii. 6. Job, xxix. 22, 23. When, therefore, it is their in^

tention to describe the ceiftain and inevitable accomplish^

ment of the divine oracles, they represent the eai'th as

impregnated and fertilized by this refreshing rain. Isaiah

has celebrated in the xltli chapter, as well as in the cha}>r

ter under our consideration, ver. 3, 4, and 5, the eternal

covenant of God with the Israelites, and the accomplish-

ment of that perpetual and permanent grace which ho

had sworn to David, namely, that an eternal and immortal

King should sit upon his throne ; and that he should rule

and direct the Heathen. If these should appeal' to any

person above credibility, he advises him to recollect that

the divine counsels are far above the reach of the human

under-
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with showers that fertilize the earth : an

image which is uniformly appropriated to

that purpose :

*' Verily, like as the rain descendeth,

*' And the sno\r from tlie heavens

;

' And thither it doth not return;

* But moisteneth the earth,

^^ And maketh it generate, and put forth its in-

*' ercase;

^' That it may give seed to the sower, and hread

" to tlie eater :

understanding ; and that those things are easy to him,

which appear most difficult to us. He adds, that the

sacred oracles, however miraculous, will most assuredly

be fulfilled ; that the word of God may he compared to

snow or 7'ain ; which does not return to heaven, before it

has performed its office of watering and fecundating the

earth: so it is with the prophetic decrees^ or the divine pre-'

dictions offuture events. And in this hght I understand

the passage from the context, both from what precedes,

and what follows. There is one similar in ch. xlv. 8. but

the idea is more condensed, assuming rather the form of a

metaphor or allegory, than of a comparison

:

*' Drop down, O ye heavens ! the dew from above

;

'* And let the clouds shower do^vn righteousness :

^* Let the earth open her bosom, and let salvation pro-

" duce her fruit

;

^* And let justice push forth her bud together." M.

" So
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" So shall be the word which goeth from my
*' mouth

;

*•'

It shall not return unto me fruitless

;

*' But it shall etiect what I have willed;

*' And make the purpose succeed, for which I

" have sent it^^."

ISfore examples, and of superior elegance,

may be found in the Song of Solomon ^^

:

it must not, indeed, be dissembled, that there

are some in that poem, which are very re-

prehensible, on account of that general dis-

sonance, and fanciful agreement, which I

have just remarked ^^ as a great imperfec-

tion attending the free use of this figure.

We must be cautious, however, lest in some

cases we charge the poet with errors, which

are in reality our own ; since many of

the objects which suggested these compa-

risons, arc greatly obscured, and some of

them removed entirely beyond the sphere of

our knowledge, by distance of time and

place. It is the part of a wise man not rashly

to condemn what we are able but partially

to comprehend,

35 IsAI. Iv. 10, 11,

^ See Cant, iv, l»-^5. farther explmned Lect. XXXI.
®7 See Caut, vii. 2, 4,

These
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These three forms, according to which,

for the sake of perspicuity, I have ventured

to class comparisons in general, are however

not so incompatible that they may not oc-

casionally meet and be variously blended

with each other. That, indeed, appears to be

the most perfect comparison, which combines

all these ditFerent objects, and while itex-

plains, serves at the same time to amplify

and embellish the subject ; and which pos-

sesses evidence and elevation, seasoned with

elegance and variety. A more complete ex-

ample is scarcely to be found than that pas-

sage in which Job impeaches the infidelity

and ingratitude of his friends, who in his

adversity denied him those consolations of

tenderness and sympathy, which, in his pro-

sperous state, and when he needed them not,

they had lavished upon him : he compares

them with streams, which, increased by the

rains of winter, overflow their borders, and

display for a little time a copious and majestic

torrent ; but with the first impulse of the

solar beams are suddenly dried up, and leavQ

those who unfortunately wander through

the deserts of Arabia, destitute of water^

and perishing with thirst *^

=»« Job, vi. 15—20.

VOL. I, T Thus
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Thus far of Comparisons in general, and

of their matter and intention : it remains to

add a few words concerning the particular

form and manner in which the Hebrews

usually exhibit them.

The Hebrews introduce Comparisons more

frequently perhaps than the poets of any

other nation ; but the brevity of them in

general compensates for their abundance.

The resemblance usually turns upon a single

circumstance; that they explain in the most

simple terms, rarely introducing any thing

at all foreign to the purpose. The follow-

ing example, therefore, is almost singular,

since it is loaded with an extraordinary ac-

cession, or I might almost say a superfluity

of adjuncts

:

" Let them be as grass upon the house-top,

" Which, before it groweth up, is withered :

" With which the mower filleth not his hand
;

" Nor he that gathereth the sheaves his bosom:
** Nor do they that pass by say,

" The blessing of Jehovah be upon you ^^
;

" We bless you in the name of Jehovah 3°."

^9 A customary expression made use of in this business.

See Ruth, ii. 4.

3° PsAL. cxxix. 6—8. See also Psal. cxxxiii. 3.

The
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The usual practice of the Hebrews is, indeed,

very different from this: sometimes a single

word, and commonly a very short sentence,

comprehends the whole comparison. This

peculiarity proceeds from the nature of the

sententious style, which is always predomi-

nant in the Hebrew poetry, and, as I before

remarked, consists in condensing and com-

pressing every exuberance of expression, and

rendering it close and pointed. Thus, in

the very parts in which other poets are co-

pious and ditFuse, the Hebrews, on the con-

trary, are brief, energetic, and animated; not

gliding along in a smooth and equal stream,

but with the inequality and impetuosity of

a torrent. Thus their comparisons assume

a pecuhar form and appearance ; for it is not

so much their custom to dilate and embellish

each particular image with a variety of ad-

juncts, as to heap together a number of pa-

rallel and analogous comparisons, all of

which are expressed in a style of the utmost

brevity and simplicity. Moses compares

the celestial influence of the divine song,

which he utters by the command of God,

with showers which water the fields ; and on

an occasion when a Greek or Latin poet

T 2 would
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would have been contented with a single

comparison, perhaps a little more diffused

and diversified, he has introduced two pairs

of similes exactly expressive of the same

thing

:

*^ My doctrine shall drop as the rain ;

" iVIy language shall alight like the dew

:

" As the small rain upon the tender herb ;

** And like the thick drops upon the grass ^'/*

The Psalmist makes use of the same form in

the following

:

'* O my God ! make them as the chaff whirled

" about;

** As the stubble before the wind :

" As the fire burneth the forest,

'* And as the flame kindleth the mountains;

*' So do thou pursue them with thy tempests,

" And with thy whirlwind make them afraid 2**''

This

3* t)EUt. xxxii. ^.

3* PsAL. Ixxxiii* 13—15. Between these two com*

paxisons there exists so nice a relation, that they would

form one simple comparison, were it not that the senten-

tious distribution of the verses had disposed the subject in

a different form and order. Their threshing-floors were

60 constructed in open situations, that, when the corn was

beaten out, the wind carried off the chaff and straw,

which

4

I
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This is, indeed, the most common, but by

no means the only form which this figure

assumes in the Hebrew poetry : there is ano-

ther, in which the comparison is more dif-

fusively displayed ; in which case the equal

distribution of the sentences is still strictly

adhered to ; the image itself, however, is not

repeated, but its attributes, which explain

one another in two parallel sentences ; as

Moses has done in a comparison immediately

following that which I just now quoted, in

which he compares the care and paternal

affection of the Deity for his people, with

the natural tenderness of the eagle for its

young :

which behi'T collected tocrether was burnt. See Isai. v. 24.

Matt. iii. 12. and HammondV Com. Jagnar^ however, is

used for any high and uncultivated place, as appears

from Mic. iii. 12. '^ This sense of the word is also con-

** firmed from the Arabic Vagnar^ a mountain steep and

*' difficult of access.'' H. Author's Note,

Perhaps it may be thought too free a version to render

' And with thy whirlwind involve them in terror"-^

but the words themselves seem to comprize no less.^—Pwr-

sv£ them with thy tempests is an evident reference to the

dissipation of the chaffs and what follows relates clearly

to the expajision of thejlame, S. H,

T 3 <^ A«
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" As the eagle stirreth up her nest

;

** Fluttereth over her young

;

" Expancleth her pkunes, taketh them ;

" Beareth them upon her wings ^V

The same is observable also in that most

elegant comparison of Job, w^hich I formerly

commended ; and which, for this reason, I

shall now quote entire by way of conclu-

sion :

" My brethren have dealt deceitfully like a

" torrent,

" As the torrents of the valleys they are passed

" away

;

'* Which are congealed ^^ by means of the frost,

" The snow hideth itself in their surface;

" As soon as they flow, they are dried up,

" When it is hot they are consumed from their

" place;

** The paths of their channels are diminished,

" They ascend in vapour, and are lost.

33 Deut. xxxii. 11.

34 Or, as Dr. Durell proposes, wJtich stand still;

as though the original had been ampn, instead of

CD>-)npn.—For this elegant emendation the learned Doctor

is indebted to Father Houbigant, but he forgot to men-

tion its author : Mr. Heath, however, had a better me-

mory. S. H.
" Look
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" Look for them, ye troops of Tenia

;

" Ye travellers of Sheba, expect them earnestly.

" They made no haste ; because they depended
*'* on them ;

" They came thither, then were they confound-
u

g^J 35;'

35 Job, vi. 15—20. " In the fifth line the word mt»

" is one of those which only once occur in the Scripture,

" In the Arabic and Chaldee, the proper force of the

*' verb ant is to Jlozv, to flow off, or to overflow: thus the

'* sense will be, In the time in which they flow, or flow

"
off; that is, are dissolved by the melting of the ice." H,

In the 2Gth verse it appears one should read intoa, with

the Syr. and Chald. Author's Note*

T 4



LECTURE Xlli.

OF THE PROSOPOPCEIA, OR PERSONIfICA'TlOJS'*

Ttvo Mnds of Personification : when a character is as-*

signed to Jictitiotis or inanimate objects ; and when a

probable speech is attributed to a real person—Ofjic^

titious and inanimate characters ; of real characters-^

The Prosopopoeia of the mother ofSisera (in the song

of Deborah) explained: also the triumphal song of

the Israelites concerning the death of the king of Ba-

bylon (in Isaiah), which consists altogether of this

figuref and exhibits it in all its differentJbrms,

X HE last in order of those figures which I

proposed to treat of, as being most adapted

to the parabolic style, is the Prosopopoeia,

or Personification '. Of this figure there are

two

* The passions of resentment and love have been very

accurately traced by some late writers on the human mind,

into the senses of pain and pleasure ; the one arising from

the habitual inchnation to remove what is hurtful ; the

other from that of possessing what is a source of grateful

sensations, and a mean of increasing pleasure. (See Hart-

ley on Man, and a Dissertation prefixed to KingV Oi'igin

ofEvil.) Tlie strong expression of these passions is, how-

ever, chiefly directed to rational, or at least to animated

beings ; but this is the effect of reason and habit. The

passions
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two kinds : one, when action and cha-

racter are attributed to fictitious, irrational,

or even inanimate objects ; the other, when
a probable but fictitious speech is assigned

to a real character. The former evidently

partakes of the nature of the Metaphor,

and is by far the boldest and most daring

of that class of figures. Seasonably in-

troduced, therefore, it has uncommon force

and expression ; and in no hands whatever is

more successful in this respect than in those

of the Hebrew writers : 1 may add also, that

passions are still the same, and will frequently display them-.

selves in opposition to reason. A child turns to beat the

ground, or the stone, that has hurt him (see Lord

Kaims"* Elements of Criticism); and most men feel some

degree of affection even for the old inanimate companions

of their happiness. From these dispositions originates the

figure which is the great and distinguishing ornament of

poetry, the Prosopopoeia. This figure is nearly allied to

the Metaphor, and still more to the Metonymy ; it is to

the latter, what the Allegory is to the Metaphor. Thus

when we say—" Youth and beauty shall be laid in the

<' dust," for persons possessing youth and beauty, it is

hard to determine whether it be a Metonymy or a Proso-

popoeia. Lyric poetry, in which the imagination seems

to have the fullest indulgence, and which abounds with

strong figui'es, is most favourable to Personification. T.

none
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none more frequently or more freely intro-

duce it.

In the first place, then, with respect to

fictitious characters, the Hebrews have this

in common with other poets, that they fre-

quently assign character and action to an

abstract or general idea, and introduce it in

a manner acting, and even speaking as upon

the stage \ In this, while they equal the

most refined writers in elegance and grace,

they greatly excel the most sublime in force

and majesty. What, indeed, can be con-

ceived apter, more beautiful, or more sub-

lime, than that personification of Wisdom,

which Solomon so frequently introduces ?

* There is a very animated personification of this kind

in one of Dr. Ogden's sermons, though by some it may

perhaps be thought too bold for that species of composi-

tion. " Truth,'' says that elegant and sublime writer,

*' is indeed of an awful presence, and nuist not be af-

** fronted with the rudeness of direct opposition ; yet will

*' she sometimes condescend to pass for a moment unre-

^' garded, while your respects are paid to her sister Cha-

" rity." That of Bishop Sherlock, which our Author

has quoted in his admu'able Introduction to EngHsh Gram-

mar—" Go to your Natural Religion, lay before her

^' Mahomet and his disciples,"" &c. is well known, and

is one of the finest examples of this figure I have ever

seen. T.

exhibiting
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exhibiting her not only as the director of

human life and morals, as the inventor of

arts, as the dispenser of wealth, of honour,

and of real felicity ; but as the immortal

offspring of the omnipotent Creator, and as

the eternal associate in the divine counsels

:

" When he prepared the heavens, I was present;

** When he described a circle on the face of the

" deep :

** When he disposed the atmosphere above

;

** When he established the fountains of the deep:

*' When he published his decree to the sea,

^* That the waters should not pass their bound

;

" When he planned the foundations of the earth:

** Then was I by him as his offspring

;

" And I was daily his delight;

" I rejoiced continually before him.

^* I rejoiced in the habitable part of his earth,

'^ And my delights were with the sons of men^"*

How admirable is that celebrated personifi-

cation of the divine attributes by the Psalmist!

How just, elegant, and splendid does it ap-

pear, if applied only according to the literal

sense, to the restoration of the Jewish nation

from the Babylonish captivity ! but if inter-

preted as relating to that sublimer, more sa-

3 paov. viU. ^7—31.

cred
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cred and mystical sense, which is not ob-

scurely shadowed under the ostensible image,

it is certainly uncommonly noble and ele^

vated, mysterious and subhme :

*' Mercy and Truth arc met together;

** Righteousness and Peace have kissed each
'' others"

There are many passages of a similar kind,

exquisitely imagined, and, from the boldness

of the fiction, extremely forcible. Such is

that in Habakkuk, of the pestilence march-

ing before Jehovah when he comes to ven-

geance ^
: that in Job, in which Destruction

and Death affirm of Wisdom, that her fame

only had come to their ears *
: in fine (that

I may not be tedious in quoting examples),

that tremendous image in Isaiah, of Hades ^

extending her throat, and opening her insa.^

liable and imn^easurable jaws\

There

* PsAL. Ixxxv. 11, ^ Hab. iii. 5.

• Job, xxviii. 22. 7 ig^j, y. 14.

^ I have not observed, even in the Hebrew poetry, a

bolder use of this figure, tJian in a passage of Tacitus,

An. J.6, 21 . Trucidatis tot insignibits mris^ adpostre'i^um

Nero Virtutem ipsam exscindere concupivity interfecto

Thraseay &<?, " After the slaughter of so many excellent

" men,
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There is also another most beautiful species

of personification, which originates from a

well-

** men, Nero meditated at length the extirpation of Vir-

" tue herself by the sacrifice of Thrasea,*" &c.

In the opening of Collins"*,? Ode to Merci/ is a noble

example of the Prosopopoeia

:

*' Thou, who sitt'st a smiling bride,

" By Valour's arm'd and awful side," &c.

But tlie whole compass of English poetry cannot furnish

a more beautiful specimen than the following :

*' Loud howls the storm ! the vex'd Atlantic roars !

*' Thy Genius, Britain, wanders on its shores

!

" Hears cries of horror wafted from afar,

^ The groans of anguish, ""mid the shrieks of war I

" Hears the deep curses of the Great and Brave

*' Sigh in the wind, and murmur in the wave I

*i Cer his damp brow the sable crape he binds,

** And throws his victor-garland to the winds/'

Mhs Seward"',? Mcynody on Majoi^ AndrL

How different are these instances from the frigid at-

tempts of infenor writers ! The following personification

is completely ridiculous. It is, however, extracted from

a poem, which has been highly extolled by one who calls

iiirnself a Critic.

" Invidious Grave^ liow dost thou rend in swnder

*< Whom love has knit, and sympathy made one ?^'

The Grave, a Poem.

It is a happy thing, that as there arc poets of all degrees,

there are also Critics of taste and judgment exactly equal

and
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-well-known Hebrew idiom, and on that ac-

count is very familiar to us ; I allude to that

form of expression, by which the subject,

and correspondent to them.

—

Par noh'ile ! The picture of

a Grave reiiding a thing in sunder^ can only be matched

by tlie following passages, from the same incomparable

performance

:

—" But tell us, why this waste,

*' Why this ado in earthing up a carcass

** That ""s falFn into disgrace, and to the sense

*' Smells horrible ? Ye underta'kers ! tell us'"

** Where are the mighty thunderbolts of war ?

<' Alas ! how slirn, dishonourably slim r
" Now tame and humble, lilx:e a cliild that ^s whipp'dy

« Shake hands with dust,'' &c.

" Perhaps some hackney, hunger^hitten scribbler

" Insults thy memory.""

" Here the lank-sided miser—worst of felons !

" Who meanly stole (discreditable shift
!)

" From baclv and belly too their proper cheer,

*' Lies cheaply lodg'd.''

*' O that some courteous gliost would blab it out,

" W^hat \ is ye are," &c.

" O great Man-eater !

" Whose every day is carnival, not sated yet

!

" Like one, whole days defrauded of his meals,

" On whom lank Hunger lays his skinny hand."

No wonder the above Critic could discover notliing

sublime in Virgil and the Scrijotures. T.

attribute,
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attribute, accident, or efFect of any thing is

denominated the Son. Hence, in the Hebrew

poetry, nations, regions, peoples, are brought

upon the stage as it were in a female cha-

racter :

" Descend, and sit in the dust, O virgin, daugh^

'' ter of Babylon

;

*' Sit on the bare ground without a throne, O
*' dauditer of the Chaldeans ^ :

5> *^ Sitting on the ground was a posture that denoted

" deep misery and distress. The Prophet Jere:mtah has

^' given it the first place among many indications of sorrow,

" in that elegant description of the distress of his country

*' (Lam. ii. 8.), ' The elders of the daughter of Sion sit on

" the ground, they are silent,' &c. We find Judea, says

" Mr. Addison (on Medals, Dial ii.) on several coins

" of Vespasian and Titus, In a posture that denotes sor-

" row and captivity.—/ need not mention her sitting on

«^ tlie ground, because we have already spo'ken of the apt-

" ness of such aposture to represent cjctreme affliction. 1

^^fancy the Romans might have an eye to the customs of

" the Jewish nation, as well as those of their country, in

^' the several marls ofsorrow they have set on thisfigure.

" The Psalmist describes the Jews lamenting their cap-

*« tvoity In the same pensiveposture : ' By the waters of

" Babylon we sat down and wept when we remembered

^' thee, O Slon.'' But what is more remarlcable, we find

^' Judea represented as a woman in sorrow sitting on the

*' ground, in a passage of the prophet, thatforetels the

" very captivity recorded on this medal.'''

See Bishop Lowth's Notes on Isaiah, c. lii. v. 26.

'' For
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" For thou slialt no longer be called the tender

'' and the delicate '°."

Lo 1 Sion's daughter prostrate on the earth,

All mournful, solitary, weeping, lies !

In v^ain her suppliant hands to heaven extends

;

She sinks deserted, and no comfort finds ".

Unless we attend to this peculiar phraseology,

such expressions as the ** Sons of the bow '^

*' and of the quiver '3/* for arrows, will seem

extremely harsh and unnatural ; as well as

that remarkable personification of Job, de-

noting the most miserable death, '^ the first-

*^ born of the progeny of Death '^"

The parabohc style no less elegantly assigns

a character and action to inanimate objects

than to abstract ideas. The holy prophets,

moved with just indignation against the un-

grateful people of God, '^ obtest the Heavens
** and the Earth, and command universal

''Nature to be silent '^ They plead their

'' cause before the Mountains, and the Hills

'' listen to their voice '^" All is animated

and informed with hfe, soul, and passion :

'° IsAi. xlvii. 1, &c. " Lam. i. 1, &c.

" Job, xli. 19. '^ Lam. iii. 13. '^ Job, xviii. 13.

*5 Deut. xxxii. 1. IsAi. i. 2. ^^ Mic. vi. 1.

'* Let
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" Let the Heavens rejoice, and let the earth be

-glad;

" And let them proclaim through the nations,

" Jehovah reigneth.

" Let the Sea roar, and all that it containeth '^;

" The World, and the inhabitants thereof:

'^ Let the Floods clap their hands

;

" Let the Mountains break forth into harmony ^^;

* Before Jehovah, for he cometh,

" For he cometh to judge the earth '^."

" The Waters saw thee, O God

!

" The Waters saw thee, they were grievously

" troubled '°;

" The Deep uttered his voice

;

" And lifted up his hands on high ^'."

And Job admirably in the same style

:

" Canst thou send forth the Lightnings, and will

" they go ?

" Shall they say unto thee, Behold here we are^*?"

With equal success they introduce objects

which have no existence in the order and

economy of nature ; though it must be con-

fessed, that it is attended with much greater

'7 1 Chron. xvi, 3L ^3 PsAL. xcviii. 7, 8.

'9 PsAL. xcvi. 13. ^° PsAL. Ixxvii. 16,

*^ Habak. iii 10. ^* Chap, xxxviii. 35.

VOL. I, u hazard
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hazard of propriety; for, to those which are

within the province of nature, we readily

attribute a degree of hfe and sentiment. Of

this the following dialogue in Jeremiah is an

admirable specimen :

" Ho ! Sword of Jehovah !

" How long wilt thou not be at rest?

*' Return into thy scabbard,

*^ Return, and be still.

*' How can it be at rest,

^' Since Jehovah hath given it a charge ?

" Against Askelon, and against the sea-coast^

" There hath he appointed ic^^"

The other kind of Prosopopoeia, to which

I alluded in the former part of this Lecture^

is that, by which a probable but fictitious

speech is assigned to a real person. As the

former is calculated to excite admiration and

approbation by its novelty, boldness, and va-

riety ; so the latter, from its near resem-

blance to real life, is possessed of great force,

evidence, and authority.

It would be an infinite task to specify every

instance in the sacred poems, which on this

occasion might be referred to as worthy of

f3 Jer. xlvii. 6, 7.

notice

;
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potice ; or to remark the easy, the natural,

the bold and sudden personifications ; the

dignity, importance, and impassioned severity

of the characters. It would be difficult to

describe the energy of that eloquence which

is attributed to Jehovah him.self, and which

appears so suitable in all respects to the Di-

vine Majesty ; or to display the force and

beauty of the language which is so admirably

and peculiarly adapted to each character ; the

probability of the fiction ; and the excellence

of the imitation. One example, therefore,

must suffice for the present ; one more per-

fect it is not possible to produce. It is ex-

pressive of the eager expectation of the mo-

ther of Sisera, from the inimitable ode of

the prophetess Deborah ^^

The first sentences exhibit a striking pic-

ture of maternal solicitude, both in words

and actions ; and of a mind suspended and

agitated between hope and fear

:

" Through the window she looked and cried out,

" The mother of Sisera, through the lattice :

'^ Wherefore is his chariot so long in coming?
" Wherefore linger the wheels of his chariot ?*'

=^ JcD. V. 28-^30.

u 2 Imme-
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Immediately, impatient of his delay, she an-

ticipates the consolations of her friends, and

her mind being somewhat elevated, sheboasts

with all the levity of a fond female ;

(Vast in her hopes and giddy with success;)

" Her wise ladies answer her

;

'' Yea, she returns answer to herself:

" Have they not found ?—Have they not di-

** vided the spoil?"

Let us now^ observe, how well adapted every

sentiment, every word is to the character of

the speaker. She takes no account of the

slaughter of the enemy, of the valour and

conduct of the conqueror, of the multitude

of the captives, but

Burns with a female thirst of prey and spoils.

Nothing is omitted, which is calculated to

attract and engage the passions of a vain and

trifling woman, slaves, gold, and rich ap-

parel. Nor is she satisfied with the bare

enumeration of them ; she repeats, she am-

plifies, she heightens every circumstance ;

she seems to have the very plunder in her

immediate possession ; she pauses, and con-

templates every particular :

" Have
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" Plave they not found ?—Have they not di-

" vided the spoil ?

" To every man a damsel, yea a damsel or two?
" To Sisera a spoil of divers colours,

*' A spoil of needlework of divers colours,

"A spoil for the neck ^^ of divers colours of
'* needlework on either side."

To add to the beauty of this passage, there

is also an uncommon neatness in the versifi-

cation, great force, accuracy, and perspicuity

in the diction, the utmost elegance in the

repetitions, w^hich, notw^ithstanding their ap-

parent redundancy, are conducted w^itli the

most perfect brevity. In the end, the fatal

disappointment of female hope and credulity,

tacitly insinuated by the sudden and unex-

pected apostrophe,

*' So let all thine enemies perish, O Jehovah !"

as VW nMwV, " A spoil to ornament the neck ;*" is the

constructive for the absokitc. See Mic. vi. 16. Lam.

iii. 14. and 66. For further satisfaction on this subject

consult BuxTORF, Thes. Gram. ii. 4. who nevertheless,

in the same work, interprets this phrase in a cliftcrent

manner. The Seventy read n^iv":; and the Syriac hhw;

the context will beai' cither. Autlior^s Note.

V 3 is
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is expressed more forcibly by this very silence

of the person who was just speaking, than it

could possibly have been by all the powers of

language.

-But whoever w Ishes to understand the full

force and excellence of this figure, as well as

the elegant use of it in the Hebrew ode, must

apply to Isaiah, whom I do not scruple to

pronounce the sublimest of poets. He will

there find, in one short poem, examples of

almost every form of the Prosopopoeia, and

indeed of all that constitutes the sublime in

composition. I trust it will not be thought

unseasonable to refer immediately to the pas-

sage itself, and to remark a few of the prin-

cipal excellencies ^^

The prophet, after predicting the libera-

tion of the Jews from their severe captivity

in ^abylon, and their restoration to their

own country, introduces them as reciting a

kind of triumphal song upon the fall of the

Babylonish monarch, replete with imagery,

and with the most elegant and animated

personifications. A sudden exclamation, ex-

pressive of their joy and admiration on the

unexpected revolution in their affairs, and

^<^ IsA. xiv. 4—27.
the
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the destruction of their tyrants, forms the

exordium of the poem. The Earth itself

triumphs with the inhabitants thereof ; the

Fir-trees and the Cedars of Lebanon (under

which images the parabohc style frequently

delineates the kings and princes of the Gen-

tiles) exult with joy, and persecute with con-

temptuous reproaches the humbled power of

a ferocious enemy :

*' The whole earth is at rest, is quiet ; they

" burst forth into a joyful shout

:

*' Even the Fir trees rejoice over thee, the Ce-
** dars of Lebanon :

*' Since thou art failcn, no feller hath come up
" against us -^"

This is followed by a bold and animated

personification of Hades, or the infernal re-

gions. Hades excites his inhabitants, the

ghosts of princes, and the departed spirits of

^-^ Thus spiritedly versified by Mr. Potter :

The lordly Lebanon waves high

The ancient honours of his sacred head

;

Their branching arms his cedars spread.

His pines triumphant shoot into the sky

:

" Tyrant, no barbVous axe invades,

" Since thou art fallen, our unpierc'd shades.''^

See the concluiiion of Lect. XXVIII. T.

u 4 kings

:
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kings : they rise immediately from their seats,

and proceed to meet the monarch of Ba-

bylon ; they insult and deride him, and

comfort themselves with the view of his

calamity

:

^' Art thou, even thou too, become weak as we ?

" Art thou made like unto us?

" Is then thy pride brought down to the grave?

'^ the sound of thy sprightly instruments?

" Is the vermin become thy couch, and the earth-

*' worm thy covering ?"

Again, the Jewish people are the speakers, in

an exclamation after the manner of a funeral

lamentation, which indeed the whole form

of this composition exactly imitates *^ The

remarkable

*' Threnetic strains on the untimely decease of royal

and eminent personages, were of high antiquity amongst

the Asiatics. Thus Euripides ; (Iphigenia in Tauris,

V. 177.)

Ch. Avli^ixXfxiig u^cc^f

'rMNON T ASIHTAN cro/,

AsiTTroiVju r s^oiv^aa-Uf

Tav Ev 0PHNOISIN /ut4/<r»x,

And
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remarkable fall of this powerful monarch is

thus beautifully illustrated

:

" How
And again, Orestes, v. 1402.

AIAINON, AIAINON, APXAN, GANATOr.
BapCapo* Myaa-iv, AI, AI,

Acrix^i ^wyaBALIAEQN

Hi^ECTi cridap£ocr/v aide*.

Instances of such threnodies often occur in the sacred

writings. [2 Sam. i. 18. 2 Kings, xiii. 30. Amos, v.

1, 2, 16. Jer. ix. 17. xxii. 18, Sec] Many of them are

of the proleptic cast, the most conspicuous of which is the

denunciation of Isaiah against tlie king of Babylon. Ac-

cording to the Seventy, ^itd in the 4th verse (which our

Translators have rendered a proverb or taunting speech)

signifies ^ ©PHNOS and APXH. The same expression^

taken conjunctively with did, hath been also interpreted

APXH 0ANATOY, and coincides with the passage from the

Orestes, cited above.—Gray's Bard is a composition of

the same class, as is evident from the import of AIAINOS.

^—7j ^I'Aoi eI E'ri;:^«pjuttf XP^^*? i^iXii^cc tov AIAINON fiAHN ruv

iSTOYProYNTON EINAI. Eustath.] when compared with

his imagery of weaving

*' Weave the warp and weave the woof,

" The winding-sheet of Edward's race," &c.

and it is somewhat remarkable that, in his Ode from the

Norse tongue, intitled the Fatal SistcrSy tlie same ma*

^hinery is more minutely preserved

:

^* Now the storm begins to lower,

" (Haste, the loom of hell prepare ;)

'^ Iron sleet of arrowy shower

^' Hiu'tles in the darken d aii\

^' Glittering
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" How art thou falica from Heaven^ O Lucifer,

** son of the morning"^

!

" Art cut down from earth, thou that didst

" suhdue the nations !"

'^ Glittering lances form the loom
<t Where the dusky warp we strain;

" Weaving many a soldier's doom,

" Orkney's woe, and Kandvers bane*

'' See the griesly texture grow,

'' ('T is of human entrails made ;)

*' And the weights that play below,

'' Each a gasping ^yarrior's head.

" Shafts for shuttles,'' &c.

In his critique upon this sublime Ode of Isaiah, the

learned Bishop appears to have overlooked a principal

source of its beauty ; which consists in the happy adapta-

tion of imagery from the history and fate of Nimrod, the

founder and first king of Babylon, to prefigure the exci-

sion of his successor and representative. See Dissertation

wi the controverted Passages in St. Peter and St. Jude

concerning the Angels that simied. S. H.

^9 O Lucifer ! &c.] Tins is, I diink, the most sublime

iflwage I have ever seen conveyed in so few words. The

aptness of the allegory to express the ruin of a powerful

monarch, by the fall of a bright star from heaven, strikes

the mind in the most forcible manner ; and the poetical

beauty of the passage is greatly heightened by the perso-

nification, " So?i of the morning." Whoever does not

relish such painting as this, is not only destitute of poetical

taste, but of the common feelings of humanity. T.

He
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He himself is at length brought upon the

stage, boasting in the most pompous terms

of his own power, which furnishes the poet

with an excellent opportunity of displaying

the unparalleled misery of his downfal. Some
persons are introduced, who find the dead

carcass of the king of Babylon cast out and

exposed; they attentively contemplate it, and

at last scarcely know it to be his

:

" Is this the man, that made the earth to trem-

*' ble; that shook the khigxloms?

^* That made the world like a desert; that de-

stroyed the cities ^°?"

They reproach him with being denied the

common rites of sepulture, on account of

the cruelty and atrocity of his conduct; they

execrate his name, his offspring, and their

posterity, A solemn address, as of the Deity

himself, closes the scene, and he denounces

against the king of Babylon, his posterity,

and even against the city which was the seat

3° Xenophon gives an instance of this king''s wanton

<jruelty in killing the son of Gobrias, on no other provo^

cation than that, in hunting, he struck a boar and a lion,

which the king had missed. Gyrop. iv. p. 309. quoted by

Bishop LowTH, Notes on Isaiah, p. 98. T.

of
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of their cruelty, perpetual destruction, and

confirms the immutability of his own coun-

sels by the solemnity of an oath.

How forcible is this imagery, how diver-

sified, how sublime ! how elevated the dic-

tion, the figures, the sentiments!—The Jew-

ish nation, the Cedars of Lebanon, the Ghosts

of departed kings, the Babylonish monarch,

the Travellers who find his corpse, and last

of all Jehovah himself, are the characters

which support this beautiful Lyric Drama.

One continued action is kept up, or rather a

series of interesting actions are connected to-

gether in an incomparable whole : this, in-

deed, is the principal and distinguished ex-

cellence of the sublimer ode, and is displayed

in its utmost perfection in this poem of Isaiah,

which may be considered as one of the most

ancient, and certainly the most finished spe-

cimen of that species of composition, which

has been transmitted to us. The personifica-

tions here are frequent, yet not confused;

bold, yet not improbable: a free, elevated, and

truly divine spirit pervades the whole ; nor is

there any thing wanting in this ode to defeat

its claim to the character of perfect beautyand

sublimity.
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sublimity. If, indeed, I may be indulged in

the free declaration of my own sentiments on

this occasion, I do not know a single instance

in the whole compass of Greek and Roman

poetry, which, in every excellence of com-

position, can be said to equal, or even to

approach it.



LECTURE Xiy.

OF THE SUBLIME IN GENERAL ', AND OF SUB-

LIMITY OF EXPRESSION IN PARTICULAR.

III. In what manner the xcord Mashal implies the idea

of Suhlimitij-—Sublimity of'language and sentiment-^

On what account the poetic diction of the Hebrews^

either considered in itself or compared with prose

composition, inerits an appellation expressive of subli-

mity—The sublimity of the poetic diction arises from
the passions—How Jar the poetic diction differs from
prose among the Hebrews—Certain forms of poetic

diction and construction exemplifiedfrom Job, ch. iii.

Having, In the preceding Lectures, given

my sentiments at large, on the nature of

the figurative style, on its use and applica-

\ tion

* An author, whose taste and imagination will be re-

.$pected as long as the English language exists, has written

a most elegant treatise on the distinction between the

beautiful and the sublime. But after all that has been said,

our feelings must be the only criterion. The pleasure

which is afforded by the contemplation of beauty, appears

to be a pure and unmixed pleasure, arising from tlie gentler

agitation, and is less vivid than that which is produced by

the sublime. For, as the latter often borders upon terror,

it requii'es a greater exertion, and produces a stronger,

tliougli
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lion in pO( try, and particularly in the poe-

try of the Hebrews ; I proceed to treat of

the Sublimity of the sacred poets; a subject

which has been already illustrated by many
examples quoted upon other occasions ; but

which, since we have admitted it as a third

characteristic of the poetic style, now requires

though I think less durable sensation than the beautiful.

We may read an elegant author, and continue for a long

time to be pleased with his beauties ; a sublime author we

shall soon be induced to lay down.

The sublime also differs from the heaut'iful in being

only conversant with great objects. It differs from the

pathetic in affording a more tranquil pleasure, if I may so

express myself. But though the sublime and beautiful be

thus distinguishable, yet they are frequently mixed in the

same passage, and seem to run into each other, as is the

case in that enchanting simile of Homer, into which Mr.

Pope has transfused more of the beautiful than is in the

original

:

** As when the moon, refulgent lamp of night,'^ &c.

Some descriptions also it is not easy to determine whe-

ther to assign to the siihlhne or the pathetic : such is that

admirable but brief delineation of the feelings of the mul-

titude on the crucifixion of our Lord, Luke, xxiii. 48.

'' And all the people that came together to that sight,

*' behokhng the tilings which were done, smote tlieir

*' breasts, and returned." This may in some measure

account for the error of Longinus, who confounds these

three different sensations together. T.

io
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to be distinctly explained. We have already

seen, that this is implied in one of the senses

of the word Mashal, it being expressive of

power, or supreme authority, and when ap-

plied to style, seems particularly to intimate

something eminent or energetic, excellent or

important. This is certainly understood in

the phrase ^' to take (or lift) up his pa-

'^ rable ;'* that is, to express a great or lofty

sentiment. The very first instance in which

the phrase occurs, w ill serve as an example

in point. For in this manner Balaam " took

^' up," as our translation renders it, '' his

*^ parable, and said f

'

*' From Aram I am brought by Balak,

** By the king of Moab from the mountains of

'' the East

:

*^ Come, curse me Jacob

;

** And come, execrate Israel.

" How shall I curse whom God hath not cursed ?

*' And how shall I execrate whom God hath not

" execrated ?

*' For from the tops of the rocks I see him,

" And from the hills I behold him

;

" Lo! the people, who shall dwell alone,

" Nor shall number themselves among the na-

" tions I

" Who
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" Who shall count the dust of Jacob?
** Or the number of the fourth of Israel?

*' Let my soul die the death of the righteous,

** And let my end be as his */'

Let us now consider, on what account this

address of the prophet is entitled MasliaL

The sentences are indeed accurately distri-

buted in parallelisms, as may be discovered

even in the translation, which has not en-

tirely obscured the elegance of the arrange-

ment : and compositions in this form, we
have already remarked, are commonly classed

among the proverbs and adages, which are

properly called Mashali?n, though perhaps

they contain nothing of a proverbial or di-

dactic nature. But if we attentively con-

sider this very passage, or others introduced

by the same form of expression, we shall find,

* Numb, xxiii. 7—10. nnn« here rendered end, and

in the common version latter end, properly signifies joo^^^-

rit2/ ; as in Psal. cix. 13. Amos, iv. 2. Dan. xi. 4.—

The Seventy translate it by (TXi^fxx. It should be re-

membered that Balaam is here speaking of the Righteous

not in their individual, but in their aggregate capacity,

and therefore had either a retrospect, in his wish, to the

promise which had been made to Abraham concerning his

posterity ; or else, to an immediate communication on the

occasion then present. S, H.

VOL. I. X in
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in all of them, either an extraordinary variety

offigure and imagery ; or an elevation of style

and sentiment; or perhaps an union of all these

excellencies ; w hich w^ill induce us to con-

clude, that something more is meant by the

term to which I am alluding than the bare

merit of a sententious neatness. If again we
examine the same passage in another point of

view, we shall discover in it little or nothing

of the figurative kind, at least according to

our ideas, or according to that acceptation

of the word Mashal w^iich denotes figurative

language ; there is evidently nothing in it of

the mystical kind, nothing allegorical, no

pomp of imagery, no comparison, and in

fourteen verses but a single metaphor : as

far, therefore, as figurative language is a

characteristic of the parabolic style, this is

no instance of it. We must then admit the

word Parable, when applied to this passage,

to be expressive of those exalted sentiments,

that spirit of sublimity, that energy and en-

thusiasm, w ith which the answer of the pro-

phet is animated. By this example I wished

to explain on what reasons I was induced to

suppose that the term Mas/ml, as well from

its proper power or meaning, as from its usual

acceptation.
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acceptation, involves an idea of sublimity

;

and that the Hebrev^^ poetry expresses in its

very name and title, the particular quality in

which it so greatly excels the poetry of all

other nations.

The word Sublimity I wish, in this place,

to be understood in its most extensive sense

:

I speak not merely of that sublimity which

exhibits great objects with a magnificent

display of imagery and diction ; but that

force of composition, whatever it be, which

strikes and overpowers the mind, which ex-

cites the passions, and which expresses ideas

at once with perspicuity and elevation ; not

solicitous whether the language be plain or

ornamented, refined or familiar : in this use

of the word I copy Longinus, the most ac-

complished author on this subject, whether

we consider his precepts or his example ^

The sublime consists either in language or

sentiment, or more frequently in an union

of both, since they reciprocally assist each

other, and since there is a necessary and in-

dissoluble connexion between them : this,

P " Whose own example strengthens all his laws,

^* And is himself the great sublime he draws."

Pope,

X 2 however.
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however, will not prevent our considering

them apart with convenience and advantage.

The first object, therefore, which presents

itself for our investigation, is, upon what

grounds the poetic diction of the Hebrews,

whether considered in itself, or in compa-

rison with prose composition, is deserving

of an appellation immediately expressive of

sublimity.

The poetry of every language has a style

and form of expression peculiar to itself;

forcible, magnificent, and sonorous ; the

words pompous and energetic ; the compo-

sition singular and artificial ; the whole form

and complexion different from what we meet

with in common life, and frequently (as with

a noble indignation) breaking down the boun-

daries by which the popular dialect is con-

fined. The language of Reason is cool, tem-

perate, rather humble than elevated, well

arranged and perspicuous, with an evident

care and anxiety lest any thing should escape

which might appear perplexed or obscure.

The language of the Passions is totally dif-

ferent; the conceptions burst out^ in a tur-

bid stream, expressive in a manner of the

internal conflict ^ the more vehement break

out;
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out in hasty confusion ; they catch (without

search or study) whatever is impetuous, vivid,

or energetic. In a word, Reason speaks lite-

rally, the Passions poetically. The mind, w ith

w^hatever passion it be agitated, remains fixed

upon the object that excited it ; and while it

is earnest to display it, is not satisfied with a

plain and exact description ; but adopts one

agreeable to its own sensations, splendid or

gloomy, jocund or unpleasant. For the

passions are naturally inclined to amplifica-

tion ; they wonderfully magnify and exagge-

rate whatever dwells upon the mind, and

labour to express it in animated, bold, and

magnificent terms. This they commonly

effect by two different methods ; partly by

illustrating the subject with splendid imagery,

and partly by employing new^ and extraordi-

nary forms of expression, w^hich are indeed

possessed of great force and efficacy in this

respect especially, that they in some degree

imitate or represent the present habit and

state of the soul. Hence those theories of

Rhetoricians, which they have so pompously

detailed, attributing that to art, which above

^11 things is due to nature alone;

X 3 '^ For
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*' For nature to each change of fortune forms

" The secret soul, and all its passions warms :

" Transports to rage, dilates the heart with mirth,

*' Wrings the sad soul, and bends it down to earth.

** The tongue these various movements must ex-

press"*."

A principle v^hich pervades all poetry, may
easily be conceived to prevail even in a high

degree in the poetry of the Hebrew^s. Indeed

we have already seen how daring these writers

are in the selection of their imagery, how
forcible in the application of it ; and what

elegance, splendour, and sublimity they have

by these means been enabled to infuse into

their compositions. With respect to the

diction also, we have had an opportunity of

remarking the peculiar force and dignity of

their poetic dialect ; as well as the artificial

distribution of the sentences, which appears

to have been originally closely connected with

the metrical arrangement, though the latter

be now totally lost. We are therefore in the

next place to consider whether there be any

o her remarkable qualities in the poetical

language of the Hebrews, which serve to

distinguish it from prose composition.

^ Francis's Hor. Art of Poetry, v. 155, &c.

It
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It is impossible to conceive any thing more

simple and unadorned than the common lan-

guage of the Hebrews. It is plain, correct,

chaste, and temperate; the words are un-

common neither in their meaning nor appli-

cation ; there is no appearance of study, nor

even of the least attention to the harmony of

the periods. The order of the words is ge-

nerally regular and uniform. The verb is

the first word in the sentence, the noun,

which is the agent, immediately succeeds,

and the other words follow in their natural

order. Each circumstance is exhibited at a

single effort, without the least perplexity or

confusion of the different parts : and, what

is remarkable, by the help of a simple par-

ticle, the whole is connected from the begin-

ning to thcGnd in a continued series, so that

nothing appears inconsistent, abrupt, or con-

fused. The whole composition, in fine, is

disposed in such an order, and so connected

by the continued succession of the different

parts, as to demonstrate clearlj'^ the regular

state of the author, and to exhibit the image

of a sedate and tranquil mind. But in the

Hebrew poetry the case is different, in part

at least, if not in the whole. The free spirit

X 4 is
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is hurried along, and has neither leisure nor

inclination to descend to those minute and

frigid attentions. Frequently, instead of

disguising the secret feelings of the author,

it lays them quite open to public view ; anil

the veil being, as it vs^ere, suddenly removed,

all the affections and emotions of the soul,

its sudden impulses, its hasty sallies and ir-

regularities, are conspicuously displayed.

Should the curious inquirer be desirous of

more perfect information upon this subject,

he may satisfy himself, I apprehend, with no

great labour or difficulty. Let him take the

book of Job ; let him read the historical

proem of that book ; let him proceed to the

metrical parts, and let him diligently attend

to the first speech of Job. He will, I dare

believe, confess, that, when arrived at the

metrical part, he feels as if he were reading

another language ; and is surprised at a dis-

similarity in the style of the two passages

much greater than between that of Livy and

Virgil, or even Herodotus and Homer. Nor,

indeed, could the fact be otherwise according

to the nature of things ; since in the latter

passage the most exquisite pathos is displayed,

such indeed as has not been exceeded, and

scarcely
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scarcely equalled, by any effort of the Muses*

Not only the force, the beauty, the sublimity

of the sentiments are unrivalled ; but such

is the character of the diction in general, so

vivid is the expression, so interesting the as-

semblage of objects, so close and connected

the sentences, so animated and passionate the

w^hole arrangement, that the Hebrew litera-

ture itself contains nothing more poetical.

The greater part of these beauties are so ob-

vious, that they cannot possibly escape the eye

of a diligent reader ; there are some, how-
ever, which, depending chiefly upon the ar-

rangement and construction, are of a more

abstruse nature. It also sometimes happens,

that those beauties which may be easily con-

ceived, are very difficult to be explained

:

while we simply contemplate them, they ap-

pear sufficiently manifest ; if we approach

nearer, and attempt to touch and handle

them, they vanish and escape. Since, how-
ever, it would not be consistent with my
duty on the present occasion to pass them by

totally unregarded, I shall rely. Gentlemen,

upon your accustomed candour, while I at-

tempt to render, if possible, some of these

^elegancies more obvipus and familiar.

The
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The first thing that arrests the attention

of the reader in this passage, is the violent

sorrow of Job, which bursts forth on a sud-

den, and flows from his heart, where it had

long been confined and suppressed :

** Let the day perish, I was born in it; (i. e. in

" which I was born ;)

*' And the night (which) said a man is con-

*' ceived^"

Observe here the concise and abrupt form of

the first verse; and in the second the boldness

of the figure, and the still more abrupt con-

clusion. Let the reader then consider, whe*

ther he could endure such a spirited, vehe-

ment, and perplexed form of expression in

any prose composition ; or even in verse, un-

less it were expressive of the deepest pathos**.

He

^ Job, iil. 3. The learned Bishop follows here the

interpretation of Schultens, which Mr. Heath has given

a good reason for decHning to adopt. He renders the

passage thus:

May the day perish wherein I was brought forth.

And the night which said. See, a man cliild is born !

S. H.

^ Our Author exaggerates a httle the boldness and

energy of this passage, conceiving that to be an unusual

phraseology.
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He will nevertheless, I doubt not, acknow-

ledge that the meaning of this sentence is

extremely clear, so clear indeed, that if any

person should attempt to make it more co-

pious and explanatory, he w^ould render it

less expressive of the mind and feelings of

the speaker. It happens fortunately that we
have an opportunity of making the experi-

ment upon this very sentiment. There is a

passage of Jeremiah so exactly similar, that

it might almost be imagined a direct imita-

tion : the meaning is the same, nor is there

any very great difference in the phraseology
;

but Jeremiah fills up the ellipses, smooths and

harmonizes the rough and uncouth language

of Job, and dilates a short distich into two

equal distichs, consisting of somewhat longer

phraseology, which is only uncommon to us. There will

be an opportunity of mentioning the change or enallage of

the tenses in the next Lecture. The ellipsis of the relative

pronoun aslier (which) is not at all harsh and unusual

;

nothing is more common in the Arabic, it being accounted

among the elegancies of language, nor is it unusual with

the Hebrews. Even vaih the Enghsh, the pronoun which

is very frequently omitted. M.
" There are in all languages certain elhptical expressions,

*' which use has established, and which, therefore, very

•' rarely occasion darkness." Cajivh. Phil, of Rhet,

verses.
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verses, which is the measure he commonly

makes use of:

*' Cursed be the day on which I was born,

'' The day on which my mother bare me, let it

" not be blessed.

** Cursed be the man who brought the news to

^' my father,

^ Saying, There is a male child born unto thee;

^^ Making him exceedhigly glad ^"

Thus it happens, that the imprecation of

Jeremiah has more in it of complaint than

of indignation ; it is milder, softer, and more

plaintive, peculiarly calculated to excite pity,

in moving w^hich the great excellence of this

prophet consists : while that of Job is more

adapted to strike us with terror than to ex-

cite our compassion ^

But to proceed* I shall not trouble you

Tvith a tedious discussion of those particulars

which are sufficiently apparent; the crowded

f Jee. XX. 14, 15.

' This is an excellent obserration. Tlis grief, or ra-

ther despair, of Job, is of the solemn, majestic, and truly

tragic kind; that of Jeremiah has more of the elegiac

tenderness, which raises no greater passion than pity, and

•is only calculated to excite our tears. M.

and
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and abrupt sentences, which seem to have

little connexion, bursting from the glowing

bosom with matchless force and impetuosity;

the bold and magnificent expressions, which

the eloquence of indignation pours forth,

four instances of which occur in the space of

twice as many verses 9, and which seem to be

altogether poetical : two of them indeed are

found continually in the poets, and in them

only ; the others are still more uncommon.

Omitting these, therefore, the object which

at present seems more worthy of examina-

tion, is, that redundancy of expression

which in a few lines takes place of the for-

mer excessive conciseness

:

" That night—let darkness seize upon it
'°.**

In this also there is the strongest indication

of passion, and a perturbed mind. He doubt-

Jess intended at first to express himself in this

manner

:

'' Be that night darkness ""—

—

But in the very act of uttering it, he suddenly^

catches at an expression, which appears more

9 Ver. 4, 5, 7, hdVj, nnns, mnW, rem

f Ver. a " See ver. 4.

anin^ated
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animated and energetic. I do not know that

I can better illustrate this observation than

by referring to a passage in Horace, in which

a similar transition and redundancy falls from

the indignant poet

:

" He who—(bane of the fruitful earth

!

*' Curst was the hour that gave thee birth !)

" He—O vile pernicious tree

!

*' Was surely curst who planted thee.

*' Well may I think the parricide

** In blood his guilty soul had dy'd,

** Or plung d his dagger in the breast,

" At midnight, of his sleeping guest,

" Or temperV-l every baleful juice

*' Which poisonous Colchian glebes produce;
'^ Or if a blacker crime be known,
** That crime the wretch had made his own "."

For undoubtedly the poet begun, as if he

intended to pursue the subject in a regular

order, and to finish the sentence in this form :

^' He who—planted thee ; he was accessory

" to the murder of his parents, and sprinkled

** his chambers with the blood of his guest;

*' he dealt in the poison of Colchis/' &c.

But anger and vexation dissipated the order

^ Fra:ntis, B. ii. Ode xiii, with some little alteration.

of
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of his idea5, and destroyed the construction

of this sentence. Rut should some officious

Grammarian take in hand the passage (for

this is a very diligent race of beings, and

sometimes more than sufficiently exact and

scrupulous), and attempt to restore it to its

primitive purity and perfection, the whole

grace and excellence of that beautiful exor-

dium v^ould be immediately annihilated, all

the impetuosity and ardour would in a mo-

ment be extinguished.—But to return to

Job:

'' Lo ! that night, may it be fruilless '^ !"

He appears to have a direct picture or image

of that night before his eyes, and to point it

out with his finger. '^ The doors of my
^' womb," for " the doors of my mothers
" womb '%" is an elliptical form of expres-

sion, the meaning of which is easily cleared

up, but which no person in a tranquil state

of mind, and quite master of himself, would

venture to employ. Not to detain you too

long upon this subject, I shall produce only

one passage more, which is about the con-

clusion of this animated speech:

?8 Ch. iii. ver. 7. '^_ Ver. 10.

" Where-
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*' Wherefore should he give light to the miserable?

" And lite to those who are in bitterness of soul ?

" Who call aloud for death, but it cometh not

;

'* Wlio dig for it more than for hidden treasures
;

" Who would rejoice even to exultation,

" And be in raptures, if they had found the grave.

*' Well might it befit tlie man whose way is

**' sheltered,

" And whom God hath surrounded with an

hedoe.

" But my groaning cometh like my daily food,

** And my roarings arc poured out hke water ^^."^

The whole composition of this passage is ad-

mirable, aRcl deserves a minute attention.

'' Wherefore should he give light to the mi-

" serable ?"—But who is the giver alluded

to ? Certainly God himself, whom Job has

indeed in his mind ; but it escaped his notice

that no mention is made of him in the pre-

ceding lines. He seems to speak of the mi-

serable in general, but by a violent and sud-,

den transition he applies the whole to him-

self, '* But my groaning cometh like my
*' daily food." It is plain, therefore, that

in all the preceding reflections he has himself

only in view. He makes a transition from

the singular to the plural, and back again, a

f^ Ver. 20—24.
remarkably
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remarkable amplification intervening, ex-

pressive of his desire of death, the force and

boldness of which is incomparable ; at last,

as if suddenly recollecting himself, he returns

to the former subject, which he had appa-

rently quitted, and resumes the detail of his

own misery. From these observations I

think it will be manifest, that the agitated

and disordered state of the speaker's mind is

not more evidently demonstrated by a happy

boldness of sentiment and imagery, and an

uncommon force of language, than by the

very form, conduct, and arrangement of the

whole.

The peculiar property which I have la-

boured to demonstrate in this passage, will,

I apprehend, be found to prevail as a cha-

racteristic of the Hebrew poetry, making due

allowance for different subjects and circum-

stances ; I mean that vivid and ardent style

which is so well calculated to display the

emotions and passions of the mind. Hence

the poetry of the Hebrews abounds with

phrases and idioms totally unsuited to prose

composition, and which frequently appear to

us harsh and unusual, I had almost said un-

natural and barbarous; which, however, are

VOL. I. T destitute
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destitute neither of meaning nor of force,

were we but sufficiently informed to judge of

their true application. It will, however, be

worth our while, perhaps, to make the ex-

periment on some other passages of this na-

ture, and to try at least what can be done

towards the further elucidation of this

point.



LECTURE XV.

OF SUBLIMITY OF EXPRESSION.

The cliaracter of the Poetic Dialectfurther illustrated hi^

examples of different hinds from the Song of Moses,

Deut. xxxii.

—

The frequent and suddeii transition

from one person to another; its cause and effects—The
use of the Tenses in a manner quite different from
common language : the reasons of this—The Hebrew

language peculiar in this respect—Thefuture is ofterh

spoken of in the perfect present, and the past in the

future Tense : the reasoii of theformer easy to he ex»

plained; the latter is a matter of considerable difficulty

,

which neither the Commentators, the Translators, nor

even the Grammarians have elucidated—Some examples

of this, and the explanation of them—The frequent

tcse of this-form of construction may he considered aa

jcharacteristical of the Poetic Dialects

In order to demonstrate more completely

the sublimity of the Hebrew poetry by a

comparison with prose, I referred the student

of Hebrew to the Book of Job, convinced

that he would easily perceive, both in the

matter and diction, a very considerable dif-

ference between the historical introduction of

that book, and the metrical passages imme-

diately succeeding. But lest these passages

should be objected to, as improper instances

y 2 for
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for such a comparison, on the supposition

that, although both of them were written

entirely either in verse or prose, yet the dif-

ferent nature of the subjects would require a

very different style; we shall now make the

experiment on some other passages, and com-

pare the manner of treating the same subject

in verse and prose. The Book of Deutero-

nomy will afford us a convenient instance

;

for Moses appears there in the character both

of an orator and a poet. In the former

character, he addresses a very solemn and

interesting oration to the people of Israel %

exhorting them, by the most inviting pro-

mises, to the observance of the covenant, and

dissuading them from the violation of it by

threats of the most exemplary punishment

:

and for the purpose of impressing the same

more forcibly on their minds, he afterwards,

by the command of God, embellishes the

subject with all the elegance of verse % in a

poem which bears every mark of divine in-

spiration. In these two passages is displayed

every excellence of which the Hebrew lan-

* Deut. Chap, xxviii. xxix, xxx. xxxi.

* Deux, xxxii.

guage
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guage is capable in both species of composi-

tion ; all that is grand, forcible, and majestic

both in pro^e and verse : from them, too, we

may be enabled easily to comprehend the

difference between the style of oratory among

the Hebrews, and that of their poetry, not

only in sentiment, but in the imagery, the

arrangement, and the language. Whoever

wishes, therefore, to satisfy himself concern-

ing the true character and genius of the He-

brew poetry, I w'ould advise carefully to

compare the two passages, and I think he

will soon discover that the former, though

great, spirited, and abounding with orna-

ment, is, notwithstanding, regular, copious,

and diffuse; that, with all its vehemence

and impetuosity, it still preserves a smooth-

ness, evenness, and uniformity throughout

;

and that the latter, on the contrary, consists

of sentences, pointed, energetic, concise, and

splendid ; that the sentiments are truly ele-

vated and sublime, the language bright and

animated, the expression and phraseology

uncommon ; while the mind of the poet

never continues fixed to any single point, but

glances continually from one object to ano-

T 3 then
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ther. These remarks are of such a nature,

that the diligent reader will apprehend them

better by experience and his own observation,

than by means of any commentary or expla-

nation whatever. There are, however, one

or two points which have attracted my notice

in the perusal of this remarkable poem; and

as they are of general use and application,

and may serve to elucidate many of the dif-

ficult passages of the Hebrew poetry, they

appear to me not undeserving of a more

particular examination.

Taking, therefore, this poem as an ex-

ample, the first general observation, to which

I would direct your attention, is the sudden

and frequent change of the persons, and

principally in the addresses or expostulations;

for, enough has been said already concerning

the introduction of different characters or

personifications. In the exordium of this

poem, Moses displays the truth and justice of

Almighty God, most sacredly regarded in all

his acts and counsels : whence he takes oc-

casion to reprove the perfidy and wickedness

of his ungrateful people ; at first as if his

censure were only pointed at the absent,

'' Their
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" Their evil disposition hath corrupted his chil-

" dren, which are indeed no longer his ^
;"

He then suddenly directs his discourse to

themselves

:

** Perverse and crooked generation !

*' Will ye thus requite Jehovah,
*' Foolish people and unwise?

" Is he not thy father and thy redeemer

;

** Did he not make thee and form thee ?"

After his indignation has somewhat sub-

sided, adverting to a remoter period, he

beautifully enlarges upon the indulgence,

and more than paternal affection, continually

manifested by Almighty God towards the

Israelites, from the time when he first chose

them for his peculiar people ; and all this

again without seeming directly to apply it to

them. He afterwards admirably exaggerates

the stupidity and barbarity of this ungrate-

3 Vei". 5, 6. I have endeavoured, as far as I was able,

to render perspicuous the Hebrew reading ; but after all,

that which is adopted by the LXX. the Sam. and Syr. is

perhaps nearer the truth did '^3 i'? «f? innti? ; " They
<' are corrupted, they are not his, (they are) sons of er«

" ror, or blemish.'' Which is also partly confirmed by

Aquila, Vulg. Sym^achus. Author's Note,

Y 4 ful
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ful people, which exceeds that of the brutes

themselves. Observe with what force the in-

dignation of the Prophet again breaks forth :

" But Jeshurun grew fat and resisted

;

" Thou grewest fat, thou wast made thick, thou

" wast covered with fat

!

" And he deserted the God that made him>

" And despised the rock of his salvation.'*

The abrupt transition in one short sentence

to the Israelites, and back again, is wonder-

fully forcible and pointed, and excellently

expressive of disgust and indignation. There

is a passage of Virgil, which, though it be

less animated, is certainly not unworthy of

being compared with this of Moses ; it is

that in which, by an ingenious apostrophe,

he upbraids the traitor with his crime, and

at the same time exonerates the king from

the imputation of cruelty :

By godlike Tullus doom'd the traitor dies,

(And thou, false Metius, dost too late repent

Thy violated faith !) by furious steeds

In pieces torn, his entrails strew the ground,

And the low brambles drink his streaming blood*.

* jEn. viii. 64^.

I might
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I might proceed, and produce several ex-

amples in point from the same poem, and

innumerable from other parts of the sacred

writings, different from each other both in

expression and form. These, however, are

sufficient to demonstrate the force of this

kind of composition in expressing the more

vehement affections, and in marking those

sudden emotions which distract the mind

and divide its attention. But whoever will

attend with any dihgence to the poetry of

the Hebrews, will find that examples of this

kind almost perpetually occur, and much
more frequently, than could be endured in

the poetry of the Greeks and Romans, or

even in our own : he will find many of these

instances not easy to be understood ; the

force and design of some of them, when se-

parately considered, are indeed scarcely to be

explained, or even perfectly comprehended.

The reader will not, however, be warranted

in concluding from this concession, that those

very passages which are most obscure are in

themselves absurd, and that they possess no

general force or effect in distinguishing the

diction, in sustaining the poetic spirit, and

in forming that peculiar character, which,

however
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however it may differ from what we are ac*

customed to, is in its kind altogether de-

serving of applause. In this case we ought

to consider the proper genius and character

of the Hebrew poetry. It is unconstrained,

animated, bold, and fervid. The Orientals

look upon the language of poetry as wholly

distinct from that of common life, as calcu-

lated immediately for expressing the passions:

if, therefore, it were to be reduced to the

plain rule and order of reason, if every word

and sentence were to be arranged with care

and study, as if calculated for perspicuity

alone, it would be no longer what they in-

tended it, and to call it the language of pas-

sion would be the grossest of solecisms.

The other observation to which I alluded,

as relating both to this poem and to the

poetry of the Hebrews in general, is, that

you there find a much more frequent change

or variation of the tenses than occurs in com-

mon language. The chief aim of such a

transition is, to render the subject of a nar-

ration or description more striking, and even

to embody and give it a visible existence^.

Thus,

* The change of tenses here remarked on, is no more

a peculiarity of the Hebrew poetry than of our own. Per-

haps
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Thus, in all languages, in prose as well as

poetry, it is usual to speak of past as well as

future events in the present tense, by which

means whatever is described or expressed is

in a manner brought immediately before our

eyes ; nor does the mind contemplate a dis-

tant object, by looking back to the past or

forward to the future. But in this respect

there is a great peculiarity in the Hebrew

language. For the Hebrew verbs have no

form for expressing the imperfect or indefi-

nite of the present tense, or an action which

haps there does not exist a finer instance of a past event

rendered present, by this means, than in the following de-

scription by Dryden

:

He sung Darius great and good,

By too severe a fate.

Fallen, fallen, fallen, fallen,

Fallen from his high estate,

And weltVing in his blood

:

Deserted at his utmost need.

By those his former bounty fed

:

On the bare earth expos'*d he lies^

With not a friend to close liis eyes.

Nor is there a less happy example of Juture events made

present, in the Bard of Gray

:

Visions of glory, spare my aching sight

;

Xe unborn Ages, crowd not on my soul ! &c. &c.

s. a
now
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now is performing : this is usually effected

by a participle only, or by a verb substantive

understood, neither of which are often made

use of in such passages as these, nor indeed

can be always conveniently admitted. They

therefore take another method of attaining

this end, and for the sake of clearness and

precision, express future events by the past

tense, or rather by the perfect present, as if

they had actually taken place ; and, on the

contrary, past events by the future, as if

immediately or speedily to happen, and only

proceeding towards their completion. Of the

first of these forms of construction, namely,

the expressing of the future by the past tense,

an instance which we just now quoted will

demonstrate both the nature and the effect.

Moses foreseeing, by the impulse of divine

inspiration, the miserable neglect of the true

worship, into which the people of Israel were

universally to relapse, reprobates in the fol-

lowing terms the vices of that ungrateful

people, as if they had been already commit-

ted in his immediate presence :

" Their evil disposition hath corrupted his chil-

** dren, which are indeed no longer his."

Thus
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Thus he speaks as if he were the actual wit-

ness of their depravity, and present at those

impious rites, with which they were about

to violate a religion divinely instituted

through his means. Nothing can be more

efficacious than this kind of anticipation to

the clear, evident, and almost ocular demon-

stration of things. On this account it is a

very common mode of expression in the pro-

phetical writings ; and in this, as in every

other excellence, Isaiah particularly chal-

lenges our highest admiration. Observe only

with what exactness and perspicuity he has

delineated the journey of Sennacherib to-

wards Jerusalem, and the different stages

of the army ; insomuch that the light and

evidence which the Prophet throws upon the

circumstances of the prediction, falls no-

thing short of the clearness and accuracy of

an historical narration

:

" He is come to Aiath ; he hath passed to jMi-

'' gron

;

" At Michmas he will deposit his baggage.

" They have passed the strait ; Geba is their

^' lodging for the night :

" Ramah is frightened; Gibeah of Saul fleeth.

V - Cry
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'* Cry aloud with thy voice, O daughter of
" Gallim

;

" Hearken unto her, O Laish ; answer her, O
" Anathoth.

^' Madmena is gone away ; the inhabitants of

*' Gebim flee amain.

'^ Yet this day shall he abide in Nob;
" He shall shake liis hand ao^ainst the mount of

the daughter of Sion ^'*

Thus

• IsAi. X. ^8—3S. In the 29th verse I diink with the

Chaldee Paraphrast, that for uV we should read id^.

How others, or the greater part, may have read it, is not

sufficiently apparent : but to me it appears of considerable

importance, as well to the sense as the elegance of the

passage. Gtianiah Gnanathoth in ver. 30. here the epi-

thet alludes to the meaning or etymology of the name, as

if he had said

—

** Alas ! thy name is too well founded in truth."

I would remark here, that if the reader desires to under-

stand, how much tlie prophets, and particularly Isaiah,

are attached to beauties of this kind, he may be satisfied

on consulting the following passages : Isai. v. 7. xiii. 6.

xxiv. 17. xxvii. 7. xxxiii. 1. Ivii. 6. Ixi. 3. Ixv. 11, 12.

Jer. xlviii. 2. Ezek. vii. 6. Hos. ix. 15. Amos, v. 5.

Mic. i. 10—15. Zeph. ii. 4. See also Gen. ix. 27.

xlix. 8—16, 19. Perhaps the Sye. may be right in tliis

passage. Hear, O Lalsha ; and anszcer, O Anathoth ! It

leads Ve-gnanL " In the word Lalsha^ the n is wanting

"ia
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Thus the plague of locusts is denounced, and

described, as if it had already happened, by

the prophet Joel

:

'' For a nation hath gone up on my land,

" Who are strong and witliout number :

** They have destroyed my vine, and have made
'' my fig-tree a broken branch.

'^ They have made it quite bare, and cast it away

:

" the branches thereof are made white.

" The field is laid w aste; the ground, the ground
" mourneth^"

The Prophet is undoubtedly here speaking

of a future event ; for, the very devastation,

which, to strike the more forcibly on the

mind, he has thus depicted as an event al-

ready past, is threatened by him in the sequel

under another image to be immediately in-

flicted ^ unless the people repent of their

wickedness. Thus far the Hebrew language

differs not materially from others ; those fu-

ture actions or events which other writers,

*' in one Manuscript. In ver. 32. many Manuscripts, and
^' some Editions, read ni : which is one example among
^^ many, in which the Text of many Manuscripts, and of

*/ the oldest Editions, agrees with the Keri.**' K.

Author's Note,

I Joel, i. 6, 7, 10, &c. f Joel, ii.

for
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for the sake of force and clearness, express in

the imperfect present, the Hebrews express

in the perfect present with equal effect.

In another point, it must be confessed,

they differ essentially from other writers,

namely, when they intimate past events in

the form of the future tense: and I must add,

that this is a matter of considerable difficulty.

If we resort to the Translators and Commen-
tators, so far are they from affording any

solution, that they do not so much as notice

it, accommodating as much as possible the

form of the tenses to the subject and context,

and explaining it rather according to their

own opinions, than according to the rules of

Grammar, or any fixed and established prin-

ciples. If again we apply to the Gramma-
rians, we shall still find ourselves no less at a

loss : they, indeed, remark the circumstance,

but they neither explain the reason of it, nor

yet are candid enough to make a fair con-

fession of their ow n ignorance. They endea-

vour to confuse their disciples by the use of a

Greek term, and have always at hand a sort

of inexplicable and mysterious enallage or

change of the tenseS; with which rather than

say nothing, they attempt to evade a closer

§ inquiry

;
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inquiry ; as if the change were made by ac-

cident, and from no principle or motive

:

than which nothing can be conceived more
absurd or impertinent ^ That these appa-

rent

^ I hare no inclination to contradict our Author in this

assertion. The Grammarians have not been content witli

defending this phraseology as an enallage, but have distin-

guished it by the name of the prophetic preterite They

might as well have called it the prophetic present^ since,

as the Hebrew language wants the present tense, the past

is always substituted in its room. But however they may
choose to distinguish it, whether as a prophetic present or

a prophetic preterite, it is by no means unusual in the

more modem languages. Thus in English the Author of

a Poem called Manners

:

" Rapt into thought, lo ! I Britannia see

*' Kising superior o'er the subject sea:

" And her gay pennants spread their silken wings

" Big with the fate of Empires and of Kings.""

Thus the Sibyl in Virgil

:

—" in regna Lavini

*' Dardanidae veniens.^ M.

If the learned Professor had been very conversant iu

our poetry, he might have found many more striking ex-

amples than that which he has quoted, and particularly in

the poems of Mr. Gray. Indeed this is by no means a

favourable specimen of English poetry.

—

See and sea is no

rhyme, being exactly the same sound.—" The gay pen-

" nants, and silken wings big with the fate of Empires,"

VOL. I. z &c.
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rent anomalies, however, are not without

their peculiar force and beauty, I have not a

doubt ; that many of them should cause dif-

ficulty and obscurity, considering the great

antiquity of the Hebrew language, is not to

be wondered at. Some light may notwith-

standing be reflected upon the subject, by a

careful attention to the state of the writer's

mind, and by considering properly what ideas

were likely to be prevalent in his imagination

at the time of his writing. There is a re-

markable instance of this form of construc-

tion in that very song of IMoses, to which we
have just been alluding. After mentioning

the divine dispensation, by which the Israelites

were distinguished as the chosen people of

God, he proceeds to state with what love and

tenderness the Almighty had cherished them,

from the time in which he brought them

from Egypt, led them by the hand through

Sec. is a false metaphor : if we even overlook the plagia-

rism—" Big zcitli thefate of Cato and of Rome."

For the information of modem wTiters, who may choose

to make use of this bold figure, I will add a remark, that

it is never to be introduced, but when the mind is suffi-

ciently warm not to perceive the illusion. The scene

must be so interesting that the reader cannot help realiz-

ing it. T.

3 the
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the wilderness, and, as it were, carried them

in his bosom : all these, though past events,

are expressed in the future tense :

" He will find him in a desert land,

" In the vast and howling wilderness

:

" He will lead him about, he will instruct him
;

*' He will keep him as the pupil of his eye'°."

You will readily judge whether this passage

can admit of any other explication, than that

of Moses' supposing himself present at the

time when the Almighty selected the people

of Israel for himself ; and thence, as from an.

eminence, contemplating the consequences of

that dispensation. The case will be found

similar in many other passages ; as, in par-

ticular, more than once in that historical

Psalm w^hich is inscribed with the name of

Asaph. After the Prophet has exposed the

*° Deut. xxxii. 10. " In the Samar. copy we read as

^^ follows

:

*^ That is, lie will conifort him in the Landoftlie Deserts,

*' and in rejoicings he xcill plentifully sustain htm: this

^' rcariing is mentioned only that it may be compared and

** examined with the Hebrev/."" H. See Houbigant in

loo. Author'n Note.

z 2 perfidy
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perfidy of the people, their refractory con-

duct almost in the very crisis of their deli-

verance from the Egyptian bondage, he in a

manner anticipates in his mind the clemency

of God and the repeated transgressions of

the Israelites, and speaks of them as future

events

:

'^ But he, moved with compassion, will pardoa

" their iniquity, and will not destroy

" them ;

*' And frequently will turn away his wrath,

** Nor will stir up all his indignation.

" How often will they rebel against him in tli€^

** desert,

** And will grieve him in the wilderness " !"

The general disposition and arrangement of

the hundred and fourth Psalm affords a most

elegant exemplification of this construction.

For the Prophet, instancing the greatness and

wisdom of God in the constitution and pre-

servation of the natural world, speaks of the

actions and decrees of the Almighty in the

present tense, as if he himself had been a

witness when they were brought to light

;

and displays their consequences and uses,

^nd what are called the final causes, in the

^» FsAL. Ixxviii. 38, 40.

future
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future tense, as if looking forward from the

beginning through all future time.

But although these and some other pas-

sages will admit of this explanation, there

are many to which it will not apply. In

these the situation and state of the authors

are not so much to be considered, as the pe-

culiar nature or idiom of the language. For

the Hebrews frequently make use of the fu-

ture tense in such a manner, that it appears

not to have relation to the present speaker,

but to the person or thing which was last

spoken of Thus, when any action is con-

nected w^ith another action, or consequent to

it ; or when the same action is repeated or

continued, when a person perseveres in the

same action, or performs it with great ear-

nestness or assiduity, this is all expressed as

if it were future '*. This form is therefore

distinguished by the Grammarians by the

appellation Gnatid, which is equivalent to

prompt, expedite, or impending. Examples

enough to this purpose might be produced

from the passages which have been referred

to on former occasions : for instance, from

ih^t most elegant prosopopoeia of the mother

'» See 2 Sam. xii. 3.

z 3 pf
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of Sisera'3j from the allegory of the Vine

which was brought out of Egypt '^ ; from

the comparison founded on the maternal

piety and solicitude of the Eagle '"
: the form

and manner of all which may be easily per-

ceived by an attentive reader, but cannot be

well explained by the most industrious com-

mentator '\

Now,

'3 JuDG. V. 29. '^ PSAL. Ixxx. 9, 12, 14.

^5 Deut. xxxii. 11.

^^ I so widely differ from our Author, tliat I have very

little doubt of making this matter, as far as is nccessaiy

to understand his meaning, perfectly intelligible to theEng-

lish reader, by merely exhibiting the passages in question,

and comparing the literal with our common translation.

In JuD. V. 29. our version reads, '' Pier wise ladies an-

" swer her ; yea, she returned answer to herself" In

the original it is, " Her wise ladies zvill answer her; yea,

" she will return answer to herself" In Psal. Ixxx. 8.

our translation is, " Thou broughtest a vine," &c. In

the original, " Thou rcilt bring a vine," &c. " thou zailt

" cast out," &c. In Deut. xxxii. 11. our Bible reads,

" As an eagle stirreth up her rest, fluttereth over her

" young, spreadeth her wings," &c. In the original it

is, " As the eagle will stir up, zdll flutter, will spread hei:

" wings," &c. It is not unconnnon in vulgar language

even in this country, and particularly the northern parts

of it, when an action is described in the general, as in

the above allusion of the Eagle, to use the future tense ;

and if that very passage had been literally translated, the

comparison
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Now, if, as I have stated, this unusual

form of construction be the effect either of

some sudden emotion in the speaker, of some

new and extraordinary state of mind ; or it,

on any other account, from the relation of

the subject, or the genius of tlie language,

it be possessed of some peculiar force or

energy ; it will obviously follow, that it must

more frequently occur in poetry than in

prose, since it is particularly adapted to the

nature, the versatility, and variety of the

former, and to the expression of any violent

passion ; and since it has but httle affinity to

that mildness and temperance of language,

which proceeds in one uniform and even te-

nour. Thus, if we attend diligently to the

poetry of the Hebrews, and carefully remark

its peculiar characteristics, we shall hardly

^comparison would have been equally intelligible to our

common people. But I must confess, there is, after all,

a most licentious use of the different tenses prevalent in

the Hebrew language, which to us, who are unacquainted

with the principles of it, creates strange confusion, and

obliges us commonly to have recourse to the context, and

the apparent design of the passage. Nor do all these very

ingenious h}q)otheses of our Author entirely remove the

difficulty, or explain the principles of tliis form of con^

struction to my satisfaction. T.

z 4 find
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find any circumstance, the regular and arti-

ficial conformation of the sentences excepted,

which more evidently distinguishes it from

the style of prose composition, than the sin-

gularity which is now under consideration.

For, though it be allowed, that this idiom is

not so entirely inconsistent with prose, but

that a few examples of it might be pror

duced '\ on the whole I am convinced, that

the free and frequent use of it may be ac-

counted as the certain characteristic of

poetry.

That the full force of these and other pe-

culiarities, which serve to distinguish the

poetical diction of the Hebrews, and to pre-

serve that sublimity and splendour for which

it is so remarkable, should be fully apparent

from a few examples, is hardly to be expect-

ed ; nor did I flatter myself with any such

expectation, when I entered upon this part

of my subject. My intention was only to

produce an instance or two, which were most

likely to occur to those who enter upon this

''^ Hitherto I have only met with the following : Jud,

ii. 1. (see, however, Houbioant in loc), and xxi. 25.

1 Sam. xxvii. 9, 11. 2 Sam. xii. 31. 1 Kings, xxi. 6,

1 Chron. xi. 8. See also Peters on Job, p. 202.

Author's Note*

course
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course of reading, and which appeared to

demand particular attention. The perfect

character and genius, the whole form, prin-

ciples, and nature of the poetical diction and

ornaments, can neither be comprehended in

any minute or artificial precepts whatever,

nor perhaps be reduced altogether to rule

and method : the complete knowledge and

perception of these are only to be attained by

reading and investigation, united with acute-

oess of judgment and delicacy of taste.



LECTURE XVI.

OF SUBLIMITY OF SENTIMENT.

Sifhlhnity of sentiment arises, either from elevation of

mind^ or from some vehement passion ; in each^ it is

either natural^ or the effect of divine inspiration-^

Elevation of mind is displayed in the greatness of the

subject, the adjuncts, and the imagery—Examples

from tlu descriptions of the Divine Majesty ; of the

works and attributes of the Deity ; also from the dis-

play of the Divine Power in theform of Interrogation

and Irony—The Hebrew poets attribute the human

passions to the Deity without departing from sub'

limity ; and that frequently when the imagery ap-

pears least consistent with the Divine Majesty : tlie

reason of this.

If we consider the very intimate connexion

which on all occasions subsists between

sentiment and language, it will perhaps ap-

pear, that the peculiar quality, of which we
have just been treating, under the title of

Sublimity of Expression, might uhimately be

referred to that of Sentiment. In the strictest

sense, however, Sublimity of Sentiment may
be accounted a distinct quality, and may be

said to proceed, either from a certain eleva-

tion of mind, and a happy boldness of con-

ception
;
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ccption ; or from a strong impulse of the

soul, when agitated by the more violent af-

fections. The one is called by Longinus

Grandeur of Conception , the other Feheinejice

or Enthusiasm ofPassion, To each of these

we must have recourse in the present disqui-

sition, and, in applying them to the sacred

Poets, I shall endeavour to detract nothing

from the dignity of that inspiration which

proceeds from higher causes, w^hile I allow

to the genius of each writer his own peculiar

excellence and accomplishments. I am indeed

of opinion, that the Divine Spirit by no

means takes such an entire possession of the

mind of the Prophet, as to subdue or ex-

tinguish the character and genius of the man:

the natural powers ofthe mind are in general

elevated and refined, they are neither eradi-

cated nor totally obscured ; and though the

writings of Moses, of David, and of Isaiah,

always bear the marks of a divine and celes-

tial impulse, we may nevertheless plainly dis-

cover in them the particular characters of

their respective authors.

That species of the Sublime which pro-

ceeds from a boldness of spirit and an ele-

vation of the soul, whether inherent in the

author.
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author, or derived from a divine impulse

and inspiration, is displayed first in the great-

ness and sublimity of the subject itself; se-

condly, in the choice of the adjuncts or cir-

cumstances (by the importance and magni-

tude of which a degree of force and elevation

is added to the description) ; and lastly, in

the splendour and magnificence of the ima-

gery by which the whole is illustrated. In

all these the Hebrew writers have obtained

an unrivalled pre-eminence. As far as re*

spects the dignity and importance of the sub'

ject, they not only surpass all other writers,

but even exceed the confines of human ge-

nius and intellect. The greatness, the power,

the justice, the immensity of God ; the infi-

nite wisdom of his works and of his dispen-

sations, are the subjects in which the Hebrew

Poetry is always conversant, and always exr

eels. If we only consider with a common
degree of candour how greatly inferior the

poetry of all other nations appears, whenever

it presumes to treat of these subjects ; and

how unequal to the dignity of the matter the

highest conceptions of the human genius are

found to be ; we shall, I think, no only ac-

knowledge the sublimity, but the divinity of

that
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that of the Hebrews. Nor does this great-

ness and elevation consist altogether in the

subjects and sentiments, v/hich, however ex-

pressed, would yet retain some part at least

of their native force and dignity ; but the

manner in which these lofty ideas are ar-

ranged, and the embellishments of descrip-

tion with which they abound, claim our

warmest admiration : and this, whether we
regard the adjuncts or circumstances, which

are selected with so much judgment as uni-

formly to contribute to the sublimity of the

''principal subject; or the amplitude of that

imagery which represents objects the most

remote from human apprehension in such

enchanting colours, that, although debased

by human painting, they still retain their

genuine sanctity and excellence. Since, there-

fore, the sublimity of the sacred Poets has

been already exemplified in a variety of in-

stances, it will probably be sufficient, in ad-

dition to these, to produce a few examples

as illustrations of these remarks, chiefly taken

from those parts of Scripture in which a de-

lineation of the Divine Majesty is attempted.

In the first place, then, let me recall to your

^remembrance the solemnity and magnificence

with
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with which the power ofGod in the creation

of the universe is depicted. And here, I

cannot possibly overlook that passage of the

sacred historian, which has been so frequent-

ly commended, in which the importance of

the circumstance and the greatness of the

idea (the human mind cannot indeed well

conceive a greater) is no less remarkable than

the expressive brevity and simplicity of the

language :

—

'' And God said, Let there be
*' light; and there was light'." The more

words you would accumulate upon this

thought, the more you would detract from

the sublimity of it : for the understanding

quickly comprehends the Divine power from

the effect, and perhaps most completely,

when it is not attempted to be explained

;

the perception in that case is the more vivid,

inasmuch as it seems to proceed from the

proper action and energy of the mind itself.

The Prophets have also depicted the same

conception in poetical language, and with no

less force and magnificence of expression.

The whole creation is summoned forth to

celebrate the praise of the Almighty

:

! Gen, i. 3.

*^Let
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** Let them praise the name of Jehovah
;

*^ For he commanded, and they were created*."

And in another place :

'* For he spoke, and it was

;

" He commanded, and it stood fast '."

The same subject is frequently treated more

diffusely, many circumstances being added,

and a variety of imagery introduced for the

purpose of illustration. Whether this be

executed in a manner suitable to the great-

ness and dignity of the subject, may be easily

determined by a few examples :

" Where wast thou when I laid the foundations

" of the earth ?

^' If thou know^est, declare.

^' Say, who fixed the proportions of it, for surely

" thou knowest

;

'* Or who stretched out the line upon it?

*' Upon what were its foundations fixed?

*^ Or who laid the corner-stone thereof?

** When the morning stars sung together,

** And all the sons of God shouted for joy.

*' When the sea was shut up with doors,

^' When it burst forth as an infant that cometh

" out of the womb.

* PsAL. cxlviii. 5. * PsAt. xxm. 9.

" When
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" When I placed the cloud for its robe,

" And thick darkness for its swaddling-band.
" When I fixed my boundary against it,

" When I placed a bar and gates.

" When I said, Thus far shalt thou come, and
*' not advance,

" And here shall a stop be put to the prid^ of
'' thy waves 1"

" Who hath measured the waters in the hollow
*' of his hand

;

^^ And hath meted out the heavens by his span;

*' And hath comprehended the dust of the earth

" in a tierce,

" And hath weighed in scales the mountains, and
" the hills in a balance?

" Lift up your eyes on high ;

•* And see who hath created these^

*' He drawetli forth their armies by number;
" He calleth them each by its name

:

" Through the greatness of his strength^ and the:-

" mightiness of his power,
** Not one of them faileth to appear^."

In these examples, the power and w^isdom

of the Deity, as demonstrated in the consti-

tution and government of the natural worlds

you see have suggested a variety of circum*

"* Job, xxxviii. 4—11. 9 Isai. xl. 12 and 26,

stances^
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Stances, a splendid assemblage of imagery, of

which it is a sufficient commendation to say,

the whole is not unworthy the greatness of

the subject. The case is, however, materially

different, when the attributes of God are

considered in themselves simply and abstract-

edly, with no illustration or amplification

from their operations and effects. Here the

human mind is absorbed, overwhelmed as

it were in a boundless vortex, and studies in

vain for an expedient to extricate itself. But

the greatness of the subject may be justly

estimated by its difficulty ; and while the

imagination labours to comprehend what is

beyond its powers, this very labour itself,

and these ineffectual endeavours, sufficiently

demonstrate the immensity and sublimity of

the object. On this account the following

passage is truly sublime. Here the mind

seems to exert its utmost faculties in vain to

grasp an object, whose unparalleled magni-

tude mocks its feeble endeavours ; and to

this end it emj3loys the grandest imagery that

universal nature can suggest, and yet this

imagery, however great, proves totally in-

adequate to the purpose :

VOL. I. A A '* O Jehovah^
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*' O Jeiiovau, thy mercy exteudeth to the bea-

*' vens

;

^' Thy truth unto the clouds :

*' Thy justice is as the mountains of strength;

** Thy judgment as the vast abyssal"

But nothing of this kind is nobler or more

majestic, than when a description is carried

on by a kind of continued negation ; when a

number of great and subhme ideas are col-

lected, which, on a comparison with the ob-

ject, are found infinitely inferior and inade-

quate. Thus the boundaries are gradually

extended on every side, and at length totally

removed ; the mind is insensibly led on to-

wards infinity, and is struck with inexpressible

admiration, with a pleasing awe, when it first

finds itself expatiating in that immense ex-

panse. There are many such examples in

the sacred poetry, one or two of which will

probably enable you to recollect the rest.

*' Canst thou explore the deep counsels of God,
^' Canst thou fathom the immensity of the Al-

** mighty?
*' It is higher than heaven, what canst thou do?

" It is deeper than the abyss, what canst thou

*'know?

^ PsAL. xxxvi. 6, 7.

S " The
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" The measure thereof is longer tlian the earth,

" And broader than the expanse of the sea^"

" Whither shall I go from thy spirit?

" And whither shall I flee from thy presence?
** If I ascend the heavens, thou art there;

'* If I make my bed in the abyss, behold thou
*' art there I

" If I take the wings of the morning,
*' And dwell in the extreme parts of the oceau;

" There also thy hand shall lead me,
** And thy right hand shall hold me I"

Here

7 Job, xi. 7—9.

^ PsAL. cxxxix. 7—10. I am not perfectly satisfied

with the commonly received interpretation of the 9th

verse ; as expressive of the continual motion from East to

West, and the velocity of the motion compared with that

of the sun's rays. I look upon the two lines of this dis-

tich to be in contrast or opposition to each other, and not

that the latter is a consequence of the former ; and this I

think is so apparent from the very construction of the

sentences, that there cannot remain a doubt concerning

it : thus, there is a double transition spoken of, towards

the East, and again towards the West ; and the length

of the flight, and not the velocity of the motion, is the

object of amplification. Thus Theodoret upon this pas-

sage, " He calls the East, the Morning', and the West,

" the extreme parts of the Sea : to height and depth he

" opposes breadth and length, describing and evincing the

•* infinity of the Divine Being."

A A S " The
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Here we find the idea of Infinity perfectly

expressed, though it be perhaps the most

difficult of all ideas to impress upon the

mind : for, when simply and abstractedly

mentioned, without the assistance and illus-

tration of any circumstances whatever, it

almost wholly evades the powers of the hu-

man understanding. The sacred writers have,

therefore, recourse tq description, amplifica-

tion, and imagery, by which they give sub-

" The author of a very useful collection of Jewish

*' commentaries, the title of which is Miclol Jophe, says,

*^ this phrase, IfI take the wings of the Morning, should

'' be understood as a common Oriental phrase for depar-

" tiire, orJlight toxmrds the East. These are his words,

^^ IfI take the wings of the Morning, andjly with them;

''
i. e. IfI go to the extremity of the East.'''' H.

Author'^s Note.

I cannot, after all, give up the beautiful allegory of

iak'ing the wings (the speed, the swiftness) of the Mourn-

ing. It is so much more poetical, so much more agree-

able to the character and genius of the Hebrew poetry,

that I reluctantly differ from our Author, and retain the

old interpretation. The passage is, on the whole, the most

beautiful instance of the subhme, without any mixture of

the terrific, with no images but the placid and tender, that

is any where to be found. But its greatest excellence is,

that it is no less philosophical than poetical ; no less use-

ful for the great truth which it inculcates, than pleasing

for the manner in which that trudi is conveyed. T.

Stance
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stance and solidity to what is in itself a sub-

tile and unsubstantial phantom ; and render

an ideal shadow the object of our senses.

They conduct us through all the dimensions

of space, length, breadth, and height : these

they do not describe in general or indefinite

terms; they apply to them an actual line

and measure, and that the most extensive

which all nature can supply, or which the

mind is indeed able to comprehend. AVhen

the intellect is carried beyond these limits,

there is nothing substantial upon which it

can rest ; it wanders through every part, and

when it has compassed the boundaries of

creation, it imperceptibly glides into the void

of infinity : whose vast and formless extent,

when displayed to the mind of man in the

forcible manner so happily attained by the

Hebrew writers, impresses it with the sub-

limest and most awful sensations, and fills it

with a mixture of admiration and terror.

That more vehement species of negation

or affirmation, w^iich assumes the confident

form of interrogation, is admirably calculated

to impress the mind with a very forcible idea

of the Divine power. This also frequently

occurs in the sacred poetry :

A A 3 '' This
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" This is the decree which is determined in the

" whole earth;

" And this the hand, which is stretched out over
*^ all the nations :

'' For Jehovah God of Hosts hath decreed ; and
" who shall disannul it?

*^ And it is his hand, that is stretched out; and
" who shall turn it back^?"

" Hath he said, and will he not do it?

'' Hath he spoken, and will he not establish it'°r*'

Nor is that ironical kind of concession, which

is sometimes put into the mouth of the Su-

preme Being, less energetic ; the following

passage of Job is an admirable instance

:

" Deck thyself now with majesty and with pride;

*^ And array thyself in glory and honour :

** Pour out on every side the furiousness of thy

" wrath

;

" With a glance humble every one that is proud:

" Look upon every proud thing, and subvert it;

" And trample down the wicked in their place :

" Overwhelm them also in dust;

'^ Bind up their faces, and plunge them into

*' darkness.

» IsAi. xiv. 26, S7. '® Numb, xxiii. 19.

" Then
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*^ Then will even I confess unto thee,

" That thine own rio'ht hand may save tliee "/'

When the Divine Omnipotence is opposed

to human infirmity, the one is proportion-

ably magnified as the other is diminished by

the contrast. The monstrous absurdity of

a comparison between things extremely un-

equal, the more forcibly serves to demon-

strate that inequality, and sets them at an

infinite distance from each other.

Since, however, the sacred poets were un-

der the necessity of speaking of God in a

manner adapted to human conceptions, and

of attributing to him the actions, the passions,

the faculties of man ; how can they be sup-

posed ever to have depicted the Divine Ma-
jesty in terms at all becoming the greatness

" Joe, xl. 10—14. Can any one, who has duly con-

sidered the history of Nimrod, the first revolter against

God and founder of idolatry, and the signal overthrow of

his stupendous tower, with tlie dispersion tliat immediately

ensued—after well weighing the characteristic topics ci' al-

lusion in the Hebrew poetry (as briefly pointed out in the

ixth Lecture) and the original of this passage from the 6th

verse—entertain a doubt to what the figurative terms here

used were meant to allude ?—I should think it scarcely

possible. See A Dissertation on the Passages in St. Peter

and St. Jude cojiccrning the Angels that sinned. S, H.

A A 4 of
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of the subject ? And are they not in this case

more likely to disgrace and degrade it ? May
not that censure be applied to therp, which

Longinus so deservedly applies to Homer,

that he turned his Gods into men, and even

debased them beneath the standard of huma-

nity ?—The case is, hov^ever, materially dif-

ferent : Homer, and the other heathen poets,

relate facts of their deities, v^hich, though

impious and absurd, when literally imder-

stood, are scarcely, or at all intelligible in an

allegorical sense, and can by no means he

reduced to an interpretation strictly figura-

tive '^ On the contrary, in the delineation

of the Divine nature, the sacred poets do in-

deed, in conformity to the weakness of the

human understanding, employ terrestrial ima-

gery ; but it is in such a manner, that the

attributes which are borrowed from human

nature and human action, can never in a

hteral sense be applied to the Divinity. The

understanding is continually referred from

the shadow to the reality ; nor can it rest

satisfied with the bare literal application, but

is naturally directed to investigate that qua-

^* See Fabric. Biblioth. Grcec. L. v. c. S6. Vol. viii.

p. 526.

lity
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lity in the Divine nature, which appears to

be analogous to the image. This, if I am
not mistaken, will supply us with a reason

not very obvious, of a very observable effect

in the Hebrew writings, namely, why, among

those sensible images that are applied to the

Deity, those principally, which in a literal

sense would seem most remote from the ob-

ject, and most unworthy of the Divine Ma-

jesty, are nevertheless, when used metapho-

rically, or in the way of comparison, by far

the most sublime. That imagery, for in-

stance, which is taken from the parts and

members of the human body, is found to be

much nobler and more magnificent in its

effect, than that which is taken from the

passions of the mind; and that which is

taken from the animal creation, frequently

exceeds in sublimity that which the nature

of man has suggested. For, such is our ig-

norance and blindness in contemplating the

Divine nature, that we can by no means

attain to a simple and pure idea of it: we
necessarily mingle something of the human

with the divine : the grosser animal proper-

ties, therefore, we easily distinguish and se-

parate, but it is with the utmost difficulty

that
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that we can preserve the rational, and even

some of the properties of the sensitive, soul

perfectly distinct. Hence it is, that in those

figurative expressions derived from the nobler

and more excellent qualities of human na-

ture, w^hen applied to the Almighty, we fre-

quently acquiesce, as if they were in strict

literal propriety to be attributed to him : on

the contrary, our understanding immediately

rejects the literal sense of those which seem

quite inconsistent with the Divine Being, and

derived from an ignoble source : and, while

it pursues the analogy, it constantly rises to

a contemplation, which, though obscure, is

yet grand and magnificent. Let us observe,

whether this observation will apply to the

following passages, in which the Psalmist

ascribes to God the resentment commonly
experienced by a human creature for an in-

jury unexpectedly received : there appears in

the image nothing to excite our admiration,

nothing particularly sublime

:

" The Lord heard, and he was enraged
;

** And Lrael he utterly rejected '^"

^3 PsAL. Ixxviii. 59.

But
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But when, a little after, the same subject is de-

picted in figurative terms, derived from much

grosser objects, and applied in a still more dar-

ing manner, nothing can be more sublime :

" And the Lord awaked, as out of sleep,

'' Like a stroiis: man shouting: because of vvine^*."

On the same principle the sublimity of those

passages is founded, in which the image is

taken from the roaring of a lion, the cla-

mour of rustic labourers, and the rage of

wild beasts :

" Jehovah from on high shall roar,

*' And from his holy habitation shall he utter

'^ his voice

;

" He shall roar aloud against his resting-place,

" A shout like that of the vintagers shall he give

" Against all the inhabitants of the earth '^."

" And I will be unto them as a lion

;

" As a leopard in the way will I watch them :

*' I will meet them as a bear bereaved of her

" whelps :

*' And I will rend the caul of their heart

:

'' And there will I devour them as a lioness

;

" A beast of the field shall tear them '^"

'* PsAL. Ixxviii. 65, '^ Jer. xxv. 30.

'^ Hos. xiii. 7, 8.

From
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From ideas, which in themselves appear

coarse, unsuitable, and totally unworthy of

so great an object, the mind naturally re-

cedes, and passes suddenly to the contem-

plation of the object itself, and of its inhe-

rent magnitude and importance.



LECTURE XVII.

OF THE SUBLIME OF PASSION.

Suhlimity of sentiment as arisingfrom the vehement qfm

Jections of the mind—What is commonly called Enthu-

siasm is the natural effect of passion : the true Enthv^

siasm arises from the impulse of the Divine Spirit^

and is peculiar to the sacred poets—The principal

force of' poetry is displayed in the expression of pas-

sion : in exciting the passions poetry best achieves its

purpose, whether it he utility or pleasure—How the

passions are excited to the purpose of utility ; how to

that ofpleasure—The difference and connexion be-

tween the pathetic and the sublime—That sublimity

wJiicJi, in the sacred poetry, proceeds from the imita-

tion of the passions ofadmiration, qfjoy,indig7iation,

grief and terror^ illustrated by examples.

We have agreed with Longlnus, that a vio-

lent agitation of the mind, or impetuosity

of passion, constitutes another source of the

sublime : he calls it *^ the vehemence and
'^ enthusiasm of passion." It will be pro-

per, therefore, in the next place, to consi-

der the nature of this enthusiasm ; the prin-

ciples on which the power of exciting or of

imitating the passions in poetry may be sup-

posed
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posed to depend; and what affinity subsists

between passion and sublimity.

The language of poetry I have more than

once described as the effect of mental emo-

tion. Poetry itself is indebted for its origin,

character, complexion, emphasis, and appli-

cation, to the effects which are produced upon

the mind and body, upon the imagination,

the senses, the voice, and respiration, by the

agitation of passion. Every affection of the

human soul, while it rages with violence, is

a momentary frenzy. When, therefore, a

poet is able by the force of genius, or rather

of imagination, to conceive any emotion of

the mind so perfectly as to transfer to his

own feelings the instinctive passion of ano-

ther, and, agreeably to the nature of the

subject, to express it in all its vigour, such a

one, according to a common mode of speak-

ing, may be said to possess the true poetic

enthusiasm ', or, as the ancients w^ould have

expressed it, '' to be inspired ; full of the

*' God :' not, however, implying that their

ardour of mind was imparted by the Gods,

* Aristotle expresses it joiav/nov (insane), Plato £K^poy»

(out of their common senses), lAov (inspired by a God),

8ji9tfcr*a^oy1a (enthusiastic).

but
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but that this ecstatic impulse became the God
of the moment*.

This species of enthusiasm I should distin-

guish by the term natural, were it not that

I should seem to connect things which are

really different, and repugnant to each other:

the true and genuine enthusiasm, that which

alone is deserving of the name, that I mean
with which the sublimer poetry of the He-

brews, and particularly the prophetic, is ani-

mated, is certainly widely different in its na-

ture> and boasts a much higher origin.

As poetry, however, derives its very exist-

ence from the more vehement emotions of

the mind, so its greatest energy is displayed

in the expression ofthem ; and by exciting the

passions it more effectually attains its end.

Poetry is said to consist in imitation: what-

ever the human mind is able to conceive, it

is the province of poetry to imitate ; things,

places, appearances natural and artificial, ac-

tions, passions, manners, and customs : and

since the human intellect is naturally de-

lighted with every species of imitation, that

species in particular, which exhibits its own

* Nisus ait. Dine hunc ardorein mentibus addunt,

Euryale ? an sua cuique deiis lit dira cupido ?

JEneid. ix. 184.

image.
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image, which displays and depicts those im-

pulses, inflexions, perturbations, and secret

emotions, which it perceives and knows in

itself, can scarcely fail to astonish and to de-

light above every other. The delicacy and

difficulty of this kind of imitation are among
its principal commendations ; for, to effect

that which appears almost impossible, natu-

rally excites our admiration. The under-

standing slowly perceives the accuracy of the

description in all other subjects, and their

agreement to their archetypes, as being

obliged to compare them by the aid and

through the uncertain medium, as it were,

of the memory : but when a passion is ex-

pressed, the object is clear and distinct at

once ; the mind is immediately conscious of

itself and its own emotions; it feels and suf-

fers in itself a sensation, either the same or

similar to that which is described. Hence

that sublimity which arises from the vehe-

ment agitation of the passions, and the imi-

tation of them, possesses a superior influence

over the human mind; whatever is exhibited

to it from without, may well be supposed to

move and agitate it less than what it inter-

nally
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nally perceives, of the magnitude and force?

of which it is previously conscious.

And as the imitation or delineation of the

passions is the most perfect production of

poetry, so by exciting them it n^ost com-

pletely effects its purpose. The intent of

poetry is to profit while it entertains us ; and

the agitation of the passions, by the force of

imitation, is in the highest degree both use-

ful and pleasant.

This method of exciting the passions is iq

the first place useful, vvhen properly and

lawfully exercised ; that is, when these pas-

sions are directed to their proper end, and

rendered subservient to the dictates of nature

and truth ; when an aversion to evil, and a

love of goodness, is excited : and if the poet

deviate on any occasion from this great end

and aim, he is guilty of a most scandalous

jibuse and perversion of his art. For, the

passions and affections are the elements and

principles of human action ; they are all in

themselves good, useful, and virtuous ; and,

when fairly and naturally employed, not only

lead to useful ends :.nd purposes, but actually

prompt and stimulate to virtue. It is the ofSce

of poetry to incite, to direct, to temper tjie

VOL. I, B B passions^
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passions, and not to extinguish them. It pro-

fesses to exercise, to amend, to discipline the

affections : it is this which is strictly meant

by Aristotle, when he speaks of the priming

of the passions, though certain commenta-

tors have strangely perverted his meaning^.

But this operation on the passions is also

more immediately useful, because it is pro-

ductive of pleasure. Every emotion of the

mind (not excepting even those which in

themselves are allied to pain), v/hen excited

through the agency of the imitative arts, is

ever accompanied with an exquisite sensation

of pleasure. This arises partly from the

contemplation of the imitation itself; partly

from the consciousness of our own felicity,

3 T tliink nothing can well be more ridiculous than the

established method of rendering 'rrxOnixccluv KA0APSIN, t7i^

elecmsing orpurgmg of the passions. Why should a secon-

dary or adventitious sense of a word be adopted, unless

its primary signification be incompatible with the context?

In the common version of John, xv. 2. xaSaipst, a word

from the same source with >caO»pcr/?, is translated, lie purg-

ETH, where it evidently signifies lie pruneth ; so -KraS^ipa-

V'v ;ca9«p(7tv, instead of the cleansing, or purging of the

2yasslo7is, should rather be the checking of theh^ exces-

sive growth, or pruning their luxuriancies, that so they

might produce their proper fruits. S. H.

when
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when compared with the miseries of others

;

but principally from the moral sense ^. Na-
ture has endued man with a certain social

and generous spirit; and commands him not

to confine his cares to himseh' alone, but to

extend them to all his fellow-creatures ; to

look upon nothing which relates to mankind

as foreign to himself. Thus, *' to rejoice

*^ with them that do rejoice, and to weep
*' wuth them that weep ;'' to love and to re-

spect piety and benevolence ; to cherish and

retain an indignant hatred of cruelty and in-

justice; that is, to obey the dictates of nature,

is right, is honest, is becoming, is pleasant.

The sublime and the pathetic are intrinse-

cally very different ; and yet have in some

respects a kind of affinity or connexion ^.

The

* See Lord KAIMs^5 Elements of Criticism^ Vol. I. ch.

ii. ; Dr. Priestley'^ Lectures on Oratory, p. 137 ; and

Hartley on the Human Mind, § iv. prop. 49, T.

5 As our Author is here treating of that species of the

fsuhlime which is connected with tlie pathetic, and in a

manner depends upon it ; it may not be amiss to consider

a little the means of exciting this sensation, which have

been employed by some of the best writers.

There are two principal modes of producing this mixed

sensation. First, when the story or sentiiTient is suffi-

B B 2 ^icntly
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The pathetic includes the passions which we
feel, and those which we excite. Some pas-

sions

ciently striking of Itself, by reducing all the circumstance*

into as narrow a compass as possible, and causing them to

flash at once upon the mind ; of which Livy"*s description

of the death of Lucretia is a fine example : and this ap-

pears the most natural, and is the surest mode of affecting

the passions. The second is, by dramng out the descrip-

tion, heaping circumstance on circumstance, and work-

ing up the mind by degrees : this, however, is rarely ao-

comphshed with sufficient taste and caution. If I were

called upon to specify another historical example, I would

refer the reader to the description of Agrippina's return

after the death of Germanicus, in Tacitus ; or, I might

add, the example quoted by our Author from the song of

Deborah and Baruk, Lect. XIII. The French dramatic

writers generally fail by attempting this latter mode of

affecting the passions ; which is only proper, when ther*

is not force enough in any single part of a narration ; or

when a picture cannot be drawn in a few words sufficiently

explicit.

Several circumstances, when judiciously introduced,

contribute greatly to the pathetic, and consequently to

that branch of suhlimlty which is connected with it. 1st,

When innocent and helpless persons are involved in ruin.

To introduce an hifant on the stage in a tragedy, though

a common trick, is yet seldom destitute of effect. I nmst

however remark, that if there be many to participate in the

misfortune, the society in sorrow seems to lessen its weight.

Sdly, Absence from friends, or persons otherwise very dear:

the whole of that inimitable poem, Mr. Pope's Eloisa,

affords

»
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sions may be expressed without any thing of

the subUme ; the subUme also may exist

where

affords a strong example of this, and particulai-ly the fol-

io%nng Hnes

:

" No, fly me, fly me, far as pole from pole

;

^^ Rise Alps between us ! and whole oceans roll

!

*' All ! come not, ^YYlte not, think not once of me."

S89.

3dly, Exile:

——" Methinks we wandVing go

^' Through dreary wastes, and weep each other'*s woe,

*' Where round some mouldering towV pale ivy creeps,

^' And low-brow'd rocks hang nodding o'er the deeps."

lb. 241.

'^ The world was all before them, where to choose

*' Their place of resj, and Providence their guide :

*' They hand in hand, with wandering steps and slow,

*'' Through Eden took their solitary way."

Far. Lost, xii. 646.

4thly, A sudden ubrupilon from a state of enjoyment

:

^* Now warm in love, now withering in my bloom,

*' Lost in a convenes solitary gloom !

" There stern religion quench*'d th' unwilhng flame,

" There died those best of passions, love and fame."

Pope'^ Eloisa, 325.

I^anguage cannot express a nobler union of the pathetic

and sublime than is contained in the tet hne.

BB 3 5thly,
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where no passion is directly expressed : there

is however no sublimity where no passion is

excited. That sensation of sublimity which

arises from the greatness of the thoughts and

imagery, has admiration for its basis, and

5thly, The i*ecollection of past happiness is a fine source

of the pathetic ; or happiness that might have been at-

tained, but for some intervening circumstance that unex-

pectedly precludes it. On this are founded some of our

best Tragedies. See the Orphan. Also the Fair Peni-

tent, last Act.

6thly, Apparent resignation

:

'^ O grace serene ! O virtue heav'^nly fair !

** Divine oblivion of low-thoughted care ! &c.

" Enter each mild, each amicable guest,

*' Receive and wrap me in eternal rest
!"

Eloisa, 297. T.

A 7th head may also be added. Inattention to self, and

solicitude for others. Thus, Lear to Kent

:

«f Pr'*ythee, go in thyself; seek thine own case

*^ Poor naked ^vretches, wheresoe''er you are,

*' That bide the pelting of this pitiless storm,

^' How shall your houseless heads and unfed sides,

^' Your loop'd and window'd raggedness, defend you
*' From seasons such as these f^

And the address of our Saviour-*" Daughters of Jeru-

*^ salem, weep not for me, but for yourselves and your

" chUdren.^' S. H.

that
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that for the most part connected with joy,

love, hatred, or fear ; and this I think is evi-

dent from the instances which were so lately

under our consideration.

How much the sacred poetry of the He-
brews excels in exciting the passions ^ and
in directing them to their noblest end and
aim ; how it exercises them upon their pro-

per objects ; how it strikes and fires the ad-

* The pathetic is so much tlie prevailing or distinguish*

ing quahty of the Hebrew writings, that I do not hesitate

to ascribe much of that superiority which the moderns

claim in this respect over the Greeks and Romans, to the

free use which they have made of scriptural sentiments and

expressions. The reader will easily be able to satisfy him-

self on this subject by a cursory inspection of Milton, Pope,

and even some of our best Tragic writers. Mr. Kxox
has very judiciously pointed out how gi-eatly Sterne has

been indebted to them. That an author, indeed, who
has borrowed from others all die tolerable thoughts which

are thinly scattered through his writings, should resort to

the readiest and most copious source of pathetic imagery,

is not surprising. It is only to be lamented, that he has

not made the best use of his plagiarisms ; that these noble

sentiments arc so strangely chsfigured by the insipid fri-

volity of his style : a style which no classical car can pos-

sibly endure, and which must be confessed to derive its

principal embelhshments from what are called the typo^

graphical iigiu-es. T.

B B 4 miration
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miration by the contemplation of the Divine

Majesty ; and, forcing the affections of love,

hope, and joy, from unworthy and terrestrial

objects, elevates them to the pursuit of th6

Supreme good : how it also stimulates those

of grief, hatred, and fear, Which are usually

employed upon the trifling miseries of this

life, to the abhorrence of the supreme evil, is

a subject, which at present wants no illustra-

tion, and which, though not unconnected

with sublimity in a general view, would be

improperly introduced in this place. For we
are not at present treating of the general ef-

fects of sublimity on the passions ; but of that

species of the sublime which proceeds from

vehement emotions of the mind, and from

the imitation or representation of passion.

Here, indeed, a spacious field presents itself

to our view : for, by far the greater part of

the sacred poetry is little else than a rontinued

imitation of the different passions. What in

teality forms the substance and subject of

most of these poems but the passion of admi-

ration, excited by the consideration of the

Divine power and majesty ; the passion of

joy, from the sense of the Divine favour, and

the prosperous issue of events ; the passion of

resentment

4
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resentment and indignation against the con-

temners of God ; of grief, from the consci-

ousness of sin ; and terror, from the appre-

hension of the Divinejudgment? Of all these,

and if there be any emotions of the mind be-

yond these, exquisite examples may be found

in the Book of Job, in the Psalms, in the

Canticles, and in every part of the prophetic

writings. On this account my principal

difficulty will not be the selection of excellent

and proper instances, but the explaining of

those which spontaneously occur without a

considerable diminution of their intrinsic

sublimity.

Admiration, as it is ever the concomitant,

so it is frequently the efficient cause of sub-

limity. It produces great and magnificent

conceptions and sentiments, and expresses

them in language bold and elevated, in sen-

tences concise, abrupt, and energetic.

**' Jehovah reigneth ; let the people tremble

:

^^ He sitteth upon the Cherubim; iet the earth

" be moved ^"

*' The voice of Jehovah is upon the waters :

"** The God of Glory thunders :

^ PsALo xcbc. 1,

" Jehovah
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" Jehovah is upon the many waters.

*' The voice of Jehovah is full of power

;

" The voice of Jehovah is full of majesty ^''

" Who is like unto thee among the Gods, O
*^ Jehovah ?

" Who is like unto thee, adorable in holiness !

" Fearful in praises, who workest wonders !

" Thou extendest thy right hand ; the earth

" swalloweth them ^."

Joy is more elevated, and exults in a bolder

strain : it produces great sentiments and

conceptions, seizes upon the most splendid

imagery, and adorns it with the most ani-

mated language ; nor does it hesitate to risk

the most daring and unusual figures. In the

Song of Moses, in the Thanksgiving of De-

borah and Baruk, what sublimity do we
find, in sentiment, in language, in the gene-

ral turn of the expression ! But nothing can

excel, in this respect, that noble exultation

of universal nature in the Psalm which ha^

been so often commended, where the whoLe

animated and inanimate creation unite in the

praises of their Maker. Poetry here seems

to assume the highest tone of triumph and

• PSAL. Xxix. 3, 4. ^ EXOD. XV. 11, 12.

exultation.
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exultation, and to revel, if I may so express

myself, in all the extravagance of joy

:

Tell ill high, harmonious strains,

Tell the world, Jehovah reigns

!

He, who fram'd this beauteous wholci

He, who fixVl each planet's place

;

Who bade unnumber'd orbs to roll,

In destin'd course, through endless space.

Let the glorious Heavens rejoice,

The Hills exult with grateful voice;

Let Ocean tell the echoing shore,

And the hoarse waves with humble voice adore!

Let the verdant plains be glad !

The trees in blooming fragrance clad

!

Smile with joy, ye desert lands,

And, rushing torrents, clap your hands !

Let the whole earth with triumph ring

!

Let all that live with loud applause

Jehovah's matchless praises sing:—

He comes ! He comes! Heaven's righteous King,

To judge the world by Truth's eternal laws ^*.

Nothing, however, can be greater or more

magnificent than the representation of anger

and indignation, particularly when the Divine

wrath is displayed. Of this the whole of the

prophetic Song of Moses affords an incompa-

»° PsAL. xcvi. 10—13. and xcviii, 7—9.

rable
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rable specimen. I have formerly produced

from it some instances of a different kind

;

nor ought the following to be denied a place

in these Lectures

:

" For I will lift my hand unto the heavens,

" And I will say, I live for ever

;

^' If I whet the brightness of my sword,
^' And my hand lay hold on judgment;
" I will return vengeance to my enemies,

" And I will recompense those that hate me :

" I will drench my arrows in blood,

" And my sword shall devour flesh
;

" With the blood of the slain and the captives,

*' From the bushy head of the enemy "."

Nor is Isaiah less daring on a similar subject;

*' For the day of vengeance was in my heart,

" And the year of my redeemed was come.
*' And I looked, and there was no one to help

;

*' And I was astonished, that there was no one
" to uphold :

*' Therefore mine own arm wrought salvation

" for me,

" And mine indignation itself sustained me.

" And I trod down the peoples in mine anger;
" And I crushed them in mine indignation

;

** And I spilled their life-bjood on the ground'*,"

"' Beut. xxxii. 40—42.

'* IsAi. Ixiii. 4-—^. See a note on this passage, Lect,

XXX,
The
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The display of the fury and threats of the

enemy, by which Moses finely exaggerates

the horror of their unexpected ruin, is also

wonderfully sublime :

" The enemy said, I will pursue, I will over-

" take

;

" I will divide the spoil, my soul shall be sa-

" tiated

;

" I will draw my sword, my hand shall destroy

" them :

^' Thou didst blow with thy breath; they were
" covered with the sea ^."

Grief is generally abject and humble, less

apt to assimilate with the sublime ; but

when it becomes excessive, and predominates

in the mind, it rises to a bolder tone, and

becomes heated to fury and madness. We
have a fine example of this from the hand of

Jeremiah, w^heri he exaggerates the miseries

of Sion:

^* He hath bent his bow as an enemy, he hath
'* fixed his right hand as an adversary

;

" He hath poured out his anger like fire on the

'^ tents of the daughter of Sion ^\''

But nothing of this kind can equal the grief

pf Job, which is acute, vehement, fervid;

'J KxoD. XV. 9> 10, J4 Lam. ii. 4.

always
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always in the deepest afflictions breathing an

animated and lofty strain ;

for in the conscious bosom flame

Virtue, and grief, and soul-depressing shame.

** His fury rendethme; he teareth me to pieces;

" He gnasheth on me with his teeth,

*' ]\Iine enemy sharpeneth his ej^es upon me.

" They run with open mouth upon me,
^' They smite me reproachfully on the cheek,

" They are ready to burst with fury against me.
^* God hath delivered me over bound to the

" wicked

;

" Yea, he hath tumbled me headlong in perdi-

*' tion at the discretion of the impious.

*'' I was in tranquillity, and he rent me asunder;

*' Yea, he seized me by the neck, and dashed

*' me in pieces ;

** He hath even set me up as a mark for him.

*' His archers encompassed me round ;

*' He pierceth through my reins, and spareth not;

** He poureth out my gall on the ground.

" He breaketh me up breach after breach

;

" He rusheth upon me like a mighty man '^"

In

^5 Job, xvi. 9—14. " Ver. 10. Jitmalaon, according

" to the Sept. c/xaOv^ua^oy li xale^pajaov ! R. L. B. Ger*
'' SHOM, They are gathered together : and the Arabic verb

'' Mala denote* iu vi. Conjugation^ T7iey assisted one an*

'^ othevy
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In the same author, with what magnificence

and sublimity are sorrow and desperation

expressed

!

Were but my woes in equal balance weigh'd,

Did the vast mass of misery press the scale

Against the sands that skirt the ocean round,

'T would far outweigh them : therefore boils my
grief!

^' titer, and iccre ^inammoiis (as if a great multitude were
^' collected together), and it is construed with the pre-

^' position gnale, as in this passage. See also Isai. xxxi.

*' 4. quoted in Lect. XIX. where Mala is rendered a raid'

^' tltude. This interpretation, however, though suffi-

*^ ciently confirmed by the preceding instances, is, per-

*' haps, not sufficiently forcible and vehement in this place.

" Ver. 11. Jarateni^ he precipitated me. This I take to

" be the true sense of this word, which ought to be enu-

*' merated anions those that occur but once : for the other

*' place in which it is commonly read, Numb. xxii. 82.

" is certainly corrupted, and should be corrected from the

" Samar. which has, because tliy xvay is evil before me ;

'' with whicK the answer of Balaam perfectly agrees, ver.

" 34. If it be evilin thy sight. Nor is the construction

** clear in this phrase Jarat He-darachecha, unless we
" agree that the true reading is Jaratah, &c. Not to

'* dwell upon this, however, the interpretation of the word

'' Jarateni appears perfectly just, if we consider that the

<' Arabic verb Verat uniformly means, he precipitated

" himself into an affair whence he could not extricate

" himself^' H. Author's Note,

The
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The pointed arrows of tb' oiFended God,

rix'd in my heart, rack every tender nerv^;

And the slow poison drinks my spirit up

;

While hosts of terrors close besiege my soul.

O might thy suppliant urge one poor request!

Thy wrath, O God ! should loose at once thy

arm,

(Thy vengeful arm, which blasting lightnings

wields,)

Dash into pieces this imbecile frame,

And crush thy suffering creature into nothing '^,

The whole poem of Job is no less excellent

in the expression and excitation of terror, as

^^ Job, vi. S, 3, 4, 8, 9. This passage is thus giveo

by Mr. Scott with a little alteration :

^* O for a balance pois'd with equal hand !

" Lay all my sorrows there ''gainst ocean'^s sand

:

*' Light is the sand whereon the billows roll,

" When weighed mth all the sorrows of my souL

*' Ah ! therefore, therefore does my boiling w^oe

•'In such a torrent of wild worrls nVrflow.

•' RankUng I feel th' Almighty'^s venom'd dait,

** His arrows fire my veins and rend my heart

:

** His teiTors -gainst me throng in dire array,

" War urging war, his boundless ^vi'ath display.

*' O that, relenting at my earnest cry,

^' God would extend his thundering arm on high ;

^' Ruthless at once his smouldering trident throw,

?' And, forcing through hi§ mark the vengeful blpw,

f * At once destroy mQ T'

the
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the example just now quoted sufficiently de-

monstrates. To this commendation, how-
ever, the prophetic writings seem to have
the fairest claim ; it being, indeed, their pe-

culiar province to denounce the Divine judg-

ments upon guilty nations. Almost the

whole book of Ezekiel is occupied with this

passion : Isaiah is also excellent in this re-

spect, although he be in general the harbin-

ger of joy and salvation. The following

terrific denunciation is directed by him
against the enemies of Jerusalem :

" Howl ye, for the day of Jehovah is at hand :

•* As a destruction from the Almighty shall it

" come.

" Therefore shall all hands be slackened
;

" And the heart of every mortal shall melt; and
" they shall be terrified :

** Torments and pangs shall seize them
;

" As a woman in travail, they shall be pained :

" They shall look upon one another with asto-

" nishment;

" Their countenances shall be like flames of fire.

" Behold, the day of Jehovah cometh inexorable;
'^ Even indignation and burning wrath :

" To make the land a desolation

;

" And her sinners shall he destroy from out of
" her.

VOL. I. c c '' Yea,
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'^ Yea, the stars of Heaven, and the constella-

'' tions thereof,

" Shall not send forth their light

:

*' The Sun is darkened at his going forth,

*' And the Moon shall not cause the light to shine.

'' And I will visit the world for its evil '\

" And the wicked for their iniquity :

^* And I will put an end to the arrogance of the

*' proud

:

'* And I will bring down the haughtiness of the

" terrible.

" I will make a mortal more precious than fine

"gold;
" Yea, a man, than the rich ore of Ophir.

*' V/herefore I will make the heavens tremble;

" And the earth shall be shaken out of her place:

*^ In the indignation of JjLHovAHGod of Hosts *^"

Jeremiah is scarcely inferior, though perhaps

his talents are better suited in common to

the exciting of the softer affections. As an

example, I need only refer to that remarkable

vision, in v^hich the impending slaughter and

destruction of Judea is exhibited with won-

derful force and enthusiasm :

^7 / will visit, &c.] That is, the Babylonish empire:

as all the world for the Roman empire, or for Judea

:

Luke, ii. 1. Acts, xi. 23. Bishop LowthV Isaiah,

'^ IsAi. xiii. 6—13.

- My

(
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" My bowels, my bowels are pained, the walls
*^ of my heart

;

" My heart is troubled within me ; I cannot be
*' silent

;

^^ Because I have heard the sound of the trumpet,
" My soul the alarm of war.

'* Destruction is come upon the heels of de-
" struction

;

" Surely the whole land is spoiled :

" On a sudden have my tents been spoiled,
*^ My curtains in an instant.

" How long shall I see the standard ?

'' Shall I hear the sound of the trumpet ?

—

" I beheld the earth, and lo ! disorder and con-
" fusion

;

" The heavens also, and there was no lio-ht'^
"

It v^ould be an infinite task to collect and
specify all the passages that might be found
illustrative of this subject: and probably we
shall have more than one opportunity of dis-

coursing upon these and similar topics, when
we come to consider the different species of
the Hebrew poetry : upon which, after re-

questing your candour and indulgence to so

arduous an undertaking, it is my intention

to enter at our next meeting.

'9 Jer. iv. 19, &c.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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